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ABSTR,ACT

For more than 20 years the Canadian criminal justice system has been the subject of
reforms designed to address overwhelming evidence of the system's disproportionate and

discriminatory impact on Aboriginal peoples. For the most part, this approach has been

unsuccessful, primarily because of a failure to recognize the critical nexus between

justice reform and the demand of the First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples of Canada

for constitutional recognition of their right to govern in their own communities. An
examination of several recent reports of Aboriginal justice inquiries suggests that this

connection is finally being made, with the consequence that communiry-based autonomy

has emerged as the underlying principle of justice reform initiatives. Recommendations

for the establishment of comprehensive Aboriginal justice systems as a component of the

inherent right of Aboriginal self-government are illustrative of a dramatic and

encouraging re-direction of the reform agenda. However, before this major restructuring
of the Canadian justice landscape can be effected, several key issues including the role

of the Chaner of Rights and Freedorru, and the jurisdictional framework for Aboriginal
justice autonomy, must be resolved.

REST]ME

Depuis plus de 20 ans, le système de justice criminel canadien a été le sujet de réformes

qui ont été conçues pour aborder les impacts de la disproportionalité et de la
discrimination du système judicière envers les peuples autochtones. En général, cette

approche a connu peu de succès du au manque de connaissance des points critiques qui

lient la réforme judiciaire et les demandes des Premières Nations, des Métis et des

peuples Inuit du Canada pour la reconnaissance de leur droits constitutionnels qui leurs

réservent le droit à I'auto-détermination de leur communauté respective. Un examen de

plusieurs récents rapports de demandes de justice autochtones suggère qu'une entente a

finalement été convenu, ayant pour conséquences l'émergence de I'autonomie de la
communauté comme le principe de base des nouvelles initiatives de la réforme judicière.

I-es recommendations pour l'éstablissement complet du système de justice autochtones

comme une composante de droits inhérents des autochtones à I'auto-détermination
gouvernementale, démontre un changement de direction dramatique mais encourageant

de la réforme à I'ordre du jour. Cependant, avant qu'une restructuration majeure de la

justice canadienne soit mis en application, plusieurs problèmes clés, tel la Charte des

droits et libertés et I'autonomie de la structure de juridiction de la justice autochtones,

devront être résolus.
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PREFACE

Two weeks after my arrival in Canada in August 1991 the Manitoba Justice

Minister released the long awaited Repor-t of thc Aboriginnl Justice Inquiry of Manitoba.l

I had been accepted into the Master of I-a.ws program at the University of Manitoba, and

my intention was to complete a research thesis dealing with the general topic of

'Aboriginal people and the criminal justice system'. Beyond a desire to study within this

broad area, my plans were fairly nebulous. However, after an early meeting with Dean

Roland Penner, Professor Butch Nepon and Professor Alvin Esau (who were later to

become members of my Supervising Committee), I set about the task of introducing

myself to the key issues in Canada that pertained to my area of interest. It seemed

logical to use the Inquiry's report as my first point of reference.

Two things quickly became obvious. First, the existence of the Public Inquiry into

the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal Peopld was not a unique event in Canada.

In fact, it represented part of a significant trend in the f,reld of Canadian law and justice:

the resort to independent inquiries to address fundamental questions about the impact of

the social control institutions of the dominant culture on Aboriginal people. I also noted

that following the 'precedent' of the Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall, Jr.,

Prosecution in Nova Scotia,3 all three provinces in the Prairie region (Alberta, Manitoba

1. Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Report of the Aboriginal Justice

Inquiry of Manitoba (Winnipeg: Province of Manitoba, 1991).

2.The Inquiry will be referred to throughout this thesis as the "Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba".

3. Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall, Jr., Prosecution, Report (Halifax: Province of Nova Scotia,

1989).
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and Saskatchewan) produced, during the tweive months between March 1991 and March

1992, reports of investigations dealing with the impact on Aboriginal people of the

criminal justice system.a

The second observation which I made was that all of these reports described a

justice environment for Aboriginal people that was remarkably similar to that which I had

left behind in Australia, where the Naionnl Repon of the Royal Commission truo

Aboriginnl Deatr in CUsto$f had been released only three months prior to my

departure.

Several questions began to emerge from my early readings and discussions. For

example, why had Aboriginal justice generally, and the phenomenon of Aboriginal over-

representation specifically, emerged as a focus of ac¿demic, legal and political concern

in both Canada and Australia, and what forces were shaping the quite different directions

being pursued in terms of solutions and law reform in both countries? It occurred to me

that these questions could provide the basis for a comprehensive comparative study of the

topic of Aboriginal people and the criminal justice system in Canada and Australia.

4. In Alberta, the Task Force on ttre Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the Indian and Métis People
of Alber[a, Justice on Tria] @dmonton: Province of Alberta, Ma¡ch 1991); and in Saskatchewan, both the
Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Committee, Report of the Saskntchewan Indian Justice Review Corn¡nittee
(Regina, January 1992), and the Saskatchewan Métis Justice Review Committee, Repon of the Saskatchewan
Métis Justice Review Commíttee @egina, Ma¡ch 1992). This is not to suggest that Aboriginal justice is not an
important issue in other parts of Canada. Indeed, recent reports produced in Ontario: OsnaburghÄVindigo Tribal
Council Justice Review Committee, Tay Bway rilin: Truth, Justice and First Natio¡ts (Report prepared for the
Ontario Attorney General and Solicitor General, July 1990); Québec: J-P. Brodeur, C. I-2, Prairie & R.
McDon-oell, Justice for the Cree: Final Report (Nemaska: Grand Council of the Crees (of Québec)/Cree
Regional Authority, August 1991); and by the I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, Aboriginal Peoples and
Criminal Justice: Equaliry, Respect and th¿ Search for Justice (Ottawa: I-aw Reform Commission of Canada,
December 1991), illustrate that the concerns of Aboriginal people about how they are treated by the existing
justice system is receiving attention in almost all parts of the country.

5. Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, National Repoft (Canberra: Australian Government
Publishing Service, May 1991).
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However, as I began my research with this general direction in mind, I soon realised that

this was simply too large a project to be realistically attempted within the context of a

Master of l¡.ws progr¿rm and a limited time frame.

There did seem, however, to be several legitimate mechanisms for limiting the

scope of my project. The first was to avoid, as far as possible, simply retelling the

literature on Aboriginal justic.e which has emerged, particularly since the 1970s. I

decided to attempt to assess and 'chart' the direction which Aboriginal justice reform has

begun to take in recent years, by focusing on the several reports which were released in

the one year period identified above. In essence, my aim has been to examine the

emergence of 'autonomy' as a justice solution, including an analysis of the implications

of this approach and an exploration of its relationship with the broader shift in Canada

towa¡ds formal recognition of the Aboriginal right of self-government.

The recommendations contained in the reports a¡e discussed in some detail on the

basis that they reveal a great deal about the status of justice reform in Canada. However,

the reports also formed the basis of my research in a much wider respect. For example,

the material collected and produced by the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba offered

an enormous amount of current statistical data and interpretive literature on issues

relating to Aboriginal people and the administration of justice. Perhaps most

significantly, these reports, via the thousands of submissions which they generated and

summarized, gave me access to some of the stories of Aboriginal people about how

justice (mal)functions in their communities, and an insight into the types of solutions for

which they assert both a right and a need.
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Following my earlier observations regarding the appearance of reports in the

Prairie region, it seemed that my research objectives would be well served by a specific

emphasis on the status of justice reform in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, albeit

within the context of relevant events and justice initiatives throughout the country. A

large proportion of Canada's Aboriginal population lives in the Prairie region.ó For

example, approximately 42 percent of the total status-Indian population of Canada reside

in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba.T Also, prisons in the region have some of the

highest levels of Aboriginal incarceration in the country.s These factors, along with the

greater availability of research materials dealing with conditions in the Prairie region,

encouraged me to adopt this regional emphasis.

Another effect of this particular limitation on the scope of my project was that it

largely excluded the Inuit who form only a very small proportion of the Aboriginai

population of the Prairie provinces. While there can be no doubt that Inuit communities

have legitimate justice concerns, and that these share important similarities with the

related concerns of Métis and First Nations peoples, I believed that no useful pu{pose

6. For an introduction to the history of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada's Prairie region, see H.A. Dempsey,

"The Blackfoot Indians" in R.B. Morrison & C.R. Vy'ilson (eds), Native Peoples: The Canadian Experience
(Ioronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1986); P.D. Elias, The Dakota of the Canadian Northwest: Lessons for
Survival (\ilinnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1988); J.E. Foster, "The Plains Métis" in R.B. Morrison
& C.R. Wilson (eds), Native Peoples: The &nadian Experience (foronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1986); J.S.

Milloy, The Plains Cree: Tradc, Diplomacy and War, I7n-1870 (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press,

1990); a¡d O.P. Dickason, Canaàa's First Nations: A History of Founding Peoples From Earliest Tirnes

(foronto: McClella¡d & Stewart, 1992) at 192-20L.

7. Canada, Privy Council Office, Aboriginal Peoples, Self-Goverrunent, and Constitutional Reþrm (lull:
Supply and Services Canada, 1991) at 5.

8. Correctional Services of Canada, Basic Fscß Abouf Corrections in Csneda 1991 (Otl.awa: Correctional
Services of Canada, 1991).
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would be served by attempting to address the status of justice reform in relation to all

of Canada's Aboriginal peoples, simply for the purpose of completeness. Indeed, a broad

brush stroke approach would have been inconsistent with my interest in community-based

Aboriginal autonomy as a political and justice reform objective. I have not, therefore,

directly addressed the position of Canada's Inuit communities in relation to the operation

of the criminal justice system, although I hope that some of the more general discussions

of Aboriginal autonomy and the administration of justice may be worthy of consideration

in relation to the Inuit justice agenda.

At the same time, a Prairie regional focus meant that I could not exclude

Canada's 'other' Aboriginal people - the Métis.e As far as possible I have attempted to

deal with the particular concerns of Métis communities in relation to the justice system,

where they may differ from First Nations peoples. However, while, as Sawchuk has

observed, "[t]here has been an explosion in Métis scholarship over the last decade",ro

Métis legai and justice issues are "badly under represented in the literature".ll Indeed,

9. The term 'métis' is sometimes used to refer generally to people of dual Indian-white ancestry. Througbout

this thesis the following msqning for the term "Métis. has been adopted:

Capitalized, Métis is not a generic term for all persons of this biracial descent but refers to a distinctive

socioculural heritage, a means of self-identifrcation, and sometimes a political and legal category,
more or less narrowly def,rned.

- J. Brown, "Métis", inThe Canaiian Encyclopedia. Volum¿ 2 @dmonton: Hurtig Press, 2nd ed., 1988) at

1343. See aiso P.L.A.H. Chartrand, 'Terms of Division: Problems of 'Outside-Naming' for Aboriginal People

in Canada' (1991) 2(7) The Journal of Indigenous Studies L at 12-16.

10. J. Sawchuk, "The Métis: A Bibliography of Historic and Contemporary Issues" in S.W. Corrigan & L.J.
Barkwell (ed.s), The Struggle For Recognitíon: Canadian Justice and the Métis Narion (lVinnipeg: Pemmican

Publications, 1991) at201 .

tt. Ibid.
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to a much greâter extent than in relation to studies of Aboriginal identity, rights or land

claims, general concerns about the operation of the justice system are usually treated in

the literature as fairly common as between status Indians, non-status Indians and Métis.

For example, after observing that "[t]he literature pertaining to the impact of the

administration of justice on the Métis people is virtually non-existent", Chartrand states

that "[a] review of the literature that exists makes it apparent that the majority of

problems and concerns facing the Métis are similar, if not identical, those experienced

by the more inclusive Native category employed by the majority of authors."l2

It is obviously important not to extend the generalization too far, and so, where

appropriate, I have attempted to consider the specfic circumstances of the Métis people

of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.

This issue of sensitivity to 'difference' is related to another problem with which

I had to contend in approaching the task of researching and writing on matters relating

to Aboriginal justice. Essentially it is the dilemma of being a non-Aboriginal person

working in a f,reld that is, fundamentally about being Aboriginal (or more accurately,

Métis, Cree, or Blackfoot etc.), and seeking to avoid the oppressive and assimilationist

tones which have traditionally coloured such analyzes.13 The support of several people -

12. P.L.A.H. Chartrand, Métis People and the Justíce System (Winnipeg: Research paper preparecl for the
Aborigina.l Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, Ocrober 1989) at 13.

13. For Havemann and his research colleagues, the appropriate response to this "ethical conundrum" was to
focus 'attention upon the imposed legal system, that is, a system of the 'colonial' state while trying to avoid
the tendency, common among researchers,'to blâme the victims' for their plight': P. Havemann, "The
Indigenization of Social Control in Canada" in B.\i/. Morse & G.R. Woodman (eds), Indigenous Law and the
State @ordrecht: Foris Publications, 1988) at 72. This article is based on a report prepared for the Solicitor
General of Ca¡ada: P. Havemann, K. Couse, L. Foster & R. Matnovich, Law and Order For Canada's
Indigenous People. A Review of Recent Research Literature Relating to the Operation of tlv Criminat Justice
System and Canada's Indigenous People (Regina: Prairie Justice Research, University of Regina, 1985).
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both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal - has helped me to address this difhculty. Their

guidance has assisted me in developing a perspective which, I hope, allows me to be

sensitive to the need for Aboriginal people - "the true experts on aboriginal issues"la -

to tell their own story, while contributing in some way to the search for a resolution of

the range of matters that come under the heading of Aboriginal justice.

The choice of appropriate terminology was also problematic, particularly in the

context of a broad-based analysis of justice reform policy affecting the f,rrst peoples of

Canada. As Fossett Jones has noted:

...[T]he constaût use in the secondary literature of words such as native, Indian, and

aboriginal encourâges generalization, perhaps even reinforcing the notion that what seems

to be true of the Netsilingmiut of Spence Bay, N.W.T. can be safely said of the Dakota Sioux
of Portage La Prairie, Manitoba. The problem is a semantic one. There is no single word
that neatly subsumes to everyone's satisfaction all of those people descended in some degree

or a¡other from the original peoples of the continent.ls

V/hile conscious of this legitimate concern I have adopted the term 'Aboriginal'

throughout this thesis on the basis that it is currently the term that is most commonly

adopted to embrace all f,rrst peoples in Canada.ló

Finally, while determining that a detailed compâ-rative study was not practical,

I felt that a minor Australian component would be a productive addition to my thesis. I

have, therefore, incoqporated the reports of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal

14. "Preface', in D. Jensen & C. Brooks (eds), ^In Celebration of Our Survival: The First Nations of Brirish
Columbia (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1991) at 8.

15. R. Fossett Jones, Alternatives to Incarceration: Literature Review and Selected AnnotÕted Bibliograplry
(Winnipeg: Resea¡ch paper prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, 1990) at l.

16. This usage is also consistentwith section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 which defrnes "aboriginal peoples

of Canada' as including the 'Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples of Canada. " In relation to the indigenous peoples

of Australia, the terms "Aborigine' and "Aboriginaln a¡e used throughout this thesis to refer to both Torres
Strait Islanders and the original peoples of the Australian mainland and Tasmania.
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Deaths in Custody within my collection of primary source materials, while also raising

Australian parallels, where appropriate, in relation to a variety of justice-related matters.

This thesis is the product of a 12 month long learning experience - about Canada,

about Aboriginal peoples, and about the workings of law, social control and justice. This

process has been challenging, enjoyable, frustrating, and frequently inspiring. I have

been motivated by the many dimensions of the struggle of Canada's frrst peoples for

justice on their own terms. My modest hope is that this thesis (and the educative process

which it represents) might contribute in some way to this endeavour by providing a

constructive addition to the growing body of literature dealing with Aboriginal people and

the administration of justice.
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I. OUTLINE

This thesis examines the growing concern in Canada during the past two

decades about the criminal justice experience of Aboriginal people. It considers the

themes and impact of this debate as it has developed since 'Aboriginal people and the

criminal justice system' emerged as an identifiable topic of investigation during the

1970s. In particular, it examines the implications of recent proposals for a shift

towards a signif,rcant level of Aboriginal community autonomy over social control

policies and institutions - most clearly demonstrated by calls for the establishment of

comprehensive Aboriginal justice systems. While this assessment will be undertaken

in reiatively general terms, more detailed reference will be made to the status of

justice reform in the three Prai¡ie region provinces: Alberta, Manitoba and

Saskatchewan. Mention will also be made of relevant developments in Australia on

the basis that there may be substantial lessons to be learned from such a comparative

approach.

The remainder of this section introduces the broader context in which this

assessment of justice reform must be undertaken, including a discussion of the various

stages on which the political struggle of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada is being

acted out, and of the nature of 'Aboriginal justice' as both a political issue and a

subject of socio-legal investigation. This discussion wili provide some necessary

background for later analysis of one of the themes which this thesis is designed to

explore: the way in which various approaches to criminal justice reform have run

contrary to, overlapped with, supported, and ultimately converged with the broader
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political aspirations of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada.

Following this introduction, the body of the thesis is divided into two parts.

Part A includes hve chapters which de¿l with the evolution of Aboriginai justice

reform, while Part B focuses in more detail on the increasingly imporfant questions

which are raised by the prospect of Aboriginal autonomy in the administration of

justice.

Chapter 1 critiques the notion that 'over-representation' is the key problem

faced by Aboriginal people in terms of contact with the criminal justice system. It

considers the implications of this emphasis, and examines the extent to which it has

shaped, and often dominated, Aboriginal justice literature and reform initiatives.

Chapter 2 surveys the types of reforms which have been implemented in the

last twenty years, in an effort to address the problem of over-representation. These

include the strategy of indigenization' of police forces and other positions within the

court and corrections systems, cross-cultural training, courtworker programs and the

use of alternatives to incarceration. The extent to which these approaches seriously

address the demands of Aboriginal justice will be questioned, before introducing the

possibility of a change in direction in justice reform policy as demonstrated by the

appearance during 1991 of several major reports, including in all three Canadian

provinces in the Prairie region - Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

The Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba is discussed in considerable detail

in Chapter 3 on the basis that it best illustrates the new direction in justice reform.

Chapter 4 applies a similar though less detailed analysis to the work of the Task
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Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the Indian and Métis People

of Alberta, the Saskatchewan Indian and Métis Justice Review Committees, as well as

a national report of the I¿w Reform Commission of Canada. The development which

these reports represent is contrasted with the status of Aboriginal justice reform in

Australia with a focus on the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody.

Chapter 5 assesses the key themes of the reports' respective reform strategies

and considers the emergence of autonomy as a major theme in justice reform policy.

It introduces the promotion of Aboriginal justice systems as the primary solution to

the problems faced by Aboriginal people who come into contact with the current

criminal j ustice process.

Part B expands on this pretiminary discussion by addressing several of the

important theoretical and practical issues raised by proposals for the establishment of

Aboriginal justice systems. Throughout this section reference is made to both the

operation of tribal courts in the United States - which is commonly cited as a model

for Aboriginal courts in Canada - ild, to a lesser extent, comparable developments in

Australia.

Chapter 6 places the proposal for Aboriginal justice systems within the context

of the ongoing debate over constitutional recognition of the Aboriginal right of self-

government. Chapter 7 considers the implications for Aboriginal justice systems of

the Canadian Chaner of Rights and Freedorr, including a consideration of whether

due process protections are negotiable.

Finally, issues relating to the jurisdicúon of Aboriginal justice systems are
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examined in Chapter 8. This chapter also considers the role of a general model or

framework for facilitating the exercise of Aboriginal autonomy in relation to the

administration of justice.

tr. THE ABORIGINAL AGENDA IN CANADA

The 1990s are shaping as a pivotal decade for the Aboriginal people

Canada.r In the aftermath of the Aboriginal community's key role in the demise

the Meech l-ake Accord,2 along with ongoing assessment of the ramifications

events in Oka, Québec during the summer of 1990,3 the concerns of Canada's First

Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples have begun to receive a signif,rcant and increasingly

constructive level of attention from federal and provincial governments. A long period

of intensive political activity by Aboriginal leaders and organisations is producing

significant results in a number of areas including land rights, self-government and

criminal justice administration, all of which have important implications for

1. See Canada, House of Commons, Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs, Unfnished Business: An

Agenda For All Canadians in the 1990's (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1990).

2. For a celebration of the Aborigina.l role, see M.E. Turpel & P.A. Monture, "Ode to Elijah: Reflections
of Two First Nations Women on the Rekindling of Spirit at the Wake for the Meech I-ake Accord' (1990)

15 Queen's Law Journal 345; also M. Angus, ... 'An¿ the Last Shall Be First." Native Policy in an Era of
Cutbacks (foronto: NC Press Limited, l99I) at 6446.

3. See D. I-avery & B. Morse, 'The Incident at Oka: Canadia¡ Aboriginal Issues Move to the Front
Burner' (1991) 48 Aboriginal Law Bulletin 6. For a detailed account of the crisis, see G. York & L.
Pindera, People of the Pines: The Warriors and thc L"go"y of Oka (foronto: Little, Brown & Co.(Caaada),
1991); a¡d R. Hornung, One Nation Under the Gøn (foronto: Stoddart, 1991). See also Caaada, House of
Commons, The Sutruner of l9%. Fifih Report of the Standing Conunittee on Aboriginal Afairs (Ottawa:

Queen's Printer, 1991); and D. Neel, "Life on the 18th Hole" in D. Jensen & C. Brooks (eds), /n
Celebration of Our Survival: Thc First Nations of British Columbia (Vancouver: University of British
Columbia Press, 1991).

of

of

of
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Aboriginal communities throughout the country. Important developments include the

creation of a Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, the negotiation of a

constitutional reform package which includes a proposal for the recognition of

Aboriginal self-government, and the ongoing success of indigenous organizations in

the task of developing international law recognition of the rights of indigenous

peoples.

1. Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples

In August 1991 Prime Minister Brian Mulroney announced the establishment

of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples,a to be co-chaired by George

Erasmus, former National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations and René Dussault,

Justice of the Québec Court of Appeal. The seven-member commission consists of

four Aboriginal members and th¡ee non-Aboriginal members. Former Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court of Canada, Brian Dickson (who served as the Prime Minister's

special representative) expressed in his report the belief that a commission of this size

and constitution would allow for "appropriate contributions from the various

aboriginal communities - Status Indians on reserve, urban and off-reserve Indians,

Métis and Inuit" and would also provide "the opportunity to consider the important

issues of geographic, linguistic and gender balance. "5

The Commission's terms of reference are extremelv broad:

4. Established by Federal Order in Council,26 August 1991, ReferenceP.C. 1991-1591 .

5. B. Dickson, Report of the Special Representurtve Respecrtng thc Royal Conanission on Aboriginal
Peoples (Ottawa, August l99I) at 21.
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The Commission of Inquiry should investigate the evolution of the relationship among

aboriginal peoples (ndian, Inuit and Métis), the Cauadian government, and Canadian
society as a whole. It should propose specific solutions, rooted in domestic and

international experience, to the problems which have plagued those relationships and

which confront aboriginal peoples today. The Commission should examine all issues

which it deems to be relevant to any or all of the aboriginal peoples of Canada, and in

particular, should investigate and make concrete recommendations concerning.,.ó

The former Chief Justice identifred a number of matters that the Royal Commission

would be expected to address including the:

* history of relations between Aboriginal peoples, the Canadian government and

Canadian society as a whole;

* recognition and affirmation of Aboriginal self-government; its origins, content and a

shategy for progressive implementâtion;

x land base for Aboriginal peoples, including the process for resolving comprehensive

and specif,rc claims, whether rooted in Canadian constitutional instruments, treâties or

in Aboriginal title;

* historical interpretation and application, ild potential future scope, of section

9l(24) of the Cowtitwion Act, 18677 and the responsibilities of the Canadian crown;

* legal status, implementation and future evolution of Aboriginal treaties, including

modern-day agreements;

t constitutional and legal position of the Métis and off-reserve Indians;

* special difficulties of Aboriginal people who live in the North; and the

6. Id at l0-ll.

7. Section 91(2a) of tJle Corstitution Act, 1867 gives the Pa¡liament of Canada power to make laws with

respect to "Indians, and l-ands reserved for Indians."
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* Indian Acf and the role, responsibilities and policies of the Department of Indian

Affairs and Northern Development.

The terms of reference also require the Commission to consider social,

economic, cultural, educational and justice issues of concern to Aboriginal peoples,

the position and role of Aboriginal elders, and the situation of Aboriginal youth.

The Commission was authorised to create regional or issue-specific task forces

or advisory bodies to assist the Commissioners, to commission and publish special

studies or commentaries where appropriate, to invite Aboriginal persons to sit as

special advisers when the Commission conducts hearings in specific Aboriginal

communities, and to submit interim reports on specific issues.e The Commission's

public consultation process was launched in Winnipeg on 21 April 1992, and will

continue in two stages for approximately twelve months.t0

2. Constitutional Reform: The 'Canada Round'

On 24 September 1991 Prime Minister Mulroney announced the Government

of Canada's plan for comprehensive amendments to the Corstítwion Act, 1982. The

8. R.S.C., c.I-5.

9. In Februa¡y 1992 the Royal Commission issued a position paper dealing with the constitutional reform
process and the right of Aboriginal self-gover.ment: Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, The Ríght
of Aboriginal Self-Goverrunent and thc Constitution: A Corunentary (Ottawa: Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples, 1992). This action was criticized by the Métis National Council and the Inuit Tapirisat
of Canada as constituting an unwarranted interference in the constitutional debate: fl. l¡enswell, "Panel
sparks royal rebuke: Métis, Inuit angered by position paper on self-government", Winnipeg Free Press,

February 14, 1992, C36. Rather ironically, the Royal Commission's formulation of the right of Aboriginal
self-government was subsequently widley adopted: see discussion in Chapter 6 at text corresponding to notes
78-79 infra.

10. See 'Royal Commission I¿unched in Winnipeg", Thc Circle, Volume 1(2), April/lvlay 1992, at 5-6.
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wide-ranging proposals dealt with a number of issues considered to be key elements in

the "renewal" of Canada. Those which have attracted the most attention are the

proposals for "recognition of Québec's distinctiveness and Canada's linguistic

duality",lr the replacement of Canada's non-elected Senate with "an elected,

effective and more equitable Senate",t' and Aboriginal self-government.

In terms of the political aspirations of Canada's Aboriginal peoples, this latter

proposal appeared to represent an important step towards the reaJtzation of the

fundament¿l right of Aboriginal autonomy:

The Government of Canada proposes aû smendment to the Constitution to entrench a
general justiciable right !o aboriginal self-government within the Canadian federation and

subject to the Canadian Charter of Nglrts and Freedoms, with the nature of the right to

self-government described so as to facilitate interpretation of that right by the courts. In
order to allow an opportunity for the Government of Canada, the governments of the

provinces and the Þrritories, and aboriginal peoples to come to a commotr understanding
of the content of this right, its enforceability would be delayed for a period of up to 10

years. The Special Joint Committee should exemine the broad parâñeters of the right to

be entrenched in the Constitr¡tion and the jurisdictions that aboriginal governments would

exercise.

The proposals envisioned that "aboriginal governments would potentially

exercise a combination of jurisdictions presently exercised by the federal, provincial

and municipal governments..."r3 While those areas covered would vary depending

on the particular circumstances and wishes of each Aboriginal community, the federal

government's proposals stated that the:

jurisdiction of aboriginal governmetrts could potentially encompass a wide range of
matters including land and resource use, language and culture, education, policing and

11. Government

Canada, October

12. Id at 23.

13. Id at 8.

of Canada, Shaping Canada's Future Together: Proposals (Ottawa: Supply and Services

1991) at 10.
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administration of justice, heålth, social development and community infrastructure.l4

The government also proposed that an ongoing constitutional process to deal

with Aboriginal issues be entrenched in the Constitution, thereby establishing a forum

which would allow provincial governments and Aboriginal leaders to "monitor the

progress made in the negotiation of self-government agreements."ls Finally, the

government proposed "that aboriginal representation should be guaranteed in a

reformed Senate. "16

This most recent proposal on the recognition of Aboriginal rights in Canada

represents an extension of the process which was initiated by the Constitution Act,

1982. Section 35(l) provides that "existing aboriginal and treaty rights are hereby

rængniræd, and affirmed". The background to this most recent attempt at

constitutional entrenchment of the Aboriginal right of self-government will be

reviewed in Chapter 6 along with a preliminary assessment of the 'Canada round'

negotiations which came to an end in July 1992.

3. International Law Developments

In 1981 the United Nations Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination

and Protection of Minorities established a Working Group on Indigenous Populations

with a mandate to "review developments pertaining to the promotion and protection of

14. Ibid.

15. Ibid.

16. Id at9.
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the human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous populations..." and to "give

special attention to the evolution of standards concerning the rights of indigenous

populations..."rT Since 1985 the Working Group has been primarily concerned with

drafting a Universal Declaration on Universal Rights.l8 Representatives of Canada's

indigenous peoples have regularly participated in the V/orking Group's activities.te

At its ninth session in

which addresses a range of

1991, the Working Group considered a draft declaration

indigenous conc€rns

traditions, control of education systems, the ownership and control of land, the

recognition of indigenous laws and customs, social and economic programs and

political participation.20 The key part of the declaration is a provision which

guarantees the right of indigenous peoples to self-determination,2l which has long

17. Cited in R.L. Barsh, 'Indigenous Peoples: An Emerging Object of International I-aw' (1986) 80

,4nerican Journal of International Law 369 at 372.

18. This followed a request by the Sub{ommission in 1984 that the Working Group "focus its attention on

the preparation of standards on the rights of indigenous populations" and "to consider in 1985, the drafting
of a body of principles on i-ndigenous rights based on relevant national legislation, international instruments
and other juridicial criteria": Sub{omm'n Res. 1984/3lB (August 27). At its 4th session in 1985 the
Working Group undertook to produce a draft decla¡ation of indigenous rights for eventual adoption by the
United Nations General Assembly: IIN Doc.E/CN.4/Sub. 2/ 19 85 /2, Ann.l..

19. Indigenous non-government organisations which have been granted United Nations consultative status

include the Inuit Circumpolar Conference aod the Four Directions Council. The Working Group has also
encouraged other org¡niz¿tions wittrout formal consultative status to make oral and w¡itten contributions.
Some 380 persons participated in the Working Group's 6tl session in 1988, including representatives from
over 70 indigenous organizations. See H. Hannum, Awonomy, Sovereignty, and Self-Determination: The
Accomodation of Conflicting Rights @hiladelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990) at 84. One
commentator recently observed that 'indigenous peoples and their organisations have been extaordinarily
successful in claiming the forum provided by the Working Group as their own": S. Pritchard, 'UN
Working Group on Indigenous Populations" (L992) 54 Aboriginal Law Bulletin L3.

20. See ibid.

21. A¡ticle 1of both the International Covena¡ton Social and Economic Rights (1966) and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rigbts (1966) states that "all peoples have the right of selfletermination."
However, this international law concept has traditionally been deñned so as to be non-applicable to
indigenous populations living within the borders of a recognised sovereign state, such as the First Nations,
Inuit and Métis peoples of Canada. See J. Crawford, The Creation of States in International Law (Oxford:
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been the primary goal of indigenous organizations.22 Paragraph I of the 1991 draft

states:

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination, in accorda¡ce with international
law. By virh¡e of this right, they freely determine their relationship with the States in
which they live, in a spirit of co-existence with other citizens, and freely pursue their
economic, social, cultural and spiritual development in conditions of freedom and

dignity.æ

It is expected that the final draft declaration will be completed by the V/orking

Group in 1993, during the International Year for the World's Indigenous People.2a

After obtaining the approval of the Sub-Commission, the draft will likely be

eventuallyconsidered by both the Human Rights Commission and ECOSOC before

coming before the General Assembly for proclamation as a Universal Declaration

the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.ã

Itr. ABORIGINAL JUSTICE: RE.SEARCH AND AGEÌ.{DA SETTING

The last decade has seen the development of an unprecedented profile for

Clarendon Press, 1979) at 84-106; M. Pomerance, Self-Determination in Law and Practice. The New
Doctrine in the United Natio¡ts (Ihe Hague: Ma¡tinus Nijhoff, 1982); and G. Nettheim, "'Peoples' and

'Populations': Indigenous Peoples and the Rigbts of Peoples" in J. Crawford (ed), Thc Rights of Peoples
(Oxford: Cla¡endon Press, 1988).

22. At its 6th session in 1988 the Worki-ng Group observed that 'according to the overwhelming majority of
indigenous representatives, selfdetermination and self-governmeût should be âmongst the fundamental
principles of the draft decla¡ation ... Maoy of the speakers underlined that it was essential for the draft
declaration to guaranteee in the strongest Ianguage possible free and genuine indigenous institutions": Report
of the Working Group on Indigenous Populations on Iæ Sixth Session, UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2i 1988.

23. Report of thc Working Group on Indigenous Populations on lts Ninth Sesion,
E/CN.4/Sub.2 I 199 Ll 4DlRev. 1, A¡n.trA.

24. Designated by General Assembly Resolution 45/L64 of December 18 1990, UN Doc.
E/CN.4/Sub.2 I 199 L/39.

25. See D. Sanders, 'Draft Universal Decla¡ation on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples' í19921 2 Canadian
Native Law Reporter L.
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Aboriginal concerns over the inadequacies of the

Justice' has emerged as a key element of the Aboriginal political agenda,26 and

'Aboriginal justice'u has evolved into a distinct fietd of academic research.2s

Griff,rths and Verdun-Jones have observed that:

The role of research in the formulation of criminal justice policies a¡d the development of
programs and services in the administration of justice is a complex one. There has

traditionally been a split between academics and practitioners that has hindered the free
flow of information and ideas, although there are other political and bureaucratic factors

at work as well.29

Aboriginal justice reseârch may be an exception to this general rule. Recent criticisms

26. In 1989 the then National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations identiñed Justice' as one of six
areas in which Aboriginal aspiratioûs were being focused: see G. Erasmus, "Epilogue: The Solutions We
Favour for Change' in B. Richardson (e.d), Drutnbeat: Anger and Renewal in Indian Country (foronto:
Sumerhill Press, 1989) at 300.

2'1 . The term 'Aboriginal justice' is often used in relation to the whole range of iszues of which Aboriginal
people are seeking resolution, including land claims, self-government and socio-economic concerns. It is

used in the context of this thesis to refer more specifically to the particular question of the impact of the
criminal justice system on Aboriginal people, and the remedies which are sought in response to this
particular form of oppression. On the difficulties of precise deñnition of subject matter in this area, see J.

Harding with B. Spence, An Annotated Bibliography of Aboriginal Controlled Justíce Prograrns in Canada
(Regina: Prairie Justice Research, School of Human Justice, University of Regina, 1991) at i-4.

28. Recognition of the disproportionate levels of Aboriginal incarceration has been identified as a motivation

for the promotion of tåe academic field of Justice studies"; see J. Harding, K. Couse & R. Schriml, '{
Defence of Justice Studies: A History and Analysis of the Hwrun Justice Progran- Occasional Paper
Nu¡nber 4 @egina: Prairie Justice Research, School of Human Justice, University of Regina, 1988) at 6.
Aboriginal justice has since developed into an important and expanding component of socio-legal research
generally: see J. Harding, The Future of Socio-Legal Research and Studies: Are We Squandering a Decade

oJ Investment? Occasional Paper Number 5 @egina: Prairie Justice Research, School of Human Justice,

University of Regina, 1988) at 5; and A. Esau & W.W. Pue, Manitoba Socio-Legal Research (Winnipeg:
I-egal Research Institute, University of Manitoba, 1990). For a guide to the breadth of the topic of
Aboriginal justice, see C. Horn & C.T. Griffiths, Natíve Northern A¡nericans: Crime, ConJlict and Criminal
Justice. A Research Bibliography @urnaby: Northern Justice Society Resource Centre, Simon Frase¡

University, 4th ed., 1989); and J. Harding & B. Forgay, Breaking Down tlrc Wall: A Bibliography on the

Pursuit of Aboriginal Justice @egina: Prairie Justice Research, School of Huma¡ Justice, University of
Regina, 1991). For a review of this body of literature, see Osnaburgh/Windigo Tribal Council Justice

Review Committee, Tay Bway Win: Truth, Justice and First Natio¡ts (R.eport prepared for the Attorney
General and Solicitor General of Ontario, 1990) at 94-L16.

29. C.T. Crifñths & S.N. Verdun lones, Canadian Criminal Justice (Vancouver: Butterworths, 1989) at

597.
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of the justice system for its failure to deal effectively with Aboriginal people have not

been offered in isolation, but increasingly t Ta explicitly linked with a pattem of non-

Aboriginal domination in which the Indían Act wtd the criminal justice system were,

and continue to be, two of the most powerful legal mechanisms.3o As a topic of

investigation and action then, 'Aboriginal justice' is now more strongly atigned with

broader Aboriginal autonomy aspirations and political activity, than with

criminology's critiques of the operation of criminal laws and the way justice is

administered in this and other similarlv structured countries.3r

The atypical nature of Aboriginal justice research in terms of the level of

convergence between academics and policy makers is also reflected in the extent to

which both the research and potitical environments, and the developing literature, has

been dominated in recent years by the appointment of public inquiries32 to address

the issue of how the criminal justice system operates in relation to Aboriginat people.

In Australia, following a number of important pioneering works during the

1970s dealing with the impact of the criminal justice system on Aboriginal

30. See Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Report of the Aboiginal
Justíce Inquiry of Manitoba. Volmæ l: Th¿ Justice System and Aboriginal People (Winnipeg: Province of
Manitoba, 1991), at 62-72; ar'd R.H. Bartlett, The Indian Act of Canada (Saskatoon: Native l-aw Centre,
University of Saskatchewan, 2nd ed., 1988).

31. See ¡s¡ s¡ample, the critical approach of radical and left realist criminology to the 'law and order'
agenda; illustrated in R. Matthews, 'Taking Realist Criminology Seriously" (1987) 11 Contemporary Crises
371; I. Taylor, 'The Law and Order Issue in the British General Election and the Canadian Federal
Election of 1979: Crime, Populism and the State" (1980) 5 Canadian Journal of Sociology 285; and C.
Cun-neen, 'Aborigines a¡d I-aw and Order Regimes" (1990) 3 Journal for Social Justice Studíes 37.

32. Somewhat ironically, the utility and fairness of public inquiries generally has been under question in
receût years, and the subject of reform proposals. See for e¡ample, Ontario I-aw Reform Commission,
Report on Publíc Inquiries (foronto: Onta¡io Law Reform Commission, L992); and Alberta I-aw Reform
Institute, Public Inquiies. Issues Paper No. 3 @dmonton: Alberta Law Reform Institute, 1991).
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communities,33 Aboriginal justice began to emerge as an important topic of

investigation.Y Since the mid-1980s attention has focused firmly on the incidence

and circumstances of Aboriginal deaths in custody.35 A Royal Commission into

Aboriginal Deaths in Custody was established in 1987 "in response to a growing

common andpublic concern that deaths in custody of Aboriginal people were too

public explanations were too evasive to discount the possibility that foul play was a

factor in many of them."3ó Investigation of this particular issue has prompted greater

33. For s¡¡mple, E. Eggleston, Fear, Favour, or Afection. Aborigínes and the Criminal Law in Victoria,

South Australia and Western Australia (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 1976); B. Sanson-

Fisher, 'Aborigines in Crime Statistics: An Interaction Between Poverty and Detectors' (1978) Il Australia
and New kaland Journal of Criminology 71; and M. Daunton-Fear and A. Frieberg, "'Gum-Tree' Justice:

Aborigines and the Courts" in D. Chappell and P. Wilson (eds), The Australían Cri.minal Justice System

(Sydney: Butterworths, Znd ed., 1977).

34. The Australian Iûstitute of Criminology has played a major role in tåe emergence of a growing body of
Aboriginal justice resea¡ch literature. See for s¡rmple, B. Swanton (ed), Aborigines and Criminal Justice
(Canberra: Australian Instirute of Criminology, 1984); K. Hazlehurst (ed), Justice Prograns for Aboriginal
and Other Indigenous Co¡rurutnities. Seminar Proceedings No. 7 (Canberta: Australian Institute of
Criminology, 198Ð; and the material catalogued in K. Iladehurst (ed), Aboriginal Criminal Justice: A
Bibliographical Guide (Canberra: Australian I¡stituæ of Criminology, 1986).

35. For an introduction to the multidisciplinary literature on Aboriginal deaths in custody, see D. Biles, D.
McDonald & J. FlemmiÐ.g, Australian Deaths in Custody 198G198E: An Analysis of Aboriginal and Non-
Aboriginal Deaths in Prison and Police Custody. Research Paper No. 7 (Canberra: Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, 1989); R.D. Goldney & J.P. Reser, 'Aboriginal Deaths in Custody" (1989)

l5l Medical Journal of Australia 181; J.P. Reser, "Aboriginal Deaths in Custody and Social Construction:
A Response to the View That There Is No Such Thing As Aboriginal Suicide' (1989) 2 Australian
Aboriginal Studies 43; R.G. Broadhurst & R.A. Maller, "White Man's Magic Makes Black Deaths in
Custody Disappear" (1990) 25 Australian Journal of Social Issues 279; and I. Temby, "Preventing

Custodial Deaths: A Systematic Approach" (1989) 22 Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology
r93.

36. E. Johnston, Royal Com¡nission ínfo Aboriginal Deaths in Custody - Nartonal Report: Overview and

Recomm¿ndanons (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1991) at 1. While agitation for a

major inquiry was led by members of the Aboriginal community, the federal government's decision to

establish a Royal Commission was also the result of growing criticism of Australia's human rights record in

relation to Aboriginal people. See M. Hogan, "Aboriginal Deaths in Custody: Some Comments" in M.
Hogan, D. Brown & R. Hogg (eds), Death in the Hands of the State (Redfern: Redfern Legal Centre
Publishing, 1988); National Committee to Defend Black Rights, nStatement to the United Nations Working
Group on Indigenous Populations" (1988) 53154 MGA Newsletter 19; J. Burger, Land and Justice:
Aborigines Today (-nndon: AntiSlavery Society, 1987); Amnesty International, ,$nnesty International
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scn¡tiny of the wider justice experience of Aboriginal people. Indeed, as in Canada,

Aboriginal justice has become one of the core components of the Aboriginal political

struggle for self-determination. 37

One of the primary aims of this thesis is to assess the major developments in

the field of 'Aboriginal justice' which have taken place during the last two years.

Specifically, it considers the significance of the appearance during 1991192 of several

reports of public inquiries and commissions dealing with this topic. Analyzed in the

context of almost two decades of proposed and actual reform to the criminal justice

system with the aim of 'better accommodating' Aboriginal people, major reports from

Alberla,3s Saskatchewan,3e and Manitoba,ao as well as a revised federal justice

policy,al and a report from the l-aw Reform Commission of Canada,az reflæt a

Report 1988 (London: Amnesty International Publications, 1988); and K.D. Suter, "Australia¡ Aborigines:
The Continuing Crisis' (1989) 13(1) Hwnan Rights International Reporter LL.

37. For s¡ample, in a submission to the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, the National

Aboriginal and Islander l-egal Services Secretariat stated that '[i]t is NAILSS' thesis that the phenomenon
of deaths in custody is directly li-nked to the past and continuing denial to Aboriginal and Islander Peoples of
their right of self{etermination": S. Pritchard, Self-Determination: Th¿ Righæ of Indigenow Peoples Under
International /,aw (Submission prepared on behalf of NAII-SS for the Royal Commission into Aborigina.l
Deaths in Custody, L990) at2.

38. Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta,
Justice on Trial @dmonton: Province of Alberta, 1991).

39. Saskatchewan lndian Justice Review Committee, Report (Regina, 1992); and Saskatchewan Métis
Justice Review Committee, Report (Regina, 1992).

40. Note 30 supra.

41. Department of Justice, Aboriginal People and Justice Administration: A Discussion Paper (Ottawa:

Department of Justice Canada, September 1991).

42. I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, Aboriginal Peoples and Criminal Justice: Equality, Respect and

the Search þr Justice (Ottawa: I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, 1991).
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significant and, perhaps crucial stage in one important dimension of the Aboriginal

struggle: the undoing of years of damage wrought following the violent imposition of

an alien regime of social control and justice administration. This new direction in

Canada is perhaps best illustrated by the Report of thc Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of

Manítoba, which advocates for Aboriginal communities a level of autonomy in the

unprecedented since the erosion of traditional

Aboriginal social and political institutions began following Manitoba's entry into

Confederation in 1870.43

The establishment of Aboriginal justice systems is the key element of this new

direction. Politically, this proposal constitutes one of the more controversial

dimensions of the Aboriginal self-government agenda. As a reform strategy, it

represents a critical break with the assimilationist themes which have traditionally

informed criminal justice policy in this country.

43. This event was identiñed by the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba as the sta¡ting point of a new

era for Manitoba's Aboriginal inhabitants: "The Justice Regime under Canadian Rule", see note 30 supra at

62-83,It formed part of what Friesen has described as the creation in the western interior of 'new political
and judicial arra¡gements to replace the now irrelevant authority of the Hudson's Bay Company": G.

Friesen, The Canadian Prairies: A Hßtory (foronto: University of Toronto Press, 198|; Chapter 7:

"Prairie India¡s 1840-1900: The End of Autonomy' at 13. The significance of this era for the Métis people

of Canada is discussed in F.L. Barron & J.B. Waldram (eds), 1885 And Afier: Native Society in Transition

@egina: Canadian Plains Research Center, University of Regina, 1986). On the more specific issue of the

extension of the criminal justice system to Aboriginal people in M¡nitoba, see J.S. Milloy, A Partnership of
Races: Indían and White, Cross-CuJtural Relatio¡s and Criminal Justice in Manitoba, 1670-1949
(Peterborough: Resea¡ch paper prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, 1990); D. & L.
Gibson, Substantial Justice: Law and Lawyers in Manitoba 1670-1970 (Winnipeg: Peguis Publishers, 1972)

at 30-3 1; and M. Brogden,'Introduction: Criminal Justice and Colonization' in S.W. Corrigan & L.J.
Barkwetl (ed,s), The Struggle For Recognition: Canadian Justice and the Métis Nation flilinnipeg: Pemmican

Publications, 1991) at 1. For a discussion of a similar process in New Zealand aad Australia, see

respectively, J. Pratt, nCitizenship, Colonisation and Criminal Justice' (1991) 19 International Journal of
the Sociology of Law 2931, and I. Hookey, "Settlement and Sovereignty" in P. Ha¡ks & B. Keon-Cohen
(eds), Aborigines and the Law (Sydney: George Allen & Unwin, 1984).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The arrest and incarceration of Aboriginal people at rates which far exceed

their proportion of the general population has become widely adopted as the key

indicator of a fundamental flaw in the criminal justice system. Recognition of the need

to seriously address the reality of Aboriginal over-representation at all stages of the

criminal justice process has been steadily growing in recent years ild, indeed,

appeârs to have become entrenched as the focus of the Aboriginal justice reform

initiative. However, white the volumes of statistics continue to accumulate, as one

investigation after another uncovers the 'truth' of how the justice system operates, it

is becoming increasingly apparent that the very notion of 'over-representation' may be

fundamentally inappropriate as a framework for addressing Aboriginal justice

concerns.

This chapter has four main components. First, it examines the emergence of

over-representation as the key justice problem for Aboriginal people both in Canada

and Australia. Second, it provides a statistical overview of the current situation in the

three Prairie region provinces, and nationally in Australia. Third, a critique of the

notion of over-representation is offered, with particular emphasis on the reform

implications of this particular problem-solution model. Based on this analysis, the

chapter concludes by raising alternalive approaches to the issues surrounding

Aboriginai experiences of the criminal justice system, which both reflects the multi-

dimensional nature of this experience and exhibits a consciousness of the justice

reform and political environments in which these issues resonate.
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tr. THE IDENTIFICATION AND EXPLANATION OF A 'PROBLEJVT'

In 1975 a national conferencer of government representatives, academics,

justice professionals and members of Aboriginal organizations met to discuss

"[c]oncern over the jailing of [a] disproportionate number of Canada's native

people."2 Based on the objective of ensuring "the equitable treatment of native

peoples within the Canadian criminal justice system,"3 the conference adopted a

reform program that set the general pattern for Aboriginal justice policy for the next

decade.a

Since this conference,s the topic of 'Aboriginal people and the criminal justice

system' has generated an ever-increasing body of literature and prompted a (somewhat

less rapid) political awakening that Aboriginal concerns and aspirations in relation to

this issue are legitimate and must be addressed. For example, in a recent study on the

l. Native Peoples and Justice. Repor* on thc National Conference and thc Fed¿ral-Provincia! Conference
on Native Peoples and the Criminal Justice System, Edtnonton, February 3-5, 1975 (Ottawa: Ministry of the
Solicitor General, 197f).

2. Id at3.

3. Id at 4.

4. The strategy adopted in 1975 and its impact on justice reform throughout the 1980s a¡e discussed in
Chapter 3.

5. I am not suggesting that this particular gover ment-sponsored conference itself spawned the large and
growing body of literature on this issue, let alone the emergence of a strong Aboriginal justice lobby which
has subsequently played a central role in bringing about many of the dozens of goverr-ent reports ald
commissions of inquiry which have appeared since 1975. It was, however, one of the first occasions on
which 'Aboriginal peoples a¡d criminal justice' was dealt with as a discreet topic requiring investigation and
indicative of the need for fund¡mental changes in the way justice is administered in this country. See also
Canadian Corrections Association, Indians and thc Law. A Sumey Prepared for the Honourable Arthur
Laing. (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1967), which has also been described as "a milestone in the effort to
address the issues of high lndian crime rates": P. Hemmingway, J. Hylton, L. Elkin & O. Brass, .4n
Opinion Study Concerning Causes and Solutions of Problems Related to Canadian Indians and Crime IJsing
a Quasi-clinical þproach ( ottawa: Ministry of the solicitor General, 1984) at 3.
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state of policing reform in Canada, Harding commented that "[s]ince the 1960's, we

have witnessed a. change from widespread denial of systemic discrimination in

poiicing of Aboriginal people to the pondering of fundamental alternatives to the

traditional organization and role of peace off,rcers as law enforcers. "6 This shift has

followed the evolution of a more satisfactory formulation of the problem of

Aboriginal contact with the criminal justice system.

In 1989 Whitley observed, perhaps somewhat belatedley, that:

There a¡e two views which a¡e advanced to account for the oveffepresentation problem.
One view holds simply that native people are disproportionate in criminal conduct and
commit more of the serious crimes which attract severe penalties. The other view places
emphasis on the 'criminal justice system and how its personnel and agents act with
intentional or unintentional discrimination'.7

While this particular articulation of the overepresentation problem is somewhat

unsatisfactory,s it does reflect the fact that at least into the early 1980s, the dominant

theme of research literature which attempted to explain the over-involvement of

Aboriginal people with the criminal justice system was an interpretation of the

problem which focused on individual Aboriginal offenders and their "conspicuous

6. J. Harding, "Policing and Aboriginal Justice' (1991) 33 Canadian Journal of Criminology 363. As well
as attracting considerable attention from more general justice inquiries, this change has also resulted in
investigations dealing specihcally with policing in Aboriginal communities. For example, deteriorating
Aboriginal-police relations on the Blood Reserve in Albert¿ led to the appointrnent of a public inquiry:
Commission of Inquiry on Policing in Relation to the Blood Tribe (Commissioner C.H. Rolf), Policing in
Relation to the Blood Tribe. Report of a Public Inquiry @dmonton: Province on Alberta, February 1991).

7. S.J. Whitiey, Criminal Justice and the Constitution (foronto: Carswell, 1989) at 307-308, with quotation
from C. Pitcher L¿ Prairie & A. Himelfarb, 'Native Juveniles in Court: Some Preliminary Observations'
(unpublished paper, 1982).

8. The inadequacies of the sta¡da¡d explanation of Aboriginal over-representation a¡e discusse<ì in part V
in{ra.
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criminality".e This approach was based on a conceptual framework which assumed

that:

The Canadian criminal code is a 'just' system of laws to apply to indigenous people; and
... [t]he criminaljustice system is an inherently fair and effective system to enforce such

law.lo

However, as Lilles has poinûed out, "[i]n equality is an assumption of cultural

homogeneity; the concept operates to maintain the existing socio-cultural order."Ir

The implications of such a concept for Aboriginal people can be particularly severe.

As Lilles observes, with specific reference to Aboriginal peopte living in isolated

northern communities, "[t]he 'equal' featment by the justice system of those Native

people who are culturally and otherwise distinctive is, at best, problematic and, at

v/orst, discriminatory. " 
t'

More generally, McCaskill argues that the "conventional explanalion" which

"views native offenders as members of a pathological communify characterized by

extensive social and personal problems" is "a misleading and inaccurate way of

9. See P. Flavemenn, "The Over-Involvement of lndigenous People With the Criminal Justice System:

Questions About Problem 'Solving' - A Canadian Case Study' in K.M. Hazlehurst (ed), Justice Progranu
for Aboriginal and Other Indigenous Convnunities. Seminar Proceedings No. 7 (Canberra: Australia¡
Institute of Criminology, 1985) at 126-128. This article discusses some of the major ñndings of a report
completed for the Ministry of the Solicitor4eneral: P. Havemann, K. Couse, L. Foster & R. Matonovich,
Law and Ordcr for Canada's Indigenous People: A Review of Recent Research Literafure Relating to the
Operation of the Criminal Justice System and Canada's Indigenous People @egina: Prairie Justice
Research, School of Human Justice, University of Regina, 1985).

10. Havemann, id at 126.

11. H. Lilles, "Some Problems in the Administration of Justice in Remote and Isolated Communities"
(1990) 15 Queen's Law Journal 327 at332.

L2' IbA. See also C.T. Griffiths (ed), The Cotrvrunity and Northern Justice @urnaby: The Northern Justice
Society and Simon Fraser University, 1989).
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understanding the conflict between native people and the justice system. "13

A distinguishing feature of more recent approaches to the question has been a

willingness to challenge this basic assumption about the 'justice' of the Canadian

criminal process by shifting the empirical a¡rd analyticat focus from the individual

offender to the system which is responsible for his or her processing.ta According to

this analysis, over-representation is "analyzrÀ as a structural problem addressing

questions of social injustice based on inequalities in society as they a¡e reflected in the

legal system."ts For Aboriginal people this approach involves challenging "the

application, legitimacy, and meaning of the justice system as it affects native peopte

in Canada."ló

This shift has had important implications for the types of solutions offered. In

particular it has facilitated the emergence of justice initiatives which are strongly

consistent with the wider Aboriginal potitical agenda.

One of the most signif,rcant contributions to this newly emerging literature is

that made by several recent reports of public inquiries. These include reports in each

of the three Prairie region provinces - the Repor-t of thc Task Force on the Criminal

13. D. McCaskill, "Native People and the Justice System" in I.A.L. Getty & A.S. Lussier (ed,s), As Long
As th¿ Sun Shines and Waler Flows: A Readcr in Canadian Native Studíes (Vancouver: University of British
Columbia Press, 1983).

14. For s¡ample, Morse and Lock conducted a zurvey of Aboriginal offenders "in a first attempt to go
beyond (blâming the victim' by assessing how the people most directly concerned - the Native offenders
themselves - perceive their treatment and express how they would lite to have change implemented": B.
Morse & L. Lock, Native Afenders' Perceptions of the Crimínal Justice System (Ottawa: Report prepared
for the Canadian Sentencing Commission, 1988) at 2.

t5. Ibid.

16. Ibid.
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Justice System and its Impact on thc Indian and Métis People of Albena,rT the

Report of the Saskntchewan Indian Justice Review Committee,rs the Report of the

Saskntchewan Métis Justice Committee,re and the Report of the Aborigirul lustice

In4uiry of Manitobazo - and a report of the I¡.w Reform Commission of Canada.2r

A similar process has taken place in Australia, culminating in the 1991 release of the

11 volume National Repon of the Royal CommÌssion iruo Aborigin"al Deaths in

Custody.22

These reports, and in particular, the Repor-t of the Aboriginnl Justice In4uiry

of Manitobd, represent a major advance in the way in which the issues of Aboriginal

involvement in the justice sysûem have been addressed, and in the formulation of

solutions to this particular problem. The Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba has

been accurately described as "probably the most in{epth public inquiry into

17. Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the lndian and Métis People of A]berta,
Justice on Trial. Voltone 1: Main Report @dmonton: Province of A.lberta, March 1991) @ereinafter
"Alberta Task Force Vol I").

18. Saskatchewan lndian Justice Review Committee, Report (Regina, January 1992) (hereinafter
' Saskatch¿wan Indian J ustice Report").

19' Saskatchewan Métis Justice Review Committee, Report @egina, January lg92) (hereinafter
" Saskalchcwan Métis J ustice Report").

20. Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Report of the Aboriginal Justice
Inquiry of Manitoba. Volttnw l: The Justice System and Aboiginal People (Winnipeg: Province of
Manitoba, August 1991) (hereinafter'AII Report Vol I').

2I. I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, Aboriginal Peoples and Ciminat Justice: Equatity, Respect and
the search for Justice (ottawa: I-aw Reform commission of canada, December l99l).

22. See Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, National Report (Canberra: Australian
Government Publishing Service, May 1991).
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aboriginal justice issues undertaken to date."æ

III. TIIE EYIDENCE FROM TIIE PRAIRIE REGION

In this section, selected statistical evidence is summarized to introduce

elements of the Aboriginal experience of how the system administers justice in the

Prairie provinces.2a This outline, along with an introduction to the justice

environment for Aboriginal people in Australia, provides a more specific context for

the discussion of Aboriginal over-representation in the remainder of the chapter.

1,. Manitoba

In 1991 the Aboriginal population of Manitoba was estimated to be 130,000 or

11.8 percent of the total provincial population of almost 1,100,000.ã This number

Indians, and 47,000 Metis. Thirty-includes 77,0N status Indians, 6,000 non-status

?3. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at 4,

24. The aim of this section is not to provide a complete picture of the wide range of circumsrances in which
Aboriginal people live, Dor even of the many ways in which the criminal justice system impacts unfairly
upon them. Greater detail is available in the reports of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, the
Alberta Task Force and the Saskatchewan Justice Review Committees. The first part of this chapter draws
on these rePorts to illustrate the extent to which the current justice administration process fails Aboriginal
people. The background of demogralic and social conditions for Aboriginal people in the Prairie region is
discussed in M. I-autt, 'Natives and Justice: A Topic Requiring Research Priority?" in D. Hepworth (ed),
Explorations in Prairie Justice Research. Canadian Plains Report 3 (Regina: Canadian Plains Research
Center, University of Regina, 1979) at 57-76.

25. AII Report Vol I at 8. These figures a¡e based on research commissioned by the Aboriginal Justice
Inquiry of Ma¡itoba: þansys Consultants, Aboriginal People in Manitoba: Population Estimates for 1986
and l99I (Ottawa: Resea¡ch paper prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, November
1990). Figures from the 1986 census indicated that Aboriginal people constituted only 8.1 percent of the
provinciaì p opulation:. ibid.
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seven percent of Aboriginal people live on 102 reserves throughout the province,2ó

whiie about 31 percent live in the city of Winnipeg.2T

for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba onResearch carried out

Provincial Court data revealed that:

* Aboriginal people account for more

institutions;28

than 50 percent of people in correctional

* Aboriginal males between 18 and 34 spend 1.5 times ionger in pre-trial detention

than other suspects;2e

* only 1 in 5 Aboriginal accused are successful in obtaining bail, compa¡ed to more

26. Tlo.erc a¡e 61 First Nations in Manitoba, but some bands have more than one Ia¡d reserve: iÞjd. Reserve
lands were allocated in the Prairie region in accorda¡ce with the numbered treaties: J. Woodwa¡d, Native
Law (,lancouver: Carswell, 1989) at236. See also R.H. Bartlett, "The Establishment of Indian Reserves on
the Prairies' [1980] 3 Canadian Native Law Reporler 3; and R.H. Bartlett, Indian Reserves and Aboriginal
Lands in Canada: A Honæland (Saskatoon: Native l-aw Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 1990). This
process largely excluded the Métis people: D. Sprague, Canada's Treaties With Aboriginal People. Working
Paper Seies No. 3 (lilinnipeg: Canadian Legal History Project, University of Ma-nitoba, 1991). Regarding
the experience of Manitoba's Métis people in relation to land claims a¡d entitlements under The Manitoba
z4cr S.C., 1870, c.3), see P.L.A.H. Chartrand, Manitoba's Métis Settlement Scheme of 1870 (Saskatoon:
Native I:.w Centre, University of Saskatchewa:r, 1991). Va¡ious competing analyses of this eventhave been
advanced recently. For an introduction to the debate, see inter alia T. Flanagan, 'The Market for Métis
I-ands in Manitoba: An Exploratory Study' (1991) 16 Prairie Forum 1; and D. Sprague, "Dispossession vs.
Accommodation in Plaintiff vs. Defendant. Accounts of Métis Dispersal from Manitoba, 1870-1881" (1991)
76 Prairie Foru¡n 137.

27. AII Report Vol I at 8. On the particular probiems faced by Aborigina.l people living in urban centres,
see S.J. Clatworthy, The Demographic Conposition and Economic Circu¡nstances of Winnipeg's Native
Population (Win-nipeg: Institute of Urban Srudies, University of Winnipeg, 1980); D. McCaskill, "The
Urbanisation of Indians in Win-oipeg, Toronto, Edmonton, and Vancouver: A Comparative Analysis' (1981)
l(L) Culture 82; L. Krotz, Urban Indians: The Strangers in Canada's Cities @dmonton: Hurtig Publishers,
1980); M. Lipman & C. Brandt, Urban Native Housing in Canada (Winnipeg: Institute of Urban Sru<iies,
University of Winnipeg, i986); and L. Shorten (ed), Without Reserve: Stories From (Jrban Natives
@dmonton: NeWest Press, 1991). See also C. Pompana & D. Easter, Urban Indian Association,
Presentation No. 786 to the Public Inquiry into tlrc Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People -
Transcript of a Community Hearing flilinnipeg, November Zl, l9B9) jS93-j633.

?'8. AII Report Vol I at 8, 10i.

29. Id at 102.
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than half of non-Aboriginal defendants;'o and

* approximately 25 percent of Aboriginal persons received sentences that involve

some degree of inca¡ceration, compared to 10 percent of non-Aboriginal persons.3l

2. Alberta

The Aboriginal population of Alberta was estimated in 1990 at more than

123,000. This figure, which includes approximately 79,0@ persons of First Nations

and 44,000 Métis,32 represents 5.1 percent of the total provincial population.33

Statistics collected by the Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its

Impact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta reveal that:

* in 1989,29.5 percent of persons admitted to Alberta provincial and federal

correctional facilities were Aboriginal.s For Aboriginal women the figure was 44.6

percent;35

* it has been estimated that by the yeat 2011, the level of Aboriginal admissions will

30. Id at221.

31. Id at 103.

32. S. Loh, Population Projections of the Native Groups in Canada, 1986 to 2011 (Ottawa: Statistics
Canada, 1990) at 5.

33. Alberta Task Force Vol I at 8-18.

34. IbA.

35. Id at 6-7 .
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rise to 38.5 percent of the total intake;3ó

* of all persons charged by the Edmonton and Calgary police services it is estimated

that 13.7 percent are Aboriginal;37

* 38.5 percent of young Aboriginal offenders were admitted to young offender centre

facilities compared to 2t.4 percent for non-Aboriginal offenders;38 and

* Aboriginal people are less likely to receive a probation release than they a¡e to be

admitted to a correctional centre, and have a very high involvement in the fine option

program.3e

3. Saskatchewan

In December 1990 there were approximately 75,000 registered Indians living

in Saskatchewan.{ Fifty-four percent of this numbell reside on more than 140

36. Ibí¿. The projected Aboriginal population of Alberta in 20i1 is 203,333 or 6.5 percent of the provincial
total: id at 8-15.

37. Id at 6-5.

38. Id at 64. Despite the adoption of a policy of decreasing the use of custody dispositions in Alberta
Youth Courts, "Native young offender sentenced admissions recorded a consistent increase from 1986 to
1989": id at 6-7.

39. Id at 6-5, ó{. Statistics released recently by Correctional Services Canada, reveal the level of prison
over-representation in the Prairie region is a magniñcation of the national picture. ll.2 % of male and 15.4
% of female inmates in federal penitentiaries are Aboriginal, although Aboriginal people constitute less than
4 percent of Ca¡ada's total population: Basic Facts About Correctio¡ts in Canada I99I (Otøwa:
Correctional Services of Canada, 1991). These figures a¡e based on data contained in the Afender
Population Profle System, as of Ma¡ch 3 1 , 1991.

40. Based on Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Indian Register Population By Sex and Resid¿nce, 199)
(Ottawa: Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 1990) at xi.

41. Id at 43.
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land reserves throughout the province.a2 The 1986 Census identified only 24,015

Métis and 1I,450 non-status Indians living in Saskatchewan,a3 although these figures

are probably signif,rcantly lower than the actual numbers.4 For example, the Métis

Society of Saskatchewan estimates that the Métis population of the province is more

than 70,000.a5

Part 4 of the Report of the Saskntchewan Indian Justice Review Committeeaí

provides an overview of the criminal justice conditions of Saskatchewan's Aboriginal

peoples. Statistics collected by the Committee indicate that:

* Aboriginal admissions accounted for 68 percent of atl sentenced admissions to

provincial correctional centres in 1990-91;a7

* 84 percent of incarcerated women applying for conditional release from provincial

facilities were Aboriginal;

* 63 percent of participants in the fine option program were Aboriginal;

* Aboriginal youth constituted 45 percent of alt young offenders receiving some form

of disposition under the Young Offenders Act, includingT2 percent of those in custody

42. See A.J. Siggner, The Socio-Demographic Conditions of Registered Indians", Canadian Social Trends
(Søtistics Canada), \ùy'inter 1986,2 at 3. See also G.K. Iatvis, An Overview of Registered Indian Conditio¡ts
in Saskatchewan (Ottawa; Indian and Northern Affairs Ca-nada, 19gZ).

43. I-oh, note 32 supra at 5.

44' See Statistics Canada, Canada: A Portrait (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, l99l) at 42.

45' Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at 5. This disparity reflects the diffrculty of estimating Métis
population figures with any degree of accuracy, given the problem of definiton a¡d the almost tolal reliance
on self-identifi cation.

46. Ibid.

47. Id at 11. The figure for female admissions was 85 percent.
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programs; and

* 15 percent of all violent offences reported in Saskatchewan in 1989 were reported

on-reserve, and violent offences represented 21 percent of atl reserye offences.as

TV. ABORIGINAL PEOPLE AND THE AUSTRALIAN JUSTICE SYSTEM

L. Introduction

Two hundred years ago, Europeans cârne to this country to establish a prison. The Koorie
people who they displaced had a strong system of justice but they didn't have prisons.
Part of the story of white settlement has been that the prison system that was established
to deal with British criminals, now discriminates strongly against Koories. Not only are
Koories imprisoned much more frequently than white people, but for many of them, the
experience of imprisonment is especially traumatic.4g

When the first British settlers arrived in Australia in 1788 the Aboriginal

population of the continent is estimated to have been as high as 750,000.s0 The 1986

census revealed that the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population of Australia

was 227,638 - 1.46 percent of the national population.st More than 120,000 of this

number live in Queensland and New South Wales,52 although the highest proportion

48. Id at I1-I2. These figures are taken from a study completed by the Canadian Centre for Justice
Statistics, Cime in Aboriginal Communities, Saskatchcwan 1989 (Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 1991).

49. C. Barry, "Progremmes for Koorie Prisoners: Past, Present and Future" in D. Biles (ed), Cunent
Australian Trends in Cortections (Sydney: The Federation Press, l9S8) 31 at 37. The term.Koorie'is
commonly used to refer to the Aboriginal people in south-eastern Australia, and is often the preferred term
of self-identifi cation.

50. R. White &. A. Mulvaney, 'How Many People?' in A. Mulvaney & R. White (ed), Australiars to
1788. A Histoical Library (Sydney: Fairfax, Syme & Weldon, 1987) at lL7.

51. Cited in H. McRae, G. Nettheim & L. Beacroft, Aboiginal Legal Issues: Comnentary and Mateials
(Sydney: The Law Book Company, 1991) at 33.

52. Including rhe Ausrralian Capiral Territory.
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of Aboriginal people (22.43 percent) live in the Northern Territory.s3

Aboriginal people have been considered to come within the jurisdiction of

Australian courts since the decision of Supreme Court of New South Wales in R. v.

MurrelY. Although there was some initial defiance of the decision,ss the

fundamental difficulties of Aboriginal contact with the justice system were not

seriously addressed until the 1960s56 and the 1970s57. Throughout much of the

twentieth century, "the criminal justice system became an instrument of oppression as

it was used to enforce the now discredited policies of protection and assimilation. "5s

Since the 1970s the topic of 'Aboriginal people and the criminal justice

system' has moved through a similar evolution to that which has occurred in Canada.

For example, the 'blaming the victim' approach which dominated the literature in the

early stages is illustrated in the following conclusion, which is based on a study of

1984 prison statistics:

In short, the criminal justice system is not likely to be responsible for high Aboriginal

53. McRae et al, note 5l supra.

54. (1836) I-egge72. This landma¡k decision has been affirmed. See, for s¡¡mple, R. v. Wedge tl976l I
NSWLR 581.

55. See McRae et al, note 51. supra at259.

56. See s¡rmple, C. Howa¡d, 'What Colour is the 'Reasonable Man'?" fl96l1 Criminal Law Review 47;
and M. Kriewaldt, 'The Application of the Criminal l-aw to the Aborigines of the North' (1960) 5
University of Western Australia Law Review l.

57.In' 1976, the Australian I-aw Reform Commission was asked to investigate and report on the feasability
of recognizing elements of Aboriginal customary law in the context of the criminal justice system: see
Australian l-aw Reform Commission, The Recognition of Aboriginal Customary Law. Report No. 31
(Canberra: Australia¡ Government Publishing Service, 1986).

58. McRae et al, note 5l supra at 239.
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rates of imprisonment - it may merely be responding logically and even sympathetically to
the offending pattern of Aboriginals.se

The most disturbing practical consequence of explanations such as this, is that

they greatly limit the nature of possible reform strategies. For example, following a

discussion of the diffrculties faced by Northern Territory Aborigines when they came

into contact with the criminal justice system, Coldrey concludes that the greatest ne€d

is for "Aboriginal people to understand the criminal justice system and how it

operates. "æ "Demystification"6l and relieving Aborigines of their ignorance, are

thus advanced as the key solutions to overcoming the injustices suffered by Aboriginal

people in the context of justice administration.62

More recently, the system itself has come under greater scrutiny in terms of

the capacity of police, courts and prisons to deal effectively and justly with Aboriginal

people. As McRae, Nettheim and Beacroft note, the question has become:

... 'what is wrong with the criminal justice system that it causes such problems for
Aborigines?' rather than "what is the problem wittr Aborigines that they cause such

problems for the criminal justice system?"63

59. J. Walker, "Prison Cells With Revolving Doors: A Judicial or Societal Problem" in K.M. Hazlehurst
(ed), Ivory Scales: BlackAustralia andthe Zøw (Kensington: NSW University Press, 1987) 106 atlO7.

60. J' Coldrey, 'Aboriginals and the Criminal Courts' in K.M. Hazlehurst (ed), Ivory Scales: Black
Australia and thc Law (Kensington: New south \ilales university press, lggr) gl at 91.

61. Ibid.

62. Coldrey concludes: "I look forward to the day when Aboriginal people will find the vagaries of the
European legal system no more intimidating a¡d no more infuriating than do most of the Australia¡
community": ibid. The extent to which Aboriginal justice reform strategies such as cross-culh¡ral training,
Aboriginal recuitment, the Anunga Rules and courtworker programs can be considered as deriving from the
same inadequate reform mentality will be addressed in Chapter 2.

63. McRae et aI, note 5L supra ãt245.
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The results of this new perspective have been startling in terms of the light

shed on how justice is administered to Aboriginal people in Australia. For example, a

report commissioned by the Human Rights and Equal Opporrunity Commission's

National Inquiry into Racist Violencen found "compelling reasons for considering

the use of violence against Aboriginal youth as part of an institutionalised form of

racial violence"ós and as "part of the routine practices of policing."* The court

process and the correction system have attracted simila¡ attentionó7.

2. Justice Indic¿tors

Studies conducted by the research unit of the Royal Commission into

Aboriginal Deaths in Custody indicated that:

64. C. Cun-neen, A Study of Abonginal Juveniles and Police Violence (Sydney: Report Commissioned by
the National Inquiry into Racist Violence, Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, 1991). See
also Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, Røcsf Violence: Report of a National Inquiry in
Austrølia (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 199 1).

65. C. Cunneen, "Aboriginal Young People and Police Violence' (1991) 49 Aborigínal Law Bulletin 6 at 8.
This article summa¡ises the ñndings of the Human Rights a:rd Bqual Opportunity Commission report cited
above.

66' Id at 9. There is also evidence to support the claim that, ât leest in relation to Aboriginal youth, police
exercise their discretion at the point of apprehension, in a discriminatory manner: F. GaIe a¡d J.
'Wundersitz, 'The Operation of Hidden Prejudice in Pre-Court Procedures: The Case of Australian
Aboriginal Youth' (1989) 22 Australian and New kaland Journal of Criminology l.

67. See, ¡s¡ e¡ample T. Sydall, "Aboriginals and the Courts I and II" in K.M. Hazlehurst (ed), Justice
Prograns for Aboriginal and Other Indigenous Communities. Seminar Proceedings No. 7 (Canberra:
Australian Institute of Criminology, 198Ð; J. Kearins, "Factors Affecting Aboriginal Testimony" (1991) 16
I'egal Service Bulletin 3; A. Ligertrvood, 'Aborigines in the Criminal Courts" in P. Ha¡ks and B. Keon-
Cohen (eds), Aborigines and th¿ law (Sydney: George Allen and Unwin, 1984); Barry, tote 49 suprø;
lùy'alker, note 59 supra; D. Brown, 'A¡e We Sending Too Many People to Gaol?' in A. Gotla:r (ed),
Questioru For Thc Nineties (Sydney: Left Book Club Co-Operative, 1990); and R. Midford,
"Imprisonment: The Aboriginal Experience in \ùy'estern Australia" (1988) 21 Australian and New Zeatand
Journøl of Criminology 168.
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* at the time of survey in August 1988, Aboriginal people constituted 29

the persons held in police custody nationally, although they are only 1. I

the Australian population aged 15 years and above;ó8

* Aborigines are at least 10 times more likely than non-Aborigines to be

* 51 percent of all sentenced prisoners received in the state of Western

prisons during 1988/89 were Aboriginal;7o and

* between 1980 and 1988 Aborigines were 23 times more likely to die

than were non-Aborigines.Tl

percent of

percent of

in prison;6e

Australian

in custody

v. A CRTTTQIIE OF THE OVER-REPRESENTATION APPROACH

In a report prepared for the Committee of the Canadian Bar Association on

Imprisonment a¡rd Release in 1988, Jackson stated:

Statistics about crime are often not well understood by the public and are subject to

68. D. McDonald, National Police Custoþ Survey August 1988. National Report. Research Paper No. 13
(Canberra: Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, 1990),

69. D. Blles, Aboriginal Imprisonment - A Statistical Analyis. Research Paper No. ó (Canberra: Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, 1989). This is considered to be a conservative estimate.
Other studies have concluded that Aboriginals are as much as 23 and 28 times more likely to go to prison
than non-Aboriginals: see respectively, S. Murkejee, "Aboriginal Imprisonment' ín Crime Digest,
Australian Insititute of Criminology, January, 1988; a-nd L. Mun¡o & G. Jauncey, "Keeping Aborigines Out
of Prison: A¡ Overview" - a paper presented on behalf of the National Aboriginal a¡d Islander I-egal
Services Secretariat at the Keeping People Out of Pison Conference, Australian Institute of Criminology,
27-29 March 1990.

70. D.J. O'Shea, Regional Report of Inquiry inlo Individual Deaths in Custody in Western Australia:
Volune I - Royal Co¡rvnission into Aborigínal Deaths in Custody (Ca-uberra: Australian Government
Publishing Service, 1991) at 171. According to the 1986 Census, Aboriginal people constitute 2.69 perceú
of the total Westerr Australian population.

71. D. Biles, D. McDonald & J. Flemming, 'Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal Deaths in Custody" (1990) 23

Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 15. The significaace of tbe data on deaths in custody
has been the subject of debate. See the literarure listed in Introduction, note 35 supra.
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variable interpretation by the experts. In the case of the statistics regarding the impact of
the criminal justice system on native people the figures are so sta¡k and appalling that the
magnitude of the problem can be neither mizunderstood nor interpreted 

^*uy.12

Certainly, the statistics cited above are striking. They reflect a level of negative

contact with the police, courts, and jails for Aboriginal people that has no parallel in

relation to any other racial or ethnic group in Canada. There is no doubt about the

magnitude of the f,tgures. What is less cleâr, is the nature of the problem. Resolution

of this issue is fundamental to the formulation of a productive reform strategy to

improve the administration of justice.

To the extent that a system which is designed for the maintenance of social

order, when it impacts disproportionately on a particular sector of society, can be

seen as inherently unjust, the identification of over-representation as a problem is

uncontroversial. It is difficult to contest the validity of the statistical evidence which

reveals this disproporlionate impact. Indeed, as Zimmerman has observed, "while the

term 'overrepresentâtion' may be inaccurate, it has nevertheless become the

catchword for the undeniable phenomenon of the disproportionate numbers of native

people in conflict with the law and incarcerated."T3 But the emergence of over-

representation as the Aboriginal justice "catchword" *ay have important implications

beyond the mere possibility of innaccuracy.

Indeed, some commentators have begun to question not simply the accuracy

72. M. Jackson, 'l,ocking Up Natives in Canada' (1989) 23 Universiry of British Colutnbia Law Review
2t5.

73- S. Zimmerma¡, "Thc Revolving Door of Despair': Native Involvemcnt in thc Criminal Justice System
(Ottawa: Resea¡ch paper prepared for the I:.w Reform Commission of Canada a¡d the Aborigina.l Justice
Inquiry o¡f¡i[anitoba, June 1991) at l.
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but the ramifications of simplistically identifying over-representation as the problem

faced by Aboriginal people in the context of justice administration. For example, Ia

Prairie suggests that it is "probably erroneous to continue to depend on 'over-

representation' as a viable explanation for the situation of aboriginal people as

offenders in the criminal justice system."Ta

Of particular concern is the way in which the over-represenlation model

reflects a mono-problem analysis that is apptied generally to all Aboriginal people.

The authors of a report dealing with the justice concerns of James Bay Cree

communitiesTs observed that much of the literature

... on ttre issue of aboriginal people in their relation to the justice system ... seems
trapped in the common perception that aboriginal groups in Canada share cha¡acteristics
along most dimensions a¡d that justice problems and solutions are ûo exception. These
perceptions bave been reinforced in resea¡ch efforts which often identify the nature of the
problem in terms of broad generalizations about cultural conflict, over-representation in
correctional institutions and various forms of discrimination,Tó

Also problematic is the absence of analysis on what over-representation

actually means as a justice indicator. As Barkwell has observed on the basis of

research conducted by the Manitoba Métis Federation.

Although most Aboriginal people feel that descriptive sfudies of over-incarceration and
systemic discrimination have been "done to death', ... [there are] few resea¡ch efforts that
actually evaluate the justice system with a view to holding it accountable for its failures ...
As long as the planners and policymakers of the justice system a¡e allowed to rationalize
its failures by pointing to, and blaming, large and vaguely{eñned 'social problems,' and
claim that these a¡e factors beyond control, they will continue to sidestep questions of

74' C. I-A Prairie, If Tribal Courts Are the Solution, Wat is the Problem? (Consultation document prepared
for the Department of the Attorney General, Province of Nova scotia, 1990) at iv-v.

75. J-P. Brodeur, C. I-a Prairie & R. McDon-nell, Justice For the Cree: Final Report (Nemaska: Grand
Council of the Crees (of Québec) and the Cree Regional Authority, 1991).

76. Id at 3.
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relevaûcy and will continue to feed the syndrome of blaming the victim.T

The Manitoba Métis Federation has identified the problem of over-representation as

being the product of the "devaluation of a people and their culture."?s Inde€d, it

appears that for many Aboriginal people, over-representation is seen both

symbolically and realistically, as the product of a long history of dispossession and

subjugation before non-Aboriginal values and institutions.Te It reflects an ongoing

process of racist, and often violent, domination and cultural destruction. In this

confext, and in the context of attempts by criminologists to explain Aboriginal

'criminality', the conceptualization of a problem is rather more complex.

Increasingly, the problem is being a¡ticulated in terms of a denial of legitimate

autonomy, an approach which has implications in terms of the evaluation of any

proposed solutions. Isolating over-representation as the problem may be incompatible

with Aboriginal concerns about justice and other issues and may diminish the priority

which Aboriginal communities are prepared to give to this topic. For example,

77 . LJ. Ba¡kwetl in S.W. Corrigan & L.J. Barkwell (eds), The Struggle For Recognitíon: Canadian Justice
and the Métis Nation (Winnipeg: Pemmican Publications, l99l) at7L.

78'LJ. Barkwell, D.N. Gray, D.N. Chartra¡d, L.N. I-ongclaws & R.H. Richard, "Devalued People: The
Status of the Métis in the Justice System" in S.W. Corrigan & L.J. Barkwelt (ed.s), The Struggle For
Recognition: Canadian Justice anà the Métis Nation (Winnipeg: Pemmican Publications, I99l) at j3.

79. There are many accounts of the various manifestations of this process. See for s¡ample, G.york, The
Dispossessed: Life and Death in Native Canada (I-ondon: Vintage, 1990); J.S. Frideres, Native peoples in
Canada: Contemporary Conflicts (Scarborough: Prentice HaJl, 3rd ed., 1988); J.R. Miller, Sþscrapers
Hide th¿ Heavens: A History of Indian-White Relations in Canada (foronto: University of Toronto press,
1989); and L. Krotz, Indian Country: Inside Another Canada (foronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1990).
There is also a rapidly expanding body of literature by Aboriginal authors which documents the ways in
which Aboriginal communities across Canada have responded to the non-Aboriginal onslaught. Two
excellent sxamples a¡e B. Richa¡dson (ed), Drumbeat: Anger and Rencwal in Indian Country (foronto:
Summerhill Press, 1989), and D. Jensen & C. Brooks (eds), /n Celebration of Our Survíval.- Thc First
Nstions of British Colu¡nbia (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, l99l).
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following a discussion of the significance of the events at Oka, the Task Force on the

Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta

noted that:

The events of the summer of 1990 consumed the time and attention of many of the Indian
and Métis communities to such an extent that they were unwilling or unable to discuss
with us the issue of the involvement of Aboriginals in the criminal justice system.80

Care is necessary then, to avoid the conceptualization of the evidence of

disproportionate levels of Aboriginal arrest and incarceration as the ultimate symptom

of their oppression, ild to avoid accepting the fiction "that a more appropriate and

effective justice system will solve all problems of aboriginal communities. "8r This

understanding is crucial in the current environment of strong support for Aboriginal

autonomy because as Brodeur, I-a Prairie and McDonnell have observed, the result of

ascribing to the justice system a broad problem-solving capacity is that "[t]he

solutions then become aboriginal control over justice without a clear delineation of the

problems this approach can address and those it cannot."82

VI. FORMULATING AN APPROPRIATE PROBLEM-SOLUTION MODEL

A more satisfactory framework for discussion and action on the justice

problems faced by Aboriginal people must focus on the range of concerns considered

important in individuai Aboriginal communities. For example, Milling and Puskas

80. Alberta Task Force Vol I at 14.

81. Brodeur, [-a Prairie & McDonnell, note 75 supra at3.

82. Ibid. This issue will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5 which deals with the emergence of
autonomy as the focus of Aboriginal justice reform.
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have addressed the specific problem of "access to justice" as experienced by the

Aboriginal community on the Walpole Indian Reserve in Ontario.s3 One of the major

f,rndings of this particular research project was the need for a model of legal service

delivery designed to meet the requirements of specif,rc reserye communities.e The

authors concluded that, "[i]n light of the current movement toward native self-

government ... the most viable delivery model would be one which involves the

participation of the native community at all stages, from planning, through

administration, to the actual provision of legal services."85

The report Justice For tfu Cree, based on a major research project

commissioned by the Grand Council of the Crees (of Québec) and the Cree Regional

Authority,s6 adopts a similar focus, albeit on a rather larger scale.s?

The implications of an autonomy-based model for Aboriginal justice initiatives

will be discussed in more detail in Part B of this thesis, but what these studies reveal

is the value of a community-level and community-specif,rc approach to Aboriginal

justice problems, both in conceptualization, and in terms of proposed solving

83. R. Milling & R. Puskas, "Native Access to Iustice: Legal Needs on the Walpole Isla¡d lndia¡ Reserve"
(1989) I Windsor Review ofLegal and Social Issues 34.

84. Id at 56.

85. Id at 34.

86. See Brodeur, I-a Prairie & McDonnell, note 75 supra. This was one of four volumes which resulted
from the study. The other three are titled Communities, Crime and Order; Policing and Alternative Dispute
Resolution; and Customary Practices.

87. For a brief summary of the scope of the project, see R.F. McDonnell, "Justice for the Cree: Research
in Progress in Jâmes Bay" (1991) 33 Canadian Journal of Criminology l7l.
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strategies. Indeed, it is fundamentally inconsistent with this approach to focus

the justice problems faced byexclusively on over-representation as the measure of

Aboriginal people.

Clark has suggested that a more productive analysis would result from

employing "a model based on decision points" within the criminal justice system.EE

The aim of this approach would be to highlight individual locations within the process

where there are'disparities befween the treatment of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal

accused.se Alternatively, from a perspective which considers the economic efficiency

of the justice system, the 'problem' may be identified as the financial and human

resources which are spent on processing Aboriginal people throughout the system.m

Whether the focus of investigation is the economic efhciency of the process,

gender differenceser or regional concerns,Ð the essence of this model is to offer

solutions that address specific problems in the justice administration process. This

high level of specificiry does not mandate that reforms can only be piecemeal in

88. S. Clark, Senfencíng Patterru and Seúencing Options Relaing to Aboriginat Afenders (Ottawa:
Department of Justice Canada, 1989) at 9.

89. Id at 9-11. Several other recent studies have addressed the experience of Aboriginal people at
sentencing. See for e¡ample, C. l¿Prairie, "The Role of Sentencing in the Over-representation of
Aboriginal People in Correctional Institutions" (1990) 32 Canadian Journal of Criminology 429; M.
Sinclair, "Dealing With the Aboriginal Offender: Indians a¡d Criminal l-aw' (1990) l4(2) Provinciat
Judges Journal 14; B.P. Archibald, "Sentencing and Visible Minorities: Equality and Affirmative Action in
the Criminal Justice System* (1989) 12 Dalhousie Law Journal 37't; and R. Ross, "Leaving Our White
Eyes Behind: The Sentencing of Native Accused" t19891 3 Canadian Native Law Reporfer l.
90. See Peat, Marwick, Slevenson and Kellog Consultants, An Analysis of Costs of the Justice System
Attributable to Aborigínal People (Winnipeg: Research paper prep¿ued for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of
Manitoba, May 1990).

91' C. I-a.Praririe, "Native Women and Crime: A Theoretical Model" (1987) 7(L) Canadian Journal of
Native Studies lZL.

92. See Lilles, note 11 supra; and Griffiths, note 12 supra.
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nature. Indeed, explanations which avoid the tendency to generalise about the nature

and implications of Aboriginal over-representation, and which confront the specific

elements of various Aboriginal experiences of the operation of the justice system, are

capable of generating compelling evidence in support of a fresh approach to

Aboriginal justice reform, including the implementation of autonomy-based changes to

the existing strucfure of the justice process.



CTAPTER 2

,TINKERING' WTTTI TTIE JUSTICE SYSTEM: THE
DOMINANT THEME OF COIWENTIONAL REFORM

STRATEGIF,'S



/l'l
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first step is to recognize tha finkering won't work, and whn¡ wíll work is
empotvemrcnt. Unfil the justice system can accotwnodae the realiry of our self-
determinafion, it can hnrdly begin to d¿al with over-representation of nntives in
prisotts, thc lark of native jury members or judges, discrimination in policing or
corrections.

Christopher McCormick, Native Council of Canadal

McCaskill has observed, "þliven ... that the judicial system is unjust in its

dealings with native people and that this injustice is manifested in the large numbers

of Indian people incarcerated in cor¡ectional institutions, there appears to be no

alternative but to address seriously the question of reforming the legal and judicial

systems. "2 As this comment indicates, there has long been a close relationship

between the identification of a problem of over-representation/systemic discrimination,

and the strategy of adopting a range of mechanisms designed to reform the existing

justice system without substantially altering its basic structure and underlying

principles.3

In 1975 the Conference on Native Peoples and the Criminai Justice System

1. Cited in Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Repon of the Aboiginal
Justice Inquiry of Manitoba. Volu¡ne I: The Justice System and Aboriginal People (Winnipeg: province of
Manitoba, 1991) (hereinafter "AII Report Vot I') atZ58.

2. D. McCaskill, "Native People a¡d the Justice System" in I. Getty & A. Lussier (eds), As Long As the
Sun Shines and Water Flows (ancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1983) at294.

3. According to Hurlbert, the very notion of nreform" involves 'some degree of preservation of the subject
matter of the reform exercise": W.H. Hurlber|., Law R"Íorm Commissions in the IJnited Kingdom, Australia
and Canada @dmonton: Juriliber, 1986) at 7, cited in P.L.A.H. Chartrard, Métis People and the Justice
System (Winnipeg: Research paper prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, October 19g9)
at 56-57.
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adopted "guidelines for action" which included closer involvement of native persons

in the planning and delivery of justice services, greater control by native communities

over service delivery, cultural sensitivity training for non-native staff in the criminal

justice system, recruitment of native persons for service functions at all stages of the

criminal justice system, increased use of native para-professionals, and a greater

policy emphasis on prevention, community-based diversions and alternatives to

imprisonment, and the protection of young persons.o

Since this landmark meeting, more than twenty reports have made numerous

recommendations designed to address the problem of Aboriginal contact with the

criminal justice system. To a large extent many of these contributions to the

Aboriginal justice literature follow the broad pattern established in L975.

The Alberta Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on

Indian and Métis People of Alberta identified the following "'Top Ten' Trends

Recommendations" between 1967 and 1990:

* Have cross-cultural training for non-Native staff
* Employ more Native staff
* Have more community-based programs in corrections
* Have more community-based alternatives in sentencing
* Have more special assist^nce to Native offenders
* Have more Native community involvement in plenning, decision-making ald service
delivery
* Have more Native advisory groups at all levels
x Have more recognition of Native culture and law in Criminal Justice System service
delivery
* Emphasize crime prevention programs

the

in

4. Id at 38.
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* Selfdetermination must be considered in planning and operation of the Criminal Justice

System.5

This chapter examines the major reforms which have been instituted during the

last two decades for the purpose of addressing the Aboriginal justice problem

discussed in Chapter 1. It is not an exhaustive review of the history of Aboriginal

justice reform. Rather is objective is to identify, by an analysis of several of the most

substantial reform initiatives, the central themes that have guided Aboriginal justice

policy to date. A critique of the conventional approach to improving the system for

the administration of justice is used as the basis for advancing a more appropriate

model of justice reform which supports the value of autonomy for Aboriginal peoples.

Part II considers the dual strategies of cross-cultural training and Aboriginai

recruitment, a fwo-pronged approach which in many ways symbolises the

conventional reform strategies which have dominated the last two decades. PaÍ m

considers reforms in the important area of policing, including the establishment of the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCltfP) Native Constable Program, and the limited

development of autonomous Aboriginal police forces. The status of the Aboriginal

Courtworker program in the Prairie provinces is examined in Part IV, while Part V

discusses the use of alternatives to incarceration. Part VI provides a comparative

element to the analysis by summarizing the dominant pattern of Aboriginal justice

reform in Australia.

5. "A Review ald Compilation of the Recommendations of Twenty-Two Major Reports from 1967 to 1990
on Aboriginal People and the Criminal Justice System' in Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and
its lmpact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta, Justice on Triø\. Voltune III: Working Papers and
Bibliography (Edmonton: Province of Alberta, 1991) 4-l at 4-7.
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Part VII considers the main themes of Aboriginal justice reform policy as

demonstrated by the programs described earlier. This section seeks to identify the

overall emphasis of this area of law and justice change prior to the appearance of the

several major reports which are the subjects of Chapters 3 and 4. I will argue that the

dominant approach can be accurately characterised as 'tinkering'- an approach to

justice reform which fails to question the legitimacy of the existing system. The

implications of this approach for Aboriginat people have been profound. The

inadequacies of this reform strategy are then discussed, before introducing those

alternative approaches to justice reform which have begun to emerge, and which hold

the promise of a more productive decade for Aboriginal justice reform during the

i990s.

tr. CROSS-CT]LTURAL TRAINING AND ABORIGINAL RECRTIITMENT

Since the L975 National Conference on Native Peoples and the Criminal

Justice System, educational programs designed to improve individual and institutional

awareness of Aboriginal culture and concerns, and policies designed to increase the

number of Aboriginal people working in the justice system, have been introduced or

proposed at all stages of the criminal justice process.ó This approach has focused

primarily on police departments but has regularly been advocated for all involved in

the justice administration process, including lawyers, judges, prison employees and

parole officers.

6. [n Australia, see J.H. Muirhead, Royal Conunission ínto Aborigina] Deaths in Custody - Interim Report
(Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, December lgBB) at 44-52.
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The rationale for cross-cultural training has been expressed by the [¿w

Reform Commission of Canada in the following terms:

k'ck of cultural sensitivity operates in a subtle way: we all make assumptions based on
our own experience about the way that people behave, and we judge others based on
those assumptions. When those other people a¡e from a different culture, however, our
assumptions can be mistaken. As one prosecutor has noted: "I had been reading
evasiveness and insincerity and possible lies when I should have been reading only respect
and sincerity.' These mistakes, if made by police, lawyers, judges or correctional
officials, can have devastating cons.quencer.T

Cross cultural orientation programs8 generally attempt to provide participants

with general knowledge on contemporaÐ/ issues such as Aboriginal rights,

bilingualism and multiculturalism. Facilitators þrofessors, public servants, community

college instructors, police trainers or representatives of Aboriginal organizations)

attempt to promote group discussion on issues of relevance to the target audience such

as culture and values, discrimination and prejudice. Case studies and simulated games

are frequently employed in an attempt to connect the topic being discussed with the

work duties of the particular Étegory of justice employee.

Most police off,rcers and correctional facility employees receive some such

training as part of their initial job training or orientation, but according to a report

prepared for the Aboriginal Justice fnquiry of Manitoba, "[t]he only systematic formal

cross cultural training programmes being offered in the justice community in Canada

7.[-aw Reform Commission of Canada, Aboriginat Peoples and Criminat Justice: Equality, Respect and the
Searchfor Justice. Report No. 34 (Ottawa: I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, 1991) (hereinafter'LRCC
Report') at 30, with reference to R. Ross, 'Leaving Our White Eyes Behind: The Sentencing of Native
Accused' [1989] 3 Canadian Native Law Reporter I at2.

8. This summ¿ìry is based on the detailed summary of cross-cultural programs contained in Cross-Cultural
Consulting lnc., Cross-Cultural Orientation: A Model for the Justice System (Win-uipeg: Research paper
prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, March 1990).
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are by police. "e

The 26 week training course which RCMP recruits undergo at the Regina

Academy includes three days of multicultural training, approximately half of which is

devoted to an examination of Aboriginal issues.rO Optional multiculturalism in-

service training is also available. Further, in some northern communities, band

council members provide RCMP officers with an informal orientation to the local

Aboriginal culture and lifestyle.tl Other Prairie region police departments generally

receive less cross-cultural training, with a variable Aboriginal content.rz In fact, on

the basis of a national survey of police forces, Shewchuk suggests that "[t]he RCMP

is among the few forces which offers a specific course on Aboriginal peoples."l3

Shewchuk's general conclusion on cross-cultural education for police officers

summarizes well the ambivalence about current approaches to Aboriginal awareness:

While police forces viewed cross-cultural training as desirable, the va¡iation in contenr,
the limited âmount of time devoted to training and absence of systematic evaluations does
not suPport the efficacy of this training ... [S]ome sessions present useful information to
assist police off,icers in their work, however, cross cultural training also runs the risk of
reinforcing ethnocentrism. 14

Persons working at other stages of the criminal justice process generally

9. Id at33.

IO. Id at75.

1.1. Id at 76.

12. Id at 88-89.

73. Id at 90.

14. Id at 88. See also J. Harding, 'Policing and Aboriginal Justice' (1991) 33 Canadian Journal oJ
Criminology 363 at 367-368. Recently, greater emphasis has been placed on the need for "racism
awareness" or 'anti-racism training': see LRCC Report at30.
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receive an even less adequate level of cross-culturat training than police officers.r5

For example, in Saskatchewan correctional facilities, "[w]hile atl staff receive cross

cultural training on commencing employment, there is no comprehensive, ongoing

program to teach staff about aboriginal culture, spirituality and potitical

aspirations. " 
ró

The Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the Indian

and Métis People of Alberta was particularly concerned by the "almost complete lack

of cross-cultural training initiatives, specifically Aboriginal awareness training

initiatives, ... for all service providers working in the courts area of the criminal

justice system."l7 The response of the Alberta Department of the Attorney General

to this concern is illustrative of the attitudes with which Aboriginal justice reform

initiatives must contend:

It has never been suggested that in order for the process to be fair, the Prosecutor (or the
Judge or the defence lawyer for that matter) should receive formal training in any
particular ethnic culture. The Criminal Justice System is not ethnocentric i-n its operation.
Rather, it focuses its decisions on the material evidence and only on the evidence brought
forwa¡d and admitted by the Judge.lt

Aboriginal recruitment and affirmative actions programs have frequently been

advocated on the basis that "fh]iring more Aboriginal persons might make the system

15. See S. Stevens, Cross-Cultural Training for Justice Personnel on Aboriginal Cultures and Their Unique
Legal Status (Vancouver: Research paper prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, June
1990).

16. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Committee, Report @egina, 1992) (hereinafter'saskatchewan
Indian Justice Report") at 52. In |v{eni¡6þ¿, see AII Report Vol I at 452. However, the AJberta Task Force
concluded that "both the federal and the provincial correctional services have made considerable progress in
establishing Aboriginal specific cross-cultural training": Alberta Task Force on the Criminal Justice System
and its Impact on the lndian and Métis People of AJberta, Justice on Trial. Volu¡rw l: Maín R"por-t
@dmonton: Province of A.lberta, l99l) (hereinafter "Alberta Task Force vot l'\ at g-3g.

17. Alberta Task Force Vol I at 8-38.

18. Cited id at 8-4Q.
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seem less alien to Aboriginal people and create a greater sense of 'ownership'."re

While this approach has met with limited success in cerüain areas2o - at least in terms

of the actual number of Aboriginal people working in the criminal justice system - it

remains unclear just what impact greater numbers of Aboriginal people has in terms

of the ability of the system to operate justly in relation to Aboriginal offenders. For

example, the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry observed that "very few of the people

employed by the Manitoba justice system are Aboriginal and ... virtually none of the

people in decision-making positiow is Aboriginnl."2L

Aboriginal recruitment objectives have also been relatively unsuccessful at the

policing stage: the point at which Aboriginal people enter the justice administration

process. In Alberta, approximately 1 percent of police officers in Edmonton and

Calgary, and 2.5 percent of RCMP officers are Aboriginal.22 The Saskatchewan

Indian Justice Review Committee has noted that "[i]n sharp contrast to its municipal

counterparts, the RCMP has made signif,rcant strides in employing Aboriginal officers

and civilian support staff. As of September 1991,91 of 1,100 officers (8 percent) in

19. LRCC Report at78.

20. See discussion at text corresponding to notes 25-26 infra.

21. AII Report Vol I at 361 (emphasis added). Efforts to address the very small numbers of Aboriginal
lawyers and judges have primarily taken the form of law school special entry schemes and support programs
such as the Indigenous f-aw Progra- at the University of Atbert¿ (see Alberta Task Force Vot I at B-32),
and the Academic Support Program at the University of Ma.itoba. The Native [-aw Centre at the University
of Saskatchewan conducts a summer prelaw orientation program for Aboriginal shrdents preparing to eDte¡
law schools throughout the country. See D. Purich, Director, Native I:.w Centre, Presentation No. 678 to
the Public Inquiry ínto the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community
Hearing (Winnipeg, April 4, 1989) at 62584279.

22. Figures a¡e based on a December 1989 survey: Alberta Task Force Vol I at 2-41. The proportion of
departmental workloads which involve Aboriginal persons are, respectively, 18.6%,8.4% and 32.7%. See
also E.A. Shewchuk, National Survey of Police Forces (Winnipeg: Resea¡ch paper prepared for the
Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, December 1989) at 38-39.
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the Saskatchewan RCMP officer contingent were aboriginal."23 In June 1989,

ievel of Aboriginal representation in both the Winnipeg Police Department and

RCMP D Division was approximately 1 percent.2a

Attempts to increase Aboriginal representation as employees in the correctional

system have been rather more successful, although there are significant provincial,

regional and departmental variations.2s For example, the Saskatchewan Indian Justice

Review Committee observed that the Corrections Division of the Saskatchewan

Department of Justice has successfully adopted a proactive policy for the recruitment

of Aboriginal staff. The Committee reports that between 1988/89 and September 1991

Aboriginal recruits accounted for approximately 17 percent of all new employees.

Overall, 11 percent of the province's corrections staff are Aboriginal.26

Cross-cultural training and the related strategy of increasing the level of

Aboriginal representation in positions of authority throughout the system, are

indicative of an approach which assumes that it is both possible and desirable to make

the justice system a more culturally sensitive environment for Aboriginal offenders. In

this respect, they most clearly illustrate the nature of the dominant Aboriginai justice

reform strategy which has been to 'tinker' with the existing criminal justice system.

23. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at 25. The Committee earlier observed that "the aboriginal
recruitmentefforts of the major municipal police forces have, by and large, met with failure": id at23.

24. Shewchuk, note 22 supra at72,78. In January 1989 the RCMP National Recruiting Team established
the goal of increasing the proportion of Aboriginal officers nationaJly from 1% to3.Z%t id at77.

25. The number of Aboriginal people employed in corrections, and at other stages of the the criminal justice
system in Alberta is sumarized in Alberta Task Force VoI I at 842. ln Manitoba, the Aboriginal Justice
Inquiry observed that 'Aboriginal staff in our prison system are conspicuous by their absence': AJI Report
Vol I at 452.

26. Saskatchewan IndianJustÌce Report at55.22 of the 30 employees in the Northern Corrections program
a¡e Aborisinal.
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To a greater or lesser extent, each of the reforms discussed below can be idenúf,red as

belonging to the same general category.

Itr. POLICING

Growing recognition of the need to reform the way Aboriginal people and

communities are policed has been encouraged by evidence of the extent to which the

criminal justice process systematically discriminates against Aboriginai accused. As

Harding has observed:

There remains a strategic reason for putting extra attention on overcoming racism within
Canadian policing. As the front-end of the criminal justice system, discriminatory
discretion in policing shapes everything that follows. If any significant change is to be
made in the steady tretd to overincarcerate Aboriginal people, sometå,ing must change in
policing itself.u

Harding identifies four main approaches to policing reform that have been

implemented since the 1970s in an effort to address the problems experienced by

Aboriginal people in terms of contact with the criminal justice system: cross cultural

training programs for police departments, legal education for Aboriginal people,

special constable programs, and tribal policing programs.2s

The first approach, which has been applied throughout the justice system, was

discussed above. The main thrust for employing the second approach has been the

development of an Aboriginal courtworker program. This initiative will be reviewed

following an examination of the third and fourth approaches.

27 . Hatding, note 14 supra at 364.

28. Id at 367.
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L. The Special Constable Program

The RCMP Indian Speciat Constable Program2e was established in 1973 on

the recommendation of a Federal Task Force on Policing on Reserves.30 The Task

Force's approach to policing reform was based on the assumption that "[a]ny minority

group should, where appropriate, be policed within the local police structure by

members of its own community."3l

ln support of its recommendation for the establishment of a special constabie

program, the Task Force concluded: '[w]ithin the structure of competent and well

organized police forces these const¿bles should be capable of providing a high

RCMP Option 3bstandard of policing on reserves. "32 The originat mandate of the

Program was to:

provide for policing of Indian people by Indian people; provide a policing service to
India¡ communities equal to services provided generally to other Canadians, and flexible
enough to accommodate the unique policing needs of Indian communities; involve Indian
people in law enforcement careers; increase awareness of non-native RCMP force
members of Indian culture, customs, rights, eæ.; ercourage initiation of crime prevention
programs in India¡ communities; and to decrease the number of Indian persons coming

29. The nâme was later changed to Native Special Constable Progr¡m as it incorporated both Indian and
Métis recruits: Alberta Task Force Vol I at2-29.

30. Task Force on Policing on Reserves, Report (Ottawa: Department of Indian and Northern Affairs,
1973). The progr2m is commonìy referred to as "Option 3b" because it was one of several alternatives
considered by the Task Force which included an extension of band council policing, a¡d the creation of
autonomous native police forces.

31. Cited in C.T. Griff,rths & J.C. Yerbury, 'Natives and Criminal Justice Policy: The Case of Native
Policing' (L984) 26 Cana.dian Journal of Criminology 147 at I50. Griffiths and Yerbury suggest that the
decision of the Task Force to select this particular option was strongly influenced by the recommendation of
the Canadian Corrections Association that lndian reserves should be policed by a single police force with
the assistance of native constables: id at 149, See Canadian Corrections Association, Indians and the Law. A
Survey Prepared for the Honourable Arthur Laing (Otøwa: Queen's Printer, 1967).

32. Ibid.
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into conflict with the law.33

Since its inception, the program extended to the point where it operated in all parts of

the country, except Ontario, Québec and New Brunswick.v In July 1989 there were

approximately 190 special constables stationed at 268 RCMP detachments.3s

The most commonly observed problems with the program were: frequent

conflict between constables and the Aboriginal communities they policed, inadequate

definition of the role of the special constable and the subordinate status of the position

within the RCMP policing structure, and insufficient capacity for Aboriginal input

into the operation of the program.36

Concern about these and related issues led the Native Counselling Services of

Alberta to conclude in 1980 that:

... Option 3b cannot now be regarded as a viable program for most reserves. Although it
was conceptually solid and there was potential for its constructive development, the
program has become politically defunct. The current trend is clearly towa¡ds autonomous

Indian policing.3T

In 1989 an evaluation conducted by an assistant commissioner of the RCMP

recommended "that the Force abolish the Native and/or Indian Speciat Constable

designation". The report suggested that the program had "outlived its usefulness" and

33. H. Feagen, 'The Royal Canadian Mounted Police Special Constable Program" in C.T. Griffiths (ed),
Circuit and Rural Coun Justice in the North. A Resource Publication @urnaby: The Northern Conference
and Simon Fraser University, 1984) at2-23.

34. A-ngus Reid Group, Effec* of ContactWith Police Among Aboriginals inManitoba (lilinnipeg: Research
paPer prePared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, July 1989) at 8. Similar programs have
operated at the provincial level in Onta¡io and Québec.

35. Id at 8.

36. Griffiths & Yerbury, note 31 supra at 151-153.

37. Native Counselling Services of Alberta, Policing on Reserves: A Review of Cunent Prograrns and
Alternatives @dmonton: Native Counselling Services of Alberta, 1980) at 25.
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highlighted the need to begin "looking at its replacement with something more attuned

to the 1990s".38

The program was formally eliminated in May 1990 and was replaced with the

Aboriginal Constable Development Program which will provide Aboriginal constables

with training so that their status can be upgraded to that of full constable.3e In June

1991 the federal government announced a new Aboriginal poticing policy. The

objectives of the new policy are designed to be consistent with Aboriginal self-

government activify.ao

2. Autonomous Aboriginal Police Forces

The Dakota-Ojibway Tribal Council (DOTC) in Manitoba is the only regional

autonomous Aboriginal police force which operates in the Prairie region. The I-ouis

Bull Poiice Force and a new initiative on the Blood Reserve in Alberta operate on a

smaller scale.ar A third form of Aboriginal policing developed in recent years is the

use of Aboriginal satellite detachments of the RCMP. Several such detachments

operate on reserves in Saskatchewan.a2

38. R.H.D. Head, Policing For Aboriginal Canadians: The RCMP rlo/e (November 1989) cited in Alberta
Task Force Vol I at2-3L.

39. A.II Report Vol I at613.

4O. Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Indian Policing Policy Review / Task Force Report (Ottawa:
Supply a¡d Services Canada, January 1990); and see Department of Justice Canada, Aboriginal People and
Justice Administration: A Discussion Paper (Ottawa: Department of lustice, September l99l) at 32-37 .

41. The Louis Bull Program in Alberta has been in operation since 1987: Angus Reid, note 34 supra at 16.
A similar project has been developed on the Blood Reserve with the co-operation of the A.lbert¿ Solicitor
General, DIAND and the RCMP: Alberta Task Force Vol I at 240.

42. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at29.
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Dorc Police program was established in 1973 on a pilot project basis.

the Dorc Police Force has been operating on eight Dakota and ojibway

Manitoba on a shared cost basis between the Department of Indian Affairs

and Northern Deveiopment @IAND) and the Manitoba Department of Justice. As the

DOTC Chief of Police commented in 1984:

It was not eâsy to convince the government that we waoted a chance to prove ourselves;
that with proper training, equipment, and zufficieût man power, we could develop a police
department on the reserves.43

The DOTC Force is administered by a committee which consists of a band

councillor from each resewe involved in the project, and a representative from the

Manitoba Department of Attorney General, DIAND and the RCMP.44

The program has been reviewed on a number of occasions, and while each

review has recommended that the program be continued, a number of problems have

been identified. For example,

Serious difficulties and problems are noted i¡ terms of administration, operation and
funding. The problems have reached the lower levels of the organization and are reflected
in a high turnover rate. Communiry support has not been great and dissatisfaction with the
service appears to continue. Citizens are concerned "about low visibility, inconsistent or
too lenient enforcement practices...as well as the problematic status for constables posted

to their home reserves".45

43. B. Hawkins, 'The Dakota-Ojibway Tribal Police' in C.T. Grifñths (ed), Circuit and Rural Court
Justice in the North. A Resource Publication @urnaby: The Northern Conference & Simon Fraser
University, 1984) at 2-36. See also Dakota Ojibway Tribal Council Police (L. Cameron, R. Prince, C.
Dejarlais & I. Spence), Presentation No. 679 to the Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and
Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community Hearing (Winnipeg, April 4, 1989) at 62804314.

44. Shewchuk, note22 supra at 66.

45. Angus Reid Group, rote 34 supra at 15, citing R. Depew, Native Policing ín Canada: A Review of
Current lssues (Ottawa: Ministry of the Solicitor General, 1986).
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IV. ABORIGINAL COT]RTWORKER PROGRAMS

The first courtworker programs were established in the eariy 1960s as a

volunteer service by the Native Friendship Centres in Winnipeg and klmonton.

Federal government funding assistance commenced in 1969 following the release of a

Canadian Corrections Association repoflf which advocated the provision of special

Iegal services to Aboriginal people in criminal courts. In May 1972 the Department of

Justice assumed responsibility for courtworker pilot projects, and in 1977 formally

established the courtworker program on the basis of a cost-sharing agreement with

provincial/territorial governments. a7

One of the key reasons for this initiative was that it was seen as an appropriate

mechanism fo¡ reducing the disproportionate rates of Aboriginal incarceration.

Hathaway has identif,red this factor as one element of a three-pronged rationale for the

federal government's decision to formally establish the courtworker program:

Second, the courtworker model was consistent with federal policy of encouraging native
people to be actively involved in the resolution of their own problems. Third, the legal
service orientation of the progrrm contributed to the realization of general goals for the
provision of special assistance to the disadvant^g"d.a8

According to the federal-provincial cost-sharing agreements courtworker

programs were intended to provide:

[C]ounselling, other than legal counselling, to persoûs charged with an offense under any
federal or provincial statute or municipal by-law in order that such persons may receive
information about court procedures, be apprised of their rights, or be referred to legal

46. Ca¡adian Corrections Association, note 3l supra.

47. Department of Justice, note 40 supra at 44.

48. J.C. Hathaway, "Native Canadians and the Criminal Justice System: A Critical Examination of the

Native Courtworker Program" (1986) 49 Saskatchcwan Law Review 201.
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aid or other resources.49

The injustice experienced by Aboriginal people was considered to be a product of "a

lack of knowledge":

Native People seldom had knowledge of the law, the terminology and procedures of the
court, agencies from which they could get assistance, how to obtain lawyers, their rights,
their responsibilities in the process, or the kind of information needed by the court to
carry out fair sentencing. Criminal Justice personnel seldom had knowledge of Native
lifestyle, culture, the motivation behind behaviour exhibited by Native People, the
language difficulties they faced, or the consequerces of inappropriate sentencing on
Native People, such as the special hardships they faced in trying to pay fi.nes or obeying
inappropriate probation orders.50

As a reform strategy then, the courtworker program reflected the assumption

that a greater understanding of the justice process on the part of Aboriginal

defendants, and improved sensitiviry to the conditions and needs of Aboriginal people

on the part of judges, lawyers and other court personnel, was an appropriate strategy

for addressing the justice problems faced by Aboriginal people. In particular, the

program objective was that, through the work of courtworkers, Aboriginal persons

charged with an offence would be more likely to be "informed participants in the

judicial process."5r

The essence of the courtworker's role is to provide a link between Aboriginal

accused and court procedures and personnel:

The courtworker is a person trained in court procedure, whose primary mandate is to
assist persons in conflict with the law and to act as an intermediary between accused
persons in trouble and persons in the criminal justice system. The courtworker makes

contact with the accused when he is charged and stays in contact throughout the process.

49. Cited id at205.

50. Native Counselling Services of Alberta, 'Native People and the Criminal lustice System: The Role of
the Native Courtworker" (1982) 1 Canadian Legal Aid Bulletin 57.

51. E.A. Shewchuck, Report on Courtwork¿rs in Canada (Winaipeg: Research paper prepared for the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, 1989) at7.
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The courtworker is an advocate and a friend of the accused. As an advocate, his function
is to inform the accused of his legal rights and duties so that the accused knows what is

øking place as he moves through the process.s2

It was the original intention of the Department of Justice that each couúworker

program would be contracted to an Aboriginal agency which would be responsible for

instituting and operating the program. This was considered to be consistent with the

federal government's recently adopted policy of providing a framework in which

"Indian people could, with other Canadians, work out their own destiny. "53

in 1978 when the Manitoba Government refusedHowever, this condition was deleted

to give control of the program to a non-government agency. As a result, the nature of

carrier agencies for the courtworker program vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction,

ranging from autonomous Aboriginal agency to provincial government operation.

L. Manitoba

The Manitoba Court Communicator program is the only program in Canada to

be operated by a provincial government. Since its inception, it has been formally

52.Ben' Cardinal, courtworker, Fort St. John, British Columbia, in C.T. Griffiths (ed),The Convnunity and
Norîhern Jres@arnaby: The Northern Justice Society and Simon Fraser University, 1989) at 79.

53. Cited in Hathaway, note 48 supra at 203. This policy emerged from ttre "infamous Federal Government
White Paper, which proposed the abolition of Indian status and thereby crystallized 100 years of
assimilationist policies, [and] served as a catalyst for the development of indigenous peoples'organizations':
P. Havemann, 'The Indigenization of Social Control in Canada" in B.'W. Morse & G.R. V/oodman (eds),
Indigenous Law and the State @ordrecht: Foris Publications, 1988) 71 at 81. See also S.M. Weaver,
Making Indian Policy: The Hidden Agenda 1968-70 (foronto: Universiry of Toronto Press, 1981); and J.R.
Miller, Sþscrapers Hide the Heavens: A History of Indian-Wite Relations in Canada (foronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1989), Ch. 13 - "Political Relations After the White Paper". Driben and Trudeau have
observed that "what is doubly disappointing about the sih¡ation is that those responsible for the White Paper
have never been willing to admit that key parts of the policy were implemented: P. Driben & R.S. Trudeau,
Wen Freedom Is Lost: The Dark Side of the Relationship Between Governrunt and thc Fort Hope Band
(foronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983) at 37.
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administered by the Chief Provincial Judge, with direction provided by a Native

Advisory Committee.s An evaluation of the program in 19875 recommended that

responsibility be transferred to an Aboriginal carrier agency, in line with the general

trend toward the use of autonomous or semi-autonomous carrier agencies.56 One

proposed model which would have been consistent with the direction being taken in

AlbertasT was for the establishment of a community native justice worker program.

This alternative would involve "expand[ing] the court communicator service to a more

preventative focus with community legal clinics located in aboriginal communities

with resident persons employed on a part-time or full-time basis. "58

The program, which in 1991, was renamed the Manitoba Native Courtworker

Program, is currently being restructured "to move away from the general perception

that courtworkers are servicing the court and not the clients."Se One meåsure taken

to address this perception is the appointment of an advisory council with

representation from Aboriginal organizations. m

54. Shewchuk, note 51 supra at3l.

55. T. I-ajeunesse, Ifte Manitoba Court Communicator Progranr A Review (Winnipeg: Manitoba Attortrey
General, 1987).

56. Shewchuk, note 5L supra at 9. Significantly, a survey of Manitoba lawyers conducted for the Aboriginal
Justice Inquiry of Manitoba revealed that the need to transfer the program to an Aboriginal ca¡rier agency
was considered to be relatively unimportant compared with the need for improved training of court
communicators: L. Messer, A Survey of Manitoba Lawyers (Winnipeg: Research paper prepared for the
Aboriginal Justice Inquiry 6¡Jy{anitoba, February 1990) at 65.

57. See discussion at text corresponding to notes 6347 infra.

58. Shewchuk, note 5l supra at35.

59. Department of Justice, note 40 supra at 45.

60. AII Report Vol I at219.
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2. Saskatchewan

In 1979 the Saskatchewan Association of Friendship Centres (SAFC)

undertook to administer a courtworker program on a province-wide basis. Despite a

favourable evaluation in 1983,6r the provincial government withdrew funding and the

service was terminated in July 1987. However, in 1991 the provincial and federal

governments, the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations and the Métis Society of

Saskatchewan commenced discussions for the completion of a feasibility study

regarding the re-establishment of an Aboriginal courtworker program.62

3. Alberta

Since 1970 Alberta's criminal couúworker program has been operated by the

Native Counselling Services of Atberta (NCSA), a "non-profit, non-sectarian social

service agency which provides legal and social services to Native people. "63 From

the perspective of the value of Aboriginal control over service delivery, the program

would appear to be the most successful program in the Prairie region.ø However,

the Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the Indian and Métis

People of Alberta noted widespread dissatisfaction with NCSAS, including perceptions

61. Owen Consulting Group, Native Cour¡vorker Services of Saskntchcwan: Program Evaluation (Ottawa:
Department of Justice Canada, 1983).

62. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at33.

63. Shewchuk, note 51 supra at2l.

64. See generally Co-West Associates, Criminal Courfivork¿r Progratn: Native Counselling Services of
Alberta. A Program Review and Evaluation Assessment (Ottawa: Department of Justice Canada, 1981).
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that the agency has been "conscripted by 'the system',"65 and that it "is

accountable to the Aboriginal community but rather to its funding source,

government."tr As the Task Force observed:

Despite the success of NCSA programs, there is a growing sentiment that perhaps the
time has come for a significant shift in direction ... The nature of this shift would see
NCSA become a trâining resource for communities rather than staying in its current
role of deliverer of services to individuals.6T

The extent to which this push for a transformation of the courtworker program

into a community-based operation can be seen as part of a broader shift in Aboriginal

justice reform policy will be discussed in Part VII below.

V. SENTENCING: ALTERNATWES TO INCARCERÄTION

In terms of the dominant problem-solution model discussed in Chapter 1, the

most simplistic response to evidence of Aboriginal over-incarceration in Canada has

been to encourage the use of alternative dispositions. As Griffiths and Verdun-Jones

have observed, "[t]he overrepresentation of Native Indians in many provincial,

territorial, and federal correctional institutions has led researchers to focus on the

sentencing stage of the criminal court process. "ó8 This particular Aboriginal justice

reform strategy forms part of a broader social justice impetus, fuelled by

criminological and penological contributions to the debate over the role of correctional

65. Alberla Task Force Vol I at7-L.

66. Id at7-2.

67. Id at74. The Task Force noted that this change has already commenced. ps¡ s¡ample, on the Blood
Reserve, the community has begun to take over functions previously performed by NCSA: id at7-3.

68. C.T. Griffiths & S.N. Verdun-Jones, Canadian Criminal Justice (Vancouver: Butterworths, 1989) at
564.
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response to the recognition of a "deepening penal crisis"óe

physically - overcrowding in correctional institutions - and

ideologically - a decline in the legitimacy of the penal model of crime prevention and

punishment.To

Doob has observed that

... 'alternatives to imprisonment' are often i¡stituted for a very simple reason: there is a
feeling among some associated with the criminal justice system - often administrators
rather than judges or legislators - that the sanction of imprisonment is used more than it
should be.71

In relation to Aboriginal people this reasoning is supplemented by a range of other

factors including evidence of the irrelevance of incarceration as a social control

mechanism suitable for Aboriginal individuals or Aboriginal communities,T2 and

indications that for Aboriginal people the imprisonment experience is particulariy

69. R. Matthews, 'Alternatives To And In Prisons: A Realist Approach' in P. Carlen & D. Cook (eds),
Paying For Crimc Qr{ilton Keynes: Open University Press, 1989) at 128.

70. See generally, I. Taylor, "Theorizing the Crisis in Canada" in R.S. Ratner &. I.L. McMullan (eds),
State Control: Criminal Justice Politics in Canada (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press,
1987).

71' A. Doob, "Community Sanctions and Imprisorment: Hoping For a Miracle But Not Bothering to Even
Pray For It' (1990) 32 Canadian Journal of Criminology 4L5 at 42L.

72. In a report prepared on behalf of the Native Women's Association of Canada for submission to the Task
Force on Federally Sentenced Women, the authors concluded that:

No rmount of tinkering with prisons can heal the before-prison lives of the Aboriginal women who
live or have lived within their walls. Prison ca¡not remedy the problem of the poverty of reserves.
It c¡nnot deal with immediate or historical memories of tie genocide that Eurpoeans worked upon
our people. It cannot remedy violence, alcohol abuse, sexual assault during childhood, rape and
other violence Aboriginal women experience at the hands of men. Prison ca.not heal the past
abuse of foster homes, or the indifference and racism of Canada's justice system in its dealings

with Aboriginal people.

- F' Sugar & L. Fox, Survey of Federally Sentenced Aboriginal Wornen in the Co¡ntnuniry (Ottawa: Native
Women's Association of Canada, 1990) at 4.
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devastating.T3 But perhaps the central motivation for the use of alternatives to

incarceration when sentencing Aboriginal people is the concern that discrimination

operates during the sentencing process, and that one of the factors contributing to the

disproportionate representation of Aboriginal people in the prison population is that

too many of them are being unnecessarily sentenced to terms of imprisonment.Ta

Clark, however, has criticized this "unsubstantiated assumption" and has

pointed to the "lack of a sound information base on which to identify patterns, make

comparisons, and infer causal relationships."Ts I: Prairie has also observed that

there is presently minimal statistical evidence of the relationship between the

sentencing process and high Aboriginal incarceration rates.76 She concludes

however, that "although limited and incomplete", the existing data "would suggest the

disproportionate sentencing of Aboriginal people to periods of incarceration in the

absence of other sentencing options. This situation makes one of the most compelling

arguments for sentencing reform. "u

While the debate over whether discrimination in the judicial decision making

73. The Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba received numerous submissions which indicated that the
prison system, for example, fails to meet the spiritual needs of Aboriginal inmates, and through its reliance
on centralized institutions, severs Aboriginal people from their communities: AJI Report Vol I at 433.

74. See M. Jackson, "tocking Up Natives in Canada" (L989) 23 University of British Coluntbia Law
Review 2L5 at 255-282.

75. S. Clark, Sentencing Patterns and Sentencing Optiors Relating to Aboriginat Afenders (Otøwa:
Department of Justice Caaada, 1989) at 1.

76. See C. I-a Prairie, "The Role of Sentencing in the Over-Representation of Aboriginal People in
Correctional Institutions" (1990) 32 Canadian Journal of Criminology 429 at 431436.

77. Id at 437.
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process contributes to Aboriginal over-representation in prisons continues,Ts the use

of alternative sanctions has become widely accepted as one of the more practical

Aboriginal justice reform strategies.

The main feature of the policy of utilizing alternatives to incarceration has

been the preference for c¡mmunity based sanctions.Te In a report prepared for the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, Fossett Jones concluded that:

Communify-based sanctions are most accurately defined as 'any correctional-related
activit[ies] purposively aimed at directly assisting and zupporting the efforts of offenders
to establish meaningful ties or relationships with the community for the speciñc purpose

of becoming re-established and functional in legitimate roles in the community.'80

Alternatives of this type may take the form of discharges and suspended sentences,

probation, restitution, communify service orders, fine option programs and

victim/offender reconciliation.sr Various programs along these lines have been

introduced in the Prairie provinces.s2

The Manitoba fine options/community service order program operates on the

basis of a contractual arrangement between the Department of Community Services

78. See, ¡ot s¡rmple, B.P. A¡chibatd "Sentencing and Visible Minorities: Equality and Affirmative Action
in the Criminal Justice System" (1990) 15 Dalhousie Law Journal 377; and M. Sinclair "Dealing With the

Aboriginal Offende¡. Indians and the Criminal l-aw" (1990) l4(2) Provincial Judges Journal 14 at 19-22.

79. In Australia, see K.M. Hazlehurst, 'Widening the Middle Ground: The Development of Community-
Based Options" in K.M. Hazlehurst (ed), Ivory Scales: Black Australia and the Law (Kensington: New
South Wales University Press, 1987).

80. R. Fossett Jones, Alternatives to Incarceration: Literature Review and Selected Annotated Bibliography
flVinnipeg: Resea¡ch paper prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, January 1990), at 16

citing S.E. Doeren a¡d M.G. Hageman, Commanity Corrections (Cincin-nati: A¡derson Publishing, 1982).

81. See AII Report Vol I at4ll427; Fossett-Jones, note 80 supra at i0-28; and M. Iackson & J. Ekstedt,
Alternatives To Incarceration/Sentencing Option Prograrrutæs: What Are the Alternatives? (Ottawa: Report
prepared for the Canadian Sentencing Commission, 1988).

82. This section is based primarily upon the review of agency administered universal programs completed

by Clark, note75 supra at 43-76.
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and Corrections and some 145 agencies including First Nations bands, Aboriginal

Friendship Centres and Manitoba Métis Federation ofhces.

There are no sentencing option programs in Saskatchewan specif,rcally designed

for Aboriginal people. As in Manitoba, the major universal programs are f,rne option

and community service order programs which are also operated by local agents. Up to

65 percent of participants in Saskatchewan's fine option program are Aboriginal.83

In 1988 Ekstedt and Jackson observed a tendency towards the privatization of

sentencing option services in Albert¿,e although Clark concludes that "[g]eneraliy,

Alberta is not well developed in terms of sentencing alternatives."8s He notes,

however, that the Native Counselling Services of Alberta has taken advantage of the

trend towards privatization.s6 Examples of the NCSA's work in this area include the

High Level Diversion Project which was established in northwestern Alberta in

1977,87 and the Talking Drum Youth Program.88

VI. ABORTGINAL JUSTICE REFORM IN AUSTRALIA

In Australia as in Canada, recognition of the problem of Aboriginal contact

with the criminal justice system has prompted a range of reform projects. Strategies

83. Id at 55.

84. Note 8l supra at I29.

85. Note 75 supra at 52.

86. Ibid.

87. See Native Counselling Services of Alberta, "Creating a Monster: Issues in Community Program
Control" (1982) 24 Canadian Journal of Criminology 323.

88. Clark, note 75 supra aL 50.
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developed on this basis have mainiy proceeded on the presumption that while the

estabiished justice laws and procedures were, for the most part, effective, the

circumstances of some Aboriginal persons was such that 'special rules' might be

needed to protect them from the harshness of the system. Three such reforms will be

briefly described here as a guide to the similarities between the Aboriginal justice

reform models which have prevailed in Canada and Australia throughout the 1970s

and 1980s.

1. The Anunga Rules

In the course of his decision in the case of R" v. Anunge,se Foster J. of the

Northern Territory Supreme Court formulated guidelines for police to follow when

interrogating Aboriginal persons. These include that: a "prisoner's friend" and/or

interpreter be present at the time of questioning; special care be taken to ensure that

the suspect understands the standa¡d caution; efforts are made to obtain corroborating

evidence; food and clothing be provided; access to legal representation be facilitated;

and suspects not be interrogated while drunk or otherwise disabled.eO Similar rules

have been adopted in a number of other Australian jurisdictions, most commonly in

the form of police departmental guidelines.er Also, recent amendments to the Crimes

89. (1975) 11 ALR 412.

90. Id at 415416.

91. H. McRae, G. Nettheim & L. Beacroft,Aboriginal Legal Issues: Commentary and Materials (Sydney:
The I-aw Book Company, 1991) at256.
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Act 191& which are designed to formally regulate the procedures for detaining and

questioning of suspects in relation to all Commonwealth offences, contains provisions

dealing specifically with the questioning of Aboriginal persons.e3

The 'Anunga Rules' were not designed to replace the common law rules

governing the admissibility of confessional evidence, but were intended to assist

judges in deciding whether to exercise the court's discretion to exclude involuntary

evidence.%

2. Sentencing: Taking Account of rAboriginality'

One approach that has emerged in response to concerns about the inappropriate

nature of criminal laws and procedures is the willingness of courts to take account of

the defendant's Aboriginality during sentencing. A similar approach is evident in the

interpretation of Anglo-Australian legal principles including substantive law defences.

Mitigating factors which have, on various occasions, been recognised as

applicable in the case of traditionatly-orientated Aboriginals include: where the

defendant has acted in accordance with tribal customs; where the defendant's conduct

will attract 'pay-back' or some other sanction from his or her community; and where

92. Crinles (Investigation of Convnonwealth Afences) Antendtnent Act 1991 (Crh).

93. Sweeney has suggested that "though the ¡mendments are restricted to the investigation of
Commonwealth offences [of which there are relatively few in Australia where criminal laws are primarily a
matter of state jurisdiction] they are likely to have an impact on the manner of investigation of non-
Commonwealth offences." In fact he predicts that the safeguards speciñed in the emended legislation'are
likely to become the benchma¡k against which conduct by Stâte police is judged': D. Sweeney, "Police

Questioning of Aborigioal Suspects for Commonwealth Offences - New I-aws' (1992) 54 Aboriginal Law
Bulletin L0 at 12.

94. See N. Rees, 'Police Interrogation of Aborigines" in J. Basten et al (eds), The Criminal Injustice
System (Sydney: Australian Legal Workers Group, 1982) 36 at 4344.
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the offence involves over-use of alcohol.es

In 1986 the Australian I¿w Reform Commission completed an extensive study

dealing with the desirability of recognising Aboriginal laws, particularly in the context

of dispute settlements and criminal proceedings.% The Commission's

recommendations relating to substantive criminal law and the sentencing of Aboriginal

offenders were formulated primarily on the basis of patterns already established by the

courts, particularly in the Northern Territory.e The Commission did recommend the

creation of what has been described as a "very conservative customary law

defence".es This defence would operate in the same way as the defence of

diminished responsibility: if successful, it would reduce murder to manslaughter. The

defence would apply if the defendant could establish, on the balance of probabilities,

that the act which caused the death of the victim was done because of a well-founded

belief that the customary laws of the Aboriginal community to which the defendant

95. See generally M.W. Daunton-Fear and A. Frieberg, "Gum-Tree' Justice: Aborigines and the Courts"
in D. Chappell and P. Wilson (eds), The Australian Criminal Justice System (Sydney: Butterworths, Znd ed,
re77)-

96. Australia¡ I-aw Reform Commission, The Recognition of Aboriginal Customary Law. Report No. 3I
(Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1986) (hereinafter "ALRC Repoft").

97. See, ¡s¡ s¡¡mple, Jackie Anzac Jadurin v. rR. (1982) y'.J-F. 424; R. v. Jungarat (1981) 9 NTR 30; R. u.

Limbiari (unreported, NTSC, 28 May 1984). These and several other cases are discussed in McRae et al,
note 91 supra at273-219. See also C. Charles, "Sentencing Aboriginal People in South Australia' (1991)
13 Adelaide Law Review 90; and J. McCorquodale, Aborigines and the Law: A Digest (Canberra:
Aboriginal Studies Press, 1987). Despite 1¡"ss g¡amples of individual 'reprieves' for Aboriginal defendants,
McCorquodale has concluded that "the overall impression gained ... is that Aboriginality is a judicial
perception working to the disadvantage of Aboriginals": J. McCorquodale, "Judicial Racism in Australia?
Aboriginals in Civil and Criminal Cases' in K.M. Hazlehurst (ed), Ivory Scales: Black Australia and the
Law (Kensington: New South Wales University Press, 1987) 30 at 51.

98. McRae et al, note 9L supra at269.
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belonged required the act to be done.s

3. The Decriminalization of Public Drunkenness

The reform strategy of decriminalizing public drunkenness has been identified

in Australia as "[o]ne of the most commonly suggested mechanisms for reducing the

numbers of Aborigines held in police custody..."ro For as Eggleston concluded

after pioneering research on Aboriginal contact with the criminal justice system,

"[t]he Aboriginal offence par excellence ís drunkenness."r0r

ln 1979, after a long debate on the appropriateness of the criminal justice

response to public drunkenness, the offence was decriminalized in New South Wales

with the introduction of the lruoxicated Persons Act.rn However. the scheme has

been widely criticised for failing to significantly reduce the number of Aboriginal

persons detained by police.tß Also, Cunneen has suggested that recent statutory

amendments in New South Wales may have the effect of supporting the

99. ALRC Report para 453, Six years after the completion of this report none of its recommendations have
been implemented.

100. McRae et al, note 9l supra at25I.

101. E. Eggleston, Fear, Favour or Affection: Aborigines and the Ciminal Law in Victoria, South Australia
and western Australia (canberra: Australian National university Press, 1976) at 14.

102. See S.J. Egger, A. Cornish and H. Heilpern, 'Public Drunkenness: A Case History in
Decriminalisation" in M. Findlay, S.J. Egger and J. Sutton (eds), /sszes in Criminal Justice Administration
(Sydney: George Allen and Unwin, 1983); and A. Cornish, "Public Drunkenness in New South Wales:
From Criminality to Vy'elfa¡e" (198Ð 18 Australian and New kaland Journal of Criminotogy 73.

103. See, for ex¡mple, L. Mun¡oe and G. Jauncey, "Keeping Aborigines Out of Prison: An Overview" - a

paper presented at the Keeping People out of Prison Conference, Australian lnstitute of Criminlogy 27-29
March 1990; J.H. Muirhead, Report of the Inquiry in¡o the Death of Edward Jatnes Munay (Caaberra:
Royal Commission Into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, 1989) at 139; and C. Bird, The "Civilising" Mßsion:
Race and tlrc Corctruction of Crime (Clayton: Faculty of l-aw Monash University, 1987) at 16.
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recriminalization of public drunkenness. lu

Vtr. TIIE LII/trTATIONS OF 6TIM{ERING'

One of the key questions that must be addressed in this area is: what notions of

justice and social control inform this approach to justice reform? For example,

Harding has questioned why the "indigenization of policing" came under serious

consideration as a reform strategy during the 1970s. He concludes:

Though lip-service was given to [indigenization] as a step towards more Aboriginal self-
goverDment, it seems clea¡ that tbe need for a more effective social control sysem was
the par¡mount consideration ,.. Like cross-cultural training, Native constable progrrms
were primarily concerned with making policing more effective, They were not
fundrmentally concerned with reducing incarceration rates of Aboriginal people, though
the supporters of the program would likely prefer this to happen. If it didn't, however,
the progrem would not be seen to have fa:led. Social control, not selfàetermination, was
the main 

"once*.16

Havemann has reached a simila¡ conclusion. He suggests that indigenization

"has evolved as an ameliorative policy within the criminal justice system ... [which]

compounds the net-widening effect of the hybridized social service and order-

maintenance policing which indigenous people experience."r6 To a large extent, the

same conclusion is vaiid with respect to most of the reform strategies discussed

above. The dominant element of the majority of Aboriginal justice reforms that have

104' The Local Goverrun¿nt (Street Drinking) Amnendment lcl (NSW) confirms the power of local city and
municipal governments to create "alcohol-f¡ee zonesn, aûd to introduce fines for breach of such bylaws. See
C. Cunnsea, "Moves to Recriminalise Public Dru¡kenness in NSW" (1991) 49 Aboiginal Law Bulletin 2;
also H. Wootten, Report of the Inquiry Into the Death of Clarence Alec Nean (Canberra: Royal Commission
Into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, 1990).

105. Harding, note 14 supra at 370 (emphasis added).

106. P. fl¿vs6¡nn, 'The Indigenization of Socia] Control in Canada" in B.W. Morse & G.R. Woodman
(eds), Indigenous I'aw and thc State @ordrecht: Foris Publications, 1988) at 81. See generally, P.
Havemann, L. Foster, K. Crouse & R. Matonovich, Law and Order for Canada's Indigenous People
(Ottawa: Solicitor General of Canada, 1984).
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been implemented since the 1970s has been commitment to the assumption that

ensuring justice for Aboriginal people need not involve questioning the legitimacy of

the criminal justice system, nor the endorsement of autonomous Aboriginal justice

values and institutions.

For example, the notion of greater cultural awareness and sensitivity is

undoubtedly sound as a general principle of promoting social harmony. However, as a

reform measure designed to address the injustice experienced by Aboriginal people

when they come into contact with the criminal justice process, the approach may

actually miss the point of why Aboriginal people suffer so disproportionately at the

hands of social control institutions.rn

Aboriginal consultants to the Law Reform Commission of Canada suggested

that "involving more Aboriginal persons in the present system merely diverts

resources, personnel and attention in the wrong direction, away from the creation of

Aboriginal justice systems.rlo8 ¡1 many ways, this comment captures the essential

inadequacies of the reform strategies which have predominated in Canada and

Australia for the last two decades. As Zimmerman has observed:

ln Canada today, native people are fed up with studies such as this, which describes a
deplorable situation they already know too well, cite statistics and authorities, recommend
changes, but ultimately amount to nothing. To ex¡mine the criminal justice system and to
recommend changes is called 'tinkering'. Most native people âre past believing that
tinkering with the mainstre¡m justice system is a worthwhile pursuit. They want, tley
need a system of which they have ownership - one which they shape according to their
values, traditions and beliefs. No amount of tinkering with the non-native justice system

107. Harding has observed, in the context of a discussion of policing reform and Aboriginal justice, that
"[c]ross-culturalism training was embraced as some sort of panacea which would not require any
fundamental rethinking of policing, or for that matter, anything else.": note L4 supra at 367.

108. LRCC Report at28.
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will fully and finally ¿mswer that ueed.læ

Ericson has observed that "þlushing for human rights within legal discourse is

seen as the latest progression of the maturing s[ate, the way forward for a more

humane criminal justice system. "r10 For many Aboriginal people, the most

fundamental human right is the collective right to self-determination. In the context of

criminal justice administration, this involves departing from the traditional approach

of simply adjusting what is, essentially, an 'effective' process for the maintenance of

social control, and recreating a justice environment which is capable of redressing the

weaknesses of the current system, and satisfying the broader political aspirations of

Aboriginal people for autonomy.

Between Ma¡ch 1991 and March 1992 five inquiries released major reports

dealing with Aboriginal people and the criminal justice system. In the next two

chapters, these reports will be examined with a view to determining the extent to

which they represent a new direction in Aboriginal justice reform.

109. S. Zimmerman, "The Revolving Door of Despair": Native Involvernent in the Criminal Justice System
(Ottawa: Research paper prepa¡ed for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba and the [.aw Reform
Commission of Canada, L99l) at 2-3.

110. R.V. Ericson, 'The State a¡d Criminal Justice Reform" in R.S. Ratner & J.L. McMullan (eds), State
Conrrol: Criminal Justice Polítics in Canad¿ (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1987) at
1À
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I. THE ORIGINS AND OPERATION OF THE INQUIRY

For Aboriginal people, the essential problem is that thc Canadian system of justice is
an imposed and foreign system. In order for a sociery tu occept a justíce system as
pan of its W and its communiry, ft must see thc system and experience it as being a
posÌtive influence working þr thar sociery. Aboriginnl people da not.

- Commissioners A.C. Hamilton & C.M. Sinclairt

The Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People

was created by the Manitoba government on April 13, 1988. The Commissioners

were asked to "investigate, report a¡rd make recommendations to the Minister of

Justice on the relationship between the administration of justice and aboriginal peoples

of Manitoba. "2 The Inquiry was directed to consider all aspects of the cases of J.J.

Harper and Helen Betty Osborne.3 The Inquiry's scope of general investigation was

broad:

The scope of the commission is to include all components of the justice system, that is,
policing, courts and correctional services. The commission is to consider whether and the
extent to which aboriginal and non-aborigi-nal persons are treated differently by the justice
system and whether there a¡e specific adverse efflects, inctudi-ng possible systemic
discrimination against aboriginal people, in the justice system. The commission is to
consider the mtnner in which the justice system now operates and whether there are

alternative methods of dealing with aboriginal persons involved with the law.a

1. Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Report of the Aboriginal Justice
Inquiry of Manitoba. Volwnc l: Thc Justice System and Aboriginal People (Winnipeg: Province of
Manitoba, 1991) ftereinafter "AII Report Vol I") atZ5Z.

2. AII Report Vol I at3.

3. The circumstances of these speciñc incidents which prompted the establishment of the Inquiry are
summarised ín id at 2.

4. Ibid.
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The Inquiry employed a variety of methods in its efforts to satisfy the terms of

reference, which it interpreted broadly. It held formal judicial hearings in relation to

the two cases that had sparked the investigation. On the broader question of

Aboriginal contact with the justice system, the Inquiry held open community hearings

in 36 Aboriginal communities, seven other Manitoba communities (including several

hearings in Winnipeg) and five provincial correctional institutions. The

Commissioners heard from approximately 1ffi0 presenters at these hearings.s

The Inquiry also embarked on several major resea¡ch projects. Forty-one

research papers were completed either by the Inquiry's research staff or by

independent consultants.ó Finally, the Commissioners visited several tribal courts in

the United States and organizrÀ two conferences: a symposium on tribal courts, and a

meeting of Aboriginal elders. During its more than three years of operation, the

Inquiry accumulated an impressive collection of materials, which has since been

donated to the E.K. williams I-aw Librarv at the universitv of Manitoba.

In August 1991, Commissioners A.C. Hamilton and C.M. Sinclair officially

presented the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba's f,rnal report to the Minister of

Justice. It consisted of two volumes. Volume 2 deals with the specific cases of Helen

Betty Osborne and John Joseph Harper.T Volume 1 - The Justíce System and

5. Listed id at 769-782,783-185. It also received more than 60 zubmissions from people who did not
appear at the hearings: listed id at782-783.

6. Listed id at77l-722.

7. Pubiic Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Report of the Aboriginal Justice
Inquiry of Manitoba. Volrnte 2: The Deaths of Helen Betty Osborne and John Joseph Harper (Win-nipeg:
Province 6f[denifeþ¿, 1991) (hereinafter "AJI Report Vol 2").
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Aboriginal Peoples - is the culmination of the Inquiry's exhaustive analysis of the

broader issue of Aboriginal contact with the criminal justice system. The report

represents a major contribution to the Canadian body of Aboriginal justice literature.

tr. THE DEATHS OF HELEN BETTY OSBORNE AND JOHN JOSEPH
TIARPER

The Commissioners made specif,rc conclusions and recommendations in a

separate report dealing with the deaths of Helen Betty Osborne and J.J. Harper.e

Amongst these f,rndings the Commissioners were critical of the conduct of the Royal

Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) in relation to the former incident, and, perhaps

more seriously, that of the Winnþg Police Department in relation to the latter. On a

broader level, both were condemned for racist policing practices and inadequate

investigation and review strategies.

In the context of its examination of the investigation of the death of Helen

Betty Osborne, the Commission made a number of specific recommendations

including that: supervision by senior police officers be mandatory in the investigation

of serious crimes; interviews with key witnesses be carried out by lawyers in a

manner consistent with guidelines that both protect the lawyer and inspire public

confidence that such interviews are conducted properly; supervision by senior Crown

attorneys be mandatory when serious crimes are being investigated and prosecuted;

8. AII Report Vol I.

9. A,ll Report VoI 2. Part I deals with 'The Death of Helen Betty Osborne', a:rd part II considers "The
Death of John Joseph Harper. "
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policy guidelines be followed in relation to prosecutions by Crown attorneys,

including the adoption of established and uniform principles in relation to the

compleúon of agreements of immuniry with Crown witnesses; and the Crown should

end its practice of declining to consider further charges after an acquittal of murder.

The Inquiry's investigation in to the police shooting of J.J. Harper led it to

"conclude that it was [Constable] Cross, through his unnecessary approach and

inappropriate attempt to detain Harper, who set in motion the chain of events which

resulted in Harper's death."lo In relation to the subsequent internal investigation into

the incident, the Commissioners reached the conclusion that

...the City of Winnipeg Police Department did not search actively o¡ eggressively for the
truth about the death of J.J. Harper. Their investigation was, at best, inadequate. At
worst, its primary objective seems to have been to exonerate Const. Robert Cross and to
vi¡dicate the Winnipeg Police Department.ll

On the basis of these findings, the Commissioners recommended that the

Winnipeg Police Department immediately undertake a number of important changes.

Several of these general recommendations will be mentioned below, but in relation to

the J.J. Harper incident, the main recommendations were that "þ]roper and more

independent methods of investigating officer-involved shootings must be instituted

immediatery...";" and that the Faatiry Inquiries ActL3 be amended so as to create

an inquest procedure in Manitoba that has, as its primary objective, the goal of

10. All Report Vol 2, part tr at 39.

ll. Id at 12.

12. Id at 114.

13. S.M. 1989-90, c.30.
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ensuring "public proceedings at which the family and community learn the material

circumstances of the unexplained death."la

The report reveals that racism played a part in the deaths of both Helen Betty

Osborne and J.J. Harper and in the events that followed both incidents. It conciudes

that "[i]t is clear that Betty Osborne would not have been killed if she had not been

Aboriginal."ls The Commissioners considered that this factor also confibuted to the

failure of members of The Pas community to come forward with information about

the incident.l6 The report also raises the question whether the case would have

"come more quickly to a conclusion if more Aboriginal persons were in the

police...[o]r in the Crown Prosecutor's office?"r7 In relation to the shooting of J.J.

Harper, it stated that "Constable Cross was motivated to confront Harper primarily

because of Harper's race."18

Itr. THE JUSTICE SYSTEÙI AND ABORIGINAL PEOPLE

IVhat is immediately striking about the 700 page report dealing wirh The

Justice System and Aborigirnl People is the breadth of issues which it considers, and

the perspective on the justice system which it assumes. The volume opens with a

14. AII Report Vol 2, pan tr at 84.

15. Id, part I at 98.

16. Idat 96. See also L. Priest, Conspíracy of Silence (foronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1989).

17. ,UI Report Vol 2, pañ I at 98.

18. Id, part II at 93. On the basis of this iûterpretation of the confrontation, tle Commissioners
recommended that "[t]he Winnipeg Police Department cease the practice of using race as a description in
police broadcasts'l. id at95.
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discussion of "Aboriginal concepts of justice",re thus setting the tone for the detailed

investigations which follows. One of the strongest themes of the report is the

incompatibiliry between the principles and procedures of the Canadian criminal justice

system, and Aboriginal culture and law. The increasing intensity of this conflict is

illustrated in an historical overview of the impact on Aboriginal people of the

extension of the Canadian legal and political system, after which the report concludes:

Manitoba's Aboriginal people have known three justice regimes. During two of those
regimes, they exercised control over their lives. In the third, tlis control was taken f¡om
them....We deplore the injustice which was dotre to Aboriginal people during this regime.
By treating Aboriginal people in a condescending manner, by smothering their political
and cultural expressions, as well as by failing to deal in a forthright and respectful manner
with legitimate Aboriginal claims, Canadian government policy has done all Ca¡adians a

disservice.2o

From the outset then, dispossession is identifred as central to the many problems

faced by Aboriginal people, including their treatment by the justice system.

Against this background the report examines the current problem of Aboriginal

over-representation. This section explores the sociat roots of crime and the socio-

economic situation of Aboriginal people before addressing the specific issue of

discrimination in the justice system.

Historically, the justice system has discriminated against Aboriginal people by providing
legal sanction for their oppression. This oppression of previous generations forced
Aboriginal people into their current state of social and economic distress. Now, a
seemingly neutral justice system discriminates against current generations of Aboriginat
people by applying laws which have an adverse impact on people of lower socio-economic
status. This is no less racial discrimination; it is merely 'laundered" racial
discrimination.2l

19. AII Report Vol I at 1746.

20. Id at 83.

21. Id at 109.
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The remaining chapters of the report deal with how best to alter this pattern.

However, it is indicative of the fresh approach taken by the commissioners that the

report does not turn immediately to the question of reforming the existing justice

system, but instead undertakes a detailed examination of Aboriginal and treaty

rights,22 thereby highlighting the political and legal context for the analysis and

recommendations which follow.

An examination of the problems faced by Aboriginal people as they pass

through Manitoba's courts creates a vivid image of a court system which "appears to

view Aboriginal people and their communities with a mixture of disdain and

disregard" and which "is inefficient, insensitive and, when compared to the service

provided to non-Aboriginal people, decidedty unequal.rr23 fþs reality of the system's

many flaws is most powerfully illustrated by regular use of extracts from submissions

presented to the Inquiry. For example, in the section dealing with the effect of delay

and court inaccessibility on Aboriginal people, a God's River band councillor

described the consequenc€s for members of his communify:

A round trip [by plane to the circuit court at God's I¡ke Narrows] costs $240. If a person
knows they a¡e innocent and can prove it by having a witness present it means they have
to pay for the witness to go to the Na¡rows to testify. If the witness is employed it
sometimes means they have to pay for lost wages too. So it is often easier to just plead
guilty and pay a fine if the charge isn't too serious ... More often than not our people
travel to the Narrows, wait all day and then are told their case is remanded. This means
they have to go home, wait until the appointed time and try to save enough money to go
back again. And when we go back we stand a good chance of being remanded again. This
can happen many times to the same p"r*o.z

22. Id at ll5-210.

23. Id at 249.

24. Id at239.
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The Inquiry's damning assessment of the Manitoba court system, and

earlier discussion of Aboriginat rights and concepts of justice sets the scene for

support of Aboriginal justice systems. From a law reform perspective, the justification

for this approach is that "[s]imply providing additional court services in Aboriginal

communities or otherwise improving what is inherently a flawed approach to justice is

not, in our view, the answer."ã As the commissioners observed, a pattern of limited

internal reforms has traditionally been preferred by governments, but as a solution

this approach "has been unproductive for government and unacceptable to Aboriginal

peopte. "26 The Repon of thc Aboriginnt Justice Inquiry of Manitobc represents an

important break from this pattern by 'factoring in' Aboriginal autonomy aspirations as

a legitimate and fundamental component of the justice reform equation.

1. Creating Autonomous Justice Structures

The highlight of the report's "strategy for Action" is its proposal that

Aboriginal communities'be empowered to establish their own iustice systems:

Aboriginal justice systems should be established in Aboriginal communities, beginning
with the establishment of Aboriginal courts. We recommend that Aboriginal communities
consider doing so on a regional basis, patterned on such systems as the Northwest
Intertribal court System [in washington, usA]... we suggest that Aboriginal courts
assume juridiction on a gradual basis, starting with summary conviction criminal cases,
sma.ll claims and child welfare matters. Ultimately, there is no reason why Aboriginat
courts and their iustice systems cannot asswne fitll jurisdiction over all matters at their

25. Id at 252.

26. Ibid.

21 . That is, First Nations on their own geographicatly defined reserves and those Métis communities which
can be identified as such by agreement between ¡þe lyf¡niteþ¿ Métis Federation and the Government of
Manitoba.

its

its
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ovÌn Pace.zE

The Commissioners reached this position afær noting that "[t]he call for separare,

Aboriginally controlled justice systems was made repeatedly in our pubtic hearings

throughout Manitoba... "2e After canvassing the arguments in favour of establishing

Aboriginal justice systems, the report examines in some detail the history and current

operation of Indian tribal courts in the Uniæd States.3o It also considers the relevant

Australian and New 7æaJand experience," and the limited and disappointing history

of the Indian ^¿{cr section 107 courts in Canada.32

In terms of the structure of proposed Aboriginal justice systems, the

Commissioners recommended a high degree of flexibility which would allow

individual Aboriginal communities to develop "culturally appropriate rules and

processes"33 in a' less formalistic court-room environment. The essence of the

proposal is that every component of the justice system operational within an

28. AII Report Vol I at 642 (emphasis added).

29. Id at256.

30. See also R.H. Hemmingson, "Jurisdiction of Future Tribal Courts in Canada: Learning from the
American Experience U988ì 2 Canadian Native Law Reporter 1; and B. Morse, Indian Tribal Cou¡ts in the
United States: A Model for Canada? (Saskatoon: Native l-aw Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 1980).

31. For a summary of Australia's experience with special justice mech¡nisms for Aboriginal people, see H.
McRae, G. Nettheim & L. Beacroft, Aboriginal I*gal Issues: Commentary and Materials (Sydney: I-aw
Book Company, 1991) at229-237.

32. See B. Morse, "A Unique Court: s.107 Indian Act Justices of the Peace' (1982) 5(2) Canadían Legal
Aid Bulletin 131; R.H. Debassige, Section 107 of the Indian Act and Related /ssues (Otøwa: Departmentof
Indian and Northern Affairs, 1979); and G. Youngman, Section 107 and Other Alternative Justice Systems
for Indian Reserves in British Coluntbia (Vancouver: Department of Indian and Northern Affairs,
V¡ncouver Region, 1978). See also the discussion in Chapter 5, part ú. inJra.

33. AII Report Vol I at3L5.
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Aboriginal community - from police, to prosecutor, to court, to probation, to jails -

must be controlled by Aboriginal people. Because of the relatively small size of many

communities in Canada, a regional network is recommended, which would allow

several communities to sha¡e facilities and resources including judges.s

The report considers a range of possible legal bases for the establishment of

Aboriginal justice systems before settling on the "treaty-based" option preferred by

the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs. The establishment of Aboriginal justice systems

[hen, would be based on:

Federal-Indian negotiations leading to a recognition of the right of Aboriginal people to
establish and mainrain Aboriginal courts as an a.spect of the "existing treaty and aboriginal
rights of the aboriginal peoples," as recognised and affi¡med by section 35 of the
Constitution Act, I 982.3s

This approach places the justice system proposal firmly within the context of

Aboriginal self-government. The basic point of identification then, is with the

immediate political aspirations of Aboriginal peoples of Canada, rather than with the

policies of assimilation and paternalism that have historically informed criminai justice

reform strategies.36

34. The model which the Commissioners recommend should be adopted in M¡nitoba is based on the
Northwest Intertribal Court System which provides court services to 16 tribes in one region of the state of
Washington.

35. AII Report Vol I at3ll.

36. The Commissioners recommended that both federal and provincial Governments specificaily recognize
the right of Aboriginal self-government by constitutional amendment. Developments in this area are
discussed in Chapter 6.
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2. Alleviating Conditions in the Existing System

Chapters 8 to 16 of the report address specific components and groups within

the existing justice system. The topics addressed are court reform, juries, alternatives

to incarceration, jails, parole, Aboriginal women, child welfare, young offenders, and

policing.

Recommendations for reforms in these areas are made by the Inquiry on the

basis that, while the establishment of Aboriginal justice systems is crucial and the key

to genuine change, this strategy is not the "total answer".37 First, not all Aboriginai

people will have access to an Aboriginal justice system in their community.3s

Second, "there will be a period of transition before Aboriginal justice systems achieve

the full jurisdiction that we anticipate they will assume. "3e The common element of

the recommendations summarised hereao is the need to alleviate the injustices faced

by Aboriginal people in their contact with the justice system.

In terms of reforms to the court system, the Inquiry's recommendations

included that: adequate facilities always be available so that atl trials can be held in

the community where the offence was alleged to have been committed; members of

37. A,II Report Vol l at 258' As Gordon Peters, Vice Chief of the Assembly of First Nations srated during a
presenLation to the Inquiry: "...we won't say that tribal courts are going to be the answer. We think it is
part of the answer. We think it is one of the ways that we can de¿l with our own people", iåld.

38. This applies particularly to Aboriginal people living in urban centres such as Winnipeg. On the
problems faced by such communities see J. Yarnell, Urban Aboriginal Issues; A Literature Review
(Winnipeg: Research paper prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of M:niroba, February 1990). See
also the references listed in Chapter 1, note 27 supra.

39. A.II Report Vol I at339.

40. This selected outline is based on the individual chapters, the "strategy for action" described in Chapter
L7 , and the summary of recommendations in Appendix I of the report.
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Aboriginal communities be employed to work as court staff; case backlogs in remote

and rural Aboriginal communities be reduced by a concerted "blitz"; and Aboriginal

peacemakers be appointed as officers of the court, with responsibility for seæking to

divert Aboriginal accused from the formal adjudication process by attempting to

faciiitate a reconciliation between the victim and offender through the use of

traditional Aboriginal dispute resolution techniques.

The Inquiry recommended significant changes to the jury selection process,

including the elimination of standasides and peremptory challenges and the

introduction of procedures designed to ensure as far as possible that the jurors are

drawn from the community in which the trial is to be held, or in urban areas, from

specific neighbourhoods of the town or city in which victims and accused reside.ar

The report concludes that sentencing should be guided by the fotlowing

principle:

Inca¡ceration should be used only as a last resort and only where a person poses a threat
to another individual or to the community, or where other sanctions would not sufficiently
reflect the gravity of the offence or where the offender refuses to comply with the terms
of another sentence that has been imposed upon him or her.42

The Commissioners stressed the need to develop alternatives to inca¡ceration which

incorporate stronger community sanctions and reconciliation programs. It called on

the Manitoba Court of Appeat to encourage more creativity in sentencing by trial

court judges, with a view towards decreasing the use of incarceration as the 'standard

41. see also L. Messer, Manitoba Jury study flvinnipeg: Research paper prepared for the
Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, April 1990).

42. AII Report Vol I at 647.

Aboriginal
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punishment'. It also recommended that cultural factors been given grearer

consideration during the determination of sentences, particularty for Aboriginal

offenders, and that judges adopt the policy of inviting Aboriginal communities to

express their views on any case involving a member of their community.

The Inquiry recommended that Canada's Criminnl Code be amended both to

give formal recognition to the relevance of cultural values when sentencing, and to

allow judges to designate the specific place of custody for offenders. In the event that

incarceration is deemed to be necessary for an Aboriginal person, the sentence should

be carried out in a culturally relevant and community-based facility.43

Chapter 11 documents the overwhelming evidence that the prison system fails

Aboriginal inmates.a Although the Inquþ recommends a number of improvements

designed to enhance the system's effectiveness, the overwhelming conclusion reached

after a detailed survey of conditions i¡ Manitoba's jails and Youth Centre, is that

"...fundamental reforms, based on a new set of principles, are required."4s Along

with the need for more community-based facilities as discussed above, the Inquiry

also called for a substantial reduction in the number of Aboriginal people in jail and a

reduction in the overall capacity of the jail system. It cålled for a change in the

system's obsession with security (commonly manifested as "a maze of bars and

43. See generally, R. Fossett lones, Alternatives to Incarceration: Literature Review and Selected Annotated
Bibliography @inaipeg: Research paper prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, February
1990).

44. See D- Young et aJ, Manitoba Inmate Survey (Windpeg: Research paper prepared for the Aboriginal
Justice lnquiry of Manitoba, 1991).

45. AII Report Vol I at 433.
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restrained humanity..."),ou increased capacity within institutions for Aboriginal

inmates to maintain close contåct with their communities, greater access to either

active employment within the prison system, or training, education and counselling

programs, and the adoption of a formal policy by government and prison authorities

guaranteeing the right of Aboriginal people to culturally appropriate sewices,

including access to spiritual services both within and outside the prison system.

The Inquiry recommends that the present parole system adopt "as a governing

principle that all inmates should be entitied to be released after having completed the

same proportion of their sentence, except for those who are considered violent or

dangerous. "47 ft also calls for a more culturaily sensitive paroie application process

including the completion of parole assessments by Aboriginal people in the prisoner's

community.

The report deals individually with the problems faced by Aboriginal women

and young offenders on the basis that both groups face unique and serious problems.

It addresses the experience of women as both victims of crime and as offenders.as In

the former category, it recommends extensive improvements in the way Aboriginal

community leaders and police forces respond to domestic disputes and incidents of

women and children abuse, including the establishment of more shelters and safe

homes. In relation to the sentencing of Aboriginal women, the report reaffirms the

46. Id at 431.

47. Id at 462.

48. See Indigenous Women's Collective, Aboriginal Women's Perspective of tlrc Justice System in Manitoba

(Winnipeg: Research paper prepared for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, June 1990).
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need for alternatives to incarceration such as greater use of open custody facilities for

Aboriginal women living in isolated or rural communities, and the establishment of

culturally appropriate group homes in urban areas where Aboriginal women could

serve their sentence.

The Commissioners observed that "[w]e are failing to meet the needs of

Aboriginal young people in the youth justice system just as surely as we are failing to

meet the needs of adult Aboriginal people in the adult justice system. "4e In fact, the

level of over-representation is ever greater for Aboriginal youth.50 The report calls

for greater use of pre-trial diversion, an expansion of the number of youth justice

committees throughout the province, the establishment of short-term youth detention

facilities in Aboriginal communities and longer term "wilderness camps", and

improved coordination between the child welfare and youth justice services.sl

Finally, the report turns to the important topic of policing. The Inquiry

concluded that 'the future of Aboriginal policing in Manitoba lies in the creation of

Aboriginal controlled police forces for Aboriginal communities and in increasing the

49. AII Report Vol I at 549.

50. A survey conducted in October 1990 revealed that Aboriginal youth accounted for 64 % of the inmates
at the Manitoba Youth Centre and 78 % of the inmates of the Agassiz Youth Centre: ibid. See Animus
Research Consultants, The Manitoba Justice System and Aboriginal Young Afenders (Ottawa: Research
paper prepa-red for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, 1991).

51. The report includes a review of the operation of the child welfare system (chapter 14), but my emphasis
here is on those recommendations which relate to the criminal justice system and so this important issue is
not discussed here. See firrther, Animus Resea¡ch Consultants, Manitoba Child and Fanity Ser-vices: Repoft
on Services to Aboriginal Children and Fa¡nilies (Ottawa: Research paper prepared for the Aboriginat
Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, March 1991).
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numbers of Aboriginal police officers on existing forces. "52 In relation to the f,rrst

objective, the Commission made the recommendation that "[a]s soon as possible,

Aboriginal police forces take over from the RCMP the responsibiliry for providing all

police services in Aboriginal communities.us3 'l-he Commission cited the Dakota

Ojibway Tribal Council (DOTC) Police Force as the model for this transfer of

policing responsibilities. The Commissioners envisaged the emergence of a network of

Aboriginal forces throughout Manitoba, coordinated by an Aboriginal police

Commission.

To achieve the second objective, the Commission called for the adoption of a

community policing approach þarticularly in Aboriginal communities), employment

equity programs to increase the proportion of Aboriginal police officers to a ievel

equivalent to the Aboriginal proportion of the total Manitoba population, an

improvement in the cross-cultural education components of all police training courses,

and a mechanism for screening out any police recruits displaying racist attitudes.

In relation to police investigation and interrogation procedures, the

Commission's recommendations included that "[t]he courts adopt the Anunga Rules of

Australia, as rules of the court governing the reception into evidence of statements to

police made by Aboriginal persons",s that all statements taken by police off,rcers be

recorded using either audio or video equipment with the latter technology to be used

52. AII Report Vol I at 645.

53. Id at 609.

54. Id at 608.
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in cases involving death and other serious cases.

Finally, the Commission confirmed the need for a more effective and

independent review procedure for the consideration of public complaints and also for

the investigation of serious incidents involving the police.

IV. RESPONSES TO
RECOMMEhIDATIONS

1. Aboriginal Organizations

THE INQUIRY'S FINDINGS AND

Representatives of Aboriginal organizations in Manitoba and across the country

registered their approval of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba's conclusions

about the impact of the justice system on Aboriginal people, and generally endorsed

its plan for change.ss For example, the report was described by Phil Fontaine, Grand

Chief of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs as "a solid piece of work with

recommendations that represent fundamental social change in this province and

elsewhere. "56 Ovide Mercredi, National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations

responded by calling on federal and provincial governments to "recognize that

aboriginal people are entitled to a parallel sysúem of justice. "57 The President of the

55. This is not intended to be an exhaustive coverage of Aboriginat responses to the report. Rather, the
particular responses to which reference is made are used simply to illustraæ the general tone of comments
by representatives from Aboriginal communities following the reports's release, as demonstrated in local
media treatments and other available material.

56' A. Santin, "Findings, recommendations, exactly what natives expected', Winnipeg Free Press, August
30 1991,5.

57. G. Young, "Self-rule stand 'reinforced", Winnipeg Free Press, August 30 1991, 14. Mercredi stated
that: "First Nations have the ma¡date to establish aboriginal justice systems. There are first nations which
want to put their justice system into action a¡d we encourage them to do so': n'Won't wait ,forever'", The
Winnipeg Sun, August 30 199I, 5.
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Indigenous Women's Collective, Winnie Giesbrecht, expressed "relief' that

particular concerns of Aboriginal women had been addressed bv

commissioners.58

The overwhelmingly positive response to the report appears to have been based

on a belief that the justice concerns of Aboriginal people had frnally been addressed in

a serious and constructive manner by an independent inquiry. The mood was

optimistic, as reflected in the comments of a spokesperson for the Assembly of First

Nations when he concluded that if the Manitoba Government acted upon the

recommendations, "it could set a precedent for the entire country. "5e

This response is indicative of a conviction that the Repon of the Aboriginal

Justíce In4uiry of Manitob¿ endorsed a departure from the era of internal reforms and

'tinkering' within the justice system that had faited to signif,rcantly improve the

system's capacity to deal successfully with Aboriginal people.m The strategy outlined

in the report reflected a decision to move beyond the conventional pattern of choosing

only from a necessarily limited pool of justice reforms, electing instead to

acknowiedge the fundamental connection between Aboriginal justice concerns and

political aspirations.

58. 'Women react' , Tlrc Winnipeg Sun, August 30 1991, 5.

59. Bill Wilson, British Columbia Vice-Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, note 56 supra.

60. For s¡¡mple, the National Chief of the assembly of First Nations indicated that the recommendations of
the Inquiry reflected uo u¡ds¡5r¡nding that "making small changes to the current justice system is simply not
appropriate or adequate": Press Release, August 29 199L.

the

the
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2. The Manitoba Government

On 28 January 1992 the provincial government released its formal response to

the Report of the Aborigin"al fusfice Inquiry of Manitob¿. Iustice Minister Jim McCrae

announced a number of reforms which would, he promised, result in a "better justice

system in Manitoba for aboriginal people than anywhere in the country. "6l proposed

changes included placing more Aboriginal people in charge of decision-making within

the system, institution of pre-trial diversions including more conflict resolution,

mediation and 'peacemaking' approaches to disputes, a reassessment of sentencing

practices so as to reduce inca¡ceration levels, greater access to Aboriginal cultural

activities in provincial jails, and an investigation of the possibility of expanding tribal

policing seryices.62

However, the Manitoba Government refused to endorse the autonomous justice

direction charted by the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba on the basis that

"[s]uch key ... recommendations as an aboriginal justice system, separate criminal

codes, civil codes and charters of rights for First Nations are not achievable within

the current constituúonal framework. "u3 The Government also declined to establish a

61. D' Campbell & T. Weber, 'Province rejects separate native justice system', Winnipeg Free Press,
Ja:ruary 29 1992,A,1, 42.

62. Ibid; and D. Roberts, "Separate native justice rejected for Manitoba", The Globe and Mail, Ianua¡y 29

1992, Al.

63. Roberts, id at A6. Prezumably in support of the Manitoba Government's refusal to endorse several of
the report's key recommendations, Mr McCrae asserted that the Inquiry's final report 'goes beyond its
mandate": G. York, "Justice Report stirs caution: Natives fear overhaul delays", The Globe and Mail,
August 31 199i' 41. I¡onically, the Government of Nova Scotia levelled a similar criticism at the Royal
Commissioo on the Donald Marshall, Jr., Prosecution, which eventually produced a rather more
conservative report than the Report of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba: Royal Commission on the
Donald Marshall Jr., Prosecution, Report (IIalifax: Province of Nova Scotia, 1989). See B. Wall,
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commission to oversee implementation of the recommendations, opting instead for the

appointment of working groups to consult in four areâs: justice, native affairs, family

services, and natural resources.

Aboriginal groups have roundly criticised the government's response which

was described by the Grand Chief of the Assembly of First Nations as "an insult to

Indian people in Manitoba."ú After jointly considering the government's official

response to the Repon of the Aboriginal Jwtice Inquiry of Manitoba, the Assembly of

Manitoba Chiefs, the Manitoba Métis Federation, the Indigenous Women's Collective,

and the Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg registered their "profound disappointment

with the limited vision and political will reflected in the Province's response."65

Representatives of the province's Métis community expressed their disbelief at the

government's failure to even acknowledge their particular concerns.tr

These organizations indicated that they would not participate in the

implementation process unless the government agreed to reconsider severai key

"Analyzing the Marshall Commission: Why It Was Established and How It Functioned" in J. Mennette (ed),
Elusive Justice: Beyond the Marshall Inquiry (Halifax: Fernwood Publishing, 1992) L3 at24.

64. T. Weber & D. Cempbell, "McCrae, chiefs in AJI showdown', Winnipeg Free Press, January 30 1992,
A.1.

65. Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, 'Aboriginal Organizations Propose Partnership \iy'ith Province in A.J.I.
Implementation", News Release, February 3 1992.

66. The President of the Manitoba Métis Federation noted that the government's formal response
"completely ignores the Métis" except to the extent that it "identiñes areas in which the Province will not
act": W. Yvon Dumont, I-etter to the Premier of Menitoba, February 3, IggZ. This omission is particularly
disappointing given that the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba made a deliberate effort to address the
specific concerns of Métis communities and to conzult widely with them. See for s¡ample, P.L.A.H.
Chartrand, Métis People and the Justice System (Winnipeg: Resea¡ch paper prepared for the Aborigina.l
Justice lnquiry 6¡[ifanitoba, October 1990); and Ma¡itoba Métis Federation (eds, S.W. Corrigan & L.J.
Barkwell), The Struggle For Recognition: Canadian Justice and the Métis Nation (Winnipeg: Pemmican
Publications, l99l).
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issues, including the relationship between self-government and Aboriginal jurisdiction

over justice. At the heart of the dissatisfaction registered by Aboriginal organizations

was their view that "[t]he sâme government that has accepæd the recognition of the

inherent right to self-government simultaneously refuses to recognize one of the most

vital components of inherent jurisdiction, i.e. the right of jurisdiction over justice."67

V. CONCLI]SION

Following the release of the report in August 1991, when hopes for the

creation of Aboriginal justice systems were high, New Democratic Party

spokesperson, Oscar Lathlin realistically observed that "we aren't going to wake up

tomorrow morning...and find a whole new system in place."68 Six months later,

I-athlin criticised the Manitoba Government for refusing to give up the power

necessary to set the wheels in motion toward a time when Aboriginal justice systems

could operate throughout the province.óe

Clearly, the Repon of thc Aborigirnl Justice Inquiry of Manitoba does

envisage a redistribution of power in relation to the administration of justice. Indeed,

this is primarily what sets the report apart from its 'internal reform' orientated

67. Note 65 supra. See also T. Weber, 'Natives agree to talk on /JI', Winnipeg Free Press, February 4
1992, Bl4. The Manitoba Government was represented on a provincial task force which recommended
constihrtional recognition of the inherent right of Aboriginal self-governm"a¡¡ þfanitoba Constin-rtional Task
Force (Chairperson: Professor W. Fox-Decent) Report of the Manitoba Corstitutíonal Task Force
(lVinnipeg, October 28 l99L).

68. 'New system will take time", The Winnipeg Sun, August 30 1991,'1 .

69. Campbell & Weber, note 97 supra, Ã2.
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predeccesors. It looks beyond the existing criminal justice system for answers as to

why Aboriginal people are so heavily over-represented in Canadian prisons, and it

engages the same perspective in terms of formulating solutions to this particular

problem.

By stretching the parameters of Aboriginal justice to incorporate the pressing

potitical demands of Aboriginal people, the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba

has entered largely unchartered justice reform territory. The recommendation for the

establishment of Aboriginal justice systems sets the Inquiry apart from all but one of

the several other reports which were added to the body of Aboriginal justice reform

literature in 1991.

And yet, a consideration of recent reports from Alberta, Saskatchewan, the

I¿w Reform Commission of Canada and Australia reveals that this particular initiative

is perhaps only the most courageous component of a more general trend in favour of

the alignment of justice reform policy with Aboriginal self-government aspirations.



CHAPTER 4

THB IMPACT OF RECENT ABORIGINAL JUSTICE
INQTIIRIFÆ: A REVIEW OF FOUR REPORTS
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I. INTRODUCTION

The shift in Aboriginai justice reform policy signalied by the Report of the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitob¿t is also supported by several other recent

reports of Aboriginal justice inquiries. In the Prairie region, reports from Alberta and

Saskatchewan have recommended major changes to the way justice is administered in

relation to Aboriginal people, albeit with substantially less emphasis on the

development of autonomous justice mechanisms. The I-aw Reform Commission of

Canada has proposed a reform strategy which, though based on the establishment of

Aboriginal justice systems, does not exhibit an awareness of the relationship between

this direction and the broader context of Aboriginal self-government. Finally, in

Australia, the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody has offered a

strategy which addresses the specific problems of Aboriginal contact with the criminal

justice system in terms of the need to achieve the fundamental goal of self-

determination.

Each of these reports will be reviewed in this chapter with a view to aiding a

more detailed understanding of the various elements of the justice reform direction

which has begun to emerge.

1. Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and

Inquiry of Manitoba. Volume I: The Jwtice System

Manitoba, 1991).

Aboriginai People, Report of the Aboriginal Jusrice

and Aborigínal People (Winnipeg: Province of
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tr. ALBERTA: TASK FORCE ON TTIE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM AND
ITS IMPACT ON THE INDIAN AND N TTS PEOPLE OF ALBERTA

L. The Process

By virtue of its relatively specific mandate,2 the Task Force on the Criminal

Justice System and its Impact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta limited its

recommendations ("with regard for present constitutional and legal frameworks in

Canada and Alberta"') to those which could achieve the following objective: "... to

ensure that the Aboriginal people receive fair, just and equitable treatment at ali

stages of the criminal justice process in Alberta.a

In contrast to the investigations in Manitoba and Australia, the Task Force was

not established as a public inquiry or royal commission. However, while it did not

retain counsel, record proceedings or commission external research studies, the Task

Force did visit Aboriginal communities, meet with Indian and Métis organizations,

hear oral presentations, and receive some 56 written submissions.

2. The Recommendations

The Task Force made detailed recommendations dealing with each stage of

the existing justice system, along with an assessment of the operation of the Native

2. The Task Force noted that "[s]everal Indian a¡d Métis groups felt that the Terms of Reference of the
Task Force were too restrictive and did not cover the a¡eas they considered to be essential": Task Force on
the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta, Justice on Trial.
Volu¡ne I - Main Report @dmonton: Province of Alberta, 1991) (hereinafïer "Alberta Task Force Vot l',) at
t-J.

3. Id at ll-1.

4. Albefta Task Force VoI I at 1-1.
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Counselling Services of Alberta and attention to a number of general considerations

such as socio-economic factors, cross-cultural training, and the problems faced by

Aboriginal women and youth.

The Task Force made 116 recommendations dealing with the issue of policing

alone.s They include recommendations that the RCMP and municipal police forces

should provide Aboriginal awareness field training for all officers, accelerate efforts

to recruit Aboriginats,6 establish non-political Aboriginal advisory committees and

adopt the Anunga Rules. It also called for the appointment of an Aboriginal Advocate

with a mandate to "accept and advance police complaints on behatf of Aboriginal

people";7 and for federat and provincial governments and the RCMP to support

Aboriginal communities which seek to assume responsibility for policing. The Task

Force acknowledged the promise of initiatives such as the l-ouis Bull Police Force,

the Blood Tribe policing program, and the proposal of the I-esser Slave I¿ke

Regional Council for a regional policing system,E concluding that "the Task Force

supports the development of these initiatives when and where it is practical and

5. Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its lmpact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta,
Justice onTrial. Volume II - Swronary Report @dmonton: Province of Alberta, 1991) (hereinafter "Alberta
Task Force Vol 2") at3-14.

6. For example, the Task Force recommended that the RCMP change the Aboriginal Constable program
(described as nthe most successful of the Aboriginal recruitment initiatives which have come to the attention
of the Task Force") into an affirmatives action program: id at 7 .

7. Id at 13. The position of Aboriginal Advocate would be

Commission, discussed at text corresponding to note 15 infra.
established within an Aborieinal Justice

8. In its submission to the Task Force the Council stated that "[o]ur recommendations [with respect to
policingl are designed to offer a ñrst step on the road to the ultimate goal of a Cree Tribal Justice System
within the region of ttre l-esser Slave [-ake Indian Regional Council': Alberta Task Force Vol ] at ?-62.
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f,rnancially feasible to do so. "e

The Task Force made a number of recommendations dealing with the court

system based on the themes of encouraging greater Aboriginal participation in the

operation of the court system, and creating a more hospitable environment for

Aboriginal accused and witnesses in the existing court system. In the first category,

the report calls on the Alberta Government to support a province-wide program for

the training of Indian Justices of the Peace, recommends that Aboriginat people be

appointed to f,ill all positions necessaÐ/ to operate an Aboriginal Provincial Court

(Criminal Division) to go on circuit and that a similar court be established in a large

urban trffi, and recommended that the Government of Alberta establish Elder

sentencing panels to assist judges in the sentencing of convicted Aboriginal persons.

In the second category, the Task Force's recommendations include the need

for accessible interpretation and translation services, culturally sensitive legal

representation,rO and that all court sittings be held closer to Aboriginal communities,

or on Indian Reserves and Métis Settlements where this is desired by the community.

The report also recommends that "in view of their apparent lack of knowledge about

Aboriginal culture, Judges, lawyers, and Prosecutors receive cross-culturai education

training immediately, intensively, and on an on-going basis."11

The Task Force dealt in considerable detail with the issue of Aboriginal people

9. Alberta Task Force Vol 2 at 13.

10. The Task Force dealt specifically with the provison of legal aid to Aboriginal people, suggesting that
the lægal Aid society overhaul its policies and practices in this respect: id at 15-16.

11. Id at 21.
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and corrections. In direct response to the high levels of Aboriginal incarceration, it

recommended that the goal be adopted of placing all minimum security prisoners in

facilities in their home community for their entire sentence, and that the criteria for

release be reviewed, including a discussion of the "practical implications of these

criteria with respect to Aboriginal lifestyles and culture,"r2 and the formal

recognition of Aboriginal spirituality as one of the criteria. The Task Force also

addressed the adequacy of programs in Alberta's correctional facilities. This section

of the report includes recommendations for the establishment of alcohol and substance

abuse programs at every major correctional institution in Alberta, the identification

and implementation of culturaliy sensitive programming and programming required

specifically for Aboriginal women, and the employment of full-time Aboriginat Elders

in a capacity equivalent to other religious service providers.

In relation to the "special needs of Indian and Métis youth and women",r3 the

Task Force's recommendations included the estabtishment of a sufficient number of

half-way houses for Aboriginal women, use of culturally sensitive diversion programs

in cases of family violence, the establishment of community-based youth emergency

centres "to give the Courts an alternative to remanding youths in custody, "la and

the provision of "urban life skills" training for Aboriginals in elementary or junior

high schools.

72. Id at24.

13. Id at 38.

t4. Id at39.
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The Task Force's strategy for implementation of these changes has two chief

components. In the short term, it recommended that the Government of Alberta

establish a Task Force Monitoring Committee to oversee the implementation process

and to report within one yeâr to Parliament. In the long term the Task Force

recommended the establishment of an Aboriginal Justice Commission which would

assume the responsibilities of the Monitoring Committee, act as "an informed clearing

house to assist Aboriginals in directing their concerns about the criminal justice

system to the appropriate government department or agency",15 assist in the

development of justice policy as it affects Indian and Métis people, and report

annually to the Alberta Legislative Assembly, the Solicitor General of Canada, the

Indian Association of Alberta, and the Metis Association of Alberta.

3. The Response of the Alberta Government

At a Justice on Trial symposium held in Edmonton in May 1992, the

Chairman of the Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the

Indian and Métis People of Alberta commented that more than twelve months after the

release of the report in March 1991, the Government of Alberta had yet to issue a

formal response. Justice Allan Cawsey "observe[d] sarcastically that it has taken

longer for the government to respond than it did for us to draft the report."ló

Although cerlain of the Task Force's recommendations have been implemented. a

15. Id at 42.

16. see J. Danylchuk, 'Gov't reply on natives late - judge", Ed¡nonton Journal, }y'lay 5 lggz, 7.
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comprehensive response to the report has been delayed, apparently to faciliate

extensive consultation with representatives of Aboriginal organizations.

In 1989, shortly after the appointment of the Task Force, Morrow stated:

The government of Alberta, for one, has not yet caught on that native people are entitled
to their own form of justice as indicaæd in their treaties. While there has been a wave of
similar inquiries across Canada analyzing the justice system deñciencies facing native
people, there is a sense of skepticism over the validity of the Alberta probe.17

The Alberta Government's reluclance to offer firm support for the recommendations

contained in Justice on Trial would appear to confirm that there was considerable

justification for this pessimism.

Itr. SASKATCHEWAN:
COMMITTEES

1,. The Process

INDIAN METIS JUSTICE REVM,W

In June 1991 the Saskatchewan Government and the Government of Canada

agreed to the establishment of two parallel committees to review Aboriginal justice

issues in the province. The seven person Indian Justice Review Committee consisted

of federal and provincial government representatives as well as two representatives

from the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations. Simiiarly, the Métis Justice

Review Committee included representatives from the Métis Society of Saskatchewan.

Both committees were chaired by Judge Patricia Linn. The primary objective of the

committees was:

To make recommendations relating to the delivery of criminal justice services to
Saskatchewan Indian[/lvfétis] people and communities and in particular, relating to the

AND

17. J. Morrow, nln Search of Native Justicen, Canadian Lawyer, May 1989, 14.
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development and operation of practical, community-based initiatives intended to enhance
such services.lS

While clearly prompted by the same concerns about over-representation in the justice

systems as were exhibited in the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba and the

Alberta Task Force, the review process in Saskatchewan was "very different from the

inquiries recently completed in Manitoba and Alberta."re The primary difference was

that the committees operated only for a six month period, and their "over-riding

concern was to make timely recommendations which are action-orientated. "20

Therefore, the Indian Justice Review Committee did not, for example, conduct the

detailed original research that formed an important part of the process in Alberta and

Manitoba, but "buil[t] upon the framework"2r established in a 1985 study, Reflecting

Indian Concerns and. Values in th¿ Justice System.2z This report did not address the

concerns of the Métis in Saskatchewan. Tlne Repon of the Saskotchewan Métis Justice

Review committee the, was considered to be, "[i]n every sense of the word, ... a

beginning for the Métis..."æ

Despite the limited period of activity of both committees, consul[ations were

held with or submissions were received from hundreds of individuals, organizations

18. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Committee, Report (Regina, 1992) ftereinafter ,saskntchewan
Indian Justice Report") at 1; and Saskatchewan Métis Justice Review Committee, Report (Regina, 1992)
(hereinafter "Saskatchewan Métis Justice Report") at L

19. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at l.
20. Id at 4.

21. Id at2.

22. Govenment of Canada, Government of Saskatchewan, Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations,
Reflecting Indian Concerns and Values in the Jwtice System (Onawa: Department of Justice Ca¡ada, 19g5).

23. Saskatchewan Métis Justice Report at2.
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and communities. The committees also released interim reports in October 1991, and

organized public hearings in locations throughout the province.2a

The summary of recommendations below is based primarily on the Repon of

the Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Committee which was released on January 3l

1992. The recommendations contained in this report have been described as "almost

identical" to those in the Repon of thc Saskatchewan Métis Justice Review Committee

which was released on March 16 1992.

2. The Recommendations

The Indian Justice Review Committee's terms of reference specified that it

could "conduct consultations and make and report recommendations in relation to any

part of the criminal justice system".ã However, reflecting the position that "this

Committee does not have a mandate to consider or make recommendations in relation

to Indian self-government, "2ó the report outlines a reform strategy which is relatively

limited in scope. The Committee made recommendations in relation to each of the

following aspects of the criminal justice system: youth justice, policing legal

representation, sentencing alternatives, court services, and corrections.

A joint meeting of the Indian and Métis Justice Review Committees identified

24. This compotrent of the committees's process was developed in response to initial concerns about
inadequate community involvement in committee meetings: D. Yanko, 'Public meetings slated on aboriginal
justice", The StarPhoenix, Iu,ly 31 199 1.

25. Indian Justice Review Committee Terms of Reference (Appendix 2 to Report): Saskatchewan Indian
Justice Report at 89.

26. Id at 2; also Saskatchewan Métis Justice Report atZ.
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youth justice as an "imporLant priority",27 an emphasis that was conf,rrmed by many

presentations before the Committees. To illustrate this concern the Indian Justice

Review Committee included in its report an extract from the submission of the

Saskatchewan Coalition Against Racism:

Perhaps the saddest fact, and the best starting point for a review of Aboriginal justice, is
the reality that ,A'boriginal youth have a better chance of going to jail tha they have of
completing high school. The fact is that Aboriginal youth are routinely streamed into lives
of unemploymetrt, poverty, incarceration, and zuicide.... All too often crime is used as a
mechnnism of escape from unbea¡able living conditions oB reserves or in foster
homes.28

The Committee's recommendations included the establishment of youth justice

committees to assist in the disposition of cases involving aboriginal young offenders;

and the implentation of employment equity and cross cultural training programs within

the Young Offenders Division of Sociat Services.

After concluding that "current efforts to recruit and employ aboriginal officers

are insufhcient",2e the Committee recommended that municipal police services, "in

consultation with Indian and Métis organizations, immediately implement, or

accelerate existing plans to implement, employment equity programs to achieve

aboriginal participation equivalent to the aboriginal proporiion of the population

served. "30 The Committee further recommended that police commissions appoint

representatives from aboriginal communities; all employees of Saskatchewan police

forces be provided with on-going cross cultural and race relations sensitivity training,

77. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at 13.

28. Id at 13.

29. Id at 20.

30. Id at 21.
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including an evaluation component to assess the impact of this training; the RCMp

provide officers with localized orientations prior to assignment to northern and

reserve postings; Saskatchewan First Nations communities, in collaboration with the

RCMP and government departments, identify community-based poticing options such

as tribal police, satellite det¿chments and auxiliary officers; the increased availability

of information on procedures for the registration and investigation of complaints

regarding police conduct and services; and the development of a more effective and

credible complaint review mechanism.

In its consideration of the quality of legal representation available to

Aboriginal people in Saskatchewan, the Committee began by calling for the re-

establishment of an Aboriginal Courtworker Program on a province-wide basis. It also

recommended greater Aboriginal participation and cross-culturat training within the

Legù Aid Commission.

The Committee's discussion of alternatives to existing sentencing practices

highlights the value of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. It noted that several

Aboriginal communities in Saskatchewan have recently initiated alternative

mechanisms. These include negotiations for a community-based Victim/Offender

Mediation Program in Buffalo Narrows, and a Saskatchewan Government funded

diversion/mediation project in North Battleford.

On the basis of several submissions regarding these and other diversion

programs throughout the country,3l the Committee recommended the establishment

31. Id at3942.
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of mediation/diversion/reconciliation programs which a¡e "culturally appropriate and

embody a holistic approach to offender rehabititation't'32 the creation of community

justice committees with responsibiiity for pre-sentence advice, crime prevention and

public legal education programming, and the administration of sentencing alternatives;

greater Crown flexibility to facilitate a decrease in the use of pre-trial detention and

incarceration; and that "the Saskatchewan judiciary be encouraged to order pre-

sentence reports in all cases where the accused.is an aboriginal mother with dependant

children in order to encourage consideration of alternatives to inca¡ceration. "33

Part 9 of the report addresses the adequacy of court services, particularly in

remote Aboriginal communities. The concerns expressed here are very similar to

those identified by the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba. Key problems include

inadequate interpretation and translation services, and the inaccessiblity of court

services: "Witnesses and accused persons are left to find their way as far as 110

kilometres, where there is no public transportation and few have vehicles or the

resources to take laxis. "s

In response to these issues the Committee recommended that a Community Justice

Liaison program be estabiished in Aboriginal communities, with responsibility for

providing interpreter services, conducting public legal education workshops, assisting

witnesses to appear in court, providing services to victims, and facilitating community

32. Id at 41. The Committee defined a 'holistic approach" as 'an approach sensitive to the spiritual,
emotional, psychological, physical and material needs of offenders.'

33. Id at 42.

34. Submission of Judge Moxley, cited id at M.
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justice activities; that the Provincial Court should sit on-reserve wherever possible;

and that the northern circuits of the court be reviewed, with the aim of achieving

more effective proceeding, including the designation of I-a Ronge as a criminal circuit

court point.

The Committee also considered the role of Indian Justices of the Peace. In

response to a submission from the Buffalo River Dene Nation and the Meadow I-ake

Tribat Council, it recommended that "a Z-yeÀr pitot Indian Justice of the peace

Program be established for the 9 Fi¡st Nations of the Meadow I¿ke Tribal

Council."35 While not in the same category as the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry's

recommendation for the establishment of Aboriginal justice systems, the

Commission's support for this initiative, and generally for greater use of Aboriginal

justices of the peåce, represents the most 'autonomous' of the Committee's

recommendations in terms of Aboriginal control over the administration of justice.

The Meadow I-ake project envisages that "locally selected and appropriatety trained

justices of the peace"3ó would be cross-appointed under section 107 of the Indian Act

and the Saskatchewan Justice of thc Peace Act- They would be empowered to deal

with a number of summary conviction offences arising from First Nation laws

recognised under the Ind.ian Act, identsfied federal br provincial summary conviction

offences involving a guilty plea, and assaults and similar offences occurring within a

First Nations territory. In all cases the accused would have a right of appeal to a

35. Id at 46.

36. Id at 45.
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Judge of the Provincial Court of Saskatchewan.3T

The Commiftee's consideration of the problems faced by Aboriginal peopte in

correctional facilities includes a plan for employment equity programs, sensitivity

training for all staff, and greater efforts to combat r¿cial intolerance including

remedial training programs and appropriate disciplinary action.

The report addresses the specific concerns of Aboriginal women who constitute

85 percent of the female population in Saskatchewan's provincial facilities. The

Committee called for improvements to female correctional facilities in terms of

allowing inmates to have contact with their families and access to vocational and

educational programs appropriate to aboriginal women's career needs. It further

recommended that "appropriate action be taken to implement recommendations

flowing from an investigation into allegations of racism at Pine Grove Correctional

Centre. "38

More generally, the Committee recommended the implementation of

programming to enhance access to pre- and post-release planning services to be

delivered by local aboriginal service providers; more culturally sensitive, gender

appropriate and accessible programs; greater access to Aboriginal Elders and Spiritual

Advisors; the adoption of a policy that prisoners should serve their sentences in a

correctional facility near to their home; and a review of psychological assessment tests

to ensure that they are not culturally biased.

37. This project is discussed further in Chapter 8.

38. Id at 55.
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The Committee applauded Correction Canada's current policy of supporting

education and training, particularly in relation to Native Studies, and recommended

that provincial corrections adopt similar programs. The report calls for a review of

the application of existing Treaty rights to Saskatchewan prisons, improvements to the

way in which parole hearings are conducted and parole conditions established, and a

review of the National Parole Board's use of "gating"3e to determine if this practice

discriminates against Aboriginal persons.

The report concludes with a discussion of several "overarching concerns which

impact upon the criminal justice system".ao These include concerns about racismal

and the impact of systemic discrimination, the importance of cross cultural and race

relations sensitivity training at all stages of the system, and the problem of family

violence. In response to concerns about spousal abuse and child abuse, the

Committee recommended that "saskatchewan Justice, in consultation with the

judiciary and representatives of both the aboriginal and non-aboriginal communities,

evaluate the need for family violence courts in the Saskatchewan context. "42

39. "Gating- is defined as 'keeping... offenders in jail past their normal release date" for the purpose of
'protecting society": id at 63.

40. Id at 64.

41' The Committee observed that "almost 70% of race-related complaints reported to the Saskatchewan
Human Rights Commission in l99l came from Aboriginal people": id at 65.

42. Id at 68.
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3. Responses to the Reports

The Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Saskatchewan Robert Mitchetl

has indicated that "subject to operational and fiscal constraints", the Government of

Saskatchewan "support[s] implementing many of the report's recommendations."a3

According to Mr Mitchell, several initiatives have been taken in response to the

report:

a review of legal aid was initiated in January 1992; a courtworker feasibility study has
been initiated; cross-cultural and race relations training for justice staff is underway;
changes have been made to accommodate Queen's Bench jury sinings in tåe northern
community of I-a Ronge; and a directive has been issued to Crowu prosecutors to ensure
that tle pre-sentence needs of aboriginal women with dependent children are adequately
considered.4

In relation to the report's many other recommendations, the Government of

Saskatchewan is "involved in promoting bilateral and tri-partite processes to help

monitor aboriginal justice developments. "45

Both the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations and the Métis Society of

Saskatchewan responded to the release of the respective reports by characterizing the

recommendations as an encouraging 'first step' in the task of addressing Aboriginal

justice concerns.aó Signifrcantly, despite the relatively conservative nature of the

committees' recommendations, representatives of both organizations have indicated

43. R.V/. Mitchell, Minister of Justice and Attorney General, Letter to author, June 5 1992. Concern about
the availability of funding a¡d the question of which level of goverûment will be financially responsible for
supporting autonomy-based justice reform initiatives has been a constant feature of the otherwise
encouraging response of the Saskatchewan Gover ment. See also D. Traynor, "Métis justice chalges tied to
budgetn, The StarPhoenrx, March l7 L992, A1; and T. Sutter, 'Sask. supports Native self-government',
The StarPhoenrx, April I 1992.

44. Ibid.

45. Ibid.

46. R. Burton, "Report seeks 'fair' justice for Natives', Thc StarPhoenrx, February I 1992, Al; a-nd

Traynor, note 43 supra at AI.
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that they are broadly consistent with the ultimate goals of autonomous justice sysÌems

and Aboriginal self-government. Dan Bellegarde, Vice-Chief of the Saskatchewan

Federation of Indian Nations decribed the review process as "part of a larger drive

toward self-government [and] under self-government, our own justice system is

inevitiable and will occur in the near future under a controlled and developmental

process. "aT

IV. LAW REFORM COMMISSION OF CAI\IADA

1. The Reference

In December 1991 the I¿w Reform Commission of Canada released its report

on a reference issued by the Federal Minister of Justice on June I 1990.48 the

Commission was asked "to study, as a matter of special priority, the Criminnt Code

and related statutes and to examine the extent to which those laws ensure that

Aboriginal persons ... have equal access to justice and are treated equitably and with

respect. "ae

The process adopted by the Commission included holding a number of

consultation sessions with Aboriginal representatives,to soliciting the views of

"representatives of the affected communities and recognized experts, as well as the

47. D. Roberts, 'Saskatchewan moves toward native justice", The Globe and Mail, February I lgg1.

48. I-aw Reform Commission of Ca¡ada, Aboiginal Peoples and Criminal Justice: Equality, Respect and
the Search þr Justice. Report No. 34 (Ottawa: I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, 1991) (hereinafter
"LRCC ReporT").

49. Id at l.
50. The consultants are listed id at 109.
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government ministries and institutions having direct responsibilities with respect

Aboriginat people and the justice system",5r and commissioning a series

background studies.

The Commission noted that:

The Aboriginal representatives with whom we consulted voiced strong reservations
regarding the Reference. In the Reference's focus on ç,he Criminal Codc and, related
statutes' they saw an unacceptable emphasis on "patching up' the current system. In thei¡
eyes, no new catalogue of particular deficiencies tn the Criminat Codc or in the practice
of the criminal law was required.52

However, the Commission interpreted the reference quite broadly and considered

issues quite beyond the question of proposals to amend the Criminnl Code. Indeed,

Aborigínal Peoples and Criminnl Justice represents something of a departure from the

Commission's traditional commitment to "the principles of uniformity and

consistency"s3 in relation to the reform of the criminal process.r

2. The Recommendations

While less overtly politically supportive of Aboriginal self-government

aspirations than the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, the t¿w Reform

commission of canada adopted a similar two-pronged reform strategy:

51. Id at 3.

52. Id at3.

53. Id at 1. The Commissioners asserted that "this Report does no violence to our work in the field of
criminal law. Rather, it expresses our basic commitment to the creation of a crimina.l justice system that
pursues tle value of hum¡nity, freedom and justice": id at Z.

54. For a critique of the Commission's traditional approach, see R. Hastings & R.P. Saunders, "social
Control, State Autonomy and l,egal Reform: The I-aw Reform Commission of Canada" in R.S. Ratner &
J.L. McMullan (eds), State Control: Criminal Justice Potitics in Canada (Vancouver: University of British
Columbia Press, 1987).

to

of
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One track is short-term and ameliorative but, admittedly, may not address the more
fundamental iszues. The other stakes out a course that ultimately arrives at a destination
far removed from the present reâlity.ss

The Commission's short term plan is a detailed package of reforms based on

the position that "the cultural distinctiveness of Aboriginal peoples should be

recognized, respected and, where appropriate, incorporated into the criminal justice

system".56 It recommended that the existing system be made more sensitive to

Aboriginal needs by increasing system-wide Aboriginal representation, implementing

effective cross-cultural training, increasing the availability of interpeter services and

statutorily recognising "the right of Aboriginal peoples to express themselves in their

own Aboriginal languages in all court proceedings,"5T increasing community

involvement with the justice system in a variety of ways including the possibility of

creating a formal role for "Peacemakers" in the mediation of disputes, establishing

liaison mechanisms between prosecutors and Aboriginal communities, and providing

by statute for the use of communify Elders as lay assessors during the sentencing of

Aboriginal offenders. 5E

In terms of reforming the existing justice process the Commission's

recommendations encompassed the adoption of community-based policing in

Aboriginal communities, including the creation of "autonomous Aboriginal police

55. LRCC Report at3.

56. Id at 12.

51. Id at 32.

58. For a more detailed description of how this involvement might be facilitaled, see id at34-38.
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fo¡ces wherever local communities desire them";se increased participation of Crown

prosecutors, by way of "dispassionate and impartial" advice in relation to the police

decision whether or not to lay charges;60 greater distribution of public legal

education material by provincial ba¡ associations and legal aid societies;ól and the

adoption of special interrogation rules such as those conatined in the Young Offenders

Acfz or those which operate in Australia63 governing the taking of statements from

Aboriginal persons.

Proposed changes to the operation of criminal courts include the

recommendations that "[c]ourtrooms serving Aboriginal communities should be

physically set up in a way that is sensitive to Aboriginal culture and traditior",ú the

appointment of more Aboriginal justices of the peace with jurisdiction over "all

matters conferred on justices of the peace under both the Criminal Code and the

Indian Act",6s recognition of the right of Aboriginal persons, when giving evidence,

to swear a traditional oath, and an overhaul of the times and locations of court

sittings, including the phasing out of fly-in courts.

59. Id at 47.

60. Id at 51.

6I. Id at 53. In relation to legal aid, the Commission recommended that 'eligibility guidelines should be
reviewed to ensure that they do not have an unequal impact on Aboriginal persons": id at 54.

62. Cite..

63. See R v. Anunga (1976) 11 lJ-R 412 G\ITSC).

64. Id ar 56.

b5.ldat5l-
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The Commission made several recommendations aimed directly at reducing the

level of Aboriginal incarceration. These included greater use of the power to release

an arrested person on an appeffance notice, amendments to bail legislation to

facilitate the imposition of only such conditions as are appropriate to the individual

defendant, encouraging the use of alternatives to imprisonment, the enunciation of a

list of factors which "in conjunction with other circumstances, would mitigate

sentence where the offender is an Aboriginal person",tr greater use of detailed pre-

sentence reports, as well as expansion and more thorough evaluation of victim-

offender reconciliation programs" Other recommended alternative dispositions include

greater access to fine option and community service order programs for Aboriginal

communities that wish to implement them, the institution of pilot projects on the use

of day-f,rne schemes, greater availabilty of probation services, and a formulation of

the criteria governing eligibility for probation that is more appropriate to the cultural

differences and needs of Aboriginal offenders and communities. The Commission also

recommended that "[flurther research should be conducted into whether Aboriginal

persons receive harsher sentences than non-Aboriginal persons, and, if so, the causes

of that disparity. "67 Finally, the Commission recommended the adoption and

adequate funding of culturally relevant correctional programs involving Aboriginal

service organizations, recognition of Aboriginal spirituality and the status of

Aboriginal Elders within prisons, the creation of smaller community controlled

66. Id at76.

67. Id at75.
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correctional facilities and improved after-care programs including alternative

residential facilities for Aboriginal offenders.6s

The I-aw Reform Commission of Canada's long-term plan is rather less

detailed, but perhaps even more worthy of attention. The Commission recommended

that:

Aboriginal communities identified by the legitimate representatives of Aboriginal peoples
as being willing and capable should have the authority to establish Aboriginal justice
systems' The federal and provincial governments should enter into negotiations to transfer
that authority to those Aboriginal communities.69

While stressing that it should be left to individual communities to determine the

precise make-up of their justice system, the Commission suggested that the following

features may be incorporated:7o

(a) relying on customary law;

@) traditional dispute resolution procedures with dispositional alternatives stressing
mediation, arbitration aad reconciliation;
(c) the involvement of Elders and Elders' Councils;
(d) the use of Peacemakers;
(e) tribal courts having Aboriginal judges and Aboriginal personnel in other mainstre¡m
justice roles;
(f) autonomous Aboriginal police forces with police commissions and other accountability
mechanisms;
(g) community-based and -controlled correctional facilities, probation and after ca¡e
services; and

(h) an Aboriginal Jusrice Instituæ.

Unlike the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, the l-aw Reform

Commission of Canada did not locate its recommendation for the creation of

ó8. The Commission also called for the establishment of an Aboriginal Justice lnstitute to conduct research,
a-nd generally oversee the implemenLation of its recommendations: i.d at 87-89. After concluding that
"[c]ustomary law can be just as effective a mechanism of social control as starutory law", the Commission
recommended that "[t]he federal government should provide funding for research into Aboriginal customary
law": ibid.

69. Id at 16.

'70. Id at22-23.
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Aboriginal justice systems within the context of Aboriginal self-government.Tl The

Commission justified its departure from the general principle that "criminal law and

procedure shouid impose the same requirements on all members of society",72 on the

basis of "the distinct historical position of Aboriginal persons", which has given them

a "different constitutional status."73 Paradoxically, the current constitutional structure

was cited by the Manitoba Government as precluding implementation of the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba's recommendation for the establishment of

Aboriginal justice systems.Ta

V. AUSTRALIA

1. The Process

In May 1991 the Australian Minister for Aboriginat Affairs, tabled in Federal

Parliament the Nationnl Report of the Royal Commission iwo Aboriginnl Deaths in

Custody,Ts an investigation of 99 specific cases involving the death of an Aboriginal

person while in custody, as well as a comprehensive analysis of the underlying issues

associated with Aboriginal contact with the criminal justice system.

11. In fact, the Commission expressly distanced itself from the whole self-government debate: "We
recognise that the call for completely separate justice systems is part of a political agenda primarily
concerned with self-government. We need not enter that debate. Aboriginal-controlled justice systems have
merits quite apart from poiitical considerations*: id at 14.

72. Id at 14.

73. Id at 14-15.

74. See discussion in Chapter 3 at text corresponding to notes 6147 supra.

15. E. Johnston, Royal Conunission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody - Narional Repor"t (Canberra:
Australian Government Publishing Service, 1991) (hereinafter ^RCIADIC National Report").
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The 11 volume final reportTó of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal

Deaths in Custody was released after a process lasting three years during which the

Commission conducted investigations and public hearings in relation to more than 120

deaths,z received numerous submissions from Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal

individuals and organizations, and conducted research on a range of issues relevant to

Aboriginal contact with the criminal justice system.

In the Nationnl Report of the Royal Commtssion iruo Aborigin"at Deaths in

Custody, Commissioner Johnston produced 339 recommendations for adoption and

ultimately, implementation by the federal, staüe and territory governments.?8 The

breadth of these rec¡mmendations reflects the wide terms of reference which the

Royal Commission was given. By Letters Patent,Te the Commission was instructed

to:

(i) inquire into all deaths considered to falt within jurisdiction and to enquire also into

76. A twelfth summary report was later released. See E. Johnston, Royal Convnission into Aboriginat
Deaths in Custody - National Report: Overview and Recommcndatio¡ts (Canberra: Australian Government
Publishing Service, 199 1).

77.99 of those deaths were considered to be within the jurisdiction of the Commission and were the subiect
of separate reports: RCADIC National Report Vol 5 at 147.

78. Commissioner Johnston's final report consisted of five volumes, The other six volumes are regional
reports prepared by individual Commissioners, which deal with a particular s[ate or states. For example,
Commissioner Wootten completed the Regional Report of Inquiry ín New South Wales, Victoria and
Ta-çmania - Royal Co¡rvnission iruo Aboriginat Deaths in Custody (Canberra: Australian Government
Publishing Service, 1991); and Commissioner O'Dea was responsible for the Regional Report of Inquiry
i¡tfo Individual Deaths in Custody in Western Australia - Royat Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody (Canberra: Australia¡ Government Publishing Service, 199 1).

79. See'Consolidated Letters Patentof Commissioners^: RCIADIC Nationa! Report Vol 5 at 165 (Appendix
A (Itr)).
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"any subsequent action taken in respect of each of those deaths including ... the

conduct of coronial, police and other inquiries and any other things that were not

done but ought to have been done"; and

(ii) "... for the puqpose of reporting on any underlying issues, associated with those

deaths, you are authorised to take account of social and cultural urd legat factors

which, in your judgment, appear to have a bearing on those de¿ths".

2. The Recommendations

Chief Commissioner Elliott Johnston devoted f,rve volumes to confronting,

explaining, and mapping a chart for altering, the patfern of Aboriginal suffering at the

hands of Australian police, courts and prisons. The Naional Report of thz Royal

Commission ínto Aboriginnl Dea¡lts in Custody contains a broad range of

recommendations,E0 but three primary emphases can be identified:

(i) the specihc issue of deaths in custody;

(ii) the frequency and circumstances of Aboriginal contact with the various agencies

of the criminal justice system, from police intervention to incarceration; and

(iii) the underlying issues which, according to the Commission, may explain "what it

is about the interaction of Aboriginal people with the non-Aboriginal society which so

strongly predisposes Aboriginal people to arrest and imprisonment."sr

In the first category, the Commission made recommendations dealing with

80. See genera.lly Johnston, note 75 supra.

81. RCADIC National Report Vol 5 - "30 March Reporrn, at 147.
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procedures for police investigations and coronial inquiries into deaths in custody, the

need for uniform collection of statistics on persons in custody, and detailed

recommendations relating to custodial conditions and the treatment of detainees.

including the delivery of health services.

In the second category, the Commission made a number of recommendations

designed to reduce both the rate and impact of Aboriginal arrest and incarceration.

Police training and methods received a good deal of attention, particularly in relation

to the use of para-military forces.

Several recommendations reflected the aim of diverting Aboriginals - and

particularly those that are being held as a result of public drunkenness - from police

custody. Specif,rcally, it was repommended that "all Police Services should adopt and

apply the principle of arrest being the sanction of last resort in dealing with

offenders."82 l-egislative amendments to facilitate greater access of Aboriginals to

bail were recommended. The Commission also encouraged various community

policing strategies, particularly those which involve direct participation by Aboriginal

people.83 It recommended that community justice proposals receive adequate funding

and that the Australian [¿w Reform Commission's recommendations on the

recognition of customary law be implemented.s

In relation to the sentencing of Aboriginal offenders, the Commission made

82. Id at 8-7.

83. One such initiative, the Jula.likari Council Policing Project, is discussed in Chapter 8.

84. Australian I-aw Reform Commission, The Recognition of Aboriginal Custornary Laws. Report No. 3l
(Ca-nberra: Australia¡ Government Publishing Service, 1986) ftereinafter'ALRC Report").
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several recommendations based on "the principle that imprisonment should be utilized

only as a sanction of last resort."8s These included proposals for the training of

Court and Probation and Parole Service Officers in Aboriginal society, customs and

traditions, the consultation of community members before determining sentence in

cases where the defendant is from a discrete or remote community, and expansion of

the range of non-custodial sentencing options and of pre-release and post-release

support schemes, and the encouragement of Aboriginal community participation in

community service programs. Other recommendations were aimed at alleviating the

particularly damaging impact of imprisonment on many Aboriginals, by stressing the

value of detaining prisoners in a prison close to families wherever possible,

recognizing the importance of encouraging the maintenance of kinship and other

family obligations, providing a more adequate and accessible complaints procedure,

and increasing the availabilify of skills training and general educational facilities.

The third group of recommendations made by the Commission represents an

attempt to confront and improve the underlying social, economic and politicat

conditions which are seen as contributing heavily to the level of Aboriginai over-

representation in the criminal justice system. The Commission made both broad policy

recommendations and particular program proposals designed to improve the prospects

of Aboriginal youth @oth in relation to the justice system, and in the community

generally), and to encourage strategies for deating with Aboriginal health and the

problems of excessive alcohol consumption and drug dependence, educational

85. RCADIC National Report Vot 3 at64.
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opportunities and the state of housing and infrastructure in Aboriginal communities.

Signif,rcantly, in the context of this examination of "underlying issues", the

Commission stressed the importance of Aboriginal political activity and economic

management in all areas of what were formerly seen as federal or state governments'

'Aboriginal affairs'. In particular, it recommended:

That government negotiate with appropriaæ Aboriginal orgeni2z¡isns and communities to
determine guidelines as to the procedures and processes which should be followed to
ensure that thc self4etermination principle is applied in the design and implementation of
any policy or progrâm or the subst^ntial modiñcation of any policy or progrâm which will
particularly affect Aboriginal people. 8ó

3. Responses to the Report

Aboriginal people initially expressed disappointment rhat the Royal

Commission failed to recommend that criminal charges be laid against those

individuals alleged to be responsible for the deaths of Aboriginal people.sT Shortly

after the release of the report, Helen Corbett, Chair of the National Committee to

Defend Black Rights (NCDBR), stâted that "[t]he Commission has failed to bring to

justice those responsible for the deaths of our people in custody. "88 While feeling, in

this context, that they have again been denied justice by non-Aboriginal Australia,

Aboriginai people have not turned their bacla on those recommendations which the

Royal Commission has made. For example, NCDBR stated its intention to "initiate a

86. RCUDIC National Report Vol 4 at7-

87. M. Paxman, 'suicide or Genocide?", Vertigo, May 1991, 10.

88. Quoted in C. Wockner, "It's a Disgrace to the Nation', The Daity Telegraph Mirror, May 10 1991, l0;
also T. Hewett, 'Royal Commission Over But Questions Remain", The Sydney Morning Heralã, May l0
1991,4; T. Hewett, "No Action on Cell-Death Findings", The Sydney Morning Herad, May 8 1991, 13.
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new national and international campaign in order to ensure they are implemented. "8e

On 31 March 1992 the Government of Australia announced its decision to

commit $150 mitlion (AUS) to support its first stage response to the RepoTt of the

Royal Commission iwo Aboriginnl Deaths in Custody. Consistent with the breadth of

the Royal Commission's recommendations, the strategy adopted by the federal, state

and territory governments targets a number of areas both within and outside the

criminal justice system.Ð

Almost half of the f,rnancial support allocaæd will fund programs designed to

address Aboriginal alcohol and substance abuse following the model established by the

Central Australian Grog Strategy.nt Funding will also be provided for a range of

other initiatives including plans to: assist state and territory governments to increase

Aboriginal representation in police departments and other enforcement agencies;

support an annual conference of all police services throughout the country to help

improve "cross-cultural awa¡eness";e2 and to enable Aboriginal Legal Services to

expand their activities into areas identified by the Royal Commission. Funding for

the latter initiative has been described as "the central plank in the Government's

strategy to reform the justice system and end the over-represenüation of Aborigines in

89. Paxman, note 87 supra.

90. See Government of Australia, Aboriginal Deaths in Custody: Overview of the Response by Governments
to the Royal Commission (Canberra: Australian Government publishing Service, 1992) @ereinafter
" Goverrunent Response").

91. M. Millett, "Drug-Alcohol Misery Targeted', The sydney Morning Herald, April I lg9z,4.

92. M. Millett, "$5 Million To Be Spent on Better Link With Police", The Sydney Morning Herald, April 1

t992,4.
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custody. "e3

An Aboriginal Social Justice Unit to be established within the Human Rights

Commission will oversee the implementation proc€ss, monitor the conditions of

Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders, and release an annual report to be tabled in

Federal Parliament.q The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs stated:

By providing the annual State of the Nation Report ... the [Huma:r Rights Commission]
will be acting as a watchdog over the nation in its achievement of the social justice
objective of the process of reconciliation over the coming nine years leading to the
centenary of Federation.gs

The federal government's Aboriginal justice strategy has been applauded for

reflecting a serious commitment to implementing the recommendations of the Royal

Commission. However, a Sydney Morning Herald editorialff questioned "whether

the Federal Government has chosen the right measures" to alleviate the conditions

which has tragicatly resulted in so many Aboriginal deaths in custody?t V/ith

specif,rc reference to the government's plan for confronting alcohol abuse, the editorial

states:

Empowerment is ... the key to this and many other problems in the Aboriginal
community. A-nd, clearly, empowerment is not complete unless backed by adequate funds.
But the mere provision of funds is potentially useless unless accompanied by measures
that do indeed empower Aborigines to take matters into their own ha¡ds. Such measures
need not in fact involve money at all, but simply give authoriry to Aboriginal
communities through legislation, ¡s¡ s¡ampler to make their own rules excluding the sa]e

93. S. Kirk, "I-egal Aid Build-Up Central to Reform', The Sydney Morning Herald, April 1 IggZ,4.

94. For a discussion of other monitoring arra¡gements , see Governnunf Response at 54-58.

95. M. Millett, 'Rights Body to Monitor Progress", The Sydney Morning Herald, April 1 l9g1,4.

96. Editorial, "Aborigines: NotJust Money", The sydney Morning Herald, April I lggz, 14.

97. Ibid. The a¡ticle states that a furttrer 25 Aborigines have been found dead in Australian iails since the
May 1989 date which bounded the Royal Commission's mandate.
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and purchase of alcohol within their communities.9E

VI. CONCLUSION

Maty of the specific recommendations described above are far from novel. As

was discussed in Chapter 2, reforms such as increasing the number of Aboriginal

persons working within police departments and correctional facilities, grea.ter use of

cross-cultural training and the wider availability of sanctions that do not involve

incarceration or are simply repetitions of the same reform proposals that have been

routinely advanced over the course of last 20 years.

However, in general, the recommendations reflect a growing awareness of the

value of genuine Aboriginal autonomy in the administration of justice. The most

significant illustration of the legitimacy and efficacy of this direction in justice reform

is the recommendation by the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba and the I¡.w

Reform Commission of Canada for the establishment of Aboriginal justice systems.ee

The importance of this departure from the the conventional strategies of Aboriginal

justice reform will be examined in Chapter 5.

98. Ibid.

99. It should be noted that the development of alternative native justice systems was ea¡lier recommended in
a Report of the Committee of the Canadian Ba¡ Associatios s¡ Tmprisonment and Release in June l9gg. See
M. Jackson, "Locking Up Natives in Canada" (1989) 23 (Iniversity of British Colunbia Law Review ZLS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the introduction to Justice on Trial, the Task Force on the Criminat Justice

System and its Impact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta commented:

It is our opinion tåat, within the last five to ten years there has been a ma¡ked increase in
the devolution of cont¡ol of many aspects of the criminal justice and social welfa¡e
systems from the governmeût to aborigi¡al people.l

While the extent to which the Task Force's recommendations amount to an

endorsement of this direction is questionable, there can be little doubt that Aboriginal

justice reform has recently entered a 'new phase'. Autonomy has emerged as the key

theme of proposals designed to seriously address the current status of Aboriginal

people in terms of contact with the criminal justice. More specificatly, calls for the

establishment of comprehensive and independent justice systems in Aboriginal

communities have become the primary solution to a problem which has been widely

observed since the late 1960s but ineffectively treated.

Part tr of this chapter considers the extent to which the reports reviewed in

Chapters 3 and 4 are illustrative of this new direction. While only the reports of the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba and the I¿w Reform Commission of Canada

expressiy advocate the creation of autonomous Aboriginal justice structure, reports

from Alberta, Saskatchewan and Australia all conf,rrm the value of iustice policies

based on Aboriginal selËdetermination.

1. Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the India¡ and Métis People of Alberta,
Justice on Trial. Volwne I - Main Reporf @dmonton: Province of Alberta, 1991) (hereinafter "Alberta Task
Force Vol 1') at 14.
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Parts III and IV consider the limited history of separate Aboriginal justice

institutions in Canada and Australia respectively, which largely explains the tendency

to look to other jurisdictions for illustrations of how Aboriginal autonomy in the

administration of justice might operate. Indeed, in recommending the establishment

of Aboriginal justice systems, the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, and to a

lesser extent, the I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, considered the operation of

American Indian law2 and, in particular, the experience of tribal courts in the United

States. Part V introduces the role of tribal courts in the justice processes of the United

States, on the basis that a solid understanding of the nature of these particular

institutions is crucial if structures appropriate to the situations of Aboriginal

communities are allowed to develop in Canada.

Finally, Part VI discusses the current prospects for the establishment of

Aboriginal justice systems in Canada, including an introduction to some of the key

legal, political and practical issues which need to be addressed and resolved before

Aboriginal autonomy can seriously be identif,ied as a key component of the future of

justice policy in this country.

2. See the formulation of "American Indian law" articulated by Sidney L. Harring in "Crazy Snake a¡d the
Creek Struggle for Sovereignty: The Native American Legal Culture and American l^aw" (1990) 34 The
Atnerican Journal ofLegal History 365, at note 1.
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tr. PERSPECTTVES ON ABORIGINAL JUSTICE
EN,ÍERGENCE OF AUTONOMY-BASED SOLUTIONS

1. The Canadian Reports

REFORM: THE

All four Canadian reports reflect a strong awareness that the recommendations

which they include are part of a substantial history of reform literature dealing with

the issue of Aboriginal people and the criminal justice system.3 Indeed, their authors

were all too well aware of the limited impact which previous inquiries and reports

have had. For example, the Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and Its Impact

on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta stated:

Many of the recommendations made by this Task Force have been made by other Task
Forces, Commissions, Inquiries or Studies. We have made these recommendations again,
because in our opinion, they have not been implemented fully or appropriately and are
still applicable.4

According to the Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Committee:

Although there have been numerous Canadian studies completed, and many
recommendations made in recent years, implemetrtation of recommendations is a¡ often
difficult process a¡d mearingful cha:rge may seem slow in coming.5

while obviously conscious of both the disappointing history and emerging

3. In Alberta and Saskatchewan, the terms of reference expressly requested an investigation into the extent
to which earlier provincial inquires had improved the position of Aboriginal people in relation to the
criminal justice system, n¡mely: Alberta Boa¡d of Review on Provincial Courts, Native People in the
Administration of Justice in th¿ Províncial Courts of Atberta. Report No. 4 (Chair W.J.C. Kirby)
@dmonton: Province of Alberta, 1978); and Government of Canada, Government of Saskatchewan, and
Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations, Reflecting Indian Concerns and Values in the Justice System
(Ottawa: Department of Justice, 198f). See respectively, Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its
Impact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta, Justice on Trial. Volwne III: Working Paper and
Bibliography Gdmonton: Province of Alberta, 1991), Ch.3: "Alalysis of the Recommendations of the
Alberta Board of Review on Provincial Court (1978) Report IV (Kirby Report)"; and Saskatchewan Indian
Justice Review Committee, Report @egina, 1992) @ereinafter "saskatchewan Indian Justice Report"),
Appendix 3: 'Status Report on Reflecting I¡dian Concerns", at 91-105.

4. Alberta Task Force Vol I at l-5.

5. Sask¿tchewan Indian Jusrtce Report at l.
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direction of Aboriginal justice reform, neither the Alberta Task Force nor the

Saskatchewan Indian/Métis Justice Review Commitæes gave meaningful effect to this

recognition in charting a reform strategy. Indeed, most of the recommendations

resulting from these investigations can be placed generally within the familiar

€tegory of proposals which adopt the solution of sensitizing, and increasing

Aboriginal participation in, the existing system, with limited support for community-

based autonomy.

On the question of alternative justice structures, the Alberta Task Force

recognised that several Aboriginat communities and the Indian Association of Alberta

seek the development of a separate justice system" Indeed, the Task Force

commended the Saddle I-ake Band for its initiative in developing a draft constitution

for a tribal justice sysûem.6 However, the report does not indicate any real

commitment to such an autonomous direction in justice policy, concluding instead,

that "[w]hether an Aboriginal Justice system should exist and its scope and extent, is

a matter for negotiation between the Indian and Metis people and the Governments of

Canada and Albert;a. "7

Similarly, the Saskatchewan Indian/Métis Justice Review Committees

effectively skirted the issue of autonomous Aboriginal justice structures on the basis

that:

(a) "this Committee does not have a mandate to consider or make recommendations in

6. Alberta Task Force Vol I at lI-2.

7. Id at 43.
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relâ.tion to Indian[/Métis] self-government... " ;t and

(b) "... the Saskatchewan government has indicated that it is particularly interested in

ideas that will improve the relationship between Indian and Métis people and the

criminal justice system in Saskatchewan, and make the present system more sensitive

to their cultural differences and the problems they encounter. "e

The committees maintained this conventional approach to justice reform despite

express recognition of the positions of the Métis Sociefy of Saskatchewan and the

Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations on self-determination/self-government, and

on the implications of this objective for the creation of autonomous justice

structures.lo

In contrast, the [-aw Reform Commission of Canada included the option of

Aboriginal justice systems as one of the key features of its proposed reform package.

Interestingly, one of the Commission's stated justifications for supporting the

establishment of Aboriginal justice systems is that rather than constituting a "radical

suggestion, ... instituting distinct Aboriginal systems of justice ... can be looked on as

simply a logical extension of advances that have already been made."lr

However, only the recommendations of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of

8. Saskatchewan Métis Justice Review Committee, Report @egina, 1992) (hereinafter'saskatchewan Métis
Justice Report") at2; and Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at2,

9. Id at3.

10. See Saskatchewan Métis Justice Report at2; and Saskatchewan IndianJustice Report at2.

11. Law Reform Commission of Canada, Aboriginal Peoples and Criminal Justice: Equatity, Respect and
the Search for Justice. Repon No. 34 (Ottawa: I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, 1991) (hereinafter
'LRCC Report") at 17.
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Manitoba are based on an explicit recognition that there is a fundamental relationship

between the undeniable need for reforms to the way justice is administered in

Manitoba (and indeed, the country), and the desirability of achieving meaningful

Aboriginal self-government as a significant component of the Canadian federal

structure.l2 It is the merging of these two key developments which signals the

possibility of a new era for Aboriginal justice reform policy.

Not only are reform strategies based on the establishment of autonomous

Aboriginal justice structures politically consistent with Aboriginal self-government

aspirations, but they also reflect a different conception of the justice problem faced by

Aboriginal people. For example, in 1990 the Vice-Chief of the Federation of

Saskatchewan Indian Nations stated:

In the matþr of Indian Justice, our judicial systems have broken down. They have been
replaced by a Euro{anadian approach, which is foreign to our people. This has led
to high incarceration rates, and socio-economic crises in our communities.... India¡
peoples, in exerting their inherent right to self-government, wish to develop a¡d enforce
their own laws which will govern themselves.l3

12. The con¡ection was also acknowledged in 1989 by The Task Force on Aboriginal Peoples in Federal
Corrections:

The move towards Aboriginal self-government will have significaat implications for the
corrections system because criminal justice issues, including corrections, will undoubtedly be a
component of many self-government negotiations.

However, apart from emphasizing the importance of being 'aware' of the implications of self-government,
there is little practical expression of Aboriginal self-government contained in the reform strategy proposed
by the Task Force. It recommended that:

The Ministry of the Solicitor General should continue to monitor the federal government's agenda
for Aboriginal self-government negotiations to ensure that it is aware of, a-nd responsive to, atry
corrections implications in the negotiations.

- Task Force on Aboriginal Peoples in Federal Corrections, Final Report (Ottawa: Solicitor General
Canada, 1989) at 79.

13. Daniel Bellegarde, First Vice-Chief, Federation of Saskatchewan India¡ Nations, in F. Cassidy (ed),
Aboriginal Self-Determination. Proceedings of a Conference Held September 3GOctober 3, 19fl (I-antzville
& Halifax: oolichan Books & The Institute for Resea¡ch on public policy, l99l) at l7 .
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According to this analysis, the current conditions of Aboriginal people are a direct

result of the rapid and deliberate erosion of Aboriginal justice structures since the

second half of the nineteenth century.t4 Calls for the re-establishment of Aboriginal

justice systems are based then, not simply on the evidence of systemic discrimination

or over-representation in the current Canadian justice system, but upon the

recognition that the problem is essentially one of the denial of the legitimate authority

of Aboriginal peoples to maintain social order and administer justice in their

communities.

2" Austratia - the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody

Formal recognition that self-determination is "central to the achievement of the

profound change which is required in the a¡ea of Aboriginal affairs" represents, along

with the emphasis on "addressing land needs", one of the most significant features of

the recommendations of the Naionnl Report of thc Royal Commission into Aboriginal

Deaths in Custody.ts The Commission's apparent acceptance that criminal justice

issues cannot be dealt with in the abstract and must be considered as part of the

broader problem of the relationship between Aboriginal individuals and communities

on the one hand, and on the other, the wider society and the dominant institutions of

the Australian state, represents a significant break with traditional policies in relation

to'Aboriginal affairs'.

14. See Introduction, nlote 43 supra,

15. See E. Johnston, Royal Commision into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody - National Report (Canberra:

Australian Government Publishing Service, 1991) (hereinafter "RCIADIC National Report') Vol 5, Ch37.
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The diffrculty, and the Commission did not fail to ræognize this problem, is

that "little agreement exists as to the def,rnition of self-determination and the processes

available to implement a policy of enhanced levels of self-determination. "ró The term

'self-determination' has been used to describe a r¿mge of situations from the principle

which has informed Australian government policy in relation to Aboriginal affairs, at

least since the 1970s (more accurately referred to as 'self-managemeflt'),tt through

to the right of self-determination under international law, which recognises that "all

peoples" have the right to "freely determine their political status and freely pursue

their economic, social and cultural development."rE

While describing self-determination as an "evolving concept", the Commission

identifies a "solid core of common ground" on the basis of its consideration of a

number of perspectives including a recent report of the Federal House of

Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairste and submissions by the

National Aboriginal and Islander t-egal Services Secretariat (NA[I^SS),20 and the

16. RCADIC Natíonal Report Vol 4 at5.

17. For a history of the Aboriginal affairs policy applied by successive federal governments, see RCIADIC
National Report Vol 2 at 510-541; and H. McRae, G. Nettheim and L. Beacroft, Aboriginal Legal Issues:
Commentary and Materials (Sydney: The Law Book Company, 1991) at9-32.

18. Article I of the I¡ternational Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1966, and A¡ticle 1 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rishts 1966. See the earlier discussion in Introduction, at

text corresponding to notes I7-25 supra.

19. Australia, House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs, Our Future, Our

Selves: Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander Community Control Management and Resources (Canberra:

Australìa:r Government Publishing Service, 1990).

20. National Aboriginal and Islander Lægal Services Secretariat, Stopping the Deaths: A Spectrum of
Possibilities for Self-Determination (Submission to the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody, i991); also S. Pritchard, Self-Determination: The Rights of Indigenous Peoples Under
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Aboriginal l¿w Centre, University of New South Wales.2r According to the

Commission, this common ground covers three "crucial points":22

a) that Aboriginal people have the control "over the decision-making process as well

as control over the ultimate decisions about a wide range of matters including political

status, and economic, social and cultural development";

b) that for Aboriginal people "an economic base is provided to the indigenous self-

determining people"; and

c) that Aboriginal people have the right to make the choice as between the "spectrum

of possibilities" in terms of political status.æ

In its identif,rcation of a "common core of agreement" as to the meaning of

Aboriginal self-determination in Australia, the Royal Commission into Aboriginal

Deaths in Custody attempted to reconcile some quite divergent positions on the degree

of political autonomy and capacity for self-government which the principle of self-

determination provides for Aborigines. Unforfunately, where solid and specific

recommendations confronting the vexed question of criminal justice administration

International Law (Submission prepared on behalf of NAII-SS for the Royal Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody, 1990).

21. J. Hookey, Aboriginal Deaths in Custody: I¡ternational Law Issues (Submission prepared on behalf of
the Aboriginal l-aw Centre, University of New South Wales for the Royal Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody, 1990).

22. RCUDIC Narional Report Vol 2 at 508-509.

23. Although this is limited by the House of Representatives Sta"ding Committee to 'within the legal
strucrure common to all Australiens": note L9 supra. This constraint is simila¡ to that which has been
advanced in relation to constitutional recognition of the Aboriginal right of self-government in Canada.
Draft amendments have generally included limiting words such as "in Canada', or 'within the Canadian
federation'. See the discussion in Chapter 6, part fi infra.
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along these lines were needed, the Commission has instead retreated to the broad

policy level.

Having courageously placed the fundamental problem of Aboriginal over-

representation in the criminal justice statistics within the context of a denial of

political autonomy, the Commission failed to take what has emerged in Canada as the

logical 'next step'. Despite coming to a series of conclusions which are underscored

by the theme that 'self-determination is the ultimate solution', the Commission

refrained from endorsing any significant exercises of Aboriginal autonomy in terms of

the administration of justice.

To a large extent then, the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in

Custody took a similar perspective to that of the Alberta Task Force and the

Saskatchewan Indian/Métis Justice Review Committees - it failed to seriously

challenge the assumption that Aboriginal people can find fairness, justice and

equitable treatment within the parameters of the existing justice system.

While at the broad policy level these inquiries were prepared to acknowledge

that Aboriginal people are entitled to exercise a signif,rcant degree of autonomy in all

areas that affect their lives, their concrete proposals in the area of criminal justice

administration reflect the traditional tendency to place stifling limitations on what are

erroneously referred to as policies in Aboriginal affairs based on 'self-determination'.

In Australia, Aboriginal people still await such an extension of government support

for autonomy from an off,rcial endorsement of self-determination at the broad poticy

level, to the point where Aboriginal communities truly exercise in relation to all
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matters, including law and justice, the level of autonomy which they are routinely

promised.

Itr. CANADA'S EXPERIEI{CE OF ABORIGINAL JUSTICE STRUCTTJRES

Since 188324 a separate court system has been mandated on Indian reserves

throughout the country.ã The legislative source of this aspect of the justice sysrem -

section 107 of the Indian Acf6 - currently provides:

The Governor in Council may appoint persons to be, for the purposes of this Act, justices
of the peace and those persoris have and may exercise the powers and authority of two
justices of the peace with regard to
a) offences under this Act, and
b) any offence against the provisions of the Criminal Code relating to cruelty to animals,
common assault, breaki-ug and entering and vagrancy, where the offence is committed by
an Indian or relates to the person or property ofan Indian.

Morse has concluded that "the rationale of Parliament in creating this separate judicial

system was apparently to empower Indian agents to more effectively implement the

purposes of the legislation and the policies of the India¡r Aftairs Branch of the

Government of Canada. "'

An absence of written decisions or other documentation makes it difficult ro

24. An Act to,Anend 'The lndian Act, 1880', S.C. 1881, c.I7 (44 Vict.) s.12.

25-The evolution of ¡J,e Indian Act court is described in B.W. Morse, "A Unique Court: s,107 Indian Act
Justices of the Peace" (1982) 5(2 & 3) Canadian Ingat Ai^d Bultetin 131.

26. R.S.C., c.I-5.

27. Morse, note 25 supra at 149. Morse has described these courts as operating on a similar basis to
Aboriginal community courts in Queensland, Australia (see discussion at text corresponding to notes 55{5
infra) and tribal courts established pursuant to the Udted States Code of Federal Regulation: B.W. Morse,nlndigenous Law and Stâte Legal Systems: Conflict and Compatibility" in B.W. Morse a¡d G.R. Woodma¡
(ed's), Indigenous Law and the State (Dordrecht; Foris Publications, i988) 101 at LIZ-113.
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determine the extent to which section 107 powers were exercised on reserves.2s For

more than a decade the Department of Indian Affairs has adopted the policy that no

new courts be created under section 107 of the Indian Act.2e During the 1970s a

pattern of recruiting Aboriginal persons to serve as Justices of the Peace began to

emerge, particularly in the Yukon and the Northwest Territories.30 Simila¡ initiatives

have been taken in the Prairie region provinces, although with limited success.3r

Following an analysis of the history of this particular component of the

Canadian justice system, the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba commented:

The section 107 court remains in the statute as a vestige of the ignominious past of federal
colonization and domination of reserve life ... The restrictions that exist in the Act are
such that it offers little promise for the long-term future and is unlikely to satisfy curreût
demands from First Nations to establish their own justice system. At most, it offers a
short-term i¡terim measure and an indication that a separate court system can function
readily on Indian reserves without causing grave concerns within the rest of society or the

legal community.32

While this statement accurately reflects the inherent limitations of the section 107

framework in terms of fully satisfying Aboriginal aspirations for control over justice

administration in their own communities, it also indicates that the Indian,,{cr has not

28. AII Repor-t Vol I at305.

29. Id at308.

30. Id at 309. See also M. McCulloch, "Justices of the Peace in the Yukon Territory" in C.T. Griffiths
(ed), Circuit and Rural Court Justice in the North. A Resource Publication @urnaby: The Northern
Conference and Simon Fraser University, 1984) at 243; a¡d A. Whitford, "The Northwesr Territories
Justice of the Peace Program" in C.T. Griffiths (ed), Circuit and Rural Court Justice ín the North. A
Resource Publication @urnaby: The Northern Conference and Simon Fraser University, 1984) at2-45.

31. See, ¡6¡ e¡ample, T, Gasior, "The Saskatchewan India¡ Justice of the Peace Program: A Program
Evaluation" in C.T. Griffiths (ed), Circuit and Rural Court Justice in the North. A Resource Publication
@urnaby: The Northern Conference and Simon Fraser University, 1984) atZ-50.

32. NI Report Vol 1 at 309.
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been completely abandoned as a legislative source of jurisdiction. For example, the

proposal for the establishment of a Meadow I^ake Indian Justice of the Peace

Program, which was endorsed by the Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Committee,

involves cross appointment of justices of the peace under section 107, and the

provincial Justice of the Peace Act.33

Ultimately, this direction may be inconsistent with the wider movement

towards Aboriginal self-government in Canada. As the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs

observed in a submission to the AJI of Manitoba:a

The provision of the Indian Act could, be a legislative source for the establishment of a
unique Indian justice system, however, it is not likely to be utilized considering the
limited role and jurisdiction of such courts. Indeed leaders of First Nations across Canada
take the position that dealing with offences under the Indian Act or a few sections of the
Criminal Cd¿ is not accepted. An inferior coun with limited juisdiction is nøst definitely
not an alternative to the establishnent of an Indian court systena Paternalistic and
patronizing alternatives a¡e both iasulting and degradi-ng to our human dignity.35

TV. ABORIGINAL COURTS IN AUSTRALIA

As in Canada, there has been little development of separate Aboriginal justice

mechanisms in Australia. In 1986, the Australian I-a,w Reform Commission concluded

that "there is only limited scope or demand for new offrcial local justice mechanisms

in Aboriginal communities" and that "there should be no general scheme of

33. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at 46.

34. Chief Louis Stevenson, Chair, Justice Committee of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, PresentatÌon No.
79) to the Public Inquiry into tlrc Ad¡ninistarion of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a

Community Hearing, (Win-nipeg, November 22, L989) at7770-7771.

35. Cited in AII Report Vol I at 309-310 (emphasis added).
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Aboriginal courts established in Australia."3ó Those justice structures which have

operated in various Aboriginal communities have failed to promote meaningful

autonomy as a solution to the problem of how the criminal justice system impacts on

Aboriginal people. Perhaps most significantly, they have not formed part of a wider

strategy of implementing self-government in Aboriginal communities.

1. The Western Australian Aboriginal Justice of the peace Scheme

While serving as the Magistraûe at Broome during the 1970s, Terry Syddalt

devised an Aboriginal Justice of the Peace Scheme to operate in the Kimberley region

of Western Australia.31 In l97l he adopted the practice of inviting local elders to sit

with him in the courtroom, mainly for the purpose of facilitating community input on

sentencing options for Aboriginal defendants, but also in order to explain court

procedures and points of law to both defendants and advisers.3s

In 1977 Syddall was requested by the Western Australian Government to

conduct an inquiry into Aboriginal laws, ild into the extent to which Aboriginal

communities understood the general law. On the basis of this research, the

government enacted the Aboriginal Communities Act 1979 (WA), which according to

36. Australia¡ [¿w Reform Commissiou, The Recognition of Aboriginal Customary Law. Report No 3I
(Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1986) (hereinafter 'ALRC Report") para 1009.

37. See generally, T. Syddall, 'Aboriginals and the Courts I and tr" in K.M. Hazlehursr (ed), Jusrice
Progratns for Aboriginal and Other Indigenous Communities. Seminar Proceedings No. Z (Canberra:
Australian Instin-rte of Criminology, 1985).

38. Id at 158. On the role of Aboriginal advisers/assessors, see M.W. Daunton-Fear & A. Freiberg,
"'Gum-tree' Justice: Aborigines and the Courts" in D. Chappell & P. Wilson (ed,s), The Australian Criminal
Justice Sy*em (Sydney: Butterwortås, 2nd ed., 1977) at 8j-89.
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the preamble, was designed to "assist certain Aboriginal communities to manage and

control their community lands. " This objective was to be achieved via two basic

strategies. The Act:

(i) authorized community councils to make and enforce by-laws covering a range of

specified subject matters;3e and

(ii) established "Aboriginal courts", consisting of Aborigind fusdces of the Peace,

Bench Clerks and Probation Officers.

The scheme was initially introduced on a pilot basis at two Kimberley

communities: the Bidyadanga Aboriginal Community Incorporated at I-a Grange, and

the Bardi Aborigines Association Incorporated at One Arm Point; and was later

extended to three other communities, with several other communities also applying for

inclusion.ao

Syddall has described the scheme, with particular reference to its operation in

the I¡. Grange community, as a major success. According to Syddall, this was

evidenced by "a reduction in the incidence of anti-social behaviour,...a marked

improvement in Aboriginal and potice relations" and a trend towards "synthesis of

customary law and by-laws. "ol Syddall has also placed these developments within the

context of a general movement towards independence for Aboriginal communities:

...[N]o* that the traditional social control methods have been supplemented by the
bylaws administered very largely by themselves, community autonomy in the not too

39. Syddall, note 37 supra at 168-169.

40. Id at 169. See also ALRC Report para748.

41. Syddall, note37 supra at L69.
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distant furure is a distiact possibitiry.42

Despite Syddall's optimism, and the favourable comments of other

obsewers,a3 doubts have been raised about the effectiveness of the Justice of the

Peace Scheme. In particular, Hoddinott argued that the scheme, "whilst promising in

its inception, has developed serious difficulties in application [which]...urgently need

to be rectif,red if the scheme is to continue.'44 Hoddinott reported during the

mid-1980s that it has become apparent to elders of several communities participating

in the scheme that the superimposition of a second value system on top of Aboriginal

values and laws raised serious difficulties. Both in relation to questions of liability for

particular behaviour, and appropriate sanctions, there is a conflict between tribal law

and the Aboriginnl Communities Act.as As a result, Aboriginal kinship structures

were being undermined. Further, instead of fostering Aboriginal autonomy, the

community courts were operating in such a way that Aboriginat JPs felt themselves to

be little more than advisers, even five years after the introduction of the Justices of

the Peace Scheme.tr

On the basis of her observations, Hoddinott concluded that the operation of the

47. Id at 170.

43. See ALRC Report para756.

44. A. Hoddinott, "Aboriginal Justices of the Peace and ,public

Programs For Aboriginal and Other Indigenous Commanities.
Australian Institute of Criminology, i985).

45. Id at 176-177.

46. Id at 177.

I-aw'n in K.M. Hazlehurst (ed), Justice
Seminar Proceedings No. 7 (Canberra:
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Aboriginnl Communities Act should not be expanded "without taking into account the

level of community acculturation and the degree of committal a community may have

to its own value system."aT

The Australian Law Reform Commission noted in 1986 that a review of the

Justices of the Peace Scheme was then being undertaken by the State Government.

The Commission stressed that "careful consideration should be given to provisions

which would assist local communities to achieve a more substantial degree of

autonomy... "48

In 1986 this review was carried out by John Hedges, formerly a solicitor with

the Aboriginal I*gaJ Service.ae He investigated the effectiveness of the Act in

relation to whether:

(i) communiry behaviour conformed to by-laws;

(ii) communities have taken responsibility for the operation of by-laws.s'

After consul[ations with each of the five Kimberley communities then

participating in the Aboriginal Communities Act, Hedges made a number of

47. Id at I79. For a more detailed account of Hoddinott's observations and recommendations, see A.
Hoddinott, That's Gardia Business: An Evaluation of the Aboriginal Justice of the Peace Schemc inWestern
Australia (Canberra and Perth: Australian Institiute of Criminolo1!, æd the Western Australia prison
Department, 1986).

48. ALRC Report pan758.

49. J.B. Hedges, Cotrununity Justice Systems and Alcohot Control: Recommendations Relating to the
Aboriginal Cotn¡nunitíes Act and Dry Area Legislation in Western Australia (Perth: Report prepared for the
Minister with Special Responsibility for Aboriginal Affairs, 19g6).

50. Id at3.
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recommendationssr designed to improve the effectiveness of the scheme. While his

impressions of the operation of the community justice system differed among

communities,s2 he concluded generally that

the practical implementation of the Community Justice System has been hindered by the
absence of funding of educational programmes for court officers and the ,broader'

community, and the absence of participation by the Probation and Parole Service.53

Hedges reported that as well as expressing a desire for greater sentencing

options, Justices of the Peace indicated that they sought greater independence from

visiting magistrates. These findings verified, to some extent, Hoddinott's criticisms

about the absence of autonomy for Aboriginal community courts. However, Hedges

did recommend that the Aborigirwl Communities Act be extended to three further

communities in the Kimberley region, and that consultations be continued with other

Aboriginal communities interested in participating in the scheme.s

Despite this relatively optimistic evaluation, the minimal level of autonomy

which characterizes the Western Australian Justices of the Peace Scheme, seriously

weakens the viability of this particular scheme as a model for Aboriginal community

justice. It fails to offer a genuine and constructive alternative to the 'processing' of

Aboriginal offenders through the formal criminal justice system.

51. Id at 4345.

52. For s¡ample, in the Bidyadanga community the scheme was considered to have operated with "mixed
success", while at One A¡m Point the Aboriginal Co¡rununities Act was considered to be 'operating
successfully': id at 7, 10.

53. Id at 2.

54. Id at li.
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2. Queensland's Aboriginal Courts

The court system which has operated on Aboriginal reserves or "trust areas" in

Queensland, originally under the Aborigincs Act 1971 (Qld) and the Torres Strait

Islanders Act 1971 (Qld), and more recently under the Communiry Services

(Aborigines) Act 1984 (Qld) and rhe Convnuniry Services (Torres Stait) Act 1984

(Qld), has been widely criticised.ss The major criticisms which have been made of

the Queensland Aboriginal court system include:

(i) that the courts are inferior or 'second-class' institutions:

(iÐ the lack of real Aboriginal influence or control;

(iii) the courts' inability, or failure, to take into account locat customs and traditions;

and

(iv) the courts' location within the reserve system as a whole, which has been seen as

an imposition of alien structures and values.56

McRae, Nettheim and Beacroft have concluded that prior to the legislative

changes in 1984:

The Courts operated as an integral part of the notorious reserve regime. Oppressive by-
laws...were enforced by invidiously-placed Aboriginal Justices. The courts did not reflect
Aboriginal laws and aspirations, Rather, tåey were instruments of oppression and control
wielded by the white authorities, operating without respect for basic human rights.57

Miller has concluded that despite the introduction of new legislation in the mid-1980s,

55. For a critical discussion of the circumsr^nces which existed on eueenslaad's Aboriginal reserves under
the now-repealed Aborigines Act 1971 (Qld), see G. Nettheim, Out l-awed: Queensland's Aborigines and
Islanders an"d the Rule of law (Sydney: Australia and New ZeaJand Book Company, 1973); and G.
Nettheim, Victims of the Law: Black Queenslanders Todøy (Sydne.y: George Allen & Unwin, 1981).

56. For an elaboration of these criticisms see ALRC Report paraT4l-746.

57. McRae et al, note 17 supra at229.
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along with more recent reforms, the Queensland system has improved little in many

of these respects.ss

In I99I a Iægislation Review Committee completed an assessment of the

Iegislation relating to the management of Aboriginat and Torres Strait Islander

communities in Queensland.5e The committee recommended that

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and their communities should have the
autonomy to decide the important questions themselves, and so to be 'self{etermining'
about our future.tr

The Committee explained the requisite level of autonomy as "self-government".6r

Consistent with this approach, the Committee recommended that "the

Aboriginal and Island courts remain unless individual communities a¡reÊ to

dismantling of the community court in their area. "62 Several areas where

improvements and assistance from the Government of Queensland might be needed

were identif,red by the Committee. It recommended that the Queensland Government
should

58. B. Miller, "Crime Prevention and Socio-I-egal Reform on Aboriginal Communities in Queensland'
(1991) 49 Aboriginal I-aw Bulletin I0 at 12. For a more optimistic appraisal, see J. MacDonald,
"Community Service Projeæts on Aboriginal Communities in Queensland" in K.M. Hazlehurst (ed), Justice
Programs for Aboriginal and Other Indigenow C,ommunities. Seminar Proceedings No. Z (Canberra:
Australian Institute of Criminology, 198f).

59. Queensland, Legislation Review Committee, Inquiry into the Legislation Relating to the Management of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Communities in Queensland,, Final Report @risbane, November
1991).

60. Id at 8.

6L. Ibid. See Queensland, Legislation Review Committee, Inquiry into the Legislation Relating to the
Ma-nagement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Communities in Queensland, Towards Self-
Government: A Discussion Paper @nsbane, I99l).

62. Note 59 supra at34.
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[u]nderøke a comprehensive study of the jurisdiction, powers and procedures of the
Aboriginal and Island courts. Communities need to be advised through community
education programs of the conclusions of this study, in order for communities to decide
what changes, if any, are required to improve the aboriginal and Island courts.ó3

The Committee further recommended that the courts be empowered to operate

in a manner more ænsistent with Aboriginat and Islander customary law,n and the

court structure be available to communities which seek to develop and expand

community justice schemes. 65

V. TRIBAL COURTS IN TIIE LINTTED STATESó6

Various tribal courts have operated as

States justice system since 1883, when Courts

the Bureau of Indian Affairs.6T Deloria and

Indian Offenses in the following terms:

a recognised component

of Indian Offenses were

of the united

established by

ofLytle have described the Courts

Although the ... courts were staffed by Indian judges, they served at the pleasure of the
agent, not the community. The Indian agent appointed his judges as a patronage exercise,
which rewa¡ded the Indi¡ns who seemed to be assimilating while depriving the traditional
people of the opportunity to participate in this vital function of the community...[I]t is
difficult to determine whether they were really courts in the traditional jurisprudential
sense of either the Indian or the Anglo-America¡ culture or whether tåey were not simply

63. Ibid.

64. Ibid.

65. Id at 34-35.

66. This section is designed to provide only a brief introduction to the system of tribal courts which
operates on lndian reservations in the United States. Features of these courts which may be particularly
relevant to the current debate over Aboriginal justice systems in Canada will be examined in greater detail
in Pa¡t B of this tbesis.

67. AII Report Vol I at302.
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instruments of cultural oppression. . .68

The modern system of tribal courts is generally considered to have been

established by the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 GRA).$ However, Ba¡sh and

Henderson have observed that, "[n]either in conception nor enactment did the Indian

Reorganization Act materially alter the condition of reservation police and courts. "70

The Act did authorise Indian tribes to enact tribal consûrutions and codes,Tr a

process that was overs€en by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. According to Johnson:

Enactment of the IRA in 1934 encouraged rapid growth of tribal courts based on inherent
sovereignty. The trend dwindled during the termination era, but developed rapidly again
after rhe Indian Civil Righæ Act of ß6g.n

At the present time then, there are three general categories of Indian justice

structures: traditional courts, Courts of Indian Offenses and IRA Tribal Courts. The

vast majoriry of the more than 145 justice systems which operate on Indian

68. V. Deloria, Jr., & C.M. Lytle, '4nerican Indians, A¡ncrican Justice (Austin: Universiry of Texas Press,
1983) at 115. In United States v. Aapox,35 Fed.575 (D.C. Oregon. 1888) the Courts of Indian Offenses
were described as nmere educational and disciplinary instrumentalities by which the govern-ent of the
United States is endeavouring to improve and elevate ttre condition of these dependent tribes to whom it
sustains the relation of guardia_u': cited ibid.

69. Act of June 18, 1934, Pub. L. No. 73-383, c.576, 48 Srar. 984.

70. R.L. Barsh a¡d J.Y. Henderson, "Tribal Courts, the Model Code, and the Police Idea in American
Indian Policy" (1916) 4O Law and Contemporary Problerns 25 at 46.

71. For an indication as to the range of matters with respect to which tribal councils have enacted laws, see
R.W. Johnson (ed), Indian Tribal Codes (Seattle: University of Washington l-aw School, 1938).

72. R.W. Johnson, 'Fragile Gains: Two Centuries of Canadian and United States Policy Towa¡ds l¡dians"
(1991) 66 Washington Law Review 643 at 708. The impact of ¡JLe Indian Civit Rights,4ct is discussed in
Chapter 7, parttr, infra.
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reservations in the United States belong to the latter category.t,

Tribal courts have been criticized by those opposed to "separatism" and Indian

autonomy,Ta and applauded by others as "expressions of Indian self-determination"

which "should be maintained and strengthened".Ts As the debate continued, tribal

courts developed throughout the 1970s and 1980s into an increasingly organized and

'professional' system for the administration of justice on Indian reserves,?6 with the

emergence of organizations such as the National American Indian Court Judges

Association,n the American India¡r I-awyer Training ProgramTE, and the National

73' There are approximately L4 traditional courts (primarily on the Pueblos of New Mexico) and 17 Courts
of Indian Offenses currently operating in the United States. See AII Report Vol I at275; a¡td Johnson, note
'72 supra at 707.

74. See ¡ot s¡ampler S.J. Brakel, 'American Indian Tribal Courts: Separate? 'Yes,' Equal? 'Probably Not"
(1976) 62 Attterican Bar Association Journal 1002. Iû a 1978 report to the American Ba¡ Foundation,
Brakel concluded:

The tribal courts do not work well, and recessa¡y improvements would require much time and
involve many difficulties. To perpetuate them at all runs counter to the evolutionary trends in the
Indians' relation to the dominant culh-rre in this country. Therefore, it would be more realistic to
abandon the system altogether aûd to deal with Indian civil and criminal problems in the regular
county and state court systems. Existing integrated arrangements appeår to work well enough.

- S.J. Brakel, Atnerican Indian Tribal Courts: The Costs of Separate Jwtice (Chicago: American Ba¡
Foundation, 1978) at 103.

75. R.B. Collins, R.W. Johnson & K.I. Perkins, "American Indian Courts and Tribal Self-Government'
(L977) 63 .4¡tærican Bar Associatíon Journal 808. For a powerful argument thar "sovereignty and tribal
autonomy" are key elements of native American legal culture, see Harring, note 2 supra.

76. The Navajo system has been perhaps the most celebrated in these respects. It has been described as 'a
remarkably successfitl model of what a tribal court should be': P. Bender, cited itr M. Campbelt, 'Taking
the law into their own hands", The Globe and Mail, September 13 1991, Al. See also R.H. Hemmingson,
'Jurisdiction of Future Tribal Courts in Canada: Learning From the American Experience' t1988ì 3
Canadian Native I'aw Reporter 1 at 9; and J.V/. Zion, "The Navajo Peacemaker Court: Deference to the
old a¡d Accommodation to the New' (1983) ll Anwrican Indian Law Review 89.

77- D. Getches (ed), Indian Courts and the Future (Washington: National American Indian Court Judges
Association, 1978).
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Indian Justice Cente/e.

VI. THE PROSPECTS OF ABORIGINAL JUSTICE SYSTE.MS IN CANADA

While there is strong evidence to support the statement that the establishment

of Aboriginal justice systems is rapidly becoming the key solution of criminal justice

reform policy in Canada, it is clear that there is still considerable opposition to this

direction, and a number of key issues that need to be resorved.

Following the release of the Repon of the Aborigirnt Justice Inquiry of

Manitoba, a Winnipeg Free Press editorial described the proposal for Aboriginal

courts as "ambitious", suggesting that

[t]here is linle a Manitoba government can do about this part of the report until a native
community comes forward with a plausible specific proposal for a local, native-run justice
system and seeks recognition of its jurisdiction.So

The Globe and Mail supported the Manitoba Government's refusal to establish

Aboriginal justice systems citing several 'unanswered questions' including the

applicability of the Charter and the jurisdiction of any such systems.sr The failure to

78' See, ¡s¡ s¡nmple, C. Small (ed), Justice in Indian Country (Oakland: American lndian I-awyer Training
Progra- Inc., 1980); and American Indian l-awyer Training prgr"- Inc., Indian Self-Determination and the
Role of Tribal Courts. A Surtey of Tribal Courts (QakJand: American Indian I-awyer Training Program
Inc.,1982).

79. G.B. Gardner (ed), Tribal Courf Managetnent (Pet¿JLuma: National Indian Justice Center, 1987).

80. "A Proposal For Reform", Winnipeg Free Press, August 30 1991, 6. Representatives of one such
initiative - the St. Theresa Point Indian Government youth Court System _ recently "came forwa¡d", not to
seek 'recognition of iæ jurisdiction" but in search of funding. This particular program will be reviewed in
greater detail in Chapter 8.

81. Editorial, "Native Justice lnquiries", Thc Gtobe and Mail, February 3 tggz, Al8; also Editorial,
"Aboriginal canadi¡ns and the justice system", Th¿ Globe and Mail, August 3l 1991, D6.
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establish Aboriginal justice systems in Manitoba immediatety is not the most

disappoinúng aspect of the Manitoba Government's response to the Report of the

Aborigin"al Justice Inquiry of Manitob¿. The Inquiry's prescription is couched in fairiy

general terms, and leaves a considerable amount of detail to be settled by negotiation

between the government and interested Aboriginal communities. Similarly, the taw

Reform Commission of Canada observed that "some basic issues need to be resolved

to implement this recommendation",E2 and "the specific anangements entailed by this

proposal would have to be negotiated on a community-by-community basis."83

Fundamental issues such as the jurisdiction of Aboriginal courts, and the

applicability of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, are yet to be adequately

addressed. Also, by drawing an explicit connection between Aboriginal demands for

self-government and the justice strategy of encouraging Aboriginal control over

criminal matters, the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba may have given greater

legitimacy to the position which calls for the defrnition of the right to self-government

before it is formally recognised. Of the powers which potentially constitute Aboriginal

self-government, control over 'law and order' is likely to be one of the more keenly

disputed by all levels of non-Aboriginal government. As one commentator has

observed, "[t]he notion of scores of Indian bands across the country enacting their

own criminal law stirs visions of anarchy in a lot of tegat brains. "e Further, there

82. LRCC Report at 76.

83. Ibid.

84. J. Dafoe, "Manitoba's inquiry into aboriginal justice merits vastly more than wariness", The Globe and

Mail, September 7 L991, D2.
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may be legal and constitutional arguments which offer some support for such

opposition.85

In light of these considerations, the failure of the federal governmenÉó and

provincial governments to give a blanket endorsement to the recommendation for

Aboriginal justice systems is not surprising, and indeed, may have some justification.

What is more problematic about the Manitoba Government's response to the

recommendations of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba is the seemingly

negative attitude which it demonstrates in terms of the government's commitment to

criminal justice reform. By failing to even register its support for the principles

behind autonomy-based initiatives such as the creation of an Aboriginal Justice

Commission or autonomous Aboriginal justice systems, as a possible solution to

Aboriginal over-representation in the existing system, the Manitoba Government has

rejected a valuable opportunity to confirm a new direction in justice administration.

To date it has failed to capitalize on the serious consideration and many hours of

consultation which went into the Report of the Aborígínal Justice Inquiry of

Manítoba.8? Indeed, one commentator described the government's response to the

85. This particular issue is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6 at text corresponding to notes 150-155
inÍio.

86. The federal government's stated position is that it "does not envisage an entirely sepa-rate system of
justice for aboriginal peoples, although community justice systems, for example as connected to aboriginai
self,-government, are both possible and desirable": Department of Justice, Aboriginal People and Justice
Administration: A Discussion Paper (Ottawa: Department of Justice Canada, September 1991) at 20. Justice
Minister Kim Campbell has stated on a number of ocassions that she ndoes not believe in a separate system
of aboriginal justice": see'Q & A: Kim Campbell', CanadianLawyer, May 1991, 14at15; also'Need for
own justice system repeated theme at conference", Thc StarPhoenrx, September 7 1991, Al4.

87. See F. Russell, 'Province keeps tight grip on power despite rhetoric", Winnipeg Free Press, February 1

1992, A7.
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Inquiry's recommendations as exhibiting "the unfortunate air of foot-dragging which

has dogged Manitoba history,"88 suggesting that the government "could have

committed itself more generously to a separate native justice system, and begun

establishing tribal courts and a separate native-run administration within the provincial

couft system. "8e

It would have been unrealistic to exp€ct an immediate adoption of all of the

many recommendations for justice reform made across the Prairie region during the

last eighteenth months. The experience of countless inquiries and reports during the

last twenty years has taught this lesson well. Indeed, it was not until January L992,

more than two years after the release of the Repon of the Royal Commission on the

Donnld Marshall, Jr., Prosecutionn that the Government of Nova Scotia announced

that a Micmac-based court would be established as a pilot project on the Indian Brook

Reserve.er This initiative was taken in response to one of the recommendations of

the report which proposed fhat "a community-controlled Native Criminal Court be

88. R. Sheppard, 'Native justice: let's take the plunge', Thc Globe and Mail, January 30 L992, 417. This
criticism was levelled at the Filmon governmeût by the Liberal Party and the New Democratic Party shortly
after the release of tbe report: D. Campbell, 'Opposition charges Tories dragging feet on aboriginal
justice", Winnipeg Free Press, September | 1991,2.

89. Ibid.

90. Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall, Jr., Prosecution, Report (Halifax: Province of Nova Scotia,

1989). For a discussion of the Marshall Royal Commission, see H.A. Kaiser, "The Aftermath of the
Marshall Commission: A Preliminary Opinion" (1990) 13 Dalhousie Law Journal 364; B.H. Wildsmith,
"Getting at Racism: The Ma¡shall Inquiry' (1991) 55 Saskatchewan Law Review 97; and the excellent
articles in J. Mannette (ed), Elusive Justice: Beyond the Marshall Inquiry (Halifax: Fernwood Publishing,
1992).

9i. 'N.S. unveils first court for reserve", Winnipeg Free Press, January 23 L992, 413. The project is
described in more detail in Chapter 8.
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established in Nova Scotia, initially as a five-year pilot project. "e

As this example illustrates, innovative projects in the area of justice

administration do not gain government support quickly, or without careful

deliberation. But the Manitoba Government's response to the Report of thc Aborigínal

Justice Inquiry has been widely considered by critics to be rather more cautious and

circumspect than the current Aboriginal justice context warrants.

Ultimately, the autonomy-based justice reform direction advanced by the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba and the I-aw Reform Commission of Canada

(and in a much more limited respect, by reports from Saskatchewan and Albert¿) may

bring the results which it is inænded to achieve. However, advocates of this new

direction will first have to confront the defensiveness of governments when faced with

the possibility of accepting a reduced level of control over institutions of social

control as fundamental as the criminal justice system.

92. Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall, Jr., Prosecution, Digest of Findings and Recommendations
(Halifax: Province of Nova Scotia, 1989) at 28. The Commissioners recommended that the court
incorporate the following elements:

(a) a Native Justice of the Peace appointed under Section 107 of the Indian Act with jurisdiction to
hear cases involving summary conviction offences commined on a reserve;
(b) diversion and mediation services to encourage resolution of disputes without resort to the
criminal courts;
(c) community work projects on the reserve to provide alternatives to fines and imprisonment;
(d) aftercare services on the reserve;
(e) community input in sentencing, where appropriate; a-nd

(f) court worker services.

Several justice projects including a community court were also recommended by Carol l-a Prairie in a

report prepared for the Nova Scotia Attorney General: C. I-a Prairie, If Tríbal Courts Are the Solution,
What Is the Problem? (Consultation document prepared for the Department of the Attorney General,
Province ofNova Scotia, 1990) at 60-71.
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INTRODUCTION

In the context of a 1981 comparative study of native justice in Australia,

Canada, and the United States of America, Keon-Cohen observed that "... there

remains a deeply ingrained reluct¿nce in all three countries to cut the Gordian knot

and allow separate, parallel native justice systems to develop.t More than a decade

later, if the recommendations of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba and the

I-a.w Reform Commission of Canada are any indication, this situation may be about to

change, at least in Canada.

These two reports are clearly a major development in the ongoing Aboriginal

struggle for autonomy in relation to the administration of justice and the maintenance

of iaw and order' in Aboriginal communities. In attempting to articulate a justice

framework which is consistent with Aboriginal aspirations for meaningful self-

government they have adopted the position that the creation of Aboriginal justice

systems is a valid and justifiable direction. While there are undoubtedly strong

grounds for supporting this direction, it also raises a number of important questions

that wili need to be addressed before Aboriginal justice systems become a reality in

Aboriginal communities throughout Canada.

One such issue is the desirability of adopting the United States tribal court

model. As the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba observed, "[t]he Indian tribal

1, B.A. Keon-Cohen, 'Native Justice in Australia, Canada, and the U.S.A.: A Comparative Analysis"
(1982) 5(2 & 3) Canadian Legal Aid Bullerin 187 at 189.
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court systems in the United States have been, to a large extent, the inspiration for

Aboriginal people in Canada. "2 While the different historical experiences of the

indigenous peoples of Canada and the United States, particularly in terms of the

themes in government policy,3 suggests that identical tribal justice structures may not

be appropriate or desirable given the more extensive level of autonomy to which

Canada's Aboriginal people currently aspire, there is clearly something to be learned

from the United States experience.a Indeed, the Aboriginat Justice Inquiry of

Manitoba took the position that:

It is clear that the existence of fully functioning tribal court systems on a variety of India¡
reservations in the United States, many of them similar in size and socio-economic status
to Indian reserves in Manitoba, and the benefits which those communities derive f¡om
them, are strong evidence that separate Aboriginal justice systems are possible and

practical.5

The second hatf of this thesis is an examination of some of the kev issues that

arise for consideration in light of the development of growing support for a major

shift in the pattern of Aboriginal justice reform to strategies based on Aboriginal

2. Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Report of the Aboriginal Justice
Inquiry of Manitoba. Volwlc I: Thc Justíce System and Aboriginal People (Winnipeg: Province of
¡{enitoba, 1991) (hereinafter "AII Report Vol 1") at268.

3. For a discussion of this see R.W. Iohnson, "Fragile Gains: Two Centuries of Canadian a¡d United States

Policy Toward lndians' (1991) 66 Washington Law Review 643; M.D. Mason, 'Ca¡adian and United States
Approaches to Indian Sovereignty' (1983) 21 Osgoode Hall Law Journal 422; arid E.M. Morgan, "Self-
Government and the Constitution: A Comparative [-ook at Native Canadians and American Indians" (1984)
12 Anerican Indian Law Review 39.

4. See, ¡o¡ s¡ample, B.W. Morse, Indian Tribal Courts in the United States: A Model þr Canada?
(Saskatoon: Native [.aw Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 1980); R.H. Hemmingson, 'Jurisdiction of
Future Tribal Courts in Canada: Learning From the America¡ Experience [1938] 3 Canadian Native Law
Reporter 1; and J. Rudin & D. Russell, Native Alternative Dispute Resolution Systems: The Canadian
Future in Light of thz Arnerican Pasl (foronto: Ontario Native Councit on Justice, 1991).

5. AII Report Vol I ar269.
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autonomy. This development must be considered in light of the current political

context in Canada, and in particular, recent progress towa¡ds realization of the goals

of the Aboriginal struggle for recognition of the right to self-government.

Chapter 6 considers this legal and political environment, and examines both

the role which the self-government agenda has played in the emergence of support for

autonomy-based solutions, and the impact which it is likely to have on the formation

of Aboriginal justice structures in the near future. The issues raised by the current

context of the struggle for Aboriginal self-government are several, but the guiding

theme can be summarized in the following question: to what extent is it justifiable to

place limits on the exercise of Aboriginal self-governing powers, particularly in

relation to the operation of autonomous justice structures? Further, would such

limit¿tions seriously compromise the workability of Aboriginal justice systems, in

terms of constituting a practical solution to the problem of Aboriginal contact with the

dominant criminal justice system as this is currently conceived? While this question

is, in essence, a question about the parameters of Aboriginat self-determination in

Canada, it raises two issues that are particularly relevant in the context of Aboriginal

autonomy over the administration of justice.

Chapter 7 addresses a topic which has emerged as a potentially crucial

influence on the modalities of Aboriginal autonomy in Canada, both in relation to

institutions of Aboriginal government generally, ild Aboriginal justice systems

specifically; namely, the applicability and implications of the Charter of Rights and
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Freedoms.6 There are several dimensions to this issue. Important questions arise

regarding the compatibility with the notion of genuine Aboriginal autonomy, of

compelling Aboriginal governments to protect individual due process rights. However,

the Charter also expressly recognises the continuing existence and supremacy of

Aboriginal rights over cerûain Charter protections,t and otherwise makes possible the

legitimate derogation of such protections.s The extent to which these constitutional

principles are likely to be extended to the domain of Aboriginal justice systems wili

be considered along with an analysis of the implications of two scenarios: the

possibility of exempting Aboriginal governments from the obligations imposed by the

Charær and the possibility of circumscribing the exercise of Aboriginal autonomy in

the justice field by requiring that all existing charter rights be respected.

Chapter 8 examines the difficulty of formulating a jurisdictional framework for

Aboriginal justice systems that is administratively practical, politicaity feasible, and

still consistent with the principles upon which this new direction in Aboriginal justice

policy is based. Of particular concern is the question of the adequacy of territorial

models of criminal justice jurisdiction, which though conceptually neat, may

effectively exclude from the scope of future Aboriginal justice systems a large number

of non-reserve Aboriginal persons in Canada. This problem will be addressed by

considering the potential for alternatives forms of Aboriginal autonomy, including

6. Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of ¡he Co¡tstitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B of the
Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c.11.

7.(d, section25.

8. 1d. section 33.
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structural and philosophical changes to the existing institutions of criminal justice

administration such as the incorporation of Aboriginal dispute resolution mechanisms.

The extent to which proposed jurisdictional frameworks can achieve the fundamental

objective of facilitating the re-definition by Aboriginal communities of notions of

'criminality' and social order, will be considered.

One of the major barriers to effective reform in this area appears to be the

diff,rculty of bridging the gap between a broad justice policy based on Aboriginal

autonomy and the creation of workable justice mechanisms in Aboriginal

communities. This diff,rculty is addressed by considering three recent initiatives in the

Prairie region and, by way of comparison, two projects in Australia, which to a

greater or lesser extent, provide practical illustrations of the new direction in

Aboriginal justice reform. These initiatives will be examined with a view to

determining the extent to which they can be seen as capable of facilitating the

evolution of a network of autonomous Aboriginal justice structures. It will be argued

that this approach would be preferable to the imposition of a uniform model of

Aboriginal justice systems both in practical terms, and in terms of ensuring

consistency with the self-government negotiation process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most significant, and possibly decisive, influence on the future direction

of the topic of Aboriginal people and criminal justice law reform is likely to be the

emergence of Aboriginal self-government as a major issue on the Canadian political

agenda. Indeed, "[o]ver the past decade, the concept of aboriginal self-government

has become the focus of constitutional discussions on aboriginal issues."l As Angus

has observed:

While self-governmert could take a multitude of forms - as many as there a¡e nations or
communities - the phrase has emerged as the single most effective way for aboriginal
people to communicate their vision of a hopeful future within Confederation.2

The success of Canada's Aboriginal people in bringing about this profile for their

aspirations3 is part of the broader embrace by Aboriginal political organizations of

the language of Aboriginal rights. This strategy has been a central component of the

1. J. Wherrett & D. Brown, Self-Goverrnænt for Aboriginal Peoples Living in Urban Areas. A Discussion
Paper Prepared for the Native Council of Canada (Kingston: Institute of Intergoverrmental Relations,

Queen's University, 1992) at I.

2. M. Angus, ... "And.the Last Shall Be First' Native Policy in an Era of Cwbacks (foronto: NC Press

Limited, l99l) at 3l-32.

3. See id at 35, where Angus states:

If the success of a lobbying effort is measured by the extent to which an issue gains acceptance on

the national political agenda, the early 1980s may be looked upon as the heyday of Native rights
activism in Canada in the 20th century. Not only did Native people secure a place for themselves
in the new Canadia¡ Constitution, they also succeeded in getting the First Ministers of Canada to
meet with them for eight days (over four years) to discuss the details of their rights - on live,
nation-wide television. For a group that constitutes three per cent of the Canadian population, this

represents no small achievement.
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ability of Aboriginal people to access the dominant channels of legal discourse.a A

senior representative of the Department of Justice observed recently:

It is apparent now that the issue is not whether there will be self-government for Canada's
aboriginal peoples. With over 200 of Cenada's 597 Indian bands engaged in the
community self-goverumeût arrangements negotiations process with arrangements in place
for the Sechelt, Cree and Naskapi communities, it is evident there will be self-
government. The issue rather is what form or probably more accurately, forms, self-
government will take, and whether it will be entrenched in some way in the Canadian

Constitution, and this is in part what brings the iszue to the fore at this time.S

It has become apparent over the course of the past year that the prospects for

the establishment of Aboriginal justice systems along the lines recommended by the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba depend in large measure on the outcome of the

'Canada round' of the constitutional reform process, and specifi"rlly, the terms in

which Aboriginal self-government is recognised and ultimately implemented. This

chapter provides a context for exploration of the various dimensions of this

relationship, and advances the argument that a meaningful and long-term shift to

autonomy-based justice administration in Aboriginal communities is contingent on the

prior establishment of a solid framework for the exercise of the Aboriginal right of

self-government. The alternative may be a regime of Aboriginal courts based on the

United States tribal court model, which will be limited in scope to an extent which

will seriously undermine their capacity to address the Aboriginal justice problem as it

is currently understood.

4. For a critical examination of the implications of this embrace see M.E. Turpel, "Aboriginal Peoples and
the Canadian Cha¡ter: Interpretive Monopolies, Cultural Differences' in R.F. Devlin (ed), Canadían
Perspecríves on Legal Theory (foronto: Emond Montgomery Publications, 1991) 503 at 506-517 .

5. M. Dawson, Department of Justice, 'Bridging the Constitutional Gap: Aboriginal Sovereignty/Canadian
Sovereignty', paper presented at the CanadianBar Association Bridging the Constitutional Gap Conference
(Winnipeg, April5-6 1991) at i.
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Part II of this chapter provides an account of the lead-up to the current

Aboriginal self-government agenda, with emphasis on the most signif,rcant

developments in this area during the 1980s. The rationale for this background analysis

is that the events discussed, including the unsuccessful First Ministers' Conference

process and the failed Meech Lake Accord, played a crucial role in shaping the

existing constitutional reform environment within which Aboriginal peoples are

pursuing their autonomy aspirations.

Part m addresses various aspects of the most recent attempt at constitutional

reform, including an examination of the extent to the recognition of Aboriginal self-

government originally proposed has developed, through the Multilateral Constitutional

Conference (MCC) negotiation process, into a formulation which meets the demands

of the major Aboriginal representative organisations.

Part IV considers the important and diff,rcult task of identifying the content of

and context for the Aboriginal right of self-government, while part V focuses more

specifically on the nature of the relationship between self-govemment and the shift

towards autonomy-based Aboriginal justice reform. It concludes that the establishment

of genuinely autonomous Aboriginal justice mechanisms is contingent on the prior

constitutional recognition of the Aboriginal right of self-government, and an

entrenched negotiation process that is capable of achieving a meaningful redistribution

of a range of powers including jurisdiction over matters currently dealt with in terms

of criminal iaw and iustice administration.
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tr. BACKGROIIND: 1982-1990

1. Section 35 of the Constifutíon Act, 1982.

'Aboriginal rights' refers generally to a whole range of entitlements, and

indeed derive from a variery of sources, including international law,6 the treaties,T

the Royal Proclamation of 1763,8 and natural law.e Since 1982 however, the focus

of Aboriginal rights-based aspirations in Canada has been on the achievement of

formal recognition of the right of Aboriginal self-government in the Canadian

6. For an introduction to the international law sources of Aboriginal rights, see M. Davies, "Aspects of
Aboriginal Rights in Inærnational l-aw" in B.W. Morse (ed), Aborig¡nal Peoples and th¿ Law: Indian,
Métís ønd Inuit Righæ in Canada (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, Rev. ed., 1989); E. Anderson, "The
Indigenous People of Saskatchewan: Their Rights Under International I-aw" (1931) 7(l) Amencan Indian
Journal 4, (1981) 7(2) Anærican Indian Journal 2; and W.P. Stewart, Thc Basis For Clai¡ns of Sovereignty
by Aboriginal North ,4¡ncríca¡s Lies in International and Constitutional Law, Not th¿ Treaties (M.4. Thesis,
University of Minnesota, 1989). Recently, indigenous peoples have begun to use international forums as a
mechanism for achieving recognition of their right to self{etermination. See R. Thompson (eÁ), Ttrc Righrs
of Indigenous People in International Law: Selected Essays on Self-Determination (Saskatoon: Native l-aw
Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 1987); G. Nenheim, "International l-aw and Indigenous Political
Rights: Yesterday, Today and Tommorrow" - paper presented at the Indigenous Rights in the Pacific and
North,4¡nerica Conference (-ondon, 14-16 May 1991); and the discussion in Introduction, at text
corresponding to Dotes L7-25 supra. Ba¡sh has observed that ore of the motivations for the Canadian
government's decision to respond in the 1980s to pressure from Aboriginal groups and include Aboriginat
rights in the constitutional reform agenda, was a desire to give effect to Canada's international law
obligations: R.L. Barsh, "Indigenous Peoples and the Right to Self-Determination in International [¿w" in
B.Hocking (ed), International Law and Aboriginal Hu¡nan,ltigftrs (Sydney: The l-aw Book Company, 1988)
68 at'll.

7. See D. Sprague, Canada's Treaties With Aboriginal People. Working Paper No. 3 (Winnipeg: Ca¡adian
I-egal History Project, University of Manitoba, 1991).

L R.S.C. 1985, App. II, No. 1.

9. For an articulation of this position, see D.J. Gormley, 'Aboriginal Rights as Nah¡ral Rights' (1984) 4
The Canadian Journal of Native Studies 29. Jhappan has examined the reluctance of Canadian courts to
apply principles of natural justice in relation to Aboriginal rights-based litigation: C.R. Jhappan, "Natural
Rights vs. Legal Positivlsm¡ ladi¡ns, the Courts, and the New Discourse of Aboriginal Rights in Canada"
(1991) 6 Brirish Journal of Canadian Studies 60.
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constitution,tO building primarily on the Aboriginal rights provisions contained in

section 35 of the Corstitwion Act, l982.tl

Section 35 of the Constitution Act, /982 provides:

35.(1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are
hereby recognised and affirmed.

(2) In this Act, "aboriginal peoples of Canada" includes the Indian, Inuit and Métis
peoples of Canada.

As Sanders has noted, prior to the enactment of these provisions "aboriginal rights as

such had never been accorded a clear legal status in Canadian 1aw."12 The key

impact of section 35 was to shift the emphasis from the question of the legal existence

of Aboriginal rights to the issue of whether they had been terminated.r3

Since L982 the Supreme Court of Canada has issued a series of major

decisions dealing with the contemporary status of Aboriginal rights.la Yet as Asch

10. See generally, M. Asch, Home and Native l-and: Aboriginal Rights ønd the Canadian Constitution
(foronto: Methuen, 1984); B. Schwartz, First Pinciples: Co¡tstitutional Reform with Respect to the
Aboriginal Peoples of Canada 1982-1984 (Kingston: Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, Queen's
University, 198Ð; and M. Boldt & J. Long (ed), The Quest þr Justice: Aboriginal Peoples and Aboriginal
Ãl'flrs (foronto: University of Toronto Press, 198f).

11. For an overview of the provisions of the constitution which make speciñc reference to the rights of the
Aboriginal peoples of Canada, see generally W.F. Pentney, The Aboriginal Rights Provisíons in the
Constitution Act, 1982 (Saskatoon: Native I¿.w Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 1987); and K. Lysyk,
'The Rights and Freedoms of the Aboriginal Peoples of Canada' in W. Tarnapolsky and G. Beaudoin (eds),
The Canadian Charter of Righ* and Freedoms (foronto: Carswell, 1982).

12. D. Sanders, "Pre-Existing Rights: The Aboriginal Peoples of Canada' in G.A. Beaudoin and E.
Ratushny (ed,s), The Canadian Charter of Righ* and Freedoms (foronto: Carswell, 2nd ed., 1989) 707 at
73 l; also D. Sanders, 'Prior Claims: Aboriginal in the Constitution of Canada" in M. Beck and I. Bernier
(eds), Canada and tlæ New Constitution: The Unfinished Agenda. Volu¡nc 1 (Montreal: Institute for
Research in Public Policy, 1983) 227 at24l.

t3. Ibid.

14. For an excellent examination of the history of Aboriginal rights in Canada and the Supreme Court's role
in shaping their current status, see B. Slattery, n[J¡ds¡srqnding Aboriginal Rights' (L987) 66 Canadian Bar
Review 727.
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and Macklem have observed, "[n]one of these developments, however, matches the

importance of the Court's judgement in R v. Sparrow..."rs Sparrolrl6 was the first

occasion on which the Supreme Court of Canada directly considered the meaning of

section 35(1) of the Corstitutional Act, 1982. A detailed examination of the decision

is beyond the scope of this chapter.rT However, one aspect of the decision which has

attracted considerable scrutiny is the extent to which the interpretation of section 35

which it adopts allows for the inclusion of a right to self-government.

The specifrc issue under consideration by the court was a right to fish asserted

by the Musqueam Nation, and the question of whether this was an Aboriginal right

which overrode federal regulation regarding permits and drift-net use.rE According to

the Court:

The issue is whether Parli¡ment's power to regulate ñshing is now limited by section
35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, and, more specifically, whether the net length

restriction i¡ the licence is inconsistent with tåat provision.19

The Supreme Court of Canada found for the Musqueam Nation in the

particular case on the basis of a reaffirmation of the Government's "responsibility to

15. M. Asch & P. Macklem, 'Aboriginal Rights and Canadian Sovereignty: An Essay on R v. Sparrow"
(L991) 29 Alberta Law Review 498 at 499.

16. (1990), 70 D.L.R.(4th) 385 (S.C.C.).

17. For an introduction to the literature on Sparrow, see Asch & Macklem, note 15 supra; \N.I.C. Binnie,
"The Spanow Doctrine: Beginning of the End or End of the Beginning?' (1990) 15 Qucen's Law Journal
2L7;T.Isaac, "Understanding rh.e Spanow Decision: Just the Beginning" (1990) 15 Queen's Law Journal
377; and C. Bell, 'Reconciling Powers and Duties: A Comment ot Horseman, Sioui and Sparrow" (199L) 2
Constttutional Forum l.

18. The facts of the case are detailed at (1990),70 D.L.R. (4th) 385 at389-390.

L9 . Id at 389.
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act in a frduciary capacity with respect to Aboriginal people,"2o and a two-part

analysis of Aboriginal rights claims under section 35 which considers first, whether

there has been a breach of an es.isting Aboriginal right, and second, whether that

breach was legally justif,red.2l While the decision has been widely applauded in

cerlain respects, serious doubts have been raised about the Sparrow doctrine's

capacity to support a constitutional right to self-government. For example, Binnie has

concluded that the decision "will undermine seriously achievement of the broader

section 35 vision asserted by Native organizations - namely, achievement of self-

government and an economic base."22 Asch and Macklem come to a similar

conclusion, arguing that because of its reliance on a contingent theory of aboriginal

rights,æ the Supreme Court of Canada "severely curtailed the possibility that s.35(1)

includes an aboriginal right to sovereignty and rendered fragile s.35(1)'s embrace of a

constitutional right to self-government. "u

20. Id at 408.

21. See I. Barkin, 'Aboriginal Rights: A Shell Without the Filling' (1990) 15 Qucen's Law Journal30T at
317. The main propositions advanced by Dickson C.J. and l¡.Forest J. are zumma¡ised in M.B. Nepon,
'The Dickson Court and Native l-aw" (1991) 20 Manitoba Law Journal 412 at 4I8.

22. Binnie, note 17 supra at 2L7 .

23. The arguments in support of an in-herent theory of Aboriginal rights are addressed by Asch & Macklem,
note 15 supra at5I4-5L6.

24. Id at 516. Isaac argues tlat in relation to s.35(4) (which defines "treaty rights" so as to include rights
under land claims agreements) the Spanow decision effectively constitutionalizes Aboriginal self-
government where such en arrangement is 'contingent upon a land claims agreementn, although he concedes
that -this form of self-government is not the inherent right so often favoured and put forwa¡d by aboriginal
groups.": note 17 supra at 378. Tsaac has criticised the analysis advanced by Asch & Macklem, suggesting
that 'it lacks a sense of the political and legal reality of Canada": T. Isaac, 'Discarding the Rose-Coloured
Glasses: A Commentary on Asch and Macklem" (1992) 30 Alberta Law Review 708 at 712. He concludes
that "[a]bsolute sovereignty in the forms of an inherent aboriginal right of self-government or aborigina.l
sovereignty is politically unfeasible and lega.lly unsupported": ibíd. See also T. Isaac, 'The storm Over
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2. T\e Penner Report

In 1983 the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Indian Affairs and Northern

Development completed a report titled, Indian Self-Government in Canada.zs

Although, by vifue of a limited mandate, the Committee only considered the question

of self-government for Indian reserve communities,2ó its recommendations have been

described as something of a watershed in Aboriginal policy in Canada.n The

Penner Report recommended that the Government of Canada "establish a new

relationship with Indian First Nations and that an essential element of this relationship

be recognition of Indian self-government.tt2s 1n order to achieve this recognition, the

Committee proposed that a three part programme be implemented:

(a) that the administration of ali programs and the delivery of all services

transferred from the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development

Indian First Nation governments prepared to accept this responsibility;

Aboriginal Self-Government: Section 35 of the Co¡tstitution Act, 1982 and the Redefinition of the Inherent

Right of Aboriginal Self4overnment" [1992] 2 Canadian Næive Law Reporter 6.

25. House of Commons, Special Committee on Indian Self-Government (Chair: K. Penner), Report of the

Special Committee on Indian Self-Govenment in Canada (Ottawa: Supply a¡d Services Caaada, 1983)

(hereinafter'Penner Report'). The Committee's recommendations are zummarised in the Special

Parliamentary Committee on Indian Self€overnment, 'Proposals for Indian Self-Government' in J.R.

Ponting (ed), Arduous Journcy: Canadian Indians and Recolonizanon (foronto: McClelland and Stewart,

1986).

26. The Committee considered that the question of self-government for the Métis, the Inuit, and non-stahrs

Indians was outside of its limited mandate.

27. B.W. Morse, Constitutionalising Rights:

Peoples (fhe Macqua¡ie Canadian Lecture,
University, 1987).

28. Penner Report at l4l.

be

to

Implications For Canadians, Australians and Aboiginal
Advisory Committee on Canadian Studies, Macquarie
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(b) that legislation be enacted, after consultation between the government and

individual Indian First Nations, acknowledging the jurisdiction of each Indian First

Nations government. This legislation would have the capacity to permit Indian First

Nations to assume legislative and executive power over virtually all areâs of

government activity;2e and

(c) that the Canadian Constitution be amended so as to expressly recognise and

entrench the right of Indian peoples to self-government.

Not surprisingly, the Committee's recommendations were immediately

acceptable to neither the federal government,3O nor the majorify of provincial

governments. In June 1984 the federal government introduced a draft "act relating to

self-government for Indian Nations".3t However, the bill ignored many of the

committee's recommendations, and eventually lapsed in the House.32 yet, the

Penner Report clearly added weight to the position of the Aboriginal organizations

involved in the First Ministers' Conferences,33 and helped to ensure that self-

government would be a strong focus of the various issues to be addressed during the

29.The fields of activity expressly identiñed by the Committee included, "such areas as social and cultural
development' including education ald family relations, land and resource use, revenue-raising, economic
and commercial development, and justice a¡d law enforcement.. .'t id at 144,

30. Response of the Goverrunent to the Repon of the Special Comminee on Indian Self-Goverrnænt (Ottzwa:
Department of Indian Affairs a¡d Northern Development, 1984).

31. Bill C-52, An Act relating to self-government for Indian nations, First reading, June 29 1984.

32. See P. Tennant, "Aboriginal Rights and the Penner Report on lndian Self-Governmentn in M. Boldt &
J'4. Long (ed's), The Quest for Justice: Aboriginal Peoples and Aboriginal Rights (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1985) 321 at330-33I.

33. See Assembly of First Nations, Handbook of Indian Self-Goverrunent in Canada: Based on a Report of
the Special Committee of the House of Comrnons (Ottawa: Assembly of First Nations, 1983).
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process.

3. The First Ministers Conference Process

Section 37 of the Constitwion Act, I98Y established a First Ministers

Conference (FMC) process for the discussion of further constitutional reforms relating

to Aboriginal people including a more precise identification and def,rnition of

"aboriginal and treaty rights." At the March 1983 First Ministers'Conference section

37 was amended so as to extend the process until 1987 and to provide for at least two

further conferences.'s Following the release of the Penner Report in October 1983

the issue of Aboriginal self-government emerged as the question which would

dominate the agenda throughout the remainder of the process.3ó However, following

meetings in 1984 and 1985,37 the finat First Ministers Conference on Aboriginal

34. Section 37 stated:
(1) A constitutional conference composed of the Prime Minister of Canada and the first ministers
of the provinces shall be convened by the Prime Minister of Canada within one year after this Part
comes into force.
(2) The conference convened under zubsection (1) shall have included in its agenda a¡ item
respecting constitutional matters that directly affect the aboriginal peoples of Canada, including the
identification and definition of the rights of those peoples to be included in the Constitution of
Calada, and the Prime Minister of Canada shall invite representatives of those peoples to
participate in the discussions on that item.

35. Consrttúonal Act, 1982,PartIV. 1, s.37.(1).

36. K. Brock, "The Politics of Aboriginal Self4overnment: A Canadian Pa¡adox' (1991) 34 Canadian

Public Administration 272 at 274.

37. A¡ analysis of each of the four FMCs is not possible here. For a detailed summary and assessment of
the ñrst three conferences, see B. Schwartz, First Principles, Second Thoughts: Aboriginal Peoples,
Constitutíonal Reþrm and Canadian Statecraf (Montreal: The Institute for Research on Public Policy,
1986); a.lso N. Zlotkin, 'The 1983 and 1984 Constitutional Conferences: OnIy the Beginni¡g' (1984) 3

Canadian Nøtive Law Reporter 3; and D.C. Hawkes, Negotiating Aboriginal Self-Goverrvnent.
Developments Sunounding the 1985 First Ministers' Conference. Background Paper Nuntber 7 ((ingston:
lnstitute of Intergovernmental Relation, Queen's University, I 985).
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constitutional matters convened in Ottawa in March 1987, but failed to produce

agreement on an acceptable constitutional amendment.3s

While ultimately unsuccessful in terms of the objective of achieving a

constitutional' amendment recognising the right of Aboriginal self-government, the

process played a significant role in creating the constitutional reform environment in

which Aboriginal organizations now appear closer to their goal of potitical autonomy.

Brock has argued that Canada's experience with the development of Aboriginal self-

government between 1982 and 1987 is best described as "paradoxical".3e

In this period, the concept of aboriginal self-government matured and while the issue was
not resolved in the constitution¡l f6¡¡*, it developed signiñcantly in other policy arenas.
However, constitutional failure to entrench aboriginal self-government contributed to its
success in other areas and possibly to its future development as a constitutional iszue.4o

To the extent that the process did fail, it was clearly signif,rcant that this failure

was not perceived as the responsibility of the Aboriginal organizations involved.ar

38. The ñnal federal draft for an Amendment !o the Constitution of Canada, proposed that the following
provisions be added to section 35 of the hnstitution Act, 1982:

35.01.(1) The aboriginal peoples of Canada have the right to self-government within the context of
the Canadian federation

(2) The jurisdiction, legislative powers, proprietary rights and other powers, rights and
privileges of bodies or instirution exercising the right to self-government referred to in subsection
(1) shall be determined and defined througb agreements described in section 35.03.

For a discussion of the failure of the 1987 conference and the FMC process genera-lly, see,
"Accomplishments and Failures of the Aboriginal Constitutional Reform Process' in Aboriginal Self-
Governtnent and Cottstitutional Reþrm: Setbacks, Opportunities, and Arctic Experiences. Proceedings of a
National Conference heU in Ottawa, 9IO June 1987 (Otøwa: Canadian Arctic Resources Committee,
1988) at l1-32.

39. Brock, note 36 supra at272.

40. Id at 273. Barkin has argued that '[t]he failure of the section 37 constitutional conferences to give

content to section 35 has forced the courts to do so instead': note 21 supra at32l.

41. In contrast, see the discussion of the collapse of the Meech l¿ke accord at text corresponding to notes

6049 infra.
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As Andrew Bear Robe has concluded:

The four Fi¡st Minisærs' Conferences dealing with our aboriginal and treaty rights held
during the 198Os, were failures. Indian Fi¡st Nations did not fail in the negotiations. We
stated our positions ñrmly and clearly. The main obstacles were the ten provincial

*"'"ü:,i'"*ïîff i,ff Y:,J'trîî,ffi,'*i"äf *f"åif "ï;i,i'î'i,1
government ever became entrenched as constifutional law.a2

The problem of "insuff,rcient potitical will"43 at the provincial government level,4

was compounded, and partly based on, a more critical lack of agreement.

One of the most fundamental problems which could not be resolved during the

FMC process was the task of identifying the source of any proposed Aboriginal power

such as the enforcement of a right of self-government. In 1989 Hawkes observed that

few Canadians oppose the aim of encouraging self-suff,rciency and greater autonomy

for Aboriginal people, but

What is more contentious, however, is the source of these powers. Do they fìow f¡om
inherent and unextinguished sovereignty, from existing treaty and aboriginal rights, or
from federal a-nd provi-ocial governments? It was on this very question that the

constitutional reform process on aboriginal rights foundered.a5

To a signif,rcant extent, during the most recent constitutional round, the

of Aboriginal self-government has developed beyond this particular hurdle.

42. A. Bea¡ Robe, "First Nations and Aboriginal Right6' (199I) 2 Constitutional Forum 46 at 48.

43. R. Penner, "A-n Appropriate Process, An Appropriate Content', paper presented at the Bridging the
Constiturtonal Gap, Canadian Ba¡ Association (Winnipeg, April 5 & 6 l99l) at 4.

44. Penner refers specifically to "insufficient organised political support for aboriginal claims in the four
hold-out provinces @ritish Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Newfoundland) or ... in the nation as a

whole':, ibid.

45. D.C. Hawkes, "Conclusion" i-n D.C. Hawkes (ed), Aborigínal Peoples and Govenunent Responsibility.
Exploring Federal and Provincial Roles (Ottawa: Ca¡leton University Press, 1989) 359 at 365; see also
D.C. Hawkes, Abortginal People and Co¡tstitutional Reform- What Have We Learncd? (Kingston: Institute
of IntergovernmeÂtal Relations, Queen's University, I 989).

issue

The
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concept of self-government as an inherent right, though initially controversial, has

won wide accep[ance as the most appropriate formulation of the autonomy

entitlements of the Aboriginal people of Canada.aó But throughout the 1980s the

question of source was highly problematic. It is telling that two of the most signif,rcant

examples of 'progress' in relation to self-government negotiations came in the form of

provincial and federal legislation which established specific self-government

arangements for First Nations in British Columbia and Québec. However, for the

majority of Aboriginal communities, statute-based self-government has been

considered as simply too fragile a foundation to support their autonomy aspirations.

4. Self-Government Agreements

In 1984 the Cree-Naskapi (of Québec) Acfl was enacted by the Federal

Parliament. Two years later, the Sechelt Indian Band Self-Government Act48 was

passed. Both statutes have the general effect of granting to the identified bands powers

broadly equivalent to those of municipal governments. Both have been characterised

as "non-constitutional self-government arrangements",ae although there may be

46. See discussion in part fi infra.

47. S.C. 1984, c.46.

48. S.C. 1986, c.27.

49. See M. Dawson, note 5 supra at 8. Several other recent initiatives can be placed within the category of
non-constitutional Aboriginal government arrangments, although they do not involve a formal delegation of
legislative authority. These include a new election process to replace the Indian .4cf system of government
on the Roseau River Reserve in Manitoba (see R. Teichroeb, 'Reserves proves model of democracy',
Winnipeg Free Press, April 10 1992, BZI), and a plan by the Lheit-Lit'en Nation of northeastern British
Columbia to replace the existing Indian Act system with an elders council which will t¿ke over the functions
of government on July I L993. In contrast to the limited powers accepted by the Sechelt, the new Lheit
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grounds for arguing that the self-governing powers of the Cree and the Naskapi have

now been constitutionalized, by virtue of the status of the Ja¡nes Bay and Nonhern

Quebec Agreemcnfo as a land claims agreement. The basis of this interpretation is

section 35(3) of the Constitution Act, 1982 which confirms that the "treaty rights"

which are recognized and affirmed" by section 35(1) includes "rights that now exist

by way of land claims agreements or may be so acquired. "5r

According to Theresa Jeffries, a member of the Sechelt band, "[i]n accordance

with this new agreement, the Sechelt band has achieved a high degree of political and

administrative autonomy. Decisions can be made without having to await a yea or nay

from Ottawa. "s2 However, as Taylor and Paget have observed, "while the band has

an unprecedented degree of local autonomy it most emphatically is not fully

Lit'en government plans to assume a range of powers broadly equivalent to those of a province without the
support of provincial or federal enabling legislation. Significantly,'the initiative includes a proposal for the
establishment of a separate justice system including a 'native healing and restoration centre": D. Wilson,
nNatives to create new society. B.C. Band will become self-government laboratory", The Globe and Mail,
Ma¡ch 13 1992, Al, 46. On the community-based self-government negotiations initiated in 1986 between
the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development and the Swampy Cree Tribal Council in
Manitoba, see: Chief Esau Turner, Swâmpy Cree Tribal Council, Preseüation No. 415 to the Public
Inquiry i¡to the Ad¡ninistration of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community Hearing (fhe
Pas, 17 January 1989) 3'149-3770. Several .Aboriginal autonomy-based initiatives dealing specificaliy with
the administration of justice will be examined in Chapær 8.

50. Canada, Jatrvs Bay and Northern Quebec Agreemen (Québec: Official du Québec, 1976).

51. For an elaboration of this argument see T. Tszâc, "The Corctitwion Act, 1982 a¡d the
Constitutionalization of Aboriginal Self-Government in Canada: Cree-Naskapi (of Québec) Act" [I99ll I
Canadían Native Law Reporter 1; also see discussion at text corresponding to notes 6-24 supra.

52. T.M. Jeffries, 'Sechelt Women and Self{overnmentn in D. Jensen & C. Brooks (eds), 1n Celebration
of Our Survival: The First Natio¡ts of British Columbia (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press,
1991) 81 at 85.
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autonomous. "53

Section 14 of the Sechelt Indian Band Self-Governmcnt Act outlines the range

of matters over which the band assumes jurisdiction. These include zoning and land

use planning, education, locåt taxation, health services, and social and welfa¡e

services. Criminal justice jurisdiction is limited to the power to impose fines or

imprisonment for summary conviction offences under band laws.s Essentially, the

Act transfers to the Sechelt band, those powers previously exercised by the federal

government under the Indian Act and hansfers reserve lands to the band "for the use

and benefit of the band and its membersn.ss

In general terms, the Cree-Nasknpi Act achieves the same pulpose, replacing

the Indian Act for the incorporated Cree and Naskapi bands.s6 Under the terms of

the Act, the Cree and Naskapi bands exercise local government powers in relation to

matters such as land and resource use and znning,local taxation, and pollution control

53. J.P. Taylor & G. Paget, 'FederalÆrovincial Responsibility and the Sechelt" in D.C. Hawkes (ed),

Abonginal Peoples and Governnent Responsibility. Exploring Federal and Provincial Roles (Ottawa:
Ca¡leton University Press, 1989) 297 at3L3.

54. Section 14(1Xp). This power is stated to be subject to subsection (2) which states:

A law made in respect of ttre class of matters set out in paragraph (1)þ) may specify a maximum
fine or a maximum term of imprisonment or both, but the maximum fine may not exceed two
thousand dollars and the maximum term of imprisonment may rot exceed six months.

55. Section 25. See Taylor & Paget, note 23 supra. at 313; also R. Bell, Thc Sechelt Indian Band Self-
Govern¡nent Act: A Step Outsiãc th¿ Indian,{cr (Saskatoon: College of l-aw, University of Saskatchewan,
re81).

56. For a detailed summary and analysis of this Act and the larger agreement of which it forms a part, see

E.J. Peters, "Federal and Provincial Responsibilities for the Cree, Naskapi and Inuit Under the James Bay
and Northern Québec, and NortheasÞrn Québec Agreements' in D.C. Hawkes (ed), Aboriginal Peoples and
Goverru¡unt Responsibiliry. Eryloring Fedcral ønd Provincial Roles (Ottawa: Ca¡leton University Press,
1989) 173.
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and environmental protection.sT

Isaac has concluded that the Act "was, for all intents and purposes, as close to

self-government or self{etermination that any piece of legislation could achieve

within the constitutional framework of the country. "58 Elsewhere, he suggests that

the Act "offers the Cree and Naskapi a unique and autonomous level of government

within Canada and is able to satisfy the native aspirations for power and control. "5e

Without questioning the legitimacy or value of either self-government

affangement, Isaac's conclusions reveal the limitation of delegated statute-based forms

of limited Aboriginal self-government in terms of accommodating the full range of

autonomy aspirations, and, in particular, the justice demands of many Aboriginal

communities. Aboriginal justice systems of the type recently proposed in Canada are

fundamentally inconceivable without the prior recognition of Aboriginal self-

government on a scale far more substantial than that which has been delegated to

Aboriginal communities in Sechelt, British Columbia, and in the James Bay region of

Québec. The importance of constitutional recognition of the right of Aboriginal self-

government as a precondition for the realization of autonomous community-based

Aboriginal justice projects will be considered in parts III and IV below.

57. The Cree-Naskapi (of Qucbec) Act - Information Sheet No. II (Ottawa: Communication Operations
Directorate, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, March 1988).

58. Isaac, note 51 supra at2.

59. T.Isaac, An Analysis of the Native Self-Goverwnent in Canada: The Cree-Naskapi (of Quebec) Act
(M.4. Thesis, Dalhousie University, 1989), cited ibid.
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5. The Collapse of the Meech Lake Accord

Tony Hall has observed that "[t]he disappointment felt by Native people at the

end of March 1987 [when the FMC process ended] turned to outright anger one

month later when they learned of the quick and sweeping agreement reached privately

by the first ministers at Meech Lake."óo Despite the inclusion of a form of non-

derogation clause,61 the accord effectively ignored the self-government aspirations of

Aboriginal people and in their view failed to protect their Aboriginal rights

adequately.ó2 However, if as Brock has argued,ó3 there were positive consequences

for Aboriginal people arising out of the failed FMC process, then the collapse of the

Meech Lake Accord on Jtne 23 1990 was a major triumph for the Aboriginal people

of Canada.

By refusing to offer his consent to an expedited timetable for public hearings

and debate on the accord (a procedural change that required the unanimous consent of

the I-egislative Assembly),* Elijah Harper prevented the Manitoba legislature from

ó0. T. Hall, "What Are We? Chopped Liver? Aboriginal Affairs in the Constinrtional Politics of Canada in

the 1980s" in M.D. Behiels (ed), The Meech Lake Primer: Conflicting Views of the 1987 Constitutional
Accord (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1989) 423 at 434.

6i. Section 16 of the Meech I¡ke Accord provided:

Nothing in section 2 of the Constitution Act, 1867 [which recognized Canada's linguistic duality
and Québec as a distinct societyl, affects Section 25 or 27 of rl.e Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms, Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, or Class 24 of Section 91 of the Constitution

Act, 1867.

- see P.W. Hogg, Meech Lake Constitutional Accord Annotated fforonto: Carswelt, 1988).

62. D.I . Purich, "Treatment of Aboriginal Peoples" in L. Ingle (ed), Meech Lake Reco¡tsidered. Httll;
Voyageur Publishing, 1989) 47 at 48-49; also Hall, note 60 supra at 439-445.

63. See discussion at text corresponding to notes 39-40 supra.

64. P.L. Monahan, Meech Lake: The Inside Story (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 199 i) at 234.
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passing a resolution in support of the Meech Lake package before the expiration of

the three yeâr deadline.ós Tuqpel and Monture have expressed vividly the

significance of this event:

June 1990 will be remembered by Canadians and by Fi¡st Nations peoples for a long time
to come. It was the summer of the demise of the Meech I-ake Accord, a constitutional
package which was crested to reshuffle federal and provincial jurisdiction in important
a¡eas and to 'bring Québec into the constitution' through formal accommodation of their
status as a soralled 'distinct society" and a so-called co-founding Nation. It was a
political death which was quickly eulogized as temporary, but it was a passing
"celebrated! in Québec with'a,resurgence of French nationalism and the expression of a
desire for greâter Québe¿ independence.

The biggest wake for tbe passing of the accord was not in Québec but in Manitoba. It
spread quickly throughout First Nations communities. It spread by moccasin telegraph,
over telephone whes, and through the media. It was the celebration of the ironic,
although, in our view, beautiful justice of the Meech l¿ke Accord's demise at the hands
of the First Peoples of Canada: peoples who, while the original inhabitants of what is now
Canada, have uever been recognized or treated as equals with the newcomers. We
embraced the death of the Accord in Manitoba wholeheartedly and joyously, although we
are careful to poiût out, as did the persoû who represenæd us all symbolically, Elijah
Harper, MLA Rupertsland, that the rejection of the Accord was not a rejection of Québec
as having a distinct French culture. It was the rejection of a constitutional lie - tåe lie of
only two foundi-ng nations in Canada.tr

For Asch and Macklem, "the import of Elijah Harper's actions lies in the fact

that they represent a reaction against a deep-rooted process of constitutional exclusion

of First Nations in the definition of Canada.'ó7 Indeed, the role of Aboriginal people

in the collapse of the Meech I .rke Accord, although seemingly negative in effect,

played an important part in generating the political will which had been so

significantly lacking during the previous constitutional round. As Turpel has noted:

65. The signiñcance of the three-year time limit for ratification of the Accord is discussed in R.E. Hawkins.
"Meech I¿ke - The Reality of the Time Limir' (1989) 35 McÄll Law Jourrøl 196.

66. M'E. Turpel & P.A. Monture, "Ode to Elijah: Refleætions of Two First Narions lffomen on the
Rekindliog of Spirit at the Wake for the Meæch l¿ke Accord' (1990) 15 Queen's Law lournal 345.

67. Note 15 supra at 516.
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For many people, the first time they ever got the message about Fi¡st Nations peoples'
struggle in Canada was when Elijah }larper said "no" in the Manitoba legislature. The
message was clearer around this event than during the First Ministers Conferences on

Aboriginal Rights from lg82 ta 1986.ó8

Clearly then, both the 'Aboriginal round' and the 'Québec round' had a major

impact on the way in which questions of Aboriginal rights would be dealt with during

subsequent attempts at macro-constitutional reform in Canada. By the time the federal

government was prepared to announce its most recent constitutional reform proposal,

the terms of the debate over Aboriginal self-government and Aboriginal participation

in the constitutional process had been altered significantly.6e

Itr. ABORIGINAL SELF-GOVERNMFÀTT AND TIIE (CANADA ROT]ND' OF
C ONS TITUTIONAL REFÐR]WO

1. The Federal Government's Proposal

In September 1991 the Governments of Canada presented its proposal for

constitutional recognition of the right of Aboriginal self-government:

The Government.of, Canada.proposes an smendment to the Constitution to entrench a
general:justiciable right to aboriginal self-government within the Canadian federation and
subject to the Canadian Charter of Righß and Freedoms, with the nature of the right to

68. In Turpel & Monture, noûe 66 supra at 348; see also B.P. Elman & A.A. Mclællan, "Canada After
Meech' (1991) 2 Constitutional Forum 63.

69. The impact of other events, including the rising proñle of Aboriginal justice inquiries, and, in
particular, the crisis at Oka must also be considered. See, for example, D. I-avery & B. Morse, "The
Incident at Oka: Ca¡adian Aboriginal Issues Move to the Front Burner" (1991) 48 Aboríginat Law Butletin
6.

10. At the time of writing Qune-July 1992) it is difficult to provide an up-to-date analysis of constitutional
reform developments or to predict the outcome of the process. Given these limitations, the aim of this
section is to provide a broad sketch of this most recent round of constih¡tional reform negotiation in Canada
with a view to providing a general context for analysis of the more specific iszues which are raised by the
prospect of creating Aboriginal justice systems as part of the inevit¿ble, if incremental, progress towards
Aboriginal self-government as a core component of the canadian federal sysrem.
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self-government described so as ûo facilitate i-oterpretation of that right by the courts. [n
order to allow an opportunity for the Government of Canada, the goverrments of the
provinces and the territories, and aboriginal peoples to come to a common understanding
of the conteot of this right, its enforceability would be delayed for a period of up to 10
years. The Special Joi¡t Committee should exami¡e the broad pa¡ameters of the right to
be entrenched in the Constitution and the jurisdictions that aboriginal governments would
exercir".Tl

The proposal envisions that "aboriginal governments would potentially exercise

a combination of jurisdictions presently exercised by the federal, provincial and

municipal governmentS....llz While those areas covered would vary depending on the

particular circumstances and wishes of each aboriginal community, the Government's

proposals state that the:

jurisdiction of aborigi-nal govertrments could potentially encompass a wide range of
matters including land and resource use, language and culture, education, policing and
administration of justice, heålth, social development and community inf¡astructure.T3

The Government has also proposed that an ongoing constitutional process to

deal with aboriginal issues be entrenched in the Constitution, thereby establishing a

forum which \¡/ould allow provincial governments and aboriginal leaders to "monitor

the progress made in the negotiation of self-government agreements."T4 Finally, the

Government has proposed "that aboriginal representation should be guaranteed in a

71. Government of Ca¡ada, Shaping Canada's Future Together: Proposals (Ottawa: Supply and Services
Canada, October 1991) at 10; see also Government of Canada, Aboigínal Peoples, Self-Goverrunent, and
Constitutional Refonn (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1991).

72. Id at 8.

73. Ibid.

74. Ibid.
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reformed Senate. "75

2. The Report of the Special Joint Committee

The Special Joint Committee on a Renewed Canada

the country.Tó

reported in February 1992

after conducting hearings

entrenchment in section 35

throughout

of the Constitution Act, 1982 of the inherent rieht of

aboriginal peoples to self-govemment within Canada" ,n and endorsed the formula

for constitutional recognition favoured by the Royal Commission on Aboriginal

criteria for the entrenchment of thePeoples.Ts The Royal Commission identified six

Aboriginal right to self-government:

... any new constitutional provision ... should indicate that the right is inherent in nature,
circumscribed in extent, ar.d. sovereign within its sphere. The provision should be adopted
with the consent of the aboriginal peoples, and should be consistent with the view that
section 35 may already recognize a right of self-government. Finally, it should be
j usti ciabl e immediately.Te

75. Id at 9. I have summarized here only those proposals which relate directly to Aboriginal people. For a
discussion of the proposals more generally, see, for sxample, the articles in 'Perspectives on 'shaping
Canada's Future Together", a special issue of Constitutional Forum, Volume 3(3), Winter 1992; and B.
Schwartz, Opting In: Improving the 1992 Federal Corutitutional Proposals ([Iull: Voyageur Publishing,
1992\.

It recommended "the

76. Pa¡liament of, Canada, Special Joint Committee
Chairmen: Gérald A. Beaudoin, Dorothy Dobbie), I
Comminee of the Senate and the House of Commons
Dobbie Report").

of the Senate and the House of Commons (Joint
Renewed Canada: The Report of the Special Joint
(Ottawa, February 28 1992) (hereinafter " Beaudoin-

77. Id at29.The Mani¡65¿ Constitutional Task Force also recommended that Aboriginat peoples' inìerent
right of self-government 'within the Canadia¡ constitutional framework' be entrenched in the constitution.
See Manitoba Constitutional Task Force (Chairperson: Professor W. Fox-Decent), Report of the Manitoba
Constitutional Task Force (Winnipeg, October 28 l99l) at28.

78. Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, The Rigttt of Aboriginal Self-Government and tl.te

Constitution: A Commentary (Ottawa: Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, February 13 lgg2).

'79. Cited in Beaudoin-Dobbie Report at 29.
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The Special Joint Committee's approach represents a signif,rcant advance on

the amendment originally proposed by the Federal Government in Shnping Canada's

Fu¡ure Together.so In particular, it accepts that the right of self-government is

inherent, and stresses the need for both immediate entrenchment and "rapid

progress"sr towards the negotiation and implementation of self-government

agreements.

The Committee further recommended "the entrenchment of a transition process

to identify the responsibilities that will be exercised by aboriginal governments and

their relationship to federal, provincial and ærritorial governments.u82 It did not

elaborate on the potential scope of powers to be exercised by Aboriginal governments,

beyond those specified in the Federal Government's original proposals.

On the question of the applicabiliry of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms the

Commitæe's position was somewhat unclear. After recognising the possible conflict

between the collective element of Aboriginal customary laws and the individual rights

emphasis of the,Charter, and acknowledging the position of the Native Women's

Association of Canada,83 that the Charter continue to apply, the Committee

recommended that "the fundamental rights and freedoms of all Canadians, including

the equality of the rights of men and women, ought to receive full constitutional

80. Note 71 supra.

8I. Beaudoin-Dobbie Report at30.

82. Id at31.

83. See discussion at text corresponding to qotes 90-92 infra.
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protection. "e

Finally, the Committee commented on the implications of Aboriginal self-

government for the future of the federal government's responsibilities under section

9l(24) of the Corstitwion Act, 1867, and stressed the need to address Métis claims

for a land and resource base.85

3. Aboriginal Organizations and the Negotiation Process

The initial response of Aboriginal organizations to the federal government's

original proposals was not positive. In particular, concerns were expressed about the

ten-year 'waiting pedd',tu the implications of entrenching a 'justiciable' right to

self-government,sT and the failure to describe the right as inherent. Following an

assessment of the proposals, Larry Chartrand observed:

Aboriginal people have a moral and legal right under Canadian and international ¡aw to
require Cauada to recognise an inherent rigbt !o self-government of Aboriginal peoples as
equal partners in the federation. The federal government's position is nothing short of a
simple re-affirmation of colonial superiority, an attitude which has been time a¡d time
again discredited as pure racism.88

84. Beaudoin-Dobbie Report at3l,

85. See id at 31. The Committee also reæommended that a joi-ot Aboriginal-federal government bureau be

established to administer federal responsibilities and 'the provision of fiscal transfers': id at32.

86. See, ¡ot s¡ample, D, Campbell, 'Indians say lO-year wait an outrage", Winnipeg Free Press,
September 25 199L, at L0.

87. The Indigenous Bar Association registered its concerns in this respect on the basis that 'Canadia¡ courts
have not been overly sympathetic or understanding of our traditions and culnrre": Indigenous Ba¡
Association, Constitutional Committee, Presentation to the Joint Committee on a Renewed Canada

@ecember 18 1991) at 7.

88. L. Chartrald, nBeads and Trinkets Take on New Form in Federal Constitutional Proposals for
Aboriginal Peoples in Canada" (1992) 3 Constitutional Forum 62 at 63.
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The Assembly of First Nations registered its dissatisfaction with the proposals

by initially threatening to boycott constitutional negotiations. Although subsequently

agreeing to participate in the process, it was not until March 1992 that the four major

Aboriginal organizations - the Assembly of First Nations, the Native Council of

Canada, the Métis National Council, and the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada - were

formally recognised as entitled to particþûe fully, with the aid of federal government

funding, in discussions with the federal and provincial governments designed to

produce a reform package.se

Despite its claim that this ¿urangement discriminates against women, the

Native Women's Association of Canada was not invited to participate in the

process.m One of the key reâsons for the Association's desire to participate in the

process towards constitutional recognition of the right of Aboriginal self-government

was the need to avoid entrenchment of a system of government in Aboriginal

communities which would continue to exclude Aboriginal women, and fail to take

account of their entitlement to participate in the exercise of autonomy. Aboriginal

women have expressed doubt about the capacity or willingness of the male-dominated

89. H. Branswell, 'Natives win full role in drafting unity package",Winnipeg Free Press, Ma¡ch 13 1992,
44. At this time ân agreement a¡d timetable was produced which was designed to result in a hnal
constitutional reform proposal by May 31 1992: S. Delacourt, R. Mackie & G. Fraser, "l0-week deadline
set for unity offer: Natives take part as Ottawa, provinces write timetable for constitutional proces s' , The
Globe and Mail,iô./erch 13 1992, Al.

90. B. Cox,'Native women's group claiming discrimination over funds disbursement', Winnipeg Free
Press, March L9 1992, 

^10.
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major Aboriginal organizations to adequately address such issues.er

The Native Women's Association of Canada has observed:

'What we want to get across !o Canadiens is our right as womeû to have a voice in
deciding upon the definition of Aboriginal government powers. ... Recognizing the
inherent right to self-government does ûot meån recognizing and blessing the

patriarchy created in our communities by a foreign government.Ð

In April 1992 the First Nations Ci¡cle on the Constitution - a commission

established by the Assembly of First Nations - released a report titled, To th¿

Source.e3 The report is the product of a six month consultation process which

included 80 community hearingss and four constituent assemblies which addressed

the views of Elders, youth, women, and off-reserve First Nations people.es

The commission's recommendations included:

91. For example, Marilyn Fontaine, a member of the Aboriginal Women's Unity Coalition, suggests that
'[t]he chiefs at a national level haven't strongly supported women's rights": R. Teichroeb, "Limits sought
on powers of chiefs. Past abuses raise fears of 'dictaiorship' if self-goverD-ment granted too quickly',
Winnipeg Free Press, April 6 1992, 813. This a¡ticle is part of an excellent four part series titled,
'Democracy on the Reserve' (Winnipeg Free Press, April 6-10 1992) which examines the current operation
of band governments on Manitoba's reserves, and zurveys 'grass-roots' opinion on Aboriginal self-
government.

92. Native Women's Association of Canada, Statemcnt on th¿ 'Canada Packnge' (Ottawa: Native Women's
Association, 1992) at 7. T\e role of Aboriginal women i¡ traditional self-government is compared with their
status under ¡he Indian Act regime i-n D. Young, "tüy'alking in Our Mothers' Footsteps: Aboriginal Women
and Traditional Self-Government" (1992) 6(l) Herizons 24. See also Native Women's Association of
Canada, Matriarchy and thc Canaàian Charter: A Dßcussion Paper (Ottawa: Native Vy'omen's Association
of Canada, 1992); W. Moss, "Indigenous Self4overnment in Canada and Sexual Equality Under ¡he Indian
lcr: Resolving Conflicts Between Collective and Individual Rights" (1990) 15 Queen's Law Journal 279;
and J. Fiske, 'Native Women in Reserve Politics: Strategies and Struggles'(1990-1991) 30-3 1 Journal oJ
Legal Pluralisn l2l. The position of the Native Women's Association of Ca¡ada on the important question
of the application of the Charær of Rights and Freedoms to Aboriginal governments will be addressed in
Chapter 7, at the text corresponding to notes 62-75 infra.

93. First Nations Circle on the Constitution, To the Source. Co¡n¡nissioners' Report (Ottawa: Assembly of
First Nations, 1992).

94. Listed id at82-93.

95. Id at 55-72.
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* That the Constitution recognize Fi¡st Nations inherent right to self-government
* That First Nations be recognized as separate and distinct societies* That First Nations self-government be implemenÞd in a way and at a pace to be
determi¡ed by each First Nation

I'*", First Nations justice systems be established to apply Aboriginal principles and
practices of justice to our own people, since the current application of Canadian justice to
Aboriginal peoples has rezulted in miscarriages of justice a¡d the legal expression of
racism.%

Clearly, recognition of the contribution to the constitutional reform process of

the Assembty of First Nations, and the Aboriginal people which it represents, is

crucial to the ultimate success of the enterprise. However, in the Prairie region alone,

there a¡e a range of other perspectives which need to be addressed in order to

adequately address the issue of meaningful Aboriginal self-government.e

For example, for the Native Council of Canada, the question of what self-

government will mean for Aboriginal people living off-reserve and in urban centres is

96. Id at?3.

97. It would seem that the constitutional negotiation structure established in Ma¡ch has been relatively
successful in creating an environment sensitive to these variations. However, for the most part, media
attention was focused on the positions taken by the Assembly of First Nations, which were not always
consistent witå the views of the other Aboriginal organizations participating in the process. This scena¡io
was perhaps most vividly illustrated by the tension which developed following Ovide Mercredi's submission
before a constitutional conference in Toronto @. Ferguson, 'Aboriginal plea throws wrench into
conference", Winnipeg Free Press, February 8 1992, A4) and later before the Joint Parliamentary
Committee on the Constitution @. Cox, "Mercredi refuses to veer from collision on demand for native
distinct society', Winnipeg Free Press, February ll 1992, A4) tåat First Nations were entitled to the same
distinct society recognition proposed for Québec. Mercredi's comments prompted an angry response from
many Québec politicians @. MacDonald, 'Mercredi ruffles Québec feathers. Politicia¡s fuming over native
warning', Winnipeg Free Press, February 13 1992, A5). (For a discussion of some of the difficulties for
Aboriginal constitutional claims which a¡e raised by the distinct society proposal, see J. Cohen,
"Aboriginals confrontQuébec", Winnipeg Free Press, Ma¡ch lg lgg2,47.) The Assembly of First Nations
position was endorsed by a Québec represenlative of the lnuit Tapirisat of Ca¡ada (see W. Catagata,nNatives demand status as distinct society", rilinnipeg Free Press, February 8 lgg}, A4), but was not
supported by the Native Council of Canada (see G. Arnold, "Mercredi softens call for distinct native
stafus", tilinnipeg Free Press, February 16 l9gZ, A4).
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central.es Further, a major concern expressed by Métis representatives \r/as that the

uncertain constitutional status of Métis people under section 9l(24) of the Constitutíon

Act, 1867, would allow the passage of a form of constitutional recognition that tailed

to grant to Métis people rights equivalent to other Aboriginal peoples.s

This legitimate concern was evident in a report issued by the Métis National

Council in March 1992, which stated that "... the Métis Nation supports the federal

assumption of jurisdiction and responsibility for Métis under Section 9I(24) of the

Constitwion Act, I867.urm r.ike the Assembly of First Nations report, Thz Métis

Naion On the Move was the product of community consultations, and "identifies,

prioritizes and elaborates on the constitutional concerns of Métis people."r0l

After providing an introduction to the role of the Métis in Canada's

development,l@ the report addresses specific matters including the Métis land issue

and the question of constitutional entrenchment of the right of self-government. It

recommended that "[t]he inherent right of Métis to a land and resource base must be

98. \ffherrett & Brown, note I supra; see also M. Duna, Access to Survival, A Perspective on Aboriginal
Self-Goverrunent for the Constituency of thc Native Council of Canada (Kingston: lnstitute of
Intergovernmental Relations, Queen's University, 1987).

99. See L. Johnsrude, 'Métis I-ook to Provinces for Constitution Help", Winnipeg Free Press, April 30
1992, A9; also J. Morrow, 'Métis want to be de¿It with as a Nation', Windspeakcr, February I7 1992,3.

100. Métis National Council, Thc Métß Nation on the Move: Report on The Metis Narion's Constirurional
Parallel Process (ir,fétis National Council, 1992) at32.

l0l. Id at 1.

IO2. Id at 4-13.
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recognized, in the Corutitution,"rß and asserted that:

The Métis Nation seeks explicit constitutional reaffi¡mation of the inherent right of Métis
self-government in section 35 of the ûnstitution Act 1982.1u

From the time of the formal entry of Aboriginal organizations into the

constitutional negotiation process in March, progress towards a more acceptable

proposal for constitutional recognition of the right of Aboriginal self-government was

relatively rapid.,On April 9 constitutional negotiators in Halifax reached an agreement

in principle to recognise the inh¿rent right of Aboriginal self-government.

Commenting on the agreement, Constitutional Affairs Minister Joe Clark stated:

All in all, quiæ zubstantial progress (has) begun on the question of aboriginal issues,
including some quite fundameotal agreemeots that I think would have been almost

uathinkable a year ago.16

While the commitment to support the inherent right of Aboriginal self-

government did not conclude the process,rffi it was cleå.rly a major development. It

allowed attention to shift to the task of drafting a constitutional amendment that could

provide an appropriate mechanism for defining the right, and support a wide variety

of self-government arrangements in Aboriginal communities.

IO3. Id at 19.

I04. Idat27.It should be noted that the reportstated that'[t]he [Métis National Council] has no objection
in principle to the application of the Charter and furtber supports the development of a Métis Charter^: ibid.
See also Metis Sociery of Saskat,chewan, Métis Conunission on the Cqnadian Constitwion (Regina: Métis
Society of Saskarchewaa, December 1991); and in relation to tåe particular implications of self-government
for Métis settlements in Alberta, see T.C. Pocklington, Thc Goverwncnt and Politics of the Atberta Métis
Settlemcnts (Regina: Canadian Plains Resea¡ch Center, University of Regina, 1991) at 123-136.

105. A. Jeffers, 'Native rights, Senateagreed on',Winnipeg Free Press, April l0 L992, Al3.

106. For s¡rmple, Brad Morse has pointed out that the mere insertion of the word 'inherent' does not, in
itself, settle the Aboriginal self-government issue: see R. Platiel, nNatives' battle far from settled", Tft¿
Globe and Mail, March 13 1992, A6.
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On May 11, the Multilaæral Meeting on the Constitution in Vancouver agreed

to the following addition to the Corstitution Act, 1982: "35.1(1) The aboriginal

peoples of Canada have the inherent right to self-government."lÚ Subsequently, a

contextual statement in the following terms was agreed to:

(2) The exercise of the right referred to in subsection (1) includes the legislative authority
of the Aboriginal peoples
(i) to safeguard a¡d develop their languages, cultures, economies, identities, institutions
and traditions; and

|;Lj:j:";|:?,åî#å,and 
strenethen their relationsb.ip with lands, seâs, waters,

so as to determine and control their development as peoples, according to their own
values aod priorities and enzure the integrity of their societies.lG

Inclusion of a statement that Aboriginal p€oples constitute one of three orders of

government in Canada has also received general agreement, although the precise

location of such a clause has not been settled.ræ

One of the most difficult issues dealt with during the negotiation process was

the creation of a structure for implementation of the right to self-government. At the

MMC in Montreal on May 20 agreement was reached on a commitment to negotiate

in the following terms:

The Government of Canada, the Aboriginal peoples in the various regions and

107. See Continuing Committee on the Constitution, \ilorking Group III, Rotting Drafi (lune | 1992)
(hereinafter "Rolling Drafi ) at l.

I08. Id at 1. Agreement reached at Multilateral Meeting on the Constitution, Toronto, May 27 1992. British
Columbia and Newfoundland reserved their position on the inclusion of the word "seas" in this sub-section.

109. The most widely accepted proposal is for the inclusion of a s.35.1(3) which states:
The right referred to in subsection (l) shall be interpreted in a ma¡¡er consistent with the
recognition of the governments of the Aboriginal peoples as constituting one of three orders of
government in Canada.

It has also been proposed that the reference be included in the Canada clause, and perhaps in section 4 of
tÁe Constitution Act, 1867: see id at3, 5).
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commudties of Canrda, and the provincial governments shall negotiate in good faith the
implementation of the right of self-government, including issues of
(i) jurisdiction,
(ii) lands and resources of the Aboriginal peoples concerned, and
(iii) economic and fiscal arrangements,
with the objective of concludi¡g agreements elaborating the relationship between
Aboriginal govern-ments and the two other orders of government.ll0

It was also agreed at this time that "[a]ll the Aboriginal peoples of Canada shall have

equitable access to the process of negotiations...",ttt and that the negotiations "shall

have regard to' the different circumstances of the various Aboriginal peoples of

Canada. "112

Negotiators agreed at the M;ay 27 MMC that provision be made for a three

year delay of the justiciability of the inherent right of self-government to facilitate the

carrying out of negotiations.rr3 A "Delay of Justiciability Accord" sets out the terms

of the delay period.tto In the event that no agreement could be reached prior to

expiration of the three year period, the Accord would allow Aboriginal communities

to seek a specif,rc judicial definition of their right to self-government.

Agreement was also reached on a topic of particular concern to the Métis and

non-status Indians. The MMC on May 30 agre€d that section 9I(24) of the

Corutitution Act, 1867be amended by the addition of: "For greater cert.ainty, Section

110. Id at 14.

111. Ibid.

112. Id at 18.

113. G. Arnold, "Native power process agreed.
Press, ilr/.ay 28 1992, AL.

ll4. Rolling Drafi at A¡¡ex A.

If talks fail, courts to define self-rule", Winnipeg Free
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9l(24) applies to all Aboriginal peoples of Canada. "rr5

Formal constitutional negotiations came to an end on June 11 without ñnal

agreement on a final package of proposed constitutional amendments. However, as

Ovide Mercredi reported to Fi¡st Nations Chiefs at that time, "major progress was

made on Aboriginal issues during the Multilateral Meetings on the Constifution."rr6

Along with the draft provision discussed above, agreement was also reached on the

following issues:117

(a) that the Charter of Rights and Freedoms will apply to Aboriginal governments,

including access to the section 33 override power;rr8

(b) the inclusion in the Charter of an expanded non-derogation clause to protect the

full range of Aboriginal rights;rre

(c) that the treaties be inte¡preted "in a just, broad and liberal manner taking into

115. A number of related provisions dealing more,specifically with Métis concerns and, in particular, with
recogniton of a Métis Nation Accord, the operation of Métis settlements in Alberta and the issue of a land
and resource base were also addressed: æe id at34-37. Earlier in May the federal government appointed
senior minister Jake Epp to oversee negotiations designed to address issues of concerü to tåe Métis: see
"Epp to seek Métis place in Canada', The StarPhoenix, May g lgg2,413; and 'Acrion for the Métis",
Winnipeg Free Press, May 16 1992, A6.

116. Ovide Mercredi, National Chief, Assembly of First Nations, 'Memorandum to All Chiefs, Provincia.l
and Territorial Organi2¿i6¡s' (June 12 1992),2.

117. For a more complete summary, see id at 24.

Il8. Rolling Draft at 9. The draft section 33.1 agreed to by the MMC, Toronro, May 30 1992, (id at 13)
states:

Section 33 applies, with such modifications, consistent with the purpose of section 33 requirements
as are appropriate to the circumst^nces of the Aboriginal peoples concerned, to the legislative
bodies of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada.

ll9. Id at 21.
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account their spirit and intent and the context of the specific [eaty negotiations";r20

and

(d) that further constitutional conferences on Aboriginal issues be convened every rwo

yeârs commencing no later than 1996.r21

On June 22 the Constitutional Affairs Minister generaûed concerns about the

fragility of these tentative gains, when he suggesûed that the provisional deal on

Aboriginal self-government may have to be re-worked on the basis that "there may be

a need for more precision. " rn He also suggesæd that the federat government was

prepared to unilaterally prepare a final package of reforms in the event that agreement

could not be reached on matters still outstanding.tæ Despite suggestions by Brad

Morse, an advisor to the Native Council of Canada, that Mr Clark's comments were

not a câuse for concern,t' th" National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations

responded by stating that "we will be resisting any amendments, all amendments, and

we will be working within Canada to persuade Canadians not to support a package as

120. MMC, Toronto, May 30 1992l. id at?5.

121. Agreed to by the MMC, Toronto, May 26 L99Z: id at3l.

122. "Impatient Cla¡k talks of going it alone on unity. Agreement on native rights may need to be
reworked", Winnipeg Free Press, Iune23 1992, A4.

n3. Iba.

124. Ibid.
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developed by the prime minister."r25

On June 24, the Prime Minister scheduled final meetings with Aboriginal

leaders and First Ministers on 28 utd 29 June respectively. He announced that

Parliament will be recalled on July 15, and that if at that time no agreement had been

reached, Parliament would debate and vote on the federal government's own

constitutional package. 126

However, on July 7 nine of Canada's premiers reached a tentative agreement

on a complete package of constitutional reforms.l27 The package left earlier

agreÆments on Aboriginal self-government basically intact, although the three year

pre-justiciable negotiation period was increased to f,rve years, and a provision was

added requiring the creation of an independent tribunal to settle disputes that may

arise during the course of self-government negotiations.l2s

The next stage in the constitutional reform process will likely depend on the

125. C. Morris, "Mercredi worried for pact on unity. 'Backtracking' may scuttle native goals", Winnipeg
Free Press, Iute 24 1992, 

^I4. 
Similarly, Rosema¡ie Kuptawa, President of the l¡uit Tapirisat of Canada

stated that'[t]he aboriginal package must remain intact': J. Douglas,'Senate, natives atop agenda',

Winnipeg Free Press, June 25 1992, AI.

126. S. Delacourt & G. Fraser, "Mulroney takes the stage. Ottawa changing the script for actors in unity
drama', The Globe and Mail, June 25 L992, Al,A,4. On June 23 legisiation designed to provide the
framework for a possible nationai referendum on constitutional reform received royal assent. The provision
is most likely to be empioyed in the event that the provincial governments do not come to agreement and
the federal government prepares its own pakage of reforms: see W. Caragata, "Referendum bill clears
Senate, becomes law this weekn, Winnipeg Free Press,lune24 1992, AI4.

127. S. Delacourt, 'Premie¡s break unity logjam., The Globe and Mail, July 8 1992, ,4,1.

128. Id at A2.
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response of the Government of Québec to

specif,rcally, whether Premier Bourassa agrees

Ministers Conference. I3o

the 'Canada round' package,r?e and

to attend further negotiations or a First

TV. THE CONTEI.TT OF THE
GOVERNMEFIT

ABORIGINAL RIGHT OF SELF-

Whatever the ultimate outcome of the 'Canada round', general agreement on a

process for defining and implementing Aboriginal self-government will likely be one

of the most significant developments of the recent attempt at constitutional reform.

Indeed, one of the most commonly cited reasons for opposing constitutional

entrenchment of the inherent right of self-government since Aboriginal organizations

first advanced this particular claim,r3r has been the absence of a widely understood

129. "Other premiers pleased by Bourassa's response', Winnipeg Free Press, July l0 lgg2, A4. One of the
several features of the package about which concerns have been expressed in Québec is the proposal for
recognition of the inherent right of Aboriginal self-government. A legal opinion prepared for the
Government of Québec described the proposal as an 'unprecedenæd threat' to Québec, and zuggested that it
may be unconstitutional and in violation of the Canadian Charter of Righfs and Freedoms: A. Picard,
'Québec has nothing to fea¡ from self-rule, native says. Cree ofñcial dismisses warning from 'paranoid
lawyers'", The Globe and Mail,luly 23 1992, A4.

130. W. Catagata,'Meeting likely if Bourassa agrees to come: Clark says wording getting polish',
Winnipeg Free Press, Iuly 24 1992, Al0.

131. See, ¡s¡ s¡emple, Chief Gary Potts, 'Statement to Meeting of Ministers, Ottawa, 20-21 Ma¡cb 1986
on Behalf of the Assembly of First Nationsn in Assembly of Fi¡st Nations, Our Land, Our Government,
Our Heritage, Our Future (Ottawa: Assembly of First Nations, l99Z) at9:

It has to be clear that our right to self-government is an inherent right and that we are seeking to
make it explicit in the Constitution for the beneñt of everybody else, not ourselves. From there,
we will set out to work out the terms of co-existeuce between our particular peoples in particular
areas of the country and the non-aboriginal people who a¡e in that particular a¡ea of the country.
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and accepted def,rnition. t32

However, it is not the purpose of constitutional recognition, as presently

conceived, to 'settle' the question of Aboriginal self-government. As Penner has

observed, such a declaration "[would] not resolve the issue of the territoriai

application of the right.ttr33 fls argues that "this is not an issue with which a

constitution can deal in detail given the number and diversity of aboriginal land claims

and the almost intractable difficulry of ærritorial definition."ril

At the same time, in the context of assessing the relationship between

autonomy-based Aboriginal justice reform and the achievement of meaningful

Aboriginal self-government, the question of content clearly requires some

consideration. Indeed, once the issue is addressed, it becomes equally clear that,

viewed in isolation, the concept of Aboriginal self-government could conceivably refer

to a wide range of alternatives.

One commentator has described self-government as "any instituúonal

arrangement designed to secure greater aboriginal participation in the public policy

process.rr3s llhile this may be an accurate enough blanket statement of the concepr,

132. See, ¡o¡ s¡ample, the position advanced by Ia-n Scott, the former Attorney-General of Ontario, in I.
Simpson, "Broad, bold and breath-taking, but what does it mean?", Thc Globe and Mait, March 25 1992,
A'18.

133. Pen¡er. note 43 suora at 15.

134. Ibid. For an interesting discussion of the range of non-territorial jurisdictional models upon which
Aboriginal self-government might be based, see G.R. Hall, "The Quest for Native Self-Government: The
Challenge of Territorial Sovereignty" (1992) 50 Univeriry of Toronto Faculty of Law Review 39. The
significance of this approach for the cre¿tion of Aboriginal justice systems will be addressed in Chapter 8.

135. D.A. Boisvert, Forms of Abori&nal Self-Govemnunt. Background Paper l/o. 2 (Kingston: Institute of
Intergoverr-ental Relations, Queen's University, 1985) at 5.
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a more detailed explanation of Aboriginal self-government is possible, given the

extent to which the issue has developed in Canada during the last decade. Ponting and

Gibbins have proposed a five-part 'blackbox' for the many and va¡ied forms which

self-government might take in practice. 13ó They suggest that the following features

cån be seen as general, non-contentious components of the concept of self-

government, at least in relation to the specific situation of First Nations peoples:

1. .Indian-government will have a ûerritorial ba¡e on the reserves, although its reach may
not be restricæd ø that base.
2. Indian self-government will involve some form of administrative and political
¡m¿lg¡m¿fio¡ at the zupra-band level (tribal, district, or national).
3. Indian goveroment will entail ¡[s tr¡nsfs¡ of certain jurisdictional responsibilities now
in the hands of the federal government to Indian hands.
4. Indian decisions with respect to these responsibilities will not be zubject to review or
veto by the federal government.
5. Indian governments will have access to and control over sufficient fiscal resources to
meet these responsibilities. 137

As Wherrett and Brown have pointed out in a paper prepared for the Native

Council of Canada,l3E governing a limiæd land base such as a reserve is only one of

four general ways in which the inherent right of self-government could be exercised.

Other possibilities include governing a traditional territory, governing members of an

Aboriginal Nation off the land base, and governing members of a general Aboriginal

136. J.R. Ponting & R. Gibbins, 'Thorns in the Bed of Roses: A Socio-Political View of the Problems of
Indian Governmentn in L. Little Bear, M. Boldt & J.A. Long (eds), Pathways to Self-Determination:
Canadian Indians and the Canadian Srare (Ioronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984).

137- Id at I22-I23.It should be emphasized that this outline merely painrs a general picture of Aboriginal
self-government. If the ultimate aim of genuine selfdetermination for Aboriginal peoples is to be achieved,
it must be possible for Aboriginal communities to decide, with a higher level of specificity, which form of
self-government is to be adopted in their particular case. The more specific question of models for the
exercise of Aboriginal justice autonomy is considered in Chapter 8.

138. Note I supra.
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population.r3e The particular governing structure would greatly influence the range

of powers exercised by specific Aboriginal governments. Indeed, it is in relation to

the category of "certain jurisdictional responsibilities" identified by Ponting and

Gibbins that the greatest uncertainty and concern continues to exist.

According to the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, "Aboriginal self-

government means the right of Aboriginal communities to run their own affairs within

their own territory."r40 Significantly, 'Aboriginal affairs' are not limited in the

Inquiry's formulation, to politically uncontroversial or previously accepted heads of

power, but are expressly stated to include the right of Aboriginal governments to

establish their own constitutions, civil and criminal laws, a¡rd institutions of

government.lal

Despite consistently strong opposition to the idea of a pre-defined right of self-

government, Aboriginal organizations have begun to articulate an increasingty detaited

picture of what Aboriginal self-government would mean in practice.la2 They have,

however, continued,to reject the notion of a national blueprint for implementing self-

139. Id at,23-26.

140. Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Reporf of the Aboriginal
Justice Inquiry of Manitoba. Volnne l: Th¿ Justice System and Aboriginat People (Winnipeg: Province of
Menitoba, 1991) at 641.

141. Id at 321-326.

142. This willingness reflects, at least in part, a recognition that progress on the formal implementation of
Aboriginal self-government required that the concept be advanced "beyond the level of a 'value notion'":
J.A. I-ong & M. Boldt, "Concepts of Indian Government Among Prairie Native Indian University Students'
(1984) 19 Journal of Canadian Studies 166 at 167; see also S.M. Weaver, 'lndia.n Government: A Concept
in Need of a Definition" in L. Linle Bear, M. Boldt & J.A. Long (eds), Pathways to Self-Determination:
Canadian Indians and the Canadian Stdl¿ Cforonto: University of Toronto Press, 1984) at 65-68.
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government in individual Aboriginal communities. As the former Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court of Canada observed at a constitutional conference in Ottawa in March

1992, "[t]he presence of one form of self-government should not deny other forms.

There can be no single model of aboriginal self-government because there are scores

of distinct aboriginal peoples in Canada."la3 Similarly, the executive director of the

Grand Council of the Crees of Québec has expressed frustration with the demand for

a single definition"applicable to all Aboriginal people throughout canada:

This country is based on a number of vague concepts, so I think it's unfair to insist that
aboriginal people be tåe only ones who have to define their own principles down to the
last comma. Who can give a black-and-whiæ definition of 'distinct society' or 'renewed
federalism' or'charter rights'?14

An exhaustive analysis of the various 'meanings' or possible definitions of

Aboriginal self-government is beyond the scope of this thesis.las However, in the

context of assessing the shift towards the creation of an environment for the

administration of justice which includes a recognition of the value and legitimacy of

Aboriginal autonomy, some exploration of the parameters of Aboriginal government

would seem to be appropriate.

During the course of constitutional negotiations, the Métis National Council

proposed the addition to the Corstitwíon Act, 1982 of a section 35.1(2\ in the

143' G. Arnold, 'Natives Grilled on Visions for Self4overnmeut", Winnipeg Free Press, Ma¡ch 15 1992,
A5.

L44. Blll Namagoose, quoted in A. Picard, 'Kanesatake seen as symbol. Issue of self-rule highlighted at

Mohawk community", The Globe and Mail, March 13 l9gZ, A6.

145. For a¡ introduction to the range of forms which self-government could take, see D.C. Hawkes,
Aboriginal Self-Governnent. What Does It Mean? (Kingston: Institute of Intergovernmental Relations,
Queen's University, 1985) at 25{8.
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following terms:

For greater certainty, the Aboriginal peoples of Canada may exclusively make laws in
relation to matters that include the following:
(a) land and resources, including land and resource use;
(b) language and culture;
(c) education;
(d) training and manpower;
(e) policing and the administration of justice;
(Ð he¿tth;
(g) social services, including family and children's services;
(h) economic development and community infrastructure, including housing;
(i) envi¡onmental Protection;
O tåe raising-and expenditure,of revenues;

ft) customary law;

Q) membership/citizenship; and

(m) generally all matters of a local or private nature.l6

While this level of detail was not included in subsequent drafts, it is illustrative of the

types of powers which may be considered available to Aboriginal governments.

As Wherrett a¡rd Brown have observed, "[t]he constitutionally entrenched right

to self-government will be circwscribed a least to sonæ degree, either directly

within the Constitution or by negotiation with other governments.(r4? Either the

terms of the constitution directly, or more likely, the terms of specific self-

government agreements, will delimit the range of matters over which Aboriginal

governments will exercise power. l4E

As was argued ealier in this thesis,rae it is likely that jurisdiction over the

146. Rolling Drafi at 3. The Native Council of Canada proposed a similarly specific draft, although the
version later adopted during the MMC process generally reflects the draft favoured by the Assembly of
First Nations, and is rather more general in terms.

147. Note I supra at 39 (emphasis added).

148. Ibid.

149. See discussion in Chapter 5, at text corresponding to ûotes 83-85 supra.
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administration of justice is likely to be one of the most keenly contested categories of

negotiated Aboriginal self-governing powers. Aboriginal organizations and community

representatives will have to contend with the possibility that there may be legal

arguments which support opposition to the granting of control over the administration

of justice to Aboriginal communities, without rejecting the legitimacy of the inherent

right of Aboriginal self-government.

In Native Liberry, Crown Sovereigwy,r5o Bruce Clark argues persuasively

that the right of Aboriginal self-government is already recognised under section 35 of

the Corutitution Act, 1982. However, he suggests that this right does not extend to

jurisdiction over criminal matters.rsr Clark bases this conclusion on the enactment

of two imperial statutes in 1803152 and 1821,153 which had the effect of partially

abrogating the Aboriginat right of self-government, by "exûend[ing] the colonial

governments'legal system regarding crimes and offences to the Indian territory."lsa

Clark concludes that "[s]ince their promulgation the arguable scope of aboriginal self-

government in Canada has been restricted to civil matters."lss

150. B. Clatk, Native bberty, Crown Sovereignty. Thc Existing Aboriginat Right of Sef-Goverrnunt ín
Canada (Montreal & Kingston: McGllQueen's Universiry Press, 1990).

151. Id at 124-130.

152. A\ Act for Extending the Jurisdiction of the Courts of Justice in the Provinces of Lower and Upper
Canada, to the Trial and Punishment of Persons Guilty of Crimes and Offences within Certain Parts of
North America Adjoining to the Said Provilces, 43 Geo. Itr, c. 138: cited. i"d at lz4.

153. A¡ Act for Regulating the Fur Trade, and Estabtishing a Criminal and Civil Jurisdiction within Certain
Pa¡ts of North America, | & 2 Geo. fV, c. 66: cited, ibid.

154. Id at 124-125.

155. Id at 125.
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Clearly, arguments such as these need to be analyzrÅ in greater detail.

date, the relationship between Aboriginal self-government and proposals

autonomous Aboriginal justice structures has been inadequately explored.

V. THE RELATIONSHIP BET\ryEEN AUTONOMY.BASED JUSTICE
RE,FORM AND ABORIGINAL SELF-G.OVERNME}IT

While, as. discussed above, the Canadian dialogue on Aboriginal self-

government has developed substantially in the last ten years, explorations of the

relationship between Aboriginal autonomy in the field of justice administration and

formal implementation of Aboriginal self-government as a component of the Canadian

federal system are still at a relatively preliminary point of evolution. As suggested

earlier, one of the key reasons for this 'lag' is that it is only relatively recently that

criminal law and justice administration has been widely considered to come within the

parameters of potential exercises of Aboriginal self-governing power.

Following the release of the Report of the Special Committee on Indian Self-

Government in 1983, St¿n Jolly commented that:

It is not an easy task to determine precisely the implications of the Pen¡er Report for the
administration of justice because there is very little in the report which deals specifically
with justice. The three critical a¡eas of concern to Indian people, as identiñed by the

Committee, a¡e education, child welfare, and health.l56

In the decade that has followed the release of this important report, a dramatic

156. S. Jolly, "Implications of the Report of the Special Committee on Indian Self-Government (Penner
Report) for the Creation of Auûonomous Native Justice Structures' in C.T. Grifñths (ed), Circuit and Rural
Court Justice in thc North. A Resource Publication @urnaby: The Northern Conference a¡d Simon Fraser
University, 1984) at 2-87. He did conclude, however, that ultimately, '[s]elf-government would mean that
virtually the entire range of law-making policy, progrâm delivery, law enforcement, a-nd adjudication
Powers would be available to an Indian First Nation government within its territory ... Eventually, Indian
law codes and courts would be put in place": ibid.

To

for
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reshaping of the institutions of criminal justice administration has emerged as one of

the major objectives of Aboriginal organizations and communities throughout Canada,

an aspiration which has increasingly been expressed in terms of a vatid exercise of

Aboriginal autonomy rights.

Despite a specific reference in the federal government's 1991 constitutional

reform proposals to "policing and administration of justice" as one of the range of

matters over which Aboriginal governments might Írssume jurisdiction,tsT Jolly's

comments on the diff,rculty of assessing the implications of Aboriginal self-government

for the justice area are still broadly applicable.

However, during the course of the past year it has become increasingly

apparent (and specifrc reference may be made not only to the course of negotiations

during the latest constitutional round, but also to the climate generated by the release

of the major Aboriginal justice reports during this period) that autonomy-based reform

along the lines envisioned by the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba is unlikely to

be realised outside of a successfut and expansive Aboriginal self-government

impiementation process. In fact, this thesis argues, with one qualification,rs8 that the

establishment of comprehensive Aboriginal justice systems without the prior initiation

of adequately empowered Aboriginal governments is not simply politically

improbable, but is likely to prove inherently incapable of meeting the justice

157. Note 7L supra at 8.

158. Discussed at text corresponding to notes 165-167 infra.
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requirements of Aboriginal communities.rsn Further, there may be substantial legai

impediments to such 'delegated' autonomy initiatives in this area.

The existing distribution of legislative authorify in Canadat* ruy provide a

constitutional bar to the establishment of Aboriginal justice systems based on

delegated authority in the event of a provincial commitment to such initiatives. Under

the existing constitutional structure it is not clear whether federal or provincial

government powers could independently support the creation of comprehensive

Aboriginal court systems without a signiñcant jurisdictional realignment. Key

elements of this realignment may be accomplished by the broad constitutional

recognition and redistribution of powers which is currently being proposed in the

'Canada round'.

According to section 92(14) of the Corutitwion Act, 1867, the following is

within the exclusive powers of provincial legislatures:

The Administration of Justice in the Province, including the Constitution, Maintenance,
and Organization of Provincial Courts, both of Civil and Criminal Jurisdiction, and
including Procedure in.Civil Matters in those Courts.

Section 9I(24) of the Constitution Act, 1967 gives the federal Parliament power to

make laws with respect to "Indians, ild Lands reserved for Indians",l6r and section

9I(27) includes within federal legislative authority, "The Criminal l¿w, except the

159. In this respect, tbe experience of tribal courts in the Uniæd States is illustrative, and will be considered
in Chapter 7.

160. See generally, P. MackJem, 'First Nations Self4overnment and the Borders of the Canadian Legal
Imagination' (1991) 36 McÅll Law Journal 38? at 414425.

161. Section 91(24) includes Inuit peoples (æe Reference re Term 'lndians', [1939] S.C.R. 104). Prior to
the most recent constitutional round, the term has not been interpreted so as to refer to Métis people: see
discussion at text corresponding to notes 99-Il5 supra.
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Constitution of Courts of Criminal Jurisdiction, but including the Procedure in

Criminal Matters. "

It could be argued that section 92Q$ empowers provincial governments to

establish Aboriginal courts or other such justice mechanisms under the administration

of justice power. However, such action could be construed as constituting an intrusion

on federal jurisdiction. It may be, as Macklem has observed, that

..: a province is not entitled to single out native people and treat them differently than
non'ative people. Legislation to this effect would be in pith and substance legislation in
relation to 'Indians' and therefore ultra vires the province.ló2

While it is possible that this conflict could be resolved by federat-provincial

agreements dealing with jurisdiction over justice administration in Aboriginal

communities,l63 it is illustrative of an existing structure of government and a

distribution of powers that is inadequaûe as a context for achieving the level of control

over matters of justice and dispute resolution which Aboriginal communities are

seeking.ln

The qualification referred to above,rós relates to the phenomenon of 'extra-

162. Note 160 supra at 418. See, for example, the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v.

Sutherland, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 451.

163. Alternatively, Cowie has argued that "the federal government has signiñcant authority to delegate
unencumbered jurisdiction to aboriginal communities, replacing provincial laws of general application': I.
Cowie, Future Issucs of Jurisdiction and Coordination Between Aboriginat and Non-Aborigínat
Governments (Kingston: Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, Queen's University, 1987) at ix.

164. For an interesting a-rgument that First Nations autonomy ca¡ be promoted within extsting constitutionai
arrangements by further limiting the application of provincial laws to "Indians and lands reserved for
Indians', see B. Ryder, "The Demise and Rise of the Classical Paradigm in Canadian Federalism:
Promoting Autonomy for the Provinces and First Nations" (1991) 36 McGitl Law Journal 308 at 362-380.

165. Note 158 supra.
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legal'rtr justice initiatives in recent years which has seen a number of Aboriginal

communities establish structures or processes that have been designed as altern-atives

to the dominant criminal justice sysûem.r67 In general terms, the rationale for such

initiatives is the inadequacy of the imposed non-Aboriginal system, while the

justification is the entitlement of such communities to exercise control over its own

members. While such programs are generally quite limited in scope, their key

signif,rcance is that, at least in their genesis, they do not necessarily depend on

devolutions of provincial or federal authority, but are exercises of original Aboriginal

autonomy. For this reason, such initiatives must be analyzed in rather different terms

than the forms of 'delegated' autonomy critiqued here.

The difficulty, as discussed above, of identifying an appropriate jurisdictionat

source for the establishment of comprehensive Aboriginal justice systems, was

advanced as the basis for the Manitoba Government's refusal to implement the key

recommendations of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba.ró8

Significantly, other stated reâsons included concerns about the form which

Aboriginal justice systems would take, including the capacity of such institutions to

protect individual rights and operate according to the principles of due process which

underlie the dominant justice system. Indeed, the issue of the application to

i66. I use this term in the very narrow sense of being 'unsanctioned' by the existing dominant law-making
processes in Canada.

167. several initiatives of this type, including the st. Theresa Point Indian Government Youth court system
in Manitoba, will be discussed in more detail i¡ Chapter 8.

168. See discussion in Chapter 3, at text corresponding to notes 6147 supra.
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Aboriginal governments of the Chnrter of Rigltts and Freedo¡ru has emerged as both a

symbolic and highly relevant indicator of the capacity of the Canadian federation to

accommodate the autonomy demands of Aboriginal people. The extent to which this

context will determine the capacity of Aboriginal justice systems to significantly

redefrne the social control and justice environments in Aboriginal communities wili be

addressed in Chapter 7.



CTAPTER 7

ABORIGINAL JUSTICE SYSTEN,IS AND THE CANADIAN
CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
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I. INTRODUCTION

^lhe Report of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitob¿ observed that "[o]ne

of the major challenges that will confront the establishment of an Aboriginal justice

system in Canada is resolving the tensions between individual and collective rights."r

The fundamental concerns that are raised in this respect relate to the application of the

Canadian Charter of Rights and. Freedomf to proposed Aboriginal justice systems.

Specif,rcally, several key questions need to be considered. Would the Charter apply to

such institutions, and what are the implications of requiring that the Charter be

applied? Aboriginai communities could, of course, elect to incorporate the Charter in

part or in its entirety, but the key question is: should First Nations be 'given' the

opportunity to make such an election? Is the Charter - and specifically its criminal

procedure provisions - negotiable, or must it apply to all Canadian institutions? For

example, what are the implications for Aboriginal aspirations to self-government

within the framework of Canadian federation, and for the level of autonomy which is

possible in relation to the administration of justice? Further, does the Charter as it

currently stands offer a legal mechanism for exempting Aboriginal justice structures

from the protections of the Charter?

In the United States the imposition of due process protections on tribal courts

1. Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Report of the Aboriginal Jusrice

Inquiry of Manitoba. Volume l: The Justice System and Aboriginal People flVinnipeg: Province of
Manitoba, 1991) ftereinafter "AJI Repon Vol l") at333.

2. Canaàian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982,being ScheduleB of the

Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11.
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that country. Part II of this chapûer considers the impact which the Inlian Civil Rights

Act has had on tribal courts and considers the extent to which this legislation reflects

the particular framework of Indian sovereignfy which operates in the United States,

and, therefore, may not be equatly applicable in the Canadian context. It will be

argued that this presents one of the key areas in which future Aboriginal justice

systems in Canada must be allowed to depart from the United States tribal court

model and develop forms of autonomy in the administration of justice that a¡e in tune

with the move towards meaningful Aboriginal self-government in canada.

Part III considers the Charter provisions which are primarily in question - the

Ingal Rights expressed in sections 7 to 14. It will be argued that, to a large extent,

these individual rights cannot be 'detached' from the justice environment of the

dominant legal and political cultures. Therefore, to require their application in the

context of Aboriginal justice systems which may include traditional forms of dispute

resolution which are not primarily concerned with the adversarial determination of

guilt or innocence; may be inappropriate and ultimately counterproductive.

However, it may be that the Charter already contains a 'solution' to this

particular dilemma. Part IV will examine the various provisions which may have the

capacity to legitimate the establishment of justice mechanisms in Aboriginal

communities to which the criminal procedure provisions of the Charter are

inapplicable. The implications of utilizing the Aboriginal rights provisions of the

Charter for this purpose will be examined, along with a consideration of the

alternative strategy of recognizing the right of Aboriginal governments to rely on the
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section 1 doctrine of reasonable limits or engage the section 33 override, the latter of

which has emerged as the favoured approach during negotiations on Aboriginal self-

government in the 'Canada round'.

Drawing on this discussion of the text of the Charter, Part V considers some

of the key issues that arise for determination in relation to the role of the Cha¡ter in

the context of Aboriginal justice systems. Specifically, it will address the opposition

to fully autonomous Aboriginal justice systems which has been voiced from a liberal

individual rights perspective, from the perspective of Aboriginal women and from the

perspective of intemational human rights norms. While there is considerable

justihcation for several of the concerns raised in this respect, it will be argued that to

insist that the Charter be appticabte may seriously jeopardise the potential

effectiveness of Aboriginai justice mechanisms and would amount to a serious

'straighrjacketing' of Aboriginal governments in their efforts to give effect to their

autonomy rights.

tr. TRIBAL COURTS IN THE LINITED STATES: THE IMPACT OF THE
INDIAN CTWL NGHTS ACT

One of the major concerns raised in relation to recent Canadian proposals for

the establishment of Aboriginal justice systems - the application of the Charter of

Rights and Freedo,z¡ - has essentially been 'settled' in the United States because of

the requirements stipulated by the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act.3

3. 25 U.S.C.A. para 1301 er seq.
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According to the Indian Civil Rígltts Act all tribal courts must incorporate the

Bill of Rights and the features of due process generally. In fact, the Act "imposes on

findian] tribes most of the Bill of Rights verbatim.'a For example, para 1302 states

in part,

No Indian tribe in exercising powers of self-government shall -
... (6) deny to atry person in a criminal proceeding the right to a speedy and public trial,
ûo be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation, to be confronted with the
witnesses ageins¡ him, ûo have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favour,
and at his owû expens€ to have the assistance of counsel for his defence;
...(8) deny to any persotr within its jurisdiction the equal protection of its laws or deprive
any person of liberty or property without due process of law.

This 'Indian Bill of Rights' applies to all Indian courts, "whether they are traditional

or nontraditional, tribal courts administered by the tribe or Courts of Indian Offenses

administered bv the Bureau of Indian Affairs. "5

As Canby has observed:

From its passage the Indian Civil Rights Act has engendered controversy. Tribal
governments ænded to see the Act as an undue federal intrusion into tribal affairs. Some
individual Indiens and many non-Indians saw the Act as a valuable protection against

arbitrary tribal action.6

The essence of tribal dissatisfaction with the provisions of the Act was that they

would 'reshape' Indian justice institutions, ild further distance communities from

traditional methods of dispute resolution. There were also conc€rns about the financial

implications of imposing due process requirements on the Indian justice system.

4. V/.C. Canby, A¡nerican Indian Law In A Nutshell (St Paul: \Mest Pubtishing Company, 1988) at245.

5. K. Bellma¡d, 'The Doctrine of Tribal Lnmunity and Application of the Indian Civil Rights Act to Causes

of Action in Tribal Courts: Tribal Sovereignty Immunity, Sword or Shield?', paper presented at Sovereignty
Symposium N - The Circles of Sovereignty (Oklahoma City, June 10-12, l99l) at 608.

6. Note 4 supra at 246- See also R.L. Barsh &. J.Y. Henderson, "Tribal Courts, the Model Code and the

Police Idea in American Indian Policy' (1976) 40 Law and Contemporary Proble¡ns 25.
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A major source of Indian apprehension ... was the fear that the imposition of a¡ Indian
Bill of Rights on tribal court proceedings would go a long way towa¡d transforming them
into dark-skinned replicas of the non-Indian courts and would require massive
expenditures of funds to ensure con¡titutional protections to defendants, which would
bankrupt many small tribes.T

Perhaps the most important observation which needs to be made in the context of

considering the significance for Canada of the operation of the Indian Civil RÌghts Act

in United States' t¡ibal courts, is that to a great extent, the imposition of individual

rights protection is indicative of the limited nature of Indian sovereignty which took

shape following the decision of the Unit€d States Supreme Court in Worcester v.

Georgia,s and the decisions which this judgement followed.e

While the "modern era of Federal Indian law"r0 may have altered the scope

of Indian tribal sovereignty,tt Indian government in the Uniæd States represents a

form of potitical autonomy which is considerably narrower than that to which the

7. V. Deloria, Jr. & C.M. Lytle, American Indians, American Jtutice (Austin: University of Texas Press,
1983) at 128. See also American Indian Lawyer Training Progrr- Inc., Indian Self-Determination and the
Role of Tribal hurts. A Survey of Tribal Courß (Oaktand: American Indian l-awyer Training Program
Inc., 1982) at 53{0.

8. 31 U.S' (6 Pet') 515 (1832). The development of the concept of "domestic dependent nations' is
discussed in V. Deloria, Jr. & C. Lytle, The Natiotu rilithin: The Past and Future of ,4nerican Indian
Sovereigruy (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984) at 16-27.

9. For an account of the major Supreme Court decisions on 'Indian law' handed down during the Ma¡shall
era, see M.S. Ball, "Constitution, Court, Indian Tribes" (19E7) | Aneican Bar Foundation Research
Journal 3 at73-34.

10. Wilkinson has identiñed the Supreme Court decisiot în Willia¡n v. l¿e, 358 U.S. 217 (1959) as the
starting point of this era: C.F. Wilkinson, ,4nerican Indians, Tí¡nc, and the Law e.lew Haven: yale
University Press, 1987) at 1.

11. Id at L20-l2L; see also C. Wilkinson, 'Native Sovereignty itr the United States: DevelopmenLs in the
Modern Era' in F. Cassidy (ed), Aboriginal Self-Determination. Proceedings of a conference held
September 30 - October 3, Ign fl-anøville & Halifax: Oolichan Books & The Institute for Research on
Public Policy' 1990) 219; M.E. Price and R.N. Clinton, Law and the Antcrican Indian: Readings, Nores
and Cases (Charlottesville: The Michie Company,2nd ed., 1983) at 263-366; and S. O'Brien,,4nærican
Indian Tribal Governmcnts (Normaa: University of oklahoma press, 1989) at 93-254.
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Aboriginal people of Canada currently aspire. This basic distinction must be borne in

mind when addressing the important question of the Charter's applicability to

Aboriginal justice systems, and indeed, to other exercises of Aboriginal self-governing

power.

The operation of the Bill of Rights in the United Staæs contrasts strikingly in

these respects with the Canndian Charter of Rigltts and Freedo¡ru which expressly

protects certain Aboriginat rights.r2 This difference, along with the wider context of

the movement towards recognition of the Aboriginal right of self-government in

Canada, reveals a significantly different envi¡onment in which the application of

individual due process protections to Aboriginal justice structures must be

considered.l3 The extent then to which the United States tribal court system has

been utilized as a model for recent Canadian proposals is problematic and may

actually be detrimental to the chances of practical implementation of autonomy-based

reforms. Indeed, there are few reference poinS available that might assist in this

process.

12. See discussion at text corresponding to notes 27-35 infra.

13. Mendes has argued tiat "the jurisprudence arising from the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and the European Convention on Human Rights a-od Fundamental Freedoms may be of more
releva¡ce in interpreting the Canadian Charter of Rigbts tha¡ American jurisprudence arising from the
America¡ Bill of Rights". E.P. Mendes, "lnterpreting the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms:
Applying International and European Jurisprudence on the [¿w and Practice of Fundamental Rights' (1982)
20 Alberta Law Review 383 at 392. See also the references lisþd at note 76 infra. However, zuch sources
provide little guidance in relation to the question of how best to accommodate due process and human rights
provisions in the context of Aboriginal autonomy.
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Itr. THE CANADIAN CHARTER: CRIMINAL PROCEDT]RE

L. The Iægal Rights Provisions

Sections 7-I4 of the Charter represent the formal procedural values which have

been "superimposed on Canadian law enforcement agencies."la They constitute the

'due process' provisions generally applicable in Canada.ls Section 7 state the basic

principle that "everyone has the right to life, tiberty and security of the person and the

right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of

fundamental justice."ró It has been described as the "most eloquent but mysterious

provision of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms."rT The remainder of the

"I-e.gal Rights" part of the Charter expands upon this basic protection in the context of

criminal procedure.ls

Section 8 guarantees "the right ûo be secure against unreasonable search and

14' M. Mandel, The Charter of Rights and thc l*galization of Politics in Canada (foronto: Wall &
Thompson, 1989) at 129.

15. See generally, J. Atrens, The Gørter and Criminal Procedure: The þptication of Sections 7 and 1I
(Ioronto: Butterworths, 1989).

16. On the meaning of "fund¡mental justice', see J.D. Whyte, "Fundemental Justice: The Scope and
Application of Section 7 of the Charter" (1983) 13 Manitoba I-aw Journal 455; M.L. Friedland, "Criminal
Justice and the Cha¡ter' (1983) 13 Manitoba Law Joumal 549 at 552-555; and Atrens, note 15 supra at 8.1-
10.t7.

17. E. Colvin, "Section Seven of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms" (1989) 68 Canadian Bar
Review 560. Colvin argues that 'section 7 is concerned with legal means rather than social ends, with the
justice of the processes by which social objectives are pursued ratler than withthe justice of the ends which
are sought": id at 561.

18. Mandel, note 14 supra atl29;see generally D.C. McDonald, I-egal Rights in the Canadian Charter oJ
Rights and Freedoms: A Manual of Issues and Sources (Calgary: Carswell, 1982); a¡d D. Stuart, Gtarter
Justice in Canadian Criminal law (foronto: Carswell, 1991).
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seizure",le section 9 confers "the right not to be arbitrarily detained or imprisoned",

while section 10 specifres a number of protections applicable during ¿uïest or

detention.20

Section 11 includes 9 specific rights which apply during "proceedings in

criminal and penal matters". Any person charged with an offence has the right:

(a) to be informed without unreasonable delay of the specific offence;

(b) to be tried within a reasonable time;

(c) not to be compelled to be a witness in proceedings against that person in respect

of the offence;

(d) to be presumed innocent until proven guilty according to law in a fair and public

hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal;

(e) not to be denied reasonable bail without just cause;

(Ð ... to the benefit of trial by jury where the maximum punishment for the offence is

imprisonment for five years or a more severe punishment;

(g) to protection against retroactivity;

19. The evolution and implications of this particular provision a¡e discussed in F. McGnn, 'The Canadian
Charter of Righ* and Freedoms: Its lmpact on I-aw Enforcement" (1982) 31 University of New Brunswick
Law Journal 177 at 185-195.

20. Section 10 states:

Everyone has the right on a¡rest or detention
(a) to be informed promptly of the resson therefore;
(b) to retain a¡d instruct counsel without delay and to be informed of that right; and
(c) to have the validiry of the detention determined by way of habeus cofpus a¡d to be released if
the detention is not lawful.

The application of section 10 to zuspects not yet arrested or charged is discussed in E. Ratushny, 'Emerging
Issues in Relation to the Iægal Rights of a Suspect Under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms"
(1983) 61 Canadian Bar Review 177. See also J. Zisk¡out, "Section 10 of the Canadian Charter of Riehts
and Freedoms' (1982) University of British Columbia lnw Review (Charter edition) 173.
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(h) of doublejeopardy; and

(i) if found guilty of the offence and if the punishment for the offence has been varied

between the time of commission and the time of sentencing, to the benef,rt of the

lesser punishment.

Section 12 protects against "cruel and unusual treatment or punishment";

section 13 expresses the right against self-incrimination; and section 14 states the

"right to the assistance of an'interpreter" where necessary.

These provisions have spawned a sizeable body of interpretive literature and, a

much larger body of judicial decisions. Mandel has observed that "[i]t sometimes

seems as if the criminal law reports are being taken over by Charter cases on criminal

procedure. "21 However, the prospect of determining the role of criminal procedural

protections in the operation of Aboriginal courts raises a whole range of new

questions.

2. Aboriginal Justice and Due Process

There is a fundamental diffrculty that arises when attempting to assess the

possible impact of the Ch.ar-ter of Rights and Freedoms on exercises of Aboriginat

autonomy in the area of social control and justice administration. Assuming

Aboriginal communities are recognised as having the authority to shape their own

institutions and processes, it is impossible to determine with any sort of precision

21. Mandel, note 14 supra at 730.
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what form Aboriginal justice systems will take.æ However, certain core elements

have been advanced in several submissions to recent inquiries, including the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Maniûoba. A brief survey of these features will reveal

that a number of the criminal procedure protections may be irrelevant or otherwise

inappropriate to the operation of autonomous Aboriginal justice mechanisms.

In a submission to the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba the Chief of the

Dauphin River Band observed that a nlower standard of formal education

accomplishment among native peoplen, along with langrrage difficulties, contribute to

a situation in which "[n]ative people do not understand the non-native criminal justice

system."a However, Chief Emery Stagg concluded:

But an even more significant factor is that much of the criminal justice system, based as it
is on punishmetrt and due process and adversarial relatíons, is foreign to our way of
thinking and looking at the world of which we are a part.2a

Formulations of proposed Aboriginal justice structures are linked closely with

observations such as this about the inadequacies of the present system as a justice

mechanism for Aboriginal people. For example, the incompatibility between an

adversarial adjudication process concerned primarily with the determination of guilt,

and the cultural values of many Aboriginat communities is frequently raised as a

j u stification for developing autonomy-based alternatives.

22. This issue will be considered in greater detail in Chapter 8 in the coûtext of a discussion of the efficacy
of creating a 'model' for Aboriginal justice systems in Canada.

23. Chief Emery $tegg, Dauphin River Band, Presentation No. 495 to the Public Inquiry into the
Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community Hearing @ineimuta Place,
February 8, 1989) 4575 at 4583.

24. Ibid (emphasis added).
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The central issue of the purpose of a justice process provides a vivid

illustration of the possible implications of seeking to apply Charter protections to

Aboriginal justice systems. For example, if an Aboriginal community elected to

establish a justice system based on traditional notions of restorative justice the

question of 'guilt or innocence' may, to some extent, be beside the point.ã In such a

structure, it is legitimate to question what purpose would be served by section 11(d)

of the Chaner of Rights and Freed.o¡ru which protects the right "to be presumed

innocent until proven guilty according to law in a tair and public hearing by an

independent and impartial tribunal"? Clearly, such protections cannot effectively be

detached from the framework of judicial process upon which the dominant non-

Aboriginal system is based. Therefore, to require that future Aboriginal justice

systems respect the due process and legal rights provisions contained in the Charter is

to effectively establish limiting boundaries to the justice environment in which

Aboriginal communities may exercise their autonomy rights.

The application of other provisions in the,Charter to Aboriginal justice systems

is similarly problematic. Dan Russell has observed:

The Cha¡ter...ensures the right of a¡ individual to be free from having to give evidence
against herself (sub-section 11(c)) or give evidence which might later be used in a¡ottrer
proceeding against her (section l3). However both of these guaranfees run contrary to the
traditions of many aboriginal peoples who would require that an individual explain her

25. I am acutely aware of the dangers of generalization in this area, a¡d do not suggest that this is a
universally applicable statement of one of the core elements of traditional Aboriginal dispute resolution
processes. There is a relatively limited body of research literature dealing with traditional justice processes.

See M. Coyle, "Traditional lndian Justice in Ontario: A Role For the Present' (1986) 24 Osgoode Hall Law
Journal 605; Chief Rod Bushie, Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, Presenfaîion No. 7X) to the Public Inquiry
into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community Hearing (Winnipeg,
November 22 1989) at 7741-7751; and also see the discussion of Aboriginal dispute resolution mechanisms
in Chapter 8, pd ln infra.
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behaviour which is under scrutiny. The values of honesty aad responsibility to that
community are captured in the requirement of the individual to speak on her own behalf.
And yet, if the individual is permitted to rely upon the guarantees as espoused by the
Charter, these community values may have to surrender to the individual's demands.26

Iv. CAN THE CHARTER, SI]PPORT ABORIGINAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS
BASED ON COLLECTIVE RIGHTS?

1. The Protection of Aborþinat Rights: Section 25

Sections 25 of the Charter currently,states:

The guarantee in this Charter of certain rigbts and freedoms shall not be construed so as
to abrogaÞ or derogate from any aboriginal, treåty or other rights or freedoms that
pertain to the aboriginal peoples of Canada including
(a) any rights or freedoms that have been recogniznd by the Royal Proclamation of
October 7, 1763; and,

(b) any rights or freedoms that may be acquired by the aboriginal peoples of Canada by
way of land claims settlement.

According to Hogg, the "class of rights to which s.25 refers appears to be somewhat

wider than the class of rights to which s.35 refers: the class of rights referred to in

s.25 is not qualif,red by the word 'existing', and it may be broader in its inclusion of

'other' rights or freedoms..."27 However, the effect of section 25 is far from clea¡.

As the Native Women's Association of Canada has observed, "[t]here have not yet

been any cases decided by the Supreme Court of Canada on what this section reaily

26. D. Russell, Canadian Human Rights Commission, 'Paper for Presentâtion to the Ca¡adia¡ Ba¡
Association Conference on Native Self{overnmentn - paper presented at Bridging the Corutitutional Gap
Conference, Canadian Bar Association (Winnipeg, April 5 and 6, 1991) at 13.

27.P.W. Hogg, Canada Act 1982 Annotated (foronto: Carswell, 1982) at 69; see also, B. H. \ù/ildsmith,
Aboriginal Peoples and Section 25 of the Canadian Owrter of Rights and Freedoms (Saskatoon: Native
I-aw Centre, University of Saskaûchewan, 1988) at 30-31. On the relationship between sections 25 and35,
see W.F. Pentney, Thc Aboriginal Nghts ProvMo¡ts in thc Cottstitution Act, 1982 (Saskatoon: Native l-aw
Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 1987) at 120-I2t.
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meåns. There a¡e several different ways to inûerpret it."28

There is wide agreement that section 25 is "exhaustive and all-inclusive in its

embrace of native rights. "2e However, this scope does not translate to a limitless

domain for Aboriginal self-governing powers. wildsmith has concluded:

It is probably the case, however, that the exercise of section 25 native rigbts will not be
s¡nctioned by the courts as unlimited a¡d without bounds; like all rights, they are likely
zubject to reasonable limits in thei¡ inÞrpretation and application in particutar
circumsta nces.3o

Pentney has advanced an even n¿urower characterization, suggesting that section 25 is

"primarily an interpretive prism" and is "not an independently enforceable guarantee"

of Aboriginal and treaty rights.3r

Despite this considerable uncertainty as to the precise content and role of

section 25, Monture and Tuqpel32 have argued that section 25, in combination with

section 35 of the Constitution^al Act, 1982, provides the constitutional basis upon

which Aboriginal communities, when organising a structure for the administration of

justice, may choose traditional or other Aboriginal elements in preference to the "due

28. Native Women's Association of Canada, Native Wo¡nen and thc Charter: A Discussion Paper (Ottawa:
Native Women's Association of Canada, 1992) at 9; see also the discussion ât text corresDondins to notes
6l-73 infra.

29. Wildsmith, note 27 supro at 3l; also B. Slattery, 'The Constitutional Gua¡antee of Aboriginal and
Treaty Rights' (1982) 8 Queen's Law Journal 232 at 237-238; and D. Sanders, 'The Rights of the
Aboriginal Peoples ofCanada' (1983) 61 Canadian Bar Review 3I4 at326.

30. Wildsmith , note 27 supra at 2.

31. Pentney, note27 supra at iii, 155-159.

32-' P.A' Monture & M.E. Turpel (eds), Aboriginal Peoples and Canadian Criminal Law: Rethinking
Justice @aper prepared for the I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, 1991), cited in [¿w Reform
Commission of Canada, Aboriginal Peoples and Criminal Justice: Equality, Respect and the Search for
Justíce. Reporl Nu¡nber 34 Otøwa: Law Reform Commissioq of Canada, 1991) (hereinafter "LRCC
Report") at 20-21.
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process" features which underlie the non-Aboriginal system and which have been

replicated in Uniûed States tribal courts. Similarly, Hemmingson has identifred in

section 25, the capacity to support the operation of autonomous Aboriginal justice

structures:

The strongest protection for the function of statute-based tribal courts may come from
section 25 of the Charter. If the continued existence and effectiveness of these courts is
seeû as one of the 'other rights' sheltered from the Charær by section 25, then the
application of the Charær within tribal court should not be onerous. Cha¡ter rights would
have to yield at the.point where they impaired the effectiveness of the tribal court system.
Up to tåat point, however, section 25 would not seem to prevent the full application of
the Charter to matt€rs hea¡d within the court.33

These arguments have been strengthened by the revised non-derogation provisions

contained in the 'Canada round' constitutional reform package. During the MMC

process agreement was reached on the strengthening of section 25 of the Charter with

the addition of a specific reference to "any rights or freedoms relating to the exercise

or protection of their language, culture or traditions."34 Also, at the MMC in

To¡onto on May 30, agreement was reached on the inclusion of a further non-

derogation clause within the section recognising the inherent right of self-

government.35

33' R.H. Hemmingson, 'Jurisdiction of Future Tribal Courts in Canada: Learning From the American
Experience' [1988] 2 Canadian Native Law Reporter I at 43.

34. Continuing Committee on the Constitution, Working Group W,, Rotling Drafi (Iune | 1,992) (hereinafter
"Rolling Drafr") at 12.

35. The proposed subsection would state: 'Nothing in this section abrogates or derogates from the right
contained in section 35 or 35. 1 or the enforceability thereof, or makes the right contingent on the
commitment to oegotiate provided for in this sectioq': id at2l.
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2. Section 1

Section 1 of the Charær states:

T\e Carudian Charter of Righæ and Freedoms guarantees the rights and freedoms set out
in it subject only to stJch reasonable límits prescribed by law as can be dernonstrably
justifed in afree and de¡nocratic socíety.36

Stuart has observed that "[a]n entrenched Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms would not have been politically attainable without the key compromise in

s.1.u37 In the context of a discussion of R v. OakcfE - the leading decision of the

Supreme Court of Canada3' - Hogg has identif,red four criteria that must be satisfied

if a law is to qualify as a reasonable limit than can be demonstrably justiñed in a free

and democratic society:

l. Sufficiently important objective: The law must pursue an objective that is sufficiently
important to justiff limiting a Charter right.
2. Rational connection: The law must be rationally coonected to the objective.
3, Leåst drastic mea¡s: The law must impair the rigbt no more than is necessary to
accomplish the objective.
4. Proportionate effect: The law must not have a disproportionately severe effect on the

persons to whom it applies.e

It may be argued that the well-documented denial of justice to the Aboriginal

36. Emphasis added.

37. D. Stuart, "Will Section 1 Now Save Any Charær Violation? The Chaulk Effectiveness Test is
fmproper" (1991) 2 C.R.(4th) 107.

38. [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103.

39. The Court's interpretation of s.l has generated a large body of literarure. See for e¡¡mple, L.E.
'Weinreb, 'The Supreme Court of Canada and Section One of the Cha¡ter' (1988) l0 Supreme Court Law
Review 469; B.P. Mendes, "In Se¿rch of a Theory of Social Justice: The Supreme Court Reconceives the
Oakes Test" (1990) 24 La Revue Juridique Themis l; and P.V/. Hogg & R. Penner, "The Contribution of
Chief Justice Dickson to an Interpretive Fremework and Value System for Section I of The Charter of
Rights" (1991) 20 Manitoba Law Journal 428.

40. P.W. Hogg. 'Section I Revisisþd" (1991) | NationalJournal of Constitutional Law l.
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Peoples of Canada is so heavily perpefuated by the existing structure for the

administration of justice (including its individual rights-based Charter protections) that

limitations on the Charter's application to any Aboriginal justice systems would be

"demonstrably justified". However, a number of Aboriginal commentators have

questioned the authority of the Chnner of Rigltts and Freedonß 
^s 

an interpretive

mechanism applicable to Aboriginal people.ar Russell has specifically rejected the

use of section 1 as a constitutional method of 'resolving' the problem of respecting

both individual liberties and collective cultural rights in Aboriginal communities.a2

He argues that to accept the standard contained in the Charter and articulated by the

Supreme Court of Canada "would be to accept the history of Eurocentric thought

which is for the most part premised upon the paramountcy of the rights of an

individual, often to the detriment of a collectivity...To be bound by some general

theory of democratic thought is to suggest that 'one size fits all'. And clea¡ly it does

not. "43

3. Section 33

Section 33 of the Charter provides for another 'exception' to the protections

offered by the Charter. It is an approach that has received considerable attention

during the most recent round of constitutional reform negotiations. The

41. See discussion at text corresponding to notes 82-93 infra.

42. Russell, note 26 supra at L4.

43. Id at 14-15.
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notwithstanding clause currently provides an override power whereby Federal

Pariiament or a provincial legislature may enact legislation, the operation of which

would otherwise offend against section 2 or sections 7 to 15 of the Charter (which

include each of the criminal procedure or due process provisions).4

The difficulty of convincing a non-Aboriginal government to take this action in

relation to Aboriginal justice structures is readily apparent. However, more recently

debate has centred on the question of whether Aboriginal governments should have

the power to engage the override? While the political and popular will to

accommodate Aboriginal demands may be at an all time high in Canada, this option

would appear to raise some of the most deep-seated concerns of non-Aboriginal

Canada about how 'justice' would operate in Aboriginal political cultures where

individual rights are assumed to be 'subservient' to community concerns.os It may

44. Section 33 currently states:

(l) Parliament or the legislature of a province may expressly declare in an Act of Parli¡ment or of
the legislature, as the case may be, tåat the Act or a provision thereof shall operate not
withstanding.a provision included in section;2;or sections 7 to 15 of this Charter.
(2) An Act-or a provision of a¡ Act i-u respect of which a declarartion made under this section is in
effect shall have such operation as it would have but for the provision of this Charter referred to in
the decla¡ation.
(3) A declaration made under zubsection (1) shall cease to have effect five years after it comes into
force or on such ea¡lier daþ as may be specified in the declaration.
(4) Parliament or the legislature of a province may re-€nact a declaration made under subsection
( 1).

(f) Subsection (3) applies in respect of a re-enactment made under subsection (4).

45. This is clearly a-n extremely simplistic depiction of Aboriginal atrd traditional methods of government,
and indeed, may be inaccurate in many cases. As Moss has observed, '[p]erhaps a lesson to be drawn from
past and contemporary lndigenous culh¡res is the interdependence of collective and individua] rights": W.
Moss, "Indigenous Self-Government in Canada and Sexual Equality Under the Indian Act: Resolving
Conflicts Between Collective and Individual Right"' (1990) 15 Queen's Law Journal 219 at30O. Despite the
inadequacies of the individual/collective paradigm, it is necessa¡y to address this dichotomy, particularly in
the context of 'law and order' and justice administration, even if only to take issue with such a¡ 'either-or'
projection of society. See M.E. Turpel, 'Aboriginal Peoples and the Canadian Cha¡ter: Interpretive
Monopolies, Cultural Differences' in R.F. Devlin (ed), Canadian Perspectives on Legal Theory (foronto:
Emond Montgomery Publications, 1991) 505 at 510.
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also ignite dormant, but diplomatically unarticulaæd concerns about Aboriginal

criminality and the danger of its propagation in a 'rights-less' or even 'law-less'

society. Indeed, in the f,reld of justice administration, like no other, concerns about

the capacity of Aboriginal communities to govern effectively and justly are raised

frequently.

The political implications of engaging the override are substantial. The I^aw

Reform Commission of Canada recently concluded that the use of the section 33

"notwithstanding" clause "can be controversial and politicatly difficult" and that

"[t]herefore, resort to that section should not be embarked upon lightly.46 In fact,

since 1982 the validity of section 33 as a democratic "safety valve" has been the

subject of considerable debate.aT The possibilty that future Aboriginal governments

may exercise a power similar to that which is currently available to "Parliament or the

legislature of a province", further complicaûes the question of the role of section 33.

For example, while the major Aboriginal organizations have argued that access to

section 33 should be a component of the Aboriginal self-government framework,a8

the Native's Women's Association of Canada has recommended "[t]hat the

46. LRCC Report at2l.

47. T\'e validity of section 33 as a democratic 'safety valve' has been the subject of considerable debate.
See, for s¡¡mple, A.C. Hutchinson and A, Petter, 'Going Into Override' in A.C. Hutchinson (ed),
Dwelling on the Threshold: Critical Essays on Modcrn l*gal Thought (Agincourt: Carswell, 1987); J.D.
Whyte, 'On Not Standing for Notwithst,nding" (1990) 28 Alberta Law Review 341; P.H. Russell,
'Standing Up For Nonvithstanding' (1991) 29 Alberta Law Review 293; and T. Macklem, "Engaging the
Override" (1991) 1 National Journal of Constitwíonal Law 274. Slatæry has suggested that a limitation on
the availability of the override clause is 'builþin' to the Chârter: B. Slattery, "Canadian Cha¡ter of Rights
a¡d Freedoms - Override Clause Under Section 33 - Whether Subiect to Judicial Review Under Section 1"
(1983) 61 The Canadian Bar Review 391.

48. Joint Technical Working Group, Proposed Joint Aboriginal Drafi ,$¡tendmcnts (Ottawa, l.lay 9, 1992).
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government of Canada not extend section 33 righs to Aboriginal governments."4e

fV. ADDRESSING TTIE CHARTER. IMPLICATIONS OF ABORIGINÄL
AUTONOMY AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

As the preceding discussion illusEates, while there may be substantial and

growing support for Aboriginal control over the administration of justice in

Aboriginal communities, the question of the Charter's application to Aboriginal justice

systems continues to be a source of disagreement. However, to characterize this

conflict as an Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal dispute over the priority of

collective/individual rights would be to ignore the fact that recent debate over the

Charter has revealed a number of perspectives beyond this simplistic division.

The concept of an autonomous Aboriginal justice system has concerned many

observers, but the reasons for this concern differ greatly. Further, a final

determination as to the Charter's applicability cannot be made in isolation from the

many other issues that are raised by the possibility of autonomous Aboriginal

structures as a permanent and significant component of the Canadian justice

environment. For example, the question of whether the Charter should apply to

Aboriginal justice systems must take into account the nature of the jurisdiction which

Aboriginal institutions may exercise in the future.so As Hemmingson has observed if

the basis of the jurisdiction is to be territorial, thus including at least some non-

49' Native Women's Association of Canada, Stafemev on the "Canada Package" (Ottawa: Native Women's
Association of Canada, 1992) at 14.

50' The question of the jurisdictional structure of proposed Aboriginal justice systems is addressed in
Chapter 8.
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Aboriginal persons, it is "very diffrcult to imagine that authority absent the protection

of at least the guaranteed fundamental rights and freedoms.sr

1. Liberalism and the Threat to Individual Rights

It is commonly assumed that traditional Aboriginal dispute resolution processes

are based primarily on the collective principles of harmony restoration and thus are

likely to be in conflict with the individual rights guaranteed under the dominant

system of justice administration in Canada. To the extent that liberalism is concerned

with the supremacy of such individual rights and the "way of life" which liberalism

represents,s2 Aboriginal autonomy, including the power to derogate from traditional

'due process' rights within the freld of justice administration, is opposed.

For example, after arguing against the adoption of "separatism" as the

dominant theme of Aboriginal justice strategies,s3 Schwartz concludes:

If specialized aboriginal tribunals are set up, they should be linked to the general system
of courts by a system of review or appeal. The Canadian Cha¡ter of Rights and Freedoms
should .apply, and the "notwithstanding clause" should not be available to aboriginal
governments who wish to circumvent.Í

According to Schwartz, the adoption of a justice administration policy for Aboriginal

communities which centres on the creation of autonomous iustice institutions has a

51. Hemmingson, note 33 supra at 44.

52. S. Newman, "Challenging the Liberal Individualist Tradition in America: 'Community' as a Critical
Ideal in Recent Political Theory" in A.C. Hutchi¡rcn and L.J.M. Green (eds), Law and the Convnunity.
The End of Individualisml (foronto: Carswell, 1989) ã3 at?57.

53. B. Schwartz, 'A Separate Aboriginal Justice System?' (1990) 19 Manitoba Law Journal 77.

54. Id at 85.
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number of "drawbacks" including the possible consequence that Aboriginal

communities will be 'castadrift' "fiscally, inællectually, and politically" and thus

prevented from "participat[ing] fully in the politics of the larger community. "s5

Other concerns reflect more directly the liberal underpinnings of this approach:

the absence of "checks and balances",56 the difficulty of ensuring impartiality,sT and

the characterization of recent autonomy-based Aboriginal justice proposals as

"granting extensive privileges to some groups or individuals that are denied to

others. "5E

The Manitoba Association for Rights and Liberties (MARL) has taken a rather

different position on the question of Aboriginal courts, describing such institutions as

"an imporlant component of the overall process of self-government. "5e However,

this position does not translate to an endorsement of comptete Aboriginal autonomy:

rilhile aboriginal courts functioning according to aboriginal law would be very different
from regular Canadian courts, MARL believes that the procedural safeguards enshrined in
the Canadian Charør of Rights a¡d Freedoms must remain applicable in court. There
must be a rigbt against self-incrimination, a right to coussel and so on.
The aboriginal courts would not be hermetically sealed off from Canadian legal
principles. The basic principles in the Charter which in any case are universally
recognized principles, drawn from international human rights instruments, would
remain.@

55. Id at79.

56. Id at 79-80.

57. Id at 80.

58. Id at 78.

59' David Matas, Manitoba Association for Rights a¡d Liberties, Presenration No. 230 to the public Inquiry
into the Ad¡ninistration of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community Hearing (Winaipeg,
November 15, 1988) at200l.

60. Id at 2gçt4; but see idat2oZ0-21, regarding a possible conflict between this approach and section 25 of
the charter. see the discussion at text corresponding to ûotes 32-35 supra.
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2. The Concerns of Aboriginal Women

As discussed in Chapter 6,ó1 Aboriginal women have been amongst the most

vocal opponents of any process that would support 'Charter-less' Aboriginal

governments and justice systems in Canada. For example, the Native Women's

Association of Canada has recommended "[t]hat the Charter of Rights and Freedoms

apply to all Aboriginal governments".62

However; the position of Aboriginal women's organizations on the application

of the Charter,63 does not reflect an express opposition to the concept of Aboriginal

autonomy in relation to the administration of justice.s For the most part, Aboriginal

women's organizations have strongly supported the realization of meaningful

autonomy, including in the area of justice. The Indigenous Women's Collective of

Manitoba has stated that it "fully agrees with the creation of an aboriginal justice

system which would undoubtedly better deal with the situation of aboriginal people,

particularly indigenous women and the legal system. "65 However, in its submission

61. See the discussion in Chapter 6, at text corresponding to notes 83-84 supra-

62. NWAC, note 49 supra at 14.

63. The lndigenous Women's Collective of Manitoba has zupported the position of the Native Women's
Association of Ca¡ada on the continued application of ¡he Gørter of Rights and Freedoms to Aboriginal
gover metrts: R. Teichroeb, 'Limits sought on powers of chiefs. Past abuses raise fea¡s of 'dictatorship' if
self-government gra.nted too quickly", Winnipeg Free Press, April 6 l99Z,Bl3.

64. The extent to which the application of the Charter is inconsistent with the establishment of autonomous
Aboriginal justice systems is addressed at the text corresponding to trotes 8L-1OQ infra.

65. J.Courchene, Executive Director, Indigenous Women's Collective of Manitoba, Presentation No, 789 to
the Public Inquiry into the Adninistration of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community
Hearing (Winnipeg, November 22, 1989) 7712 at 7714; also see Indigenous Women's Collective,
Aboriginal Wonten's Perspective of the Justice Sys'tem in Manitoba (Winnipeg: Resea¡ch Paper prepared for
the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, June 1990).
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to the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba the Collective stressed the importance of

including Aboriginal v/omen 'in all levels of decision-making and implemenLation,"tr

in relation to the establishment of aboriginal justice systems. Similarly, the Charter of

Rights Coalition observed that without such guaranæed participation, "there is a very

real danger that a justice system designed by native men to meet their needs may

discriminate against native women. "67

As these observations illustrate, the concerns of Aboriginal women will not be

adequately addressed simply by ensuring the application of individual rights

protections to Aboriginal governments and justice systems. This position is reinforced

by evidence of the operation of individual rights protections on United States Indian

reservations. Indeed, while the most commonly voiced criticism of the Indian Civil

Rights Act ís that it infringes on tribal sovereignty and reinfo¡ces the limited nature of

Native American self-government in the United States, concerns have also been raised

about the capacify of the Act to protect the rights of Native American women.

This issue was highlighted by the decision in Santa Clara Pueblo v.

Maniræf\, where the United Staæs Supreme Court denied the Indian woman

plaintiff protection against gender discrimination.óe Christofferson has concluded:

66. S. Dela¡onde, lndigenous Women's Collective of Mani¡qb¿, note 65 supra at773l.

67. I. Bjornson, Charter of Rights Coalition Manitoba, Presentation No. 463 to the Public Inquiry into the
Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community Hearing (Win-nipeg, January
26, 1989) 4177 at 4t81.

68. 436 U.S. 49 (1978).

69. The essence of Martinez's claim was that a membership ordinance which stated in pa¡t that 'children
born of marriages between female members of the Santa Clara Pueblo and non-members shall not be
members of the Santa Clara Pueblo,' discriminated against her on the basis of sex, and therefore violated
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AJthough the ICRA is designed !o protect individual rights from encroachment by the
tribe, Native American women are powerless to enforce zuch rights after the Sanra Clara
decision ... Although tribes deprive wometr of their civil rights, the doctrine established in
Santa Aara declines to hold the tribes accountable in federal court for their
discriminatory actions.To

This case illustrates that the application to Aboriginal institutions of the

Canndian Chnner of Rights and Freedoms in its current form may be inadequate to

ensure that Aboriginal women enjoy equally the right to exercise collective autonomy

rights and indeed may sanction discrimination equivalent to that of which Martinez

complained. For example, the Native Women's Association of Canada has questioned

the possible effect of section 25.

One question is whether section 25 could also be used by aboriginal governments to
protect themselves from complaints made by individual aboriginal persons who feel they
are being discrimi¡rated agains¡ by their aboriginal governments.
This possibilit¡r worries many aboriginal women who fea¡ that thei¡ own aboriginal
governments may try to use sectior 25 of the Charter to allow them to discriminate
against women by saying that the right ûo make rules, whether discriminatory or not, is
part of their aboriginal right to govern their communities.Tl

In this context the most recently stated position of the Assembly of First

to accommodate the fullNations is significant, and represents a serious attempt

measure of autonomy aspirations and the legitimate concerns of Aboriginal women

within a workable framework for self-government. The First Nations Circle on the

Constitution has recommended:

That women be equally represented in all decision-making processes [and] ...that the
Canadian Charter of Rigbts and Freedoms shall not override First Nations laws, but that
gender equality be formally established in formal Aboriginal Charters of Rights and

Title 1 of the Indian Gvil Rights Act which states that "[nlo Lndian tribe in exercising powers of self-
government shall...deny to any persotr within its jurisdiction the equal protection of its laws...'

70. C. Christofferson, 'Tribal Courts Failure to Protect Native American r#omen: A Reevaluation of the
Indian Civil Rights Act" (1991) 101 Thc Yale Law Journal 169 at 179.

71. NWAC, note 28 supra at9-10.
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Freedoms.2

It is also signif,rcant that the Aboriginal self-government component of the

constitutional reform package currently under consideration includes a gender equality

provision in the following terms:

35(4). Notwithstanditrg any other provision of this Act, the rights referred to in this

Pa¡t a¡e guaranteed equally ûo female and male perroos.T3

3. International lft¡man Rights Provisions

According to Claydon,

Canada's international human rigbts obligations served as ûot only the necessary and
pervasive cotþxt i¡ which the Cha¡ær of Rigb* was introduced and adopted, but also as

the direct inspiration for amendments designed ûo strengthen the human rights protection

provided.T4

In particular, the Charter draws heavily from the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights,7s although there has been some debate about the extent to which the

former instrument gives effect to the latter, or constitutes "a bridge between municipal

72. First Nations Circle on the Constitution, To thc Source. C-ot¡vnßsioners' Report (Ottawa: Assembly of
First Nations, 1992) at78.

73. Rolling Drafi at 30. A proposed section 35(5) states:

For greater certainty, the application of the guarantee in subsection (a) shali be guided by
traditional governmental systems and spiritual practices in which Aboriginal female and male
persons have different and equally respected responsibilities.

- Ibid. Representatives of the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada did not support this explaratory clause aad proposed
the inclusionof as.35(6) which states that'subsection (5) shall notapply toLrtrit^t ibid.

74. I. Claydon, 'International Human Rights I-aw and the Interpretation of the Canadian Cha¡ter of Rights
and Freedoms" (1982) 4 Supreme Court Law Review 287 (footnotes omitted).

75. Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accessioo by General Assembly resolution 2200 A
(xxi) of 16 December 1966. Entered into force on 23 March 1976. in accordance with a¡ticle 49.
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law and international law... "7ó

In the context of international human rights norms, there would appear to be a

rather serious contradiction between Aboriginal denials of the applicability of the due

process provision contained in the Canadian Charter and the International

Covenant,T and simultaneous efforts to exercise their right to seif-determination

under Article 1 of the same international instrument.tt If, for example, a particular

First Nation was a state party to the covenant, such selective endorsement of its

provisions would be deemed unacceptable. While First Nations are clearly not parties

to international human rights instruments in any such formal manner, the current level

of participation of many indigenous organizations in international forums, including

the United Nations Working Group on Indigenous Populations,Te carries with it a

certain responsibility to respect existing international law principles as the struggle for

improved protections of indigenous rights continues.

An awareness of this context is illustrated in the constitutional amendments

76.M. Cohen and A.F. Bayefsky, "The Ca¡adian Cha¡ter of Rights and Freedoms ard Public International
Law. (1983) 6L Canadian Bar Review 265 at 268. See also, W.S. Tarnopolsky, 'A Comparison Between
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
(1983) 8 Queen's Law Journal 21,L; I. Humphrey, "The Canaàian Charter of Righrs and Freedoms and

International l-aw' (1985) 50 Saskatchewan Law Review 13; and on the pratical implications of the

relationship, see W.A. Schabas, International Hum¿n Rights Law and the Canadian Charter. A Manual for
the Practitioner (foronto: Carswell, 1991).

77. See H.N.A. Noor Muhammad, "Due Process of l-aw for Persons Accused of Crime" in L. Henkin
(ed), The International Bill of Rights: The Covenant on Civil and Political Rigftls (llew York: Columbia
University Press, 1981) 138.

78. For a critique of the argument that international recognition of the collective rights of 'peopies' would
necessarily involve an erosion of traditional individual human rights, see G. Triggs, 'The Rights of
'Peoples' a¡d Individual Rights: Conflict or Harmony?" in J. Crawford (ed), The Right of Peoples (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1988) 141.

79. See discussion in Introduction, at text corresponding to Dotes 17-25 supra.
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originally proposed by the Native Council of Canada. The NCC proposed the addition

of a sub-clause which states that section 33:

applies to Aboriginal governmental bodies or i¡stitutions...however, any zuch body or
instin¡üon tlat makes an express declaration pursuant to subsection (l) or re-enacts such
decla¡ation pursuant to zubsection (4) shall adhcre to those international standards of
hwnan righß which include the rights ofindigenous peoples.so

While there is considerable vatidity in a position which supports the

observation of international human rights norns, a blanket imposition of the Chnrter

of Rights and Freedoms would amount to the laying of a blueprint firmly in the

western liberal tradition.

VI. TIIE CONF'LICT WITII ABORIGINAL AUTONOMY DEIVIANDS

It would seem that to insist that the Chaner of Rights and Freedorru (including

the criminal procedure/due process provisions in section 7-14) be applicable to the

justice processes established by Aboriginal governments may seriously jeopardize, the

potential effectiveness of Aboriginal justice mechanisms. Indeed, such a precondition

to negotiating self-government agreements would amount to a constitutional 'straighr

jacketing' of Aboriginal communities in their efforts to exercise their autonomy rights

in the field of social control or 'law and order'.

There would seem to be an inherent contradiction between endorsing

Aboriginal autonomy on the one hand, Ðd, on the other, stifling the potential

80. Continuing Committee on the Constitution, Working Group III, Over-view and Comm¿ntary on
Aboriginal Drafis. Document 840-638/009 (Saint John, May 5-7, 1992) at 8 (emphasis added). See also
Native Women's Association of Canada, Native Women and Self-GovernÌncnt: A Discussion Paper (Otøwa:
Native Vy'omen's Association of Canada, 1992) at lO-lZ.
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exercise of that autonomy by imposing rights-based limitations in the form of the

Charter. That is not to say that concerns such as those expressed by the Native

Women's Association of Canadasr about 'Charter-less' Aboriginal justice systems

and Aboriginal governments are not legitimate. But from the perspective of bringing

about a meaningful change in the way justice operates for Aboriginal people in this

country, to require that Aboriginal justice mechanisms be constructed around the

framework of the Charter will reduce significantly the range of options available to

Aboriginal communities, and may seriously hamper the development of truly

autonomous Aboriginal alærnatives to the current institutions of the criminal justice

system.

This approach is supported by criticisms such as those expressed by Turpel,82

and Boldt and Inng.83 Mary Ellen Turpel has called into question "the cultural

authority of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms", in terms of its application

to Aboriginal peoples.s She argues that the assumption inherent in Aboriginal

participation within Charter discourse and'the rights paradigm generally - that cultural

differences can be reconciled through appropriaûe interpretation and application of

constitutional principles - is "more theoretical than actual in the case of Aboriginal

81. NWAC, note28 supra.

82. Turpel, note 45 supra.

83. M. Boldt and J.A. Long, "Tribal Philosophies and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedomsn
(1984) 7 Ethnic and Racial Studies 478.

84. Note 45 supra at 503. Turpel defines "cultural authority' as 'the authority which one culture is seen to
possess to create law and legal language to resolve disputes involving other cultures and the man¡er in
which it explains (or fails to explain) and zustains its authority over different peoples' : ibid.
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peoples",8s and actually serves to perpetuate the extent to which Aboriginal people

are dominated in Canada.86 Reliance on the Canadian Chaner of Rights an^d

Freedoms by Aboriginal people carries a high risk.87

It is troubling that Aboriginal peoples have few choices but to advance their differences as
rights claims under the Charter in order to avoid ethnocidal goveroment action. Even
where an action is brought by an Aboriginal group pursuant to the Charter, the results,
given cultural predisposition of the Charær, are unlikely to be favourable.8S

Boldt and Itng have also questioned the cultural relevance of the Charter,

arguing that "the western{iberal tradition embodied in the Canadian Charter of Rights

and Freedoms, which conceives of human rights in terms of the individual, poses yet

another serious threat to the cultural identity of Native Indians in Canada. "se Like

Turpel they have expressed doubts about the efficacy of Aboriginal peoples embracing

the rights paradigm,m and of participating within the Canadian constitutional

framework in the struggle for meaningful autonomy.et For example, Boldt and Long

observed in 1988:

85. Id at 510.

86. Id at 510-11.

87. See id at 525.

88. Id at 516-517 (foornotes omined).

89. Note 83 supra at 478.

90. Boldt and Long have argued that a doctri¡e of 'human dignity' could provide an alternative to the
rights-based approach illustrated by the Charter of Righa and Freedoms and international bumaa righæ
instrumenfs, that would "grow out of Indian culture, politics and goals" and be more consistent within the
collective emphasis of maly Aboriginal cultures: see i.d at 486-88.

91. From a significantly different perspective, Green has also questioned the value of Cha¡ter protections
for Aboriginal people and of seeking further constitutional recognition of Aboriginal rights: L.C. Green,
'Aboriginal Peoples, International l-aw and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms" (1983) 6l
Canadian Bar Review 339.
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[f [¡diens want meåningful self-government, we suggest they redirect their energies from
participatilg in the Canadia¡ constitutional process to unilaterally developing constitutions

at the local level.Ð

It would probably be premature to conclude on the basis of the apparent gains

made by Aboriginal peoples during the most recent constitutional round that this

participation has been prof,rtable or constructive, and thus that the 'grass roots'

approache3 advocated by Boldt and Long was misguided. Indeed this strategy for the

realization of the autonomy aspirations of Aboriginal p€oples in Canada has

implications for the future direction of initiatives within the Charter/constitutional

rights paradigm.

Perhaps the greatest injustice of requiríng that the Charter apply to Aboriginal

justice systems and governments generally, is that such a position effectively assumes

that Aboriginal cultures are inherently def,rcient in the capacity to resolve collective

versus individual rights conflicts.s Russell has criticized this assumption, arguing

that there are several elements of "traditional thought"es which are capable of

addressing such conflicts.%

Ultimately, resolution of this particular issue must be consistent with

broader context of recognising and giving effect to Aboriginal autonomy rights.

92. M. Boldt a¡d J.A. l,ong, "Native India¡ Self4overnment: Instrument of Autonomy or Assimilation?'
in J.A. [.ong, M, Boldt and L. Little Bear (eds), Goverw¡ænls in Conflict? Provinces and Indian Nations in
Canada (foronto: University ofToronto Press, 1988) 38 at 56.

93 . Id at 5O-56.

94. See discussion at note 45 infra.

95. Russell, note26 supra at 15.

96. See also Turpel, note 45 supra at 510.

the

As
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Russell concludes: "The alternatives are many and they are perhaps choices that only

the respective aboriginal communities are entitled to make. "e In this respect,

recommendations for the creation of an 'Aboriginal Charter'e8 or a "First Nations

human rights and responsibilities" code,s represent a significant effort to achieve a

more acceptable fusion of Aboriginal cultures and the rights paradigm within which

the ultimate goal of autonomy is currently being pursued. Success in this endeavour

may be crucial to the establishment of Aboriginal justice structures which do more

than simply constitute 'indigenized' versions of the existing justice system, and, in

fact, constitute innovative and effective exercises of the self-governing powers of

Aboriginal communities in the fields of justice and social control.

In a narrow sense these difficulties may have already been 'resolved' by the

terms of the 'Canada round' constitutional reform package. Provisions dealing with

recognition of the Aboriginal right of self-government assert that the Charter will

apply "to all legislative bodies and governments of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada

97- Ibid.

98. See First Nations Circle on the Constitution, note 73 supra at 78. The Aboriginal Justice lnquiry of
Manitoba recommended that 'Fi¡st Nation governmeots draft a cha¡ter of rights and freedoms which reflects
Aboriginal customs and values": AII Report Yol I at 336. The Native Women's Association of Canada has
taken the position that:

If First Nations wish to establish Aboriginal Charters, we would not object as long as the
Aboriginal Charters do not replace the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms which we feel
must apply to Aboriginal governments under self-government."

- Ì'{WAC, note 80 supra at 13. The proposal for creating Aboriginal Charters has been criticised by the
head of the Canadian Human Rights Commission: see J. McKay, "Don't scrap Charter, Yalden tells
natives', Wínnipeg Free Press, April 23 1992,821.

99' See ¡o. s¡ample, Native Women's Association of Caoada, A First Nations Human Citizenship Code
(Ottawa: Native Women's Association of Canada, 1986); discussed in Turpel , note 45 supra at 526.
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with respect to all matters within their authority."t* A constitutional amendment in

these terms would have major implications for autonomy-based justice reform in

Aboriginal communities. Ultimately, creative applications of section 33 and the non-

derogation provisions may provide the answer to the task of attempting to reconcile

legitimate Aboriginal autonomy with the requirements of the Canodian Charter of

Rights and, Freed.oms.

100. Section 32(c), Rolling Drafi at 9. See also discussion in Chapter 6, attext corresponding to notes 105-
130 infra.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The task of translating an endorsement of autonomy-based criminal justice

reform at the broad policy level into viable programs within Aboriginal communities

will necessarily involve the formulation of an appropriate 'framework', particularly as

the number and scope of such initiatives increases. As the discussion of the Chaner of

Rights and Freed.o¡ru in the previous chapter illustrates, one of the primary dangers of

pre-defining the 'limits' of poæntial exercises of Aboriginal autonomy in the field of

justice administration is that the result may be a stifling of legitimate autonomy-based

alternatives to the existing system. At the same time, it is clear that cerlain

'boundary' issues need to be addressed. Of these, the question of jurisdiction is

perhaps the most fundamental.

In the context of Aboriginal justice systems, jurisdiction refers to a range of

issues including: the sphere in which autonomous institutions would operate; the

matters that would be dealt with and the 'laws' or principles that would apply; and the

way in which institutions would interact with each other, and with the non-Aboriginal

criminal justice system. As was argued in Chapter 6, many of these issues can only

be adequately addressed in relation to the broader context of Aboriginal self-

government.

Assuming that responsibility for the administration of justice and maintenance

of sociai harmony/order in Aboriginal communities will be determined to be a
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component of the Aboriginal right of self-government,r many of the jurisdictional

issues relating to the operation of Aboriginal justice systems will likely be settled by

the terms of particular negotiaüed self-government agreements. However, it would be

impractical, ild, ultimately detrimental, to fail to address these basic issues prior to

the commencement of the negotiation process. A greater understanding of the possible

jurisdictional models for Aboriginal justice systems in Canada can only increase the

likelihood of effective implementation of this direction in Aboriginal justice reform.

Further, to delay such analysis would be to ignore the current existence of several

community-based autonomous justice initiatives in Aboriginal communities. Indeed,

while a uniform model of Aboriginal justice systems similar to that which operates in

the United States would be fundamentally inconsistent with the trend towards

recognition of meaningful Aboriginal autonomy in Canada, it may be argued that

existing programs and proposals have the potential for prompting the evolution of a

broadly applicable 'model' which would be suff,rciently flexible for adaption to the

circumstances and objectives of specific Aboriginal communities.

Part II of this chapter begins with a brief consideration of the jurisdiction of

tribal courts as they operate on Indian reservations in the United States. The serious

limitations which this jurisdictional framework has placed on potential exercises of

Indian autonomy will be analyzed as a paradigm against which jurisdictional models

recently proposed in Canada can be examined and evaluated. The most commonly

1' As was suggested in Chapter 6, this particular aspect of the 'content' debate may figure prominently during the
justiciability stage of the Aboriginal self-government negotiation process. See Chapter 6, part Y supra.
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advanced model - based on territoriat jurisdiction - will then be examined with a view

to highlighting the limitations of this approach in terms of its capacity to address the

justice concerns of Aboriginal people in Canada.

Part III considers the difficult task of accommodating the full range of

Aboriginal autonomy entitlements within proposed jurisdictional frameworks. In

particular, it considers the importance of facilitating the shaping of justice

mechanisms by members of Aboriginal communities in relation to such matters as the

'definition' of crime and social order, and the application of appropriate dispute

resolution processes and sanctions. It is submitted that the emphasis in this respect

must be on developing a framework that is capable of achieving sensitivity to these

objectives.

Both in Canada and Australia, several initiatives (both proposed and

implemented) in recent years provide an indic¿tion as to how many of these questions

can be addressed at the practical level. Part IV of this chapter will briefly summarise

a. selection of recent initiatives from the prairie region in Canada, ild, for

comparative pu{poses, from Australia.

In part V it will be argued that rather than seeking to impose a pre-established

uniform model of Aboriginal justice systems, a flexible framework which draws from

a number of existing programs might become an effective tool during the process of

negotiating self-government agreements between federal and provincial governments

and the representatives of Aboriginal communities.
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tr. THE JURISDICTIONAL BASIS OF ABORIGINAL JUSTICE SYSTE&IS

L. The Jurisdiction of Tribal Courts in the United States

Earlier chapters in this thesis have dealt briefly with the general system of

tribal coufts in the United States,2 and more specif,rcatly with the effect on the

sovereignty of Indian governments of the imposition of individual rights-based due

process protections in the form of the Indtan Civil Riglus Act.3

Another aspect of the envi¡onment of limited autonomy in which tribal courts

operate in the United States is the encroachment of state and federal governments on

the criminal jurisdiction of tribal courts. Following a brief summary of the jurisdiction

exercised by tribal courts, the significance of this intrusion will be considered.

Numerous commentators have discussed the complicated and sometimes

uncertain nature of the jurisdiction of tribal courts in the United States. Clinton has

observed that "[t]he criminal jurisdiction of the tribal courts is even more unclear than

their legal status.'1 Deloria and Lytle have also referred to "[t]he jurisdictiona| maze

that has clouded the Indian system of justice..."5 As Keon-Cohen has concluded.

one major continuing problem facing Indian courts is uncertainty and dispute concerning
the extent of their jurisdiction and continuing efforts by federal and state legislative ald

2. See Chapter 5, part Y supra.

3. See Chapter'1 , partn supra.

4. R.N. Clinton, "Criminal Jurisdiction Over I¡dian I-ands: A Journey Through a Jurisdictional Maze-
(1976) 18 Arizona Law Review 503 at 557.

5. V. Deloria, Jr. & C.M. Lytle, ,4t¡tcrican Indians, ,4¡nerican Justice (Austin: University of Texas press,
1983) at 178; see also K.B. Adams, 'Order in the Courts: Resolution of Tribal/Staæ Criminal Jurisdiction
Disputes' (1988) 24 Tulsa Law Journal 89.
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judicial authorities to curtail it.ó

While recognising that there is considerable variation across the country,

general summary of jurisdiction in "Indian country'7 will be attempted here.8

In ft*ry, tribal governments have exclusive jurisdiction over crimes by

Indians against the person or property of Indians within Indian country, except for

fourteen serious offences which, as a result of the Major Crimes Act,e are within

federal authority.ro This generalization does not apply in states where Public l^a.w

280tt operates. According to the Report of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of

Manitoba,

6. B.A. Keon4ohen, "Native Justice in Australia, Canada, and the U.S.A.: A Comparative Analysis'
(1982) 5Q & 3) Canzdian l*gal Aid Bulletin 187 at243.

7. According to Hemmingson, '[t]he American term 'Indian country' delineates the geographic jurisdiction
of tribal courts and includes not only Indian trust land, comparable to reserve land in Canada, but also land
held by non-Indians i-n fee simple ... or by non-Indiao lessees which is within the external boundaries of a
reservation...": R.H. Hemmingson, "Jurisdiction of Future Tribal Courts in Canada: Learning From the

American Experience" [1988] 2 Canadian Native Law Reporter I at 11.

8. An excellent summary is contained in Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal
People, Report of the Abonginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba. Voltc¡æ l: Th¿ Justice System and Aboriginal
People (Winnipeg: Provi¡ce of Manitoba, l99l) (hereinafter',411 Report Vol l') at276-283. See also R.B.
Flowers, Criminal Jurisdiction Allocaion in Indian Country @ort Washington: Associated Faculty Press,
1983); and C. Small (ed), Justice in Indian Country. A Swronary and Analysis of Investigaive Hearings on
th¿ Adminßtration of Justice in Indian Country, January 1980 (Oakland: American Indian I-awyer Training
Program, 1980) at 3i-38.

9. l8 U.S.C. ss. 1153, 3242.T\is legislation was enacted in response to the decision of the United States

Supreme Court in Ex parte Crow Dog, 109 U.S. 556 (1883). See AII Repon Vol I at 282; also S.L.
Harring, "Crow Dog's Case: A Chapter in the I-egal History of Tribal Sovereigntyn (1986) 14 Atncrican
Indian Law Review L9L.

10. See American tndian l-awyer Training Program Inc., Indian Self-Determination and the Role of Tribal
Courts. A Survey of Tribøl Courts (OatJarLd: American Indian lawyer Training Progrm Inc., 1982) at43;
and Clinton, note 4 supra at 536-545.

ll. Act of August 15, 1953, c.505,67 Stat.588, as amended 18 U.S.C. s.1162 and U.S.C. s.1360.
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The effect of the law was that in those states to which the law applied, most tribal courts
have disappeared because of the prevailing and overriding jurisdiction given to state

courts bv the law.12

Further, the Indian Civil Rights r{c/3 limits the penalty which can be imposed

tribal courts, presently to a maximum of one year's imprisonment or a f,rne

$5,000.14

The vulnerability of the criminal jurisdiction of tribal courts in the United

States was perhaps most vividly illustrated by the decision in Otipharu v. Suquamish

Ind.ian Tribe.rs The Uniæd States Supreme Court held that Indian tribal courts do not

have criminal jurisdiction in relation to offences committed on reserves bv non-

Indians on reserves.l6

The reasoning applied by the court üo exclude non-Indians from the

jurisdiction of tribal courts is fundamentally inconsistent with the rationale behind the

enactment of the Indian Civil Rights,{cr. While the Act was clearly designed to have

a 'Vy'esternizing' effect on Indian justice institutions, Rehnquist J. concluded that the

alien nature of these institutions supported a presumption against their application to

12. AII Report Vol I at274.

13. 25 U.S.C.A. para 1301 et seq.

14. See AII Report Vol I at283.

ts. 43s U.S. 19t (1978).

16. The Court reversed a decisioq of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals which upheld the power of the
Suquamish Tribe to arrest and try two non-Indiens under the Suquamish Tribal Code for assault, resisting
arrest, and reckless driving.

by

of
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non-Indians. t7

The decision has been described by Barsh and Henderson in the following

terms:

Oliphant is a betrayal of tribes that have struggled to Westernize their legal systems.

Since Congress gave its blessi-ng to rffestern-style constitutional tribal government in
1934, tribes have largely abandoned traditional procedures, persuaded that adaption and

'modernization" of thei¡ courts would enhance their legitimacy in non-Indian eyes, and

hence thei¡ wlnerability to federal and state interference. Congress encouraged and

zubsidized this t¡'ânsfonnation by means of tbe Indian Civil Rights Act and its model tribal
criminal codes, special grant and technical assistance programs within the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the [-aw Enforcement Assistance Administration, and zupport of
va¡ious Indian Law Instituæs and organizations such as the National American Indian
Tribal Court ludges Association. The tribes, in turn, have been rewarded for their efforts
with a Supreme Court decision tlat has stripped them of a sizeable share of their
jurisdiction.ls

While such criticisms of the decision rn Oliphant are clearly warranted,le it is clearly

not the source of the problems associated with tribal sovereignty and criminal

jurisdiction in the United States. Rather, it is illustrative of the political and legal

environments in which tribal governments operate. Further, as Hemmingson has

observed, the complicated jurisdictional framework which operates in Indian country

is based, at least in part, "on the inherent conflict within the notion of 'domestic

nationhood' between tribal sovereignty on the one hand and plenary federal authority

17. See R.L. Ba¡sh & J. Youngblood Henderson, 'The Betrayal: Oliphant v. Suquanish Indian Tribe and

the Hunting of the Snark" (1979) 63 Minnesota Law Review 609 at 634.

18- Id at 636.

19. See, furtåer, R.B. Collins, "Implied Limitations on the lurisidiction of lndian Tribes' (1979) 54

Washington Law Review 479 at 486-508; C. Baker Stetson, "Decriminalizing Tribal Codes: A Response to

Oliphant" (1981) 9 ,A¡nerican Indian Law Review 5l; a¡d S.M Johnson, "Jurisdiction: Criminal Jurisdiction
and Enforcement Problems on Indian Reservations in the Wake of Oliphant^ (1979) 7 ,*nericøn Indian Law
Review 291.
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and legitimate state interests on the other. "20

The limited, fragmented and relatively fragile jurisdiction exercised by tribal

courts in the United States is one of the major reasons why this particular model of

autonomy in the administration of justice may be inappropriate to meet the justice

requirements of Aboriginal communities in Canada.

2. Proposed Jurisdictional Models in Canada

During the course of the last decade, proposals for the creation of 'Aboriginal

courts' or related institutions have been made with increasing frequency in Canada.

For the most part, these proposals have failed to conceive of ways of administering

justice in Aboriginal communities that are substantially diffferent to the dominant

'Western' adjudication process, and indeed have tended to perpetuate approaches

based on exercising jurisdiction within a specified geographic area.

Aboriginal justice systems with a territorial jurisdiction base are inadequate to

meet the justice aspirations of a large number of Canada's Aboriginal peoples.

Proposals based on this approach suffer from a failure to reflect an accurate

conception of the nature of the justice 'problem' in many Aboriginal communilies.2r

Further, they have generally been seen as dependent on several other contenlious

issues such as the settlement of land claims, and the whole question of status under

the In^d,ian Act. They assume that the situation of First Nation reserve communities is

20. Hemmingson, note 7 supra at24,

21. See generally, Chapter I supra.
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the 'norm' in Canada, ild tail to ræogize, the legitimate autonomy rights of all of

Canada's Aboriginal people.

The extent to which proposed models in Canada have been limited to territorial

and semi-autonomous approaches reflects, at least in part, the tendency to rely on the

United States system of tribal courts as a guide to possible developments in Canada.

In 1980, Morse considered the viability of the tribal court sysûem in the United States

as a model adaptable to the situation of Aboriginal people in Canada, and suggested

that 'it would app€ar appropriate for us in Canada to consider seriously the

implementation of a simila¡ institutional framework."z More recently, Hemmingson

has undertaken a more detailed analysis of the jurisdiction of tribal courts in the

United States, on the basis of which he has made a series of recommendations as to

the jurisdictional structure of such courts.æ

Neither analysis seriously questioned the relevance of the United States model,

given the particular needs and aspirations of Canada's Aboriginal peoples.u

Specifically, they tail to recognise that the pulpose for which tribal courts were

originally established in the United States, and the reasons for which they are being

endorsed now in Canada, are substantially different. Although there have been several

22. B.W. Morse, Indian Tribal Courts in th¿ United States: A Mod¿l for Canada? lsaskatoon: Native l-aw
Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 1980) at l.

23. Hemmingson, note 7 supra at24-3O.

24. More recently, this issue has attracted greater attention. See for example, Osnaburgh-Windigo Tribal
Council Justice Review Committee, Taw Bway Win: Truth, Justice and First Natiotts (report prepared for
the Onta¡io Attorney General and Solicitor General, 1990) at 37; and J. Rudin & D. Russell, Naíve
Alternative Dispute Resolution Systens: The Canadian Future in Light of the ,4ncrican Past (foronto:
Onta¡io Native Council on Justice, 1991) at chapter 5.
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effoß in recent years !o reshape and expand tribal courts in line with renewed

assertions of sovereignty,ã the legacy of the original rationale for the establishment

of such courts during the 1880s26 - to 'contain' Indians on allotments of land or

reservations,' by application of the "police idea"28 - remains in the limited and

fragile jurisdiction exercised by tribat courts today.2e

In Canada, proposals for the establishment of Aboriginal justices have emerged

in an entirely different context and from a completely different perspective. However,

comprehensive models consistent with these differences have been slow to develop.

At first glance the recommendations of the Repon of the Aboriginal Justice

In4uiry of Manitoba appear to belong to the category of significant, but ultimately

inadequate conceptualizations of how Aboriginal autonomy rights can be given effect

in relation to matters currently deatt with by the non-Aboriginal criminal justice

process. It proposes that:

AII people, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, within thc geographical boundaries of a
reserve or Aboriginal community, be subject ø the jurisdiction of the Aborigioal justice

25. For s¡ample, in September 1991 the Indian Tribal Courts 
'A,ct 

(5.1752) was introduced into the United
States Senate. The bill is designed to establish a national Tribal Justice Conference to administer increased
federal funding for tribal courts: see 'Indian Tribal Courts Act Introduced", The Tribal Court Record,
Volume 5(1), Winter 1992, 5. See also American tndian l-awyer Training Progran Inc., note l0 supra.

26. See the discussion in Chapter 5, at text corresponding to Dotes 66-71 supra.

2'7. The emergence of allotments as a core element of national Indian policy is outlined by Deloria & Lytle,
notø 5 supra at 8-12.

28. R.L. Barsh & J.Y. Henderson, "Tribal Courts, the Model Code, and the Police Idea in America¡
Indian Policy" (1976) 4O Law and Contemporary Problems ?5 at38.

29. See K. Kickingbird, "In our Image..., After Our Likeness:'The Drive for the Assimilation of Indian
Court Systems' (1976) 13 Thc Anurican Criminal Law Review 675.
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system in place within that communi¡y.30

As suggested above, apart from its apparent limitations, the immediate difficulty

which is raised by this approach is that of deñning an Aboriginal community and its

physical boundaries. For the Commissioners, a partial resolution of this problem is

found by determining that "it is not necessar¡r, in our opinion, for Aboriginal

communities to 'own' or have a valid legal claim to the land they occupy in order to

be identif,red as Aboriginal communities for purposes of establishing Aboriginal justice

systems. "3l

With limited exceptions,32 the scheme of comprehensive Aboriginal justice

systems proposed by the Commissioners would operate only within the boundaries of

the community, where "Aboriginal courts must have exclusive, original

jurisdiction..."33 In relation to specific communities, proposals for territorial

Aboriginal justice systems are clearly appropriate. For example, the authors of the

report, JustÌce for the Cref have recommended that an autonomous system should

operate within the established boundaries of Cree lands in the James Bay region, and

that "any person perpetrating an offence on Cree territory should answer to the Cree

30. A,II Report Vol I at 321 (emphasis added).

31. Id at 318.

32. See id at326.

33. Id at327.

34. J-P. Brodeur, C. I-a Prairie & R. McDonnell, Justice for the Cree: Final Report Q.[emaska: Grand
Council of the Crees (of Québec) and the Cree Regional Authoriry, l99l).
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system of justice for his or her behaviour."35

However, to create a generally applicable model of territorial Aboriginal

justice systems is to ignore the fact that one of the primary motivations for the

establishment of autonomous Aboriginal justice structures in Canada is the inadequacy

of the non-Aboriginal sysûem in dealing justly and effectively with Aboriginal

offenders (including the substantial numbers living in urban centres and other

predominantly non-Aboriginal communities), and the manner in which it has denied

the inherent autonomy rights of Aboriginal peoples.

The recommendations for the establishment of Aboriginal justice systems

contained in the Repon of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitobd6 represent a

signif,rcant advance on conventional approaches to Aboriginal justice autonomy

including the question of jurisdiction, and the capacity to apply traditional or other

Aboriginal dispute resolution mechanisms. In relation to Aboriginal persons living

outside of distinct Aboriginal communities, the report proposes that the autonomy-

based approach could include "alternative dispute resolution mechanisms and

alternative measures attached to the existing court system, which take into account, or

a¡e based upon, the cultures of Aboriginal people."3?

The I¿w Reform Commission of Canada has also made a significant

contribution to the development of a more flexible understanding of Aboriginal justice

35. J-P. Brodeur with Y. l-eguerrier, Justice for the Cree: Policing and Alternative Dispute Resolution
(Nemaska: Grand Council of the Crees (of Québec) and Cree Regional Autåority, 1991) at 130.

36. See discussion in Chapter 3, at text corresponding to ûotes 27-36 supra.

3'7. Id at 327.
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systems. Most importantly, the Commission conceives of territoriality as only one of

several possible bases for the exercise of jurisidiction by Aboriginal justice structures:

Jurisdiction could be based on the offender, the offence or the location of the offence: any
one of these criteria might be appropriaûe. An Aboriginal justice system might
automatically acquire jurisdiction where the offender is an Aboriginal person, or
jurisdiction might be optional in that case.... Jurisdiction might also be simply divided on
the basis that any oflence committed on a reserve or designated territory (or perhaps by
an Aboriginal person on a reserve) will be de¿lt with by a local Aboriginal justice system.
Thus, although we have not devised precise jurisdictional rules - and it would be
inappropriate for us to do so - it is clear to us that a workable formula can be achieved

through the process of negotiation that is contemplaæd by our proposal.3S

Ultimately, the jurisdiction of Aboriginal justice systems must be compatible

with, and indeed based on, the jurisdictional structure of Aboriginal governments. The

whole shape of Aboriginal justice systems must be allowed to develop in terms

consistent with the broader movement towards realization of the inherent right of

Aboriginal self-government. Frameworks such as those articulated by the Aboriginal

Justice Inquiry of Manitoba and the Law Reform Commission represent an attempt to

conceive of 'justice' in terms which may be fundamentally different from the

principles which underlay the existing Canadian system of criminal law and criminal

justice administration. This approach has implications beyond the jurisdictional

structure of Aboriginal justice systems. It is becoming increasingly apparent that

Aboriginal autonomy in the f,reld of justice is not simply a matter of establishing

Aboriginal courts, no matter how comprehensive. Meaningful autonomy must include

the right to 'define' justice, and to adopt and apply laws and processes consistent with

this dehnition.

38. I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, Aboriginal Peoples and Criminal Justice: Equality, Respect and
the Search for Justice. Report No. 34 (Ottawa: I-aw Reform Commission of Canada, l99l) at22.
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Itr. ABORIGINAL JUSTICE AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Perhaps the most challenging aspect of the task of reconciling Aboriginal

autonomy and justice reform is that of formulating a framework for the creation of

Aboriginai justice systems that is not simply flexible in jurisdictional terms, but also

capable of achieving objectives which are critically different from those of the

dominant system. As the Report of the Aboriginal Justice Inquíry of Manitob¿ noted

At the most basic level of understanding, justice is understood differently by Aboriginal
people.... The purpose of a justice system in an Aboriginal society is to restore the peace
and equilibrium within the community, and to reconcile the accused with his or her own
conscience and with the individual or family who has been wronged. This is a primary
difference. It is a difference that significantly challenges the appropriateness of the present

:::i"ili,#'åï"iåî,"1å"*::ii.åïäi:.1;.'::".T':::"of 
c'nnic'l''[he

When applied to the task of creating a framework for the creation of

Aboriginal justice systems, recognition of this difference must translate into support

for the right of Aboriginal communities to shape key elements of their justice

environment. For example, this must include the power to define 'crime' or social

disorder in terms relevant to the community. In this respect, the approach taken by

the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba is central. The Commissioners

recommended that:

Aboriginal communities be entitled to enact their own criminal, civil and family laws and
to have those laws enforced by their own justice systems. If they wish they should also
have the right to adopt any federal or provincial law and to apply or enforce that as

well.4o

While recommending that "Aboriginal traditions and customs be the basis upon

39. ,4ll Report Vol I at22.

40. Id at323.
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which Aboriginal laws and Aboriginal justice systems are built",ar it is significant

that the Commissioners do not conceive of customary law as "fixed in some static

sense".42 Rather, "Aboriginal customary law" is seen as having "continued to evolve

slowly to meet the changing needs, values and circumstances present within

Aboriginal communities", and thus somewhat equivalent to common law.a3 Given the

distinctive nature of Aboriginal concepts of justice,4 simply giving Aboriginal

communities a certain amount of control over justice institutions is inadequate. As

Mary Ellen Turpel has commented in relation to the recommendations of the Royal

Commission on the Donald Marshall Jr., prosecution,as

...[V/]hen the Commissioners recommend the establishment of a pilot-project, summary-
conviction Native Criminal Court on a Mi'kmaq reserve, enforcing exclusively Canadia¡
law (not Mi'kmaq or tribal law), they fail to realise that this just makes the sense of
injwtice seem closer to home. What is required is something more respectful of Mi'kmaq normsf

41. Ibid.

42. Ibí"d.

43. Ibid. See also B.W. Morse, 'Indigenous l-aw and State Legal Systems: Conflict and Compatibility" in
B.W. Morse & G.R. Woodman (eds), Indtgenous Law and the State Qordrecht: Foris Publications, 1988)
101 at 115; and S. Cla¡k, Aboriginal Customary Law: Literature Review (Ottawa: Resea¡ch paper prepared
for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, 1990).

44. Fot a¡ excellent introduction to aspects of Aboriginal cultures which are particularly relevant in the
context of Justice', see AII Report Vol I at 174ó; also J. Dumont, Justice and Aboriginal People
(Sudbury: Research paper prepared for the Aboriginal lustice Inquiry of Manitoba, September 1990).

45. See Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall, Jr., Prosecution, Report (Halifax: Province of Nova
Scotia, 1989). See also discussion in Chapter 5 at the text corresponding to notes 89-91 supra.

46. M.E. Turpel, 'Further Travails of Canada's Human Rights Record: The Marshatl Case' in J. Ma¡nette
(ed), Elusive Justice: Beyond the Marshall Inquiry ftIalifax: Fernwood Publishing, IggZ) 79 at 98. The
Government of Nova Scotia has recently acted on this recommendation. However, according to a
preliminary outline from the Nova Scotia Department of Attorney General, the pilot project to be
established on the India¡ Brook Reserve is most accurately described as an "Adult Diversion Pilot Program"
rather than an Aboriginal or Mi'kmaq court:

Fundamentally, this pilot project is intended to divert eligible native people from the existing Court
and criminal justice system to the Mi'kmaq community and to allow the community to deat with
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A corollary of this law-making capacity proposed by the Aboriginal Justice

Inquiry of Manitoba is the right to employ dispute resolution mechanisms and

decision-making processes that are equally consistent with Aboriginal cultures. As an

Anishinabe presenter asserted during hearings conducted by the Aboriginal Justice

Inquiry of Manitoba:

Our communities have resolved disputes for cenfuries with various mech¡nisms such as
the Council Fire where heads of families would meet to adopt widows and children o¡
extend friendships and alliances. Our people would seek advice from Elders, and f¡om
medicine men and womet who could conduct ceremonies zuch as the shaking tent. From
them we would learn the teachings and gain knowledge that would assist us in mending
relationships, setting our lives straight along the path again. We can use these traditionat
dispute resolution mechani.sns in designing structures and approaches that wiil work
todoy.aT

Justice initiatives based on respect for Aboriginal cultures must also reflect the

broader context of Aboriginal autonomy. As Hazlehurst has observed in relation to

similar developments in Australia:

If alternative dispute resolution mechanisms are to be established in Aboriginal
communities as a means of diverti-ng relatively minor problems away from the formal
justice system and into the hands of the community itself, the principle of
selfdetermination and dispute ownership must be embedded in the structure of such

the matter in a way consistent with norms of conduct and Mi'kmaq concepts of criminal behavior.

- Peter Spurway, Communication Officer, Nova Scotia Department of Attorney General, Letter to author,
February 24 L992. There are, however, significaat limitations on the community-based narure of the
project. ¡s¡ s¡ample, the decision to divert will be made by the Crown Attorney (with, of course, the
consent of the defendant), and the scheme applies only to property related and summary conviction
offences. During the diversion hearing, at leåst, t¡e matter is 'controlled' by the community, and
speciñcally, by a three person justice panel appointed by the Chief and Council of the Shubenacadie band.
Following submissions from all involved parties, including an admission of responsibility a-od an explanation
from the offender, the panel will determine an appropriate disposition and prepare a diversion agreement. It
is not yet clear to what extent traditional or other alternative dispositions will be available to the iustice
panel:. ibid.

4J. Peter Kelly-Kinew, Presentarion No. 121 to the Public Inquiry into the Ad¡ninistration of Justice and
Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community Hearing (Winnipeg, October 19 1988) I21l at 1216
(emphasis added).
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initiatives.4E

While a comprehensive survey of Aboriginal dispute resolution mechanisms is

beyond the scope of this thesis,ae it is worth noting that the development of

alternative dispute resolution processes in the context of justice administration is

supportable not only in terms of exercising Aboriginal autonomy and adopting aspects

of Aboriginal cultures. As the authors of a study prepared for the Aboriginal Justice

Inquiry of Manitoba concluded:

The most recurri-ug theme withi¡ the A.D.R. literature is that non-adversarial based
approaches to justice are more appropriale for resolving a wide variery of conflict
situations tban litigation through the courts.So

As this example illustrates, the creation of Aboriginal justice systems need not

be seen as a development which is in competition with the general reform direction of

the wider criminal justice system. Indeed, support for alternative dispute resolution

mechanisms is likely to be one of the most important elements of the interface

48' K.M. Hazlehurst, 'Resolving Conflict: Dispuæ Settlement Mechanisms for Aboriginal Communities and
Neighbourhoods?" (1988) 23 Australian Journal of Social Issues 309 at 311. There a¡e strong grounds for
asserting in Canada, a wider scope for community justice prog,rams than the 'relatively minor problems' to
which Hadehurst refers. However, her identiñcation of the importance of 'dispute ownership' and of
building into the structure of justice projects the principle of Aboriginal autonomy is equally applicable
across the spectrum of community-based initiatives.

49. Examples of Aboriginal methods of dealing with matters which woutd otherwise be dealt with by the
dominant criminal justice system a¡e discussed in part lY infra. Also see generally, M. Jackson, In Search
of the Pathways îo Justice: Alternative Dispute Resolwion in Aboriginal Commanities (A paper prepared for
the Law Reform Commission of Canada, 1991); and A.R.A. Consulrânts, Feasibility Stuþ of Ahernarive
Dispute Mechanisms for Aboriginal People in Manitoba (Winnipeg: Research paper prepared for the
Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, February 1990) at 28-37.

50. A.R.A.. id at59.
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between the two systems.sr Further, a flexible approach to achieving

Aboriginat communities is not likety to result in systems which seriously

principles of justice upon which the dominant system is based.

'justice' in

threaten the

As discussed in chapters 6 and 7, both the terms in which self-government is

negotiated by particular Aboriginal communities, and the application of the Char-ter of

Rights and, Freedo,øs, will contribute to determing the shape of Aboriginal justice

systems. It is crucial, if respect for Aboriginal autonomy is to be genuine, that non-

Aboriginal notions of 'what justice looks like' not be permitted to infringe on

legitimate forms of justice administration so completely so as to render meaningless

the characterization of Aboriginal justice systems as autonomous. As Coyle has

observed, in the context of identifying traditional justice processes in First Nations

societies,

... tllf we require permanent aad specialized institutions wielding absolute judicial or
executive power before we recognize a justice system, if we cannot imagine justice
without police, bailiffs, and prisons, we will be doomed to disappointment in our sea¡ch

for traditional Indian justice methods by the narrowness of our perspective.52

51. This is an example of one of the many areas in which the non-Aboriginal justice system might be
'improved'by incorporating cerlain Aboriginal processes and norms. For an articulation of this perspective,
see R. Ross, Dancing With a Ghost: Exploring Indian Reatity (lr4arkham: Octopus Publishing Group, 1992).

52- M. Coyle, 'Traditional Indian Justice in Ontario: A Role for the Present?' (1986) 24 Osgoode Hall Law
Journal 605 at 615; see also Native Counselling Services of Alberta, "Native Folklaw & the Modern
System", Resource News, February L984, J. For a discussion of this issue in the United SLates, see J.W.
Zion, "The Meeting of Traditional Justice Structures and 'Western' Justice Systems in the United States" in
C.T. Griffiths (ed), Circuit and Rural Court Justice in the North. A Resource Publicarion @urnaby: The
Northern Conference and Simon Fraser University, 1984) at 2-75; and M. Galanter, 'Indigenous l-aw and
Official I-aw in the Contemporary United States" in A. AIIot & G.R. Woodman (ed,s), Peoples' Law and
State Law: The Belagio Papers @ordrecht: Foris Publications, 1985).
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TV. A SELECTED SURVEY OF AUTONOMY-BASED ABORIGINAL JUSTICE
IMTIÄTTVES

In recent years, the number of autonomy-based proposals and initiatives in the

area of criminal justice has increased dramatically in Canada. It is diff,rcult to

determine the extent to which programs are "community-based", "autonomous" or

"Aboriginal-controlled", and thus consistent with the development of self-government

processes in Aboriginal communities. As Ha¡ding and Spence have observed, "the

discussion of Aboriginal-controlled justice systems is still very much at a conceptual

stage. "53 However, the emergence of such programs has clearly had a significant

impact on the trend towards an endorsement in broader terms, of "autonomy" as the

foundation of future Aboriginal justice reform strategies.

This phenomenon has been a nation-wide occurrenc€ with promising

community-based justice initiatives operating in a number of communities across the

country.s A full survey is not possible here,55 but in line with the emphasis

53. J. Harding with B. Spence, An Annotated Bibliography of Aboriginal-Controlled Justice Programs
(Regina: Prairie Justice Research, University of Regina, 1991) at 3.

54. For s¡ample, in Québec, the Cree Regional Authority has proposed the establishment of a justice
system to operate on Cree ærriøry. The sysÞm would be based on a mediation panel, but would also
incorporaÞ a formal court system including a 'Nation Court' which would act as both an appeal court in
relation to minor matters and a court of first i¡5trnes for more serious offences. The system would operate
within the context of the wider Canadian legal structure, so that, ¡o¡ s¡emplê, decisions of the Cree Nation
Court could be appealed before the Québe¡ Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court of Canada. See Cree
Regional Authority on Justice, A Cree System of Justice (Nemaska: Cree Regional Authority, 1989). For a
brief analysis of the project, see Brodeur, note 35 supra at 126-129.In British Columbia, Aboriginal justice
intiatives based on the adoption of traditional dispute resolution processes bave been developed by the First
Nations of South Vancouver Island Tribal Council, and by the Gtksa¡ and Wet'suwet'en peoples of the
northwest of the province. Both projects are discussed in Jackson, note 49 supra at 93-139. See also
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en Education Society, Smithers Indian Friendship Centre, Upper Skeena Counselling and
Legal Assistance Society, Unlocking Aboriginal Justice: Alternative Dßpute Resolution for the Gitksan and
Wet'suwel'en People (Hazleton: A submission to the British Columbia Ministry of the Attorney General,
1989).
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established itt patt A of this thesis, three programs from the Prairie region (one each

from Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba) will be reviewed.

In Australia, Aboriginal-controlled justice projects, while at a rather more

preliminary stage than in Canada, have emerged as an important component of the

criminal justice reform environment.s6 One of the most promising proposals, as well

as a community-based policing project will be examined.

1. The Prairie Region

(a) Saddle Lol<¿ Tribal Jwtice Committee - Drart Cowtitution

Since the early 1980s the Saddle I-ake Tribal Justice Centre on the Saddle

I-ake Reserve in Alberta has produced a number of documents dealing with the

establishment of Aboriginal-controlled justice institutions in Aboriginal communities.

These include a Tribal Justice ManunfT and a, "Justice Committee Model

Constitution".58

The manual is essentially a guide to the Saddle I¡.ke Band's proposed self-

55. For a guide to the raage of progroms which have been developed by Aboriginal communities across the
country, see Harding & Spence, note 53 aryra; National Inventory of Aboriginal Justice Prograrns. Projects
and Research (Ottawa: Ministry of Supply and Services, 1990); and C. L-a Prairie, IÍ Tribal Courts are th¿
Solution, What Is the Problem? (Consultation document prepared for the Department of the Attorney
General, Province of Nova Scotia, 1990) at 50-55.

56. See generally K.M. tlazlehurst (ed), Justice Prograns for Aboriginal and Other Indigenous Peoples.
seminar Proceedings No. 7 (canberra: Australian Instirute of criminology, l98f¡.

57. Saddle l-ake Tribal Justice Centre, Tribal Justice Manual. Volut¡tc ,l (Saddle l-ake: Saddle I-ake Tribal
Justice Centre) cited in Harding & Spence, noæ 53 supra at 19.

58. Saddle l-ake Tribal Justice Centre, "Justice Committee Model Constitution" (unpublished).
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government structure,t' and deals only in general terms with the development of

autonomous justice structures. It recommends that "the Saddle I-ake Tribe claim total

function/jurisdiction over criminal and civil matters upon the territory of the tribe,

exercising criminal jurisdiction where applicable..."o Despite its generality, the

manual has been described as presenting "a viable way for a band to run its own

justice affairs as part of its self-government."ó1

The Model Constitution is more detailed in nature, describing the structure

for an autonomous Aboriginal justice committee. According to the Saddle I¿ke Tribal

Justice Centre's prescription, the committee would be based on an exercise of an

Aboriginal community's inherent right of self-government.62 The committee would

provide services to young a¡rd adult offenders a¡rd would operate under the authority

of the Chief and Council.ó3

The objectives of the committee would include:

4.01 To reduce tåe number of persons involved i¡ the formal court process and to reduce
the frequency of re-involvement.

4.04 To develop a range of consequences for the offenders which will reflect the
community's cotrcerns for the offenders reformation a¡d restitution to the victim, based on
the principles of least inþrference with tåe offender and accountability to the community.
4.05 To recognize the spiritual and cultural dimension of the offender and to develop
consequences which address the physical, psychological and spiritual needs of the
offender and the restoration of the relationship between the offender and ttre victim and
the community as a whole.

59. Harding ald Spence, note 53 supra at 19.

60. Cited il at20.

61. Id atZI.

62. Note 58 supra, article 2.01.

63. Id, article 2.03.
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The committee would consist of no fewer than seven members of the community.n

Each member would be required to take an oath of confrdentiality,6s and follow

conflict of interest guidelines.tr Proceedings would commence by way of a referral,

which would only be accepted from "authonzed referring agencies as set out in the

Constitution", and could also be rejected by the committee.ó7 Upon acceptance of a

referral the committee would interview the offender and determine the circumstances

of the offence. The outcome of this process would be the preparation of a Diversion

agreement within six weeks of the referral. According to Article 12.05 of the Model

Constitution:

The Committee shall prepare a Diversion Agreement in consultation with the offender
which shall be reasonable and fair in relation to the gravity of the offence. The elements
of a successful Diversion Agreement may include a written apology, restitution in the
form of money or work, community work, a requirement for attendance at an alcohol or
drug rehabilitation program, or such other reasonable orders or requirements that the
Committee may impose. The Committee may impose terms and conditions that a¡e
consistent with past tradition and native culrure.

Although it dealt only in passing with autonomous Aboriginal justice

structures, the Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the

Indian and Métis People of Alberta,6s applauded the Saddle L¿ke initiative and ca-lled

for further consideration of the possibility of implementing the system on a pilot

64- Id, article 6.03.

65. Id, article 6.07.

66. Id, article 11.01.

61. Id, article 4.03, 5.04.

68. Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its knpact on the Indian and Métis People of Alberta,
Justice on Trial. volww l: Main Report @dmonton: province of Alberta. 1991).
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project basis.6e The project was also the subject of discussion during the hearings of

the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba.T0

However, to date, the model has not been implemented on the Saddle L¿ke

Reserve, nor indeed, in any other Aboriginal community in Alberta or the prairie

region, primarily because of an absence of funding for the project.Tl

(b) Meadnw I-ake Tribal Council Indian Justice of thc Peace Project

In a submission to the Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Committee,T2 the

Buffalo River Dene Nation and the Meadow l^ake Tribal Council proposed the

establishment of an Indian Justice of the Peace pilot project for the nine First Nations

of the Meadow l-ake Tribal Council. The main objective of the project would be for

locally selected and trained justices of the peace, cross-appointed under section 107 of

the Indian Acf3 and the provincial Justice of the Peoce Act,1a to deal with summary

69. Id at 11-2. The Task Force's failure to formally recommend the establishment of such a project appears
to have been based on concerns about the application of ¡t.e Charter of Rigltts and Freedoms to the proposed
system, the right of community members to opt out of the tribal justice process, and the availability of
appeals to the non-Aboriginal court system: iåid.

10. Support for the Saddle I¡ke initiative was particularly evident in several submissions from
representatives of the Men¡onite community, where the mediation and "restorative justice' elements of the
model were emphasised: see, for s¡ample, Melita Rempel, Mennonite Central Committee Open Circle,
Presentation No. 464 to the Public Inquiry i¡xo the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People -
Transcript of a Community Hearing (Winnipeg, January 26 1989) 41924193.

71. IbA. See also I. Sawatsky, John Howa¡d Society, Presentation No. 453 to the Public Inquiry into the
Ad¡ninistration of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community Hearing (Win-nipeg, January
25 1989) 4074.

72. Discussed in Saskatchewan lndian Justice Review Committee, Report (Regina, 1992) (hereinafter
^Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report") at 4546.

73. R.S.C., c.I-5. The limiæd capacity of the section 107 regime to support autonomous Aboriginal justice

structures was discussed in Chapter 5, at the text corresponding to notes ?3-34 supra.
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conviction offences under First Nations laws, and guilty pleas on certain summary

offences under provincial or federal statutes. In both cases, defendants would have a

right of appeal to a judge of the Provincial Court of Saskatchewan.

The basic philosophy of the project would be to require the offender to make

restitution to the specifrc victim and/or the community generally, as opposed to being

sanctioned by the non-Aboriginal provincial system, with no benef,rt to the

communitv.T5

The Committee recommended that the program be implemented on a two yeår

pilot project basis. However, it observed that

the use of aboriginal justices of the peace will depend on the level of community support
for such a program, the ability to recruit people within the community to urdertake such a

responsibility, and the practical advaatages to the criminal justice system of using justices

of the peace in piace of provincial courtjudges.T6

The Chief of the Buffalo River Reserve has registered his community's

willingness to be a 'test case' for what would be Saskatchewan's f,rrst Aboriginal

justice project of this type. In February 1992 Chief Gordon Billette stated: "We'd like

to adopt a system on our reserve, where our people wouid be responsible to our own

people. "77

To date, the project has not been implemented, although negotiations between

74. The Jusrices of the Peace Act, 1988, S.S. 1988, c.J-5.1.

75. See D. McConachie, 'Chief offers community for Native justice project', The StarPhoenix, Ianuary l7
1992, AI at 1.2.

J6. Saskatchewan Indian Justice Report at 46.

77. McConachie, note 75 supra at A!.
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and the Saskatchewan Department of Justice are

(c) St Theresa Poiru You¡h Coun System

In the early 1980s growing concern about the incidence of juvenile crime and

solvent abuse prompûed the community at the Saint Theresa Point Reserve in Island

I:ke region of Manitoba to seek alternative methods for dealing with these particular

problems. Consultations involving the Band Council, community members, the

RCMP, Band Constables, the Awasis Agency, teachers and Northern Native Alcohol

and Drug Program (NNADP) workers resulted in the identification of the following

concerns relating to the administration of justice in the community:

(a) Community Needs
+ need for the community to take ownership of and address crime related problems
* need for youth to develop a sense of direction and respect for community institutions
through a¡ educational approacb
* need to provide education and prevention in accordance with native traditional values
and philosophies

(b) Justice Iszues
* need to develop a system where the offender would be held responsible for his/her
actions
* need for dealing with young offenders according to community st^nda¡ds and traditions
* need to provide an approach ttrat intervenes at an early stage that is not provide.d by the
traditional justice system
* need to provide on-going follow-up with measures appropriate to the communityTg

Based on these principles and criteria, the Indian Government Youth Court

78. Robert W. Mitchell, Saskatchewan Minister of Justice and Attorney General, Letter to author, June 5

1992.

79. G. L,ewis, StTherese Point IndianGover¡nrcnt Yowh Court System'Preliminary Assessm.ent (Winnipeg:
Maritoba Department of Justice, 1989) at 4.
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System commenced operation in 1984.80 The system employs a five-stage process

which is based on the principle of resolving the perceived problem within the

community, and which attempts to use the non-Aboriginal juvenile court system only

as a last resort, or in relation to serious matters with which the community is not

prepared to deal. The program has been accurately described by the Aboriginal

Justice Inquiry of Manitoba as a "true diversion program".tr

Following a referral to the Program Co-ordinator - a referral can be made by

any person or agency in the community - the youth and his/her parents are contacted

before the matter is reviewed by a Case Conference Team consisting of the Indian

Youth Court Judge and Magistrate, the Program Co-ordinator, Band Constables, and

two appointed Elders, youths and adults. The team determines whether the matter

should be referred to:

(i) the Alternative Measures program;t2 or

(ii) the Indian Government Youth Court; or

(iii) (with the consent of the Chief and Band Council) the Provincial Yourh Courr.

The Indian Government Youth Court will only hear a case following an

admission of responsibility for the offence/incident. After the Program Co-ordinator

80. The program summary provided here is based on the assessment report completed by l-ewts: ibid.

81. AII Report Vol I at 577.

82. Established according to s.4(l) of the Young Afenders z{c¡, S.C. 1980-81-82-83. c.110, which provides
that "Alternative measures may be used to deal with a young person alleged to have committed an offence
instead of judicial proceedings under this Act." See also N. Bala, J.P. Hornick & K. O'Brien, Alternative
Measures Progratns for Native Yoøh: A Review and Recommcndatiotts (Winnipeg: Resea¡ch paper prepared
for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba, January 1990) at 11-35.
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has presented all the evidence along with the Case Conference Team's

recommendations, the Judge may make any of a number of orders including:

* that the young offender be dismissed with only a warning.
* that the young offender be placed on probation ... for a fixed period of time.

i't¡.t t¡" young offender be given a fine or community work (e.g. serving Elders,
restitution ûo the victim etc.).
* that the young offender be placed under the zupervision of an Elder for traditional
activities such as working on the trap line and learning about traditional ways of zurvival
and teachings.t3

The jurisdiction exercised by the Indian Government Youth Court is based on

the decision-mâlnng authority of the Chief and Council. The program deals with a

range of matters including minor offences under the Criminal Code,u various

driving offences under Thc Highway Trffic Act,8s and breaches of Band by-laws.8ó

There has been no formal devolution of jurisdiction from the provincial government.

As Robert Wood, the Program Co-ordinator has stated: "We were not concerned

about jurisdiction and whose toes we might step on, we simply moved ahead."87

Wood confirmed before the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba that the

jurisdiction of the Indian Government Youth Court has been respecüed by the RCMP

and Crown prosecutors.ss

83. Lewis, note79 supra at ll.

84. R.S.C. 1985, c.C-4ó.

85. S.M. 1966, c.29.

86. See L,ewis, note79 supra at5.

87. SeeB. Lowery, "Natives struggle forcourtfunding", Winnipeg Free Press, January 30 1992,lf*17.

88. R. Wood, Presentation No. 313 to the Public Inquiry into th¿ Adninistration of Justice and Aboriginat
People - Transcript of a Community Hearing (St. Theresa Point, December 8 1988) at 2659; also Lewis,
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In terms of reducing both the level of contâct between youth and the criminal

justice system, and the number of young offender crimes in the community, the

program has achieved considerable success. Following a preliminary assessment of

the program for the Manitoba Department of Justice in 1989, Lewis concluded that:

The St. Therese Point Indian Government Youth Court System represents an established
and progressive justice initiative. The program is based on a sound program model that
combines a com-unity based and i-nægraÛed approach to addressing youth crime. This
model is well in place and is the zubject of intense interest on provincial and national
levels.... [It] is characterizeÅ by a number of sound administrative structures which
distinguish it from other Aboriginal justice programs in Canada.... It is clea¡ that the

major problem confronting this initiative is tle absence of a secure funding base.89

During its fust several years of operation, the program relied heavily on

volunteer workers, and also received limit€d f,rnancial support from the Band

Council's bingo proceeds.m Since June 1989 the program has received funding from

the Manitoba I:.w Foundation.er Three years afær a recommendation that the

Department of Justice fund the program, the Manitoba Government agreed in January

L992 to provide sufficient funding to ensure that the St Theresa Point Indian

Government Youth Court continued to function, e although it is not clear whether

the level of commitment would allow the program to expand,tt or substantially

note 79 supra at 5.

89. Lewis, id at22.

90. Wood, note 88 supra at2663.

91. I-ewis, note79 supra at2.

92. See T. Weber, 'Native youth court saved", Winnipeg Free Press, January 3l L992,B24.

93. For s¡ample, administrators of the progrâm have expressed interest in widening the program's scope so

as to include adult offenders within ttre court's jurisdiction. See Wood, note 88 supra at 2990.
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reduce the extent of reliance on volunteers.s

2. Australia

(a) The Yirrknla Scheme

Originally developed during the late 1970s, the Yinkala model of community-

based justice has become a symbol of non-Aboriginal Australia's refusal to recognise

the value of Aboriginal autonomy in relation to matters otherwise dealt with by the

dominant criminal justice system. Though widely applauded as a viable and promising

initiative, it has, like the Saddle l:ke Model Justice Committee, not been

implemented.

The scheme was developed over a number of years by a group of elders at

Yirrkala, in the Northern Territory. The proposal was considered in detait by the

Australian I-aw Reform Commission in relation to its reference on The Recognition of

Aborigin"al Customary Law.es It has been described by one of the scheme's main

advocates, H.C. Coombs, as 'a contemporary Aboriginal reaction to over 100 years

of social control by outsiders."% According ûo Coombs, the aim of these proposals

was to work towards

defining a place for Aboriginal customary law within tåe Australia¡ legal system... They

94. Weber, note 92 supra.

95. Australian I-aw Reform Commission, Thc Recognition of Aboriginal Customary kw. Report No. 3I
(Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1986) (hereinafter "AI-RC Report") para 819-832.

96. H.C. Coombs, "The Yirrkala Proposals for the Control of l-aw and Order" in K.M. Hazlehurst (ed),

Justice Progratns For Aboriginal and Othcr Indigenous Conununities. Seminar Proceedings No. 7
(Ca:rberra: Australian Institute of Criminology, 198f) 201 at 205.
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are essentially modifications of traditional Aboriginal processes of organised social

pressure to conform to accepted norms of behaviour and of dispute settlement.f

The structure of this form of community justice is based on using local

councils, and in particular, a "Ir.w Council' to exercise the primary responsibility for

local justice.e8 The I-aw Council, which would consist of senior leaders from each

constituent clan, would select the appropriate community members to deal with the

particular dispute or breach of community rules which arises for resolution.r These

people would constitute the "community court' in individual cases.lm

Under the Yirrkala scheme the I¿.w Council and the community court would

operate as an independent entity. However, there would be a "considerable degree of

interaction with the general legal syste*.rr0r For example, in a submission to the

Australian L¿w Reform Commission,l@ Coombs proposed that where a Yirrkala

community member came before a judge or magistrate, the latter should authorise the

I¿w Council to set up a community court for the purposes of seeking to resolve the

matter via a form of "preliminary hearing" or intervention. Alternatively, it was

proposed that community representatives could sit with the magistrate or judge to

97. Id at20l.

98. ALRC Report pan821.

99. N.M. Williams, '[,ocal Autonomy and the Viability of Community Justice

Hazlehurst (ed), Ivory Scales: Black Australia and thc Law (Kensington: New
Press, i987) 227 at234.

100. ALRC Report para822.

L0L. Id para823.

102. H.C. Coombs, Submission 262, cited ibd.

Mechanisms' in K.M.
South Wales University
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offer advice on a range of issues on which local knowledge would be helpful.

Significantly, under the Yirrkala proposals, the Council would exercise a level

of involvement in all matters ranging from simple disputes or public order offences,

to serious crimes.lm This jurisdiction would include both federat and territorial laws

of general application, as well as rules formulaæd by the community based on

customary laws and current concerns amongst the community about social order and

the regulation of unacceptable behaviour.rs The community court would have the

power to impose a range of sanctions, with emphasis on the provision of

compensation. Other possible punishments would include compulsory residence at a

homeland centre, temporary banishment, or even overnight imprisonment in a

'lock-up' situated at the community.16

After considering numerous submissions made on behalf of the clan leaders at

Yirrkala, in 1986 the Australian I¿w Reform Commission made the following

recommendations:

1. That the Northern Territory authorities investigate through local discussion a¡d
consultation whether the Yirrkala community seeks implementation of the scheme;
2. If so, that the scheme be implemented, with appropriate Iegislative backing, for a
sufficient trial period (at least three years); and
3. That the Yirrkala people be given independent advice and such other support as they

may require in carrying out the scheme.l6

Given the generally modest nature of the recommendations contained in the Aust¡alian

103. ALRC Report pala 824. In the case of serious offences, it was anticipated that the general law and
procedure would be more likely to be involved: Coombs, note 96 supra at2l5.

1O4. See Coombs, id at2lO-21I.

105. ALRC Report para 826; Coombs, noþ 96 supra at2l3.

106. ALRC Report pala832.
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I-aw Reform Commission's report,rtT the Commission's endorsement of this

particular initiative was an encouraging sign that a constructive change in direclion in

relation to problems encountered by Aborigines in the criminal justice system might

be possible. As Williams concluded in 1987, the proposed Yirrkata community justice

system "is most likely to succeed in enabling effective social control because it

embodies Aboriginal mechanisms of authority and dispuæ settlement, and supports

rather than impedes their operation."rffi

Unfortunately, the Yirrkala scheme has suffered the fate of almost all of the

I¡.w Reform Commission's recommendations. In the Naiornl Report of the Royal

Commission iwo Aboriginnl Deaths in C\tstody, Commissioner Johnston noted that a

submission by H.C. Coombs revealed that the communiry justice scheme had failed to

gain the support of the Northern Tenitory Government, and therefore, had not been

effectively implemented. 1æ

107. For an interesting discussion of the approach taken by the l-aw Reform Commission, see R. Chisholm,
"Aboriginal Law in Australia: The Law Reform Commission's Proposals for Recognition" (1988) l0
University of Hawaü Law Review 47 at 63-79.

108. Note 99 supra at237.

109. E. Johnston, Royal Conunission into Aboriginal Deafhs in Custody - National Report (Calberra:
Australia¡ Government Publishing Service, 1991) ftereinafler 'RCIADIC National Report') Vol 4 at 94.
With considerable justiñcation, Hazlehurst has challenged "the ta¡diness and conservatism of governments in
developing community justice options for Aboriginals throughout Australia": note 48 supra at309. Gven
the overwhelming evidence which shows that the formal criminal justice system is routinely iaadequate in
dealing with Aboriginal people, the failure to support constructive alternatives such as the Yirrkala proposai
is difficult to comprehend.
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þ) fhe Julalikari Couttcíl Policing Project

The system which has been develo@ by the Julalikari Council in Tennant

Creek includes a a program of council patrols and a commitment to Aboriginal-police

cooperation. An Aboriginal Issues Unit report to the Royal Commission into

Aboriginal Deaths in Custody described the Julalikari Council program in the

following way:

The Aborigi-nal community at TeD-oaot Creek has atÞmpted to overcome a number of
problems with police and policing by establishing council patrols which attend
disturbances h the câmps at night and which atÞmpt to resolve conflicts at morning
meetings in the cnmps. The Julalika¡i Council insists that people should bring their
complaints to the Councillors on patrol, rather than the police, and that the police should

not attend at disturbances without the presence of Councillors to explain the problem to
them.
... They are attempting !o resolve conflicts in an Aboriginal way rather tha¡ having the
police simply arrest a person or persons, sometimes the wrong person, without solving the
problem. Councillors are able to speak to .Aboriginal people and reprimand them with

zuccess,llo

While clearly not as comprehensive as the Aboriginal justice mechanisms which are

currently under consideration in Canada, this project illustrates the value of initiatives

which challenge the generally subordinate position of Aboriginal people in relation to

law enforcement strategies,lll and which assert community ownership of and

responsibility for disputes.

ll0. RCUDIC National Report Vol 4 at9l-92.

111. See M. Edmunds, "The Role of Aboriginal Orgrnis¿¡isns in Improving Aboriginal-Police Relations"
(1991) 49 Aboriginal I¿w Bulletin 13. Other positive initiatives include the work of the Tangentyere
Council in Alice Springs, and the Community lustice Pa¡els which operate in Echuca, Victoria. All three
programs are discussed by Commissioner Johnston: RCIADIC National Report Vol 4 at 85-108.
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V. AN EVOLUTIONARY FRAME\ryORK FOR ABORIGINAL JUSTICE
SYSTEÙÍS

In 1988 the Canadian Bar Association Committee on Imprisonment and

Release concluded:

We believe there is a sound constitutional basis for the development of parallel native
justice systems. We have, however, refrained from endorsing any particular model,
because the particular model will be linked with an Indian nation's or native community's
view of its path towards self{etermi¡ation and ultimaûely it is for them to choose. It is
ûot unrealistic to anticipate that modele of aborigi-ual justice systems can be worked out in
a Canadian context, which, cogniz¡nt of the experience of other jurisdictions, can reflect
the accumulated wisdom of both aboriginal law ways and the commor¡ ¡u*,112

The capacity for considerable variation in terms of the type of justice system desired

by various Aboriginal communities in Canada highlights the diff,rculty of creating a

generally applicable model for the operation of Aboriginal justice systems in Canada.

At the same time this potential diversity provides a persuasive argument in favour of

some forrn of framework that could faciliate the establishment of autonomous justice

mechanisms within whichever limits are ultimaüely set.Ir3 Without such a 'skeleton',

including a blueprint for the interface of Aboriginal justice systems with the non-

Aboriginal justice system, autonomy-based initiatives are unlikely to develop beyond

the stages of small scale progr¿uns, each dependent on federal and/or provincial

government approval and special funding. In this way, promising initiatives may be

prevented from fully meeting the justice requirements of Aboriginal communities.

As discussed above, the major diff,rculty is to strike an acceptable balance

ILz. M- Jackson, Locking Up Natives in Canada: A Repon of the Canadian Bar Association Committee on
Imprisorunent and Release (Canadian Bar Association, 1988) at l}l-.

113. For s¡ample, the Ca¡adian Bar Association's support for Aboriginal justice systems was offered in the
context of an endorsement of "the importaoce of legal pluralism within Canadian Confeder ation...' : ibid.
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between providing reasonable guidelines for giving effect to Aboriginal autonomy in

relation to justice issues, and imposing a system that is insufficiently flexible, and

essentially incompatible with the right of Aboriginal peoples to be self-governing. An

Aboriginal justice system which was not developed or otherwise endorsed by the

community which it was designed to serve would be both unacceptable in terms of the

principles of autonomy-based justice reform, and also likely to be unsuccessful in

terms of adressing the community's experience and understanding of the justice

'problem'.

The Repon of the Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Committee observed

that two important points must be borne in mind in the context of implementing

criminal justice reform in Aboriginal communities:

1) that me2niûgful changes can only come about when the Indian community is actively
involved in deciding what changes a¡e to be made, how they are to happen, and shares
responsibility for the changes; and
2) tù.at because each Indian community is at a different stage of development, they are
also at different stages of readiness for change. A project or initiative that may be right
for one community may not be right for another. The unique and special circumsronces of
each community must be recognized.l14

Based on these observations, there would appeâr to be considerable merit in

supporting an adaptable framework which sets, in very general terms, the possible

limits of Aboriginal justice systems. Such a framework need not be in conflict with

Aboriginal self-government, but should simply reflect the reality that jurisdiction over

a range of matters inlcuding those currently dealt with by the criminal justice system

must be developed within the context of Canadian federalism. Ensurins the

Il4. Saskatchewan Inàian Justice Report at3.
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applicability of the Charter of Rights and, Freedoms would, in many respects, serve

this purpose, although its impact on the shape of Aboriginal justice systems may be

determined by the availability to Aboriginal governments of the section 33

override.lls Other more appropriate guidelines might deal more specifically with the

process for establishing Abonginal justice systems, and set cerLain requirements such

as the need for extensive communitv consultations.

Ultimately, an acceptable framework is most likely to emerge from serious

consideration of existing autonomy-based justice initiatives, and the many that are

likely to be developed by Aboriginal communities in the nea¡ future. None of the five

initiatives reviewed earlier was developed as part of a wider scheme of autonomy-

based Aboriginal justice reform. However, given the growing acceptance in Canada of

the value of locally conceived and implemented autonomous Aboriginal strategies,

projects in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, and indeed, in Aboriginal

communities throughout the country, may provide the groundwork for the evolution

of a comprehensive network of Aboriginal justice systems which would ultimately be

shaped by the extent to which Aboriginal self-government becomes a reality during

the course of the next decade and into the next decade.

While recognizing that the establishment of a comprehensive Cree justice

system in Québeclró is effectively a "long-term" reform, Brodeur has observed that

"there is nothing that would prevent the situation from progressively evolving toward

115. See discussion in Chapter J, at text corresponding to notes 87-100 supra.

116. See note 54 supra.
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the kind of autonomous structures envisaged in the [Cree Regional Authority on

Justicel project."lr7 Cle¡rly, there is a danger in placing Aboriginal justice systems

within the distant and inaccessible realm of "long-term". But there may be a case to

be made for supporting local and distinctive initiatives in the context of a broader

justice policy, which has as a primary objective, the creation of a comprehensive

network of Aboriginal justice systems which would interact in various capacities with

the existing Canadian justice system.

In the context of a discussion of alternatives to territorial sovereignty, Hall has

observed :

Perhaps the most useful role that non-natives can play in the effort to achieve native self-
governmeût is not to design regimes of self-goverrunen but rather to demonstrate methods

by which non-native legal and governmental structures can coerist with native

sovereignty.lls

This approach can be applied in the context of criminal justice reform, and

specifically, in relation to the adoption of a strategy which supports the development

of autonomous mechanisms. The initial aim of this direction should not be the

creation of a generally applicable uniform regime of Aboriginal justice systems, but

rather, endorsement of a justice administration policy which is designed to support

rather than shape a range of community-based initiatives along the lines reviewed

above.lle This approach would be compatible with the self-government negotiation

117. Brodeur, note 35 supra at 129.

118. G.R. HaIl, "The Quest for Native Self-Government: The Challenge of Territorial Sovereignty^ (L992)

50 University of Torowo Faculry of Law Review 39 at 4l (emphasis added).

119. See partIY supra.
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process contained in the 'Canada round' constitutional package.r2O Ultimately, it

may be capable of facilitating the evolution of a fundamentally restructured

framework for the administration of justice in Canada.

Implementation of the inherent right of Aboriginal self-government during the

next decade will result in an unprecedented, and possibly unrecognizable form of

federalism in this country. Commensurate with this future, there is no legitimate

reason why a network of Aboriginal justice systems should not be allowed to evolve

in a form consistent with the right of Aboriginal peoples in Canada to shape the

principles, rules and institutions which foster and maintain social order in their

communities.

120. See the discussion in chapter 6, at text corresponding to notes ll0-114 supra.
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The future of proposals for the creation of Aboriginal justice systems in

Canada is anything but clear. To a great extent, implementation of recommendations

such as those made during the past yeff by the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba

and the I-aw Reform Commission of Canada will be contingent on the outcome of the

'Canada round' of constitutional reform and, in particular, the terms in which the

Aboriginal right of self-government is recognized, def,rned, and eventually put into

practice.

The critical issue of the role of the Charter of Ríghts and Freedorru, while

apparently 'settled' in the general sense of whether it will appty to Aboriginal

governments and insdrutions (the short answer being an equivocal 'yes' according to

the terms of the 'Canada round' package of proposed constitutional reforms), is likely

to be the subject of serious and ongoing scrutiny. This attention is warranted because

the Charter may have the single most significant impact on the outcome of the current

shift towards an autonomy-based Aboriginal justice strategy.

Effective resolution of several basic jurisdictional matters will also need to be

achieved before it can realistically be anticipated that systems of the scope envisioned

by the Aboriginat Justice Inquiry of Manitoba can develop in Aboriginal communities.

While it is likely that certain limiting principles will be established, it is important

that a framework be created that can satisfy the objective of facilitating the evolution

of effective community-based systems, without involving the imposition of a uniform

(and tikely, often inappropriate) model of Aboriginal courts which fails to reflect the
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essential element of Aboriginal autonomy, and simply continues the conventional

pattern of perpetuating an imposed law and order regime, albeit with certain iocalized

dimensions.

While there may be certain impediments to the alignment of justice reform

with the broader autonomy aspirations of Canada's Aboriginal peoples, this

arrarlgement represents a major and necessary advance on the conventional and

demonstrably ineffective strategy of 'tinkering' with the existing system for the

administration of criminal justice. This approach is based on the fallacious assumption

that a regime which has oppressed Aboriginal people for more than 100 years can

effectively dispense Justice' if only it undergoes a relatively painless sensitization

process. Autonomy-based reform is also consistent with a more sophisticated

conception of the nature of the justice problem in Aboriginal communities: an

approach which looks beyond the mere fact of over-representation, and seeks to

confront the underlying reality of dispossession.

An endorsement of community-based autonomy as the guiding principle of

future reform strategies involving Aboriginal peoples does not carry the implication

that projects such as Aboriginal courtworker programs, cross cultural training courses

for justice system personnel, and the development of alternative dispositions, need be

abandoned. However, meaningful support for this new direction requires that reforms

within the context of the existing justice system must exhibit an awareness of the

wider context of Aboriginal self-government, and of the need for compatibility with

emerging autonomous Aboriginal j ustice mechanisms.
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In a submission by the Manitoba Assembly of Chiefs to the Aboriginal Justice

Inquiry of Manitoba, Chief I-ouis Stevenson observed:

The changes that are needed in our community will not be brought about by the
impositions of institutions or mechanisms that are not designed or controlled by our
people. The issues and problems facing Indian people have to be dealt with in the context
of selfdetermination. Our people must feel that they have control over their affairs.l

The extent to which Aboriginal justice reform in Canada will enter a new phase

during the 1990s will depend on the extent to which respect for this principle is

endorsed politically and entrenched constitutionally.

1. Chief Louis Stevenson, Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, Presentation No. 7fl to the Public Inquiry into
the Adminístration of Justice and Aboriginal People - Transcript of a Community Hearing flilinnipeg,
November 22 1989\ 7736 at7758.
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